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I. Introductory Secton

A. Project Summary

When a child's socialization is disrupted at any point during his
early development, he may fail to learn to interact appropriately: to

exchange, compete, and cooperate under appropriate social conditions.
The resultant diagnosis may be social or emotional retardation.

This project is designed to investigate the conditions that produce
the social patterns that are requisites for group participation: exchange,

cooperation, and competition. The objectives are: 1) to identify
operationally exchange, cooperation, and competition; 2) to isolate the
conditions that produce the patterns; 3) to develop exchange, cooperation,
and competition on academic tasks: 4) to apply research findings to
increase academic performance; and 5) to organize findings into a program
that will assist teachers to achieve social behavior objectives in their
classrooms.

The procedures employed to achieve these objectives include: 1) a

basic research phase designed to measure the three social patterns and
to identify the feedbeek,conditions and social contingencies that affect
exchange, cooperation, and competition in two-person groups; 2) a
developmental research phase designed to develop the three social patterns
as students work on academic tasks; 3) an applied research phase designed
to measure social interaction deficits in the classroom, and to employ
social contingencies to'prOduce social interactions and increase=academic
performance.

The findings resulting from the three research phases include:
operational conceptualizations of the three social patterns, social
contingencies, and related feedback behaviors; 2) motivational effects
of exchange, cooperative, and competitive contingencies; 3) reinforcing
effects of social feedback on task performance; 4) the effects of ante-
cedent task conditions and consequent social contingencies in the develo,-
ment of cooperative and competitive behavior in retarded children- and
5) the effects of assessing social interaction deficits in retarded
children by monitoring and recording their rates of initiating and
receiving both verbal and physical contacts with specified peers and
teachers.

The products resulting from the three research phases include: 1)

an instrumentation system for investigating the effects of different
social contingencies on exchange, cooperative, competitive behaviors.and
the related feed',..ack responses; 2) an instrumentation system for investi-
gating and developing exchange, cooperative, and competitive choices of
students working on an academic task; 3) an elementary word discrimination
program designed for use with social contingencies to develop social
interactions in-retaHed children as they learn to identify and discriminate
three and four-letter words; 4) a set of procedures for assessing social

interaction deficits in classrooms for the retarded: and 5) a program for
establishing motivational control, assessing and remediating social deficit
and developing social skills in retarded children.
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Introductien

I ttLrt of C.- 7r0411em

A child's social development is dependent upon the socialization he
experiences in the family, school, and peer group in the family, the
parents dominate, the child being wholly dependent unon .them for nurturance,
protection, and support. In the school, the position of dominance and
authority is occupied again by an adult. Ire teacher administers the rewards
or punishments, while the student,.ideally, learns the s' ills and !-,ehaviors
expected of him. -.nly when he enters into thu world of his peers is tha
child on an equal footing with others The peer grow, is adult society in
miniature with the requisites and the conseeuences of a full-blown social
system. Here, the dynamics of social life, the give and take and no holds
barred of the unsupervised world reign freely. The childjearns patterns of
social interaction in the informal group, where ene is Tewarded and punished
for behavior that.eonforms to unwritten rules or norms,that continually change
as interaction changes from intense competition for a perticular role in a
group's task structure to exchanges of role performance for social approval
between group-members and, finally, to cooperative interaction as roles
become coordinated on a common task andearganized effort ort that task is
achieved.

Some children-hever learn to exchange, compete, çr cooperate. Conse-
quently, their adaptations to group life are unsuccessful. For instance,
if the child's socialization is disrupted in-the family, peer group, or
school, and he cannot exchange, competes or cooperate when appropriate, he
may be diagnosed as socially and emotionally retarded or malad usted.

Children are also diagnosed as socially maladjusted when they fell to
come under control of the adult advisor in an institutional setting. In
such cases, a child may have social behaviors in his response repertoire
which are not directed towards institutional goals. This is particularly
the case when members of rebellious peer groups are expelled from schools
because they disrupt classroom procedures. They too are socially maladjusted
and, consequently, oneducable. Whether the child is a social isolate lack-
ing in skills requisite to normal interaction, or is a member of a disrup-
tive and uncontrollable peer group, the eroblem of remedial education for
the socially handicapped remains.

2. Analysi of the rreilem

The socially deficient child is an example our socializing agents'
failures to teach the child the jnteraction patterns appropriate in different
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social situations. Group functions reqUire member participants to compete
for positions, exchange favors, and coordinate efforts on commonly valued
tasks. This group_socialization is a significant component in the equation
that spells success or failure of the child's social adjustments in informal
social systems such as the peer group and formal social systems such as the
classroom.

GroUp Sotialization

The human group is a special case of the more general term, the social
system. Defined as an interaction of parts to promote a common purpose,
task, or goal. the system provides a focal point for further analysis of
fundamental processes characterizing system interactions at different points
in time. Are the interacting parts in the system competing, or are they
exchanging valued goods in a manner that promotes a coordination of efforts
and furthers the common purpose of the group? Furthermore, do interaction
patterns within tho social groupino folk*/ discernible sequences? What are
these sequences, cnd what role do they play in the overail functions of the
social system?

The emergence of .the social system or social group, depends upon the
common task of woure-be pdrticipants. Peoele interested in the same task
come together to inee'rpet on the common effort. The pattern of interaction
that intially emergeS in newly forming groups frequently is competitive.
Group members compete te offer the best solution to the groupproplem. They
demonstrate to each other what each can contribute to further the group's
efforts. As competition.progresses members'providing the best solution to
the group problem and demonstrating the most valuable abilities are selected
to perform in specialrzed roles. Charles Horton Cooley suggested that the
basic function of competition was the sorting out of who is to do what, or
to play what role:

"The function of personal competition,considered as a part of the
social system, is to assign to each individual his place in that
system. If 'all the word is a stage,' this is the process that
distributes the parts among the players. It may do it well or ill,
but after sone fa;hion it does it. Some may be cast in parts
unsUited to' them; good actors may be discharged, and the play goes
on." (aorcatta and Meyer,

After group me.bers are differentiated into their respected roles, the
problem of motivating each to oerform role requirements arises. What
kinds of incentiVes 'are necessary to insuFe adequate role performance?
Here, competitive patterns give way to exchanges as social anproval, praise,
deference, monetary rewards,and -ther material benefits are offered in
return for ro!e performance. ;ts exchange patterns develop, an organization
of actions on the common task a: o emerges. Exchanges between members
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promote the role organization.necessary fortask achievement. in short,
intrapersonal.exchanges promotq Oe development of somplex cooeerative
forms The total sequence is *urrarized below:

Preference for a -
common task pro-
vides the basis
for interaction,
the consequence
being the emer-
gence of a social

-ipetition

ensues as mem-
bers demonstrate
their abilities
vis-a-vis the
group task at
hand.

,f; momers

sorted into dif-
ferent roles, all
of which are re-
latmd to the
task, exchanges
provide incentives
to perform in
these roles.

n-1.11.1:!nces cf Croup Socialization

Illen each is
performing his
role adequately
and the roles a e
directed towards
a corrion task
cooneration has
emerged.

Group socialization means growth and development of individuals inter-
acting with each other on common tasks. When a group develops within a
larger system, such as the classroom, further development and elaboration
results with each system benefiting from the interaction. Peer groups whose
goals are in line with the teacher's in an instructional setting exemplify
the benefits accruing to both systems. The classroom becomes an effective
learning environment for the peer member, who receives support from friends
as well as teachers for academic work successfully completed. This preferred
arrangement of peer and c,lessroom systems is not observed as frequently as
it might, however. In son- instances, thu two systems are at od1-. wit
each other, frequently resulting in the dissoluOon of the peer group or the
disruptjon of classroom organization. In other instanccs, emerging peer
groups do not include all,pupils in the class. Learning to exchange, com-
pete, and cooperate, occurs eatrly in,childhood and continues as long,as one
participates in group life. Deficits in any area may have Profound effects
on one's ability to adapt to social environments unsupervised by adult-parelt
figures. Social isolates who fail to participate jn group activities and
peer members who fail to follow the miles of our larger social systems consti-
tute a population of students cl:ssific.d as socially maladjusted or r tarded.

An obv ous consequence of social maladjustment is academic retardation.
Before a ch Id can learn his cultural heritage, he must interact with others,
who transmit to him their own experiences and the knowledge acquired by pre-
vious generations. The child who does not participate in this teacher-pupil
exchange pattern fails to acquire knowledge needed for adequate adaptation
to the physical and social world. As others acquire that knowledge and task
activities of group members become more complex, requiring more complex skills
of participants, the possibilities for the maladjusted interacting with others
on COM= tasks decreases pr000rtionately. This vicious cycle continues
with complete institutionalization being.a frequent end result.



3. Solution to the Problem

_Reversing the direction of the cycle may be possible after identifying
the fundamental problem, deficits. in social behavior. When a person can
exchange with another, he cab'be educated, and when he has acquired valuable
skills, he can compete for roles in social systems and, finally, cooperate
with others on a common task.. Developing solutions to social problems requires
research that 1) operationalty identifies each social process, 2) isolates the
conditions that produce the three patterns, and 3) employs these findings to
control social patterns and increase academic performance in educational
settinns

Dc-f in it loris of the Social Processe

Social behavior resear 0 reported in the literature describes_studies
of social choice and social process. The social choice investigations measure
the selection of one from several alternative solutions to a problem, while
the social process investigations measure the behaviors emitted by group mem-
bers in order to solve a problem or complete a task.

in social choice studios for example, tha investigator Frequently employs
the prisoner's dilemma qa7:e.to measure cooperative and competitive choices.
Two subjects playing the.same 2 X 7 matrix, sucl!i es the one provided below,
must choose either A...or selections. The numbers in the,matrix represent
payoffs. If Person 1 and.2_choose A_ both receive 5 r2wnrd !ioinf.s, 3y con-
trast, a B selection by Person 1 and an A selection by Person 2, places them
in the lower left cell with Person

1 recoivine 10 noints and Person 2 losing
5. Mutual 3 choices place-themjn the lower,right cell w!-dere they both lose
i. In such a study, mutbat A:selections are defined as coo,erative and 0
se_ections as competitive.' USually:the task instructions liven the subjects
are to maximize their own payefFs. (:lemeth, 1":76)

TABLE 1

Person 1-

Person 2

Social procss studies measure tha cooperative or competitive res. _nses
emitted by group members in the process of completing a task or solving a
problem. Occasionally, preferences for one response mode over another ere
measured as well. To this extent, social choice and sc.:ial process studies
nave a common focus, with preferences for a Oven response mode being a
dependent variable in both studies.
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In one of the first socia process studies (Azrin and Lindsley, 1956
a coordinated response between two childre) was the m.asure of cooperative
behavior. 3y manipulating a cooperative-contingency, a reinforcement con-
tingent upon responses from two or more persons, the investigators increased
the childrens rates of placing their metl styluses in corresponding receiv-
ing holes winin .5 seconds of each other. The reinforcer was a jelly bean
contingent upon th2 coordinated act.

Past research on the social processes has investigated the conditions
that control the rate of occurrence of exchange, cooperation, and competition.
The distinguishing components of the three processes have only recently been
identified with sufficient clarity to permit definitional analyses. Hake
and Vukelich (1972),.after reviewing the cooperation literature, were able
to distinguish and ctassify studies acCording 'to the type of social response

measured., ,In respons'e:sharing studies, responses from both subjects,were
required to reinforce both, while in response exchange studies, a response
from one of the subjects was required to reinforce the other subject. Response

exchange patterns, pore commonly known,among social psychologists and sociolo-
gists asexchange.patterns (Thibault ana-Kelly,.1999; Homans,1961; and Blau,
1961i),.describe Mutuatly reinforcing responses of Om partners to.an inter-
action: Person 1.reinfordes Person 2, who in turn, reinforces Person 1.

Response sharing'paiterns, on the other hand, are differentiated from exchange
as cooperative, a pattern requiring responses .from both parties for reinforce--

ment to occur.

Exchange, cooperation, and competitioe also may be defined in terms of
the social con4rtgency irLeffect.' The:excriange contingency is a mutual depen-
dency between two persens ;tor their eelnforcement: Peeson'I's reiriforcement

is dependent upon Person 2's res2onses, and Person 2's reinforceMent is depen
dent upon Person l's responses. Exchange behavior is behavior that is a
function of this contingency, increasing When-the contingency is in effect

and decreasing when the contingency is discontinued. For example, Person 1

and Person 2's giving to other respories'(reinforcing other responses) increase
during the exchange contingency and then decrease in its absence. (Haring

and Mithaug, 1972).

The cooperative contIngency is reinforcement contingent upon the responses
of two or more persons: Person 1 and 2 must -respond appropriately before
either is relnforced. Cooperative behavior is behavior that is &function of
this contingency, increasing when the contingency is in effect and decreasing
when it is discontinued. For example,:Person 1 and 2's joint responses
increase during the cooperative contingency and then,decrease when the con-
tingency is discontinued. (Haring and Mithaug, 1972):

The competitive_contingency is reinforcement contingent upon a comparative
response outcome: If Person l's response rate is higher than Person 2's,
Person 1 is reinforced. Competitive behavior is behavior that is a function
of this contingency, ircreasing when the contingency is in effect and decreasing

11



when it is discontinued (Harine and Nithaug, 1972).

aenevier patterns characteristic of each pattern may sometimes b
employed as corroborative measures of the _social processes.

In general, exchange patterns are characterized by the mutual dependency
of _ interacters. en evidence ls'aliailable that Person 1 is givinn
something to Person 2 that is reinforcing, and Person 2 is giving something
to Person 1 that also is reinforc:ng, one may conclude the two are exchanging.
Measuring the exchange pattern requires that the inves igator measure the
mutual giving -of reinforcers.

Cooperative patterns are charectrized Sy the intcrdopen±-r,cv of the
interoctors. 3oth must respond For either to Le reinforced k!hen evidence
is available that Peron 1 and Person 2 are responding jointly or in coordi-
nation with one another, e.g., one is doing one job and the other another
job, both of which are required for task completion, one may conclude the two
arc cooperating. :-:easuring this cooperative pattern, requires that the inves-
tigator measure the performance of each on the separate job or different
role. An example of measurement of this type is reported in nithaug and
Jurgess (1S(.0) where the division of labor was recorded, on an event recorder.
Three-person groups worked together to produce points on an electromechanical
Counter. A division or labor emerged and provided an occasion for a corrobo-
rative measure of cooperative behavior. Two members or the group held their
keys down while a thicd pressed rapidly. TVs holder, hdder,, presser nattp=rn
was recorded on the recOrd.sheet of an.event r-corder which:provided graphic
data on the division ofjatror pattern.

identifying a comna rble ccrroortjve omoesur: tive I.-ehavior

is a difficult task as little research has been done on the srecific charac-
teristic of the process that motivates behavior (Clifford, 1972). Ft:,stingr's

work (1954) on social comparisons provides support for the notion thet as corn
pctitors strive to surpass L:4 other they compare each otbzr's achievement
in ot%ler to csQluate who is ahead of whom. In a recent study by lithaug
WV) CON2Ct?tiVO b;!havi,7,r was identified by manHu!atino comnetitive contin-
ncie ar1 urIn tas ach n rotes and social comparisons. During

i cmpetItivL ccrtirç ie rates increased as did rates of comparing
ScIfiL performance 1:Tvei I aher's. This $tudy suggests that ocial com-
parisons are behwior p6tterns characteristic of t:ic competitive process and
may be employed Lc) identify competition. 111en subjects compete they seek out
information about toe o:ross of tn.:.ir competitor in order to evaluate who
is ahead of ,wricA.

b. Past Iosearch on the Social Processes

Social behavior, like individual, nonsocial behavior, is a function of'
the stimulus events, antecedent clr immediatcly preceding, and suhsvquent or
immediately following, Cle behavior. The antecedent events may be classified
as task events according to the response requirents for task completion.

12



Independent tasks require _the responses of a single person for task comple-
tion,and interdependent tasks require the responses of ttee or more persons
fer tasl, completion. Subsequent events may be classifled according to the
type of reinforcement contingency employed to motivate task performance, either
individual or social contingencies. If the contingency is social, three
arrangements frequently observed are exchange, cooperative, and competitive
contingencies.

Togethe , antecedent and.subsequent event arrangements determine the
type of soci 1 interaction that will develop. For example, an antecedent
gent occurs when a two-person group is confronted with a problem to solve

or a task to complete. The incentives employed to motivate performance on
the task may be either individual or secial contingencies. The diagram
below describes these relationshjps:

Tas
Presented

//

Independent interdependent.
Task Task

uehav OS of iienforcement
(roup Hembers Contingency

i/

individual Social
Continjency Ccntingency

if the task is independent, requiring the responses of a single group
member for completion, and the reinforcement contingency is inilividual rather
then social, one group member may work on the task without assistance from
other members lo interaction emerges. If, on che other hand, the reinforce-
ment contingency is sociel, then the tyne of contingency in effect may deter-
mine the group behavior that will emerge. The following diagram illustrates
these possibilities:

Task
Presented

IndePendeet Task or
Interdependent Task

Oehav ors of
GrOup Members

zxcianee,
Cooperation,

Competition

Social
Contingency

Exchange, Cooperative,
or Competitive
Conangencies

The possMe combinations of antecedent and subsequent event arrangements
are identified in the table below: 1) an independent task and an exchange
contingency combination in Cell 1; 2) an interdependent task and an exchange
coraingency in Cell 2;.3) an independent task and a cooperative contingency
in-Cell 3, 4) an interdependent task and a cooperative contingency in Cell 4;
5) an independent Las': and a comDetitive contingency in Cell 5; and G) an
interdependent task and'a, competitive contingency in CeliC.

13
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ANTECED_NT EVENT

Independent 1 Interdependent
Task Task

.Exchange
Contingency

Cooperative
CELL 3Contingency.

Competitive
,Contingendy

CELL c

CELL 1 'CELL 2

e

Table 11 classifies social process studies according to the type of
task presented to group memberk and the type of*soctal contingency employed
to motivate task performance. Cells 1-5 present Illedies on the social pro-
cesses occurring within a specified group of subjects. These intragroup
process studies are contrasted with the intergroup process studies in Cell 6.
Here, intragrotip cooperation and Intergroup competition result froe associa-
ting interdependent tasks and tompetitive contingencies.

(1) Research in _Ceti 1

Cell 1 provides a listing. Of-studies employing independent tasks and
exchange contingencies to motivate task performance. In the Sidowski,
Wyckoff,an'd Tabory (1956) and Sidowski (1957) studies, the independent tasks
were to produce points on electromechanical counters which required responses
from a single subject. The exchange contingency specified that counter points
produced by -Person I were Person 2's reward points and counter points produced
by Person 2 were Person l's reward points. Thelsubjects exchanged by deliver-
ing reward points to each Other.

CE L 4

Rosenberg-and Hall (1958) and Rosenberg (.959 -1960) employed a task
with variable interdependence. In some experiments a dial-turning task
required the responses of a single subject for reinfercerent, and in other
experiments both subjects had to ture their response dials for reinforcement.
The experiments in which the dial7turniog task %es geoendent ypon responses
fOlm a single subject for reinforcement belong in Cell I. Here, Sebject l's

res,onses :Iroduce reinforcers for Suject 2, whos dial turnin
rls)onses, in turn, reJucod reinforcers for Subject 1.



TABLE 3 Classification of Past Social Process Research

ANTECEOEUT EVENT

. ,

Independent Task Inter ependent Task

Exchange
Contingency

Sidowskl,.4yckoff &
Tabory (1956)

SidowAl (1957)
Rosenberg & Hall (1956)
Rosenberg (1959, 11))
Hollis (1966)

i;arrish, Saunders,
Wolf (1569)

Cooperative Schmidt c, Ulrich -(1969)

i

Contingency Packard-(1970)
:Merman 6 Trmontana (1971)
Medland & Stachnik (1972)

Rosenberg & Hall (1959)
Rosenberg (1959, 1960)
Rosenberg (1163)
Veingold & Ilebster (1964)
H1ngtgen, Sanders F.
Uyer (1965)
Hake 6 Vukelich (197

Peters & Murphree 1954
Azrin & Lindsley (1956)
King, Armitage 6 Tilton (1960)
Cohen-(1962) .

'Lindsley (1966)
.Hollis (1966)
Hingtgen 6 Trost,(1966)
rotsky6 Thomes(1967)
othaug A Burgess (1967, 1963)

Scbmitt.& Marwe1l(ls169)
'Vogler (1968)
q:64son 6 Madsen (1969)
Mithaug (1969)
Stewart ic:Telman .,

ilith3ogr(1971)
Schmitt & Marwall- (1971 a 6 b
Marwell, Schmitt &

Shotola (1971)

Competitive
Contingency

Triplet_ (1997)
Vhittemore (1924)
Hurlock (1)27)
Mailer (1529)
Vaughn.(1936)
Shaw (1953)
Stone (1564)
Clayton (1964)
Lindsley (1955)
Humphrey (1967)
Locke g Bryan 257)
Clifford (1S71)
'ithaug (1973)

Stewart, Zelman, & 11thaug
(1971)
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Ho'lis (1966) employed a Wisconsi.p,General Test Apparatus with modif
cation for dyad studies. The Endependaht task in some of the experiments
was extending a baited cart to one of ;the subjectS.:-ThLs task required a
handle pulling response from Cle other-subjects, In the-,exchange Contin-
gency Subject I -received the baited-cart fromSubject 2 on selected trials
and Subject 2 r:ceiw;d th ':.aitel.cart from :let 1 on t!)er trialr.

(2) 71esearch in Cell 2

In Cell 2 studies employed interdependent tasks and exchange contingen-
cies to motivate task performance.. The format reguiresnSubject 1 and 2's
task responses for Subject 2's reinforcement alternated with Subject 1 and
2's task responses- for Subject l's reinforcemnt. In studies by Rosenberg
and Hall (1553) and Rosenberg (l55, 1951), for example, a high percentage
of 51's dial turns and a small percentage of 52's dial turns produced Sl's
reinforcement. 51 and S2's task interdependence required both to work for
one to be reinforced. When the conditions alternated, SI and 52 exchanged
with both worki.hg for SI's reinforcement and then both working for 52's
elnforcement.

Another good example of the interdependent task and exchange contingency
is provided in the Hingtgen, Sanders, and Demyer (1965).study, where one
subject activated the other's apparatus, who could then respond and produce
a reinforcer for himself. When alternated, the procedures .allowed the subjects
to exchange brboth working for one and,then for the other's reinforcement.

ResrCh in Cel 1

In Cell 3 studies employ.independent :tasks and cooperative contingencies.
The independent task is broadly defined te.include all appyopriate inlepen-
dent responses. 'Men a student, for example, completes his assignment he has
completed an independent task, and when he remains in his Seat until the bell
rings, he has achieved a behavioral objectivz prescribed by the teacher. In
these st, ies there are no interdependent tasks requiring the responses of
two or more sulects. The cooperative contingency, however, provides a con-
dition of interdependence by making all student's reinforcement contingent
unon appropriate raspenses from two or more subjects.

In classroom situations this contingency, usually called a group contin-
gency, is employed to control independent task and non-task behaviors. Sarrish,
Saunders, and 1!olf (l) and Nedland and Stachnick (1972), for example, employed
the cooperative.contingency to control inappropriate classroom behaviors. The
group lost privileges for inappropriate behaviors by group members. Inappro-
priate behaviors resulted in the group loosing and gained special privileges
for appropriate behaviors. Reinforcement of all was contingent upon appropria e
responses from all. The contineency reduced the number of inappropriate
classroom behaviors.
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Schmidt and U rich (1969) employed the cooperative contingency to reduce
the noise level of a regular public school classroom. The reinforcement con-
tingent upon quiet in- the classroom was an additional two minutes of ciass
gym and a two-minute break after maintaining an unbroken ten minutes of quiet.
A dectble meter recorded the.class's noise level. :!oise above the sound limit
resulted in a delay of reinforcement for the class by resetting the timer to
the full ten-minute interval. The cooperative contingency successfully
docreased the noise produced by the students.

_Packard (1970) increased students' attention to task materials by making
reinforcement of all class members-contingent upon each student's attention
to task materials. Herman and Tramontana (1971) increased conformily to
class rules-by making the class's reinforcement contingent upon each studen 's
conformity.

In each of these studies reinForcnent of the -roup was dependent upon
the responses of each group member. A failure of a single member could result
in the loss of reinforcement for the entire group. These procedures suggest
an efficient and economical method for increasing performance and controlling
inappropriate behaviors in the classroom.

(4) Research in Cell 4

In Cell 4 studies employ interdependent tasks and cooperat e contin-
gencies. Here the cooperative contingency is administered as a reinforce-
ment contingent upon completion of the interdependent task, which requires
the responses of two or more for task completion. An exaMple of the proce-
dures typically employed in these studies is provided by the Azrin and Lindsley
study (195G). The interdependent task for two children, sitting face to face
across a table divided by a screen, was to place their metal styluses in
corresponding receiving holes, one of three, within .5 seconds of each other.
The cooperative opntingency was a jelly bean delivery contingent upon the
joint response. Modifications of this task were employed by Cohen (1962)
and Lindsley (196G), who reduced the task requirements to pulling response
plungers within .5 seconds of each other. The cooperative contingency was
reinforcements contingent upon coordinated plunger pulls.

Comparable interdependent tasks employed by Mithaug and Burgess, 1057,
1963; Mithaug, 196g; and Stewart, Zelman, and Mithaug, 1971, required each
of three group members to press a response key or button switch within .5
seconds of each other in order to produce a point on an electromechanical
counter. The cooperative contingepcy va§, a penny reinforcement for,every.X
points accumulated on t;le counter:. .

17



(5) Research in Cell 5

In Cell 5 studies employ Independent tasks and competitive contingencies
to produce-competitlie behavior. The competttivecontingency has been evalu.-
ated on different types of independent tasks, aceerding to task difficulty.
Clifford, Cleary, and Wester (1971) report.that'the competitive contingency
has no effect on performance when the task requires complex problem-solving
skills with an imposed time limit. This information is in accord with Shaw's
conclusion (1958) that competitive contingencies are more effective on mechan-
ical or skill-oriented tasks than on complex, problem-solving tasks.

Although research has provided information on the task difficulty dimension
of the competitive Process, little research has been &She on the specific
characteristics of'a competitNe situation which arouse Ahd sustain interest
(Clifford. 1972). ilithaug (1173) has proVided an analysis of the competitive
process that-is based upon the5comparative natUre of the pattern. In that
study the competitive contingehcy Wit& an independent,task was evaluated to
determine its effects on tdsk Orformance and social Compaiisons. Postulated
as a necessary component of the competitive process, social comparisons were
measured by recording and correlating the rates at which Fe,ject and Partner
worked for information about their own and the Other's task nerformance.
The study found that both task performance and social comparisons were a
function of the competitive contingency, Increasing when the contingency was
in effect and then decreasing when it was discontinued.

(6) Reseerch in Cell 6

in Cell G. studies employ interdependentltasks and competitive contin-
gencies. This requiresthe study,ef intRegrouo processes rather than the
intragroup protesi,studres in tells 1-5. Group.members work.togither on inter-
dependent tasks whfle different groups compete under an intergroup competitive
contingency. This-arrangement may produce intragroup cooperation and inter-
group Competition, and is a frequent occurrence in natural settings where
business,orlanieatipns compete with each otherto achieve a greater share of
the consuipar resoui.cps.vihile the members within each organizatiOn cooperate
to service. the cliente more effectively.

Steyart Zelman.,,.0nd nithaug (1971).report one of the few studies where
rates of intragrOuvcooperation were a function of the intergroup competitive
contingency. The interdependent task of that study was the timefor both
groups, accumulating points en an electromechanical counter. The rates of
task output by three-person cooperative grouns were investigated by manipula-
ting payoffs to group memhers when achievements on the interdependent,tasks
equaled a standard Prescribed by the experimenter: surpassed the task.Achieve-
ments,of,anothe'r group. and.ach-ieved a 11ighr, ,lewer, and then higher task
rates than another group. _The data sueported the pronosition that task
achievement rates of three:persop,cooperative groups were a positive Function
of corripetitive contingencies. When rewards were contingent upon a higher
comparison outcome, group task rates increased, and when rewards were
contingent upon a lower comparison outcome, the rates decreased.



Impl cations -f Past Research

The current.state of our knowledge about the social processes
suggests that social behavior, like individual behavior, is a function
of its consequences: -exchange behaviors are a function of exchange con-
tingencies, cooperative behaviors are a function of cooperative contin-
gencies, and competitive behaviors are a function of competitive
contingencies.

(1) Social Responses

The relationships between social behaviors and social contingencies
are specified in greater detail by considering the aptecedent task arrange-
ments that may elicit a social response in fact, social process research
findings suggest that the arrangement between tbe response requirements
of the task and the social contingencies may determine the type of social
response that develops. Table 4 below summarizes different social
patterns that have resulted from each of the six combinations:

TADLE

i 1 Responses

ANTECEDENT EVENT'

Independent Task interdependent Task

Exchange
Contingency

Exch nging reinforcing
behaviors

,:-,

2

Exchanging'joint
behaviors

4

Cooperative
Contingency

3

Conforming behaviors

4 -.

Joint (coordinated)
behaviors

----7
6

Intergroup surpassing
behaviors

Competitive
Contingency

5
Interperson surpassing
behavio.'s

When an exchange contingency is emoloyed.to motivate performance
on independent tasks (Ceil 1) the partners to the interaction exchange
reinforcing behaviors. Person 1 emits a behavior that produces reinforce-
ment for Person 2, who in turn emits a behavior that produces reinforce-
ment for Person 1. When an exchange contingency is employed to motivate
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performance on an interdependent task Cell 2), the partners typically
coordinate their responses to produce reinforcement for Person 1 and then
coordinate ti;eir.responses again to produce reinforcement for Person 2.

In Cell, 3 when the coOperative contingency Is employed to motivate
performance on independent tasks or to change:individual behaviors, all
members of the group conform by responding within limits prescribed by
the contingency. When all members conform, reinforcement of the group
occurs. In Cell 4 the cooperative contingency is employed to motivate
performance on an interdependent tadk. Her6, Person 1 and 2's responses
are required to complete the task, e.g., Person I must perform behavior
X at time A when Person 2 performs behavior Y at specified time B In
order to complete the task. This coordination of responses characterizes
the cooperative pattern that results from pairing cooperative contingencies
and interdependent tasks.

In Ce9 5 tha compet tive contingancy is employed to motivate
performance on Independent tasks and 'the-petteenAhat results is inter-
person surpassing responses, as one person strives to'surpass'the performance
levels set by another In Cell 6 the'comPetItive tantingency is employed
to motivate performa -

hte en interdependent 'taiks and.the pattern resulting
is intergroup surpassing behaviors, with one group striving to surpass the
performance level set_by another group.

(2) Feedback Responses

Hake,' Vukelich, and Kaplan's brief review (1973) of the preliminary
research on feedback conditions suggests that the access to scores on
one's performanca atfects "subsequent educational performance (Krumboltz
and Weisman, 1962; Boersma, 1966; Sassenrath and Yonge, 1969), self-reward
behaviors (Bandura and Whalen, 1966; Mischel, Coates, and Raskoff, 1968;
and Masters, 1968), and .cooperative behaviors (McClintock and McNeil,
1966; Harwell, Ratcliff, and SChmitt, 1969; Schmitt and Memel!, 1971;
Voissem and SistrUnk, IF/71) ."1 'The effects of certain types of feedback
behaviors on social responses also is iuggested by Festinger's work (1954)
on §ocial comparisons, which provides support for the notion that competitors
striving to surpass each other compare achievements in order to evaluate
who is ahead of whom.

Two classes of behavior frequently identified with the three social
processes are task and feedback responses. During the exchange process, for
example, feedback and task responses may be correlated as subjects exchange
favors. One subject may provide a service or a favor such as babysitting
for a friend, expecting that the favor will be reciprocated'at some later
date. Ihe task behaviors-are the babysitting responses rruired to success-
fully complete the service, while the'feedback responses include observing

1

Hake, O. F,, Vukelich, R., Kaplan, S. J. Audit responses: Responses
maintained by access to existing self or coacter scores during non-social
parallel work, and cooperation procedures. Journal of Experimental Analysis ol
Behavior, 1973, 19, 409-423.

20
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and recordin- (mentally,Of course) the fre4Vency and length of time- that
services_were rendered. 'this information is-necessary to determine'the
equity of reciprecated favors that are forthcoming. Both partners to the
exchange engage in these monitoring, auditing,:.or feedback behaviors to
insure an equitable pattern of reciprocity over time.

During the cooperative process the Correlated responses emitted
during the cooperative contingency similarly include both task and feedback
behaviors. As two children work together on a teeter-toter, for example,
they coordinate thelf leg pushes so that one subject pUshes from the ground
while the other reses,' who then,pushes from the ground while the first
rests. The net effeet 'May be h. smooth teeter-toter ride. Feedback behaviors
include-watchine the otheto see when and how hard he pushes. This infor-
mation prepares the one sitting high in the air for a cOshioned landing.
The feedback behavior, wetching other as he performs his role in the inter-
dependent'task, facilitates the coordinated pattern.. :Additional 'feedback
may result fr'oe'verbalizaeions between the two 4s they transfer irtformation
about the apOroPriateness Of the leg pushes. If one subject'pushes too
hard cauSithe other to loose'his seat, the cOnsequented.may be a
verbalizefloee -"not to hard, slow dew'.

During the competitive process correlatedfeedback and task responses
are emitted when a competitive contingency is in effect. In a foot race
the subjects' task behaviors are running the Oiscribed distance, while
their feedback behaviors include turning their-heads to see who is ahead
of whom and by how fat'. These feedback responses may, in tern, alter the
competitors' task behaviors, as the runner who' isjar ehead of the rest
slackens his pac.e,'judging that he is far enoUgh ahead to relaxe'bit and
still win.

In summary Oen, we see that feedback, information.gatheripg, or
auditing responses may contribute to the emergence-and development of social
interaction. For this reason our investigations of the Socialprocesses
must include an analysis 6f the antecedent feedback conditions that affect
social interactions. In Table 5 below antecedent events are subdivided
into feedback and task conditions. The feedback conditions describe the
feedback opportunities a subject or group of subjects encounter while
working under specified task requirements and social contingencies. For
example., during independent and interdependent task requirements, feedback
conditions are opportunities 'to obtain information on how one is doing on
the task, Self's feedback; how one's partner is doing on the task, Other's
feedback; how one's group is doing on the task, own group's feedback; and
how'another group is doing on the task, other group's feedback. Each of
theseleedback conAllicopy he available during anY.,of the th.i-ee sOcia0
contingencies: exchange, Cooperative, or competitive. Table 5 below
contains 24 cells representing the possible combinations of the three
variables: task requirements, feedback conditions, and social ,contingencies:
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TABLE 5

ANTECEDEWT EVENT ARRANGEPUT SUBSEQUENt E.VENT ARRANGEMENT

TasleAr angements Feedback Conditions Exchange Cooperation CompetItIon

Independent
-Tasks

Feedback On Self 1 2

Feedback On Other 4 5 6

Feedback On Own
Group 7 9

Feedback Oh Other
,Group

. 10
,s..

11 12

Interdependent
Tasks

Feedback On Self 13 14 19

Feedback Gin Other 16 .

17 18

Feedback On,Own
-., Group 20 21

Feedback On Other
Group 22

L

24

Method

1. Project Design

This study has three research components: basic research that
investigates the effects of feedback conditions and social contingencies
on the social processes; developmental research that investigates methods
for developing the three social patterns as students work on academic
tasks; and applied research which assesses social interaction deficits in
the classroom and employs task arrangements, feedback conditions, and
social contingencies to develop social interaction and to increase
performance on academic tasks
.! !

Each research phase employs a similar method for experimentally
identifying causal relationships between antecedent or subsequent events
and behavior. The experimental analysis design utilizes the subject or
group as its own control and requires continuous measurement of the

22



dependent variable in order to establish its rate of occurrence prior to

manipulatrons. Once a basellne or regular rate of.occurrence is recorded

for the behavior of a subject or the interaction in a group, the experi-

menter manipulates the independent variable while continuing to monitor

and record the dependent variable's rate of occurrence. When the manipula-

tion is discontinued in the final condition, the experimenter records the

behavioral rate to identify any changes back to the original baseline.

All exper ments in basic, developmental, and applied research phases

employed the experimental analysis design with subject and/or groups

serving as their own controls. For each experiment, baselines were estab-

lished in Condition A prior to an experimental manipulation in Condition

8 of the A-8-A Condition sequence. The final A Condition of the sequence

allowed the experimenter to determine the reversibility of changes occurring

during the 8 Condition. Such a reversal provided evidence that the inde-

pendent variable manipulated in Condition 8 had an effect on the dependent

variable. (For a detailed discussion of this method of analysis and

evaluation of changes in dependent variables, see Sidman, 1960

2. Independent and Dependent Variables of theStudy

The antecedent and subsequent event conditions described in a preceding

analysis provide the format for study. The events are classified as

independent or dependent variables in order to provide a focus for each

of the three research phases. The table.below summarizes by research phase

the types of independent and dependent variables employed to investigate

the social processes:
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Basic

0 Research

L.

11,

! Applied

Research

Developmental

Research

NU 6

Independent Vari6les .eptndent Variables

Task Feedback sothr 'Feedback Social Academic,
Requirerents Conditions Contingencies. Aesponses Responses 'Performance

.11iRraire,W1@rililz

Frj

e,.44 &arme,

1

24
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In the-basic research phate social contingencies and feedback condi-
tions are independent variables and social interaction patterns and feedback
responses are the dependent variables. The experimenter manipulates social
contingencies and feedback condMiens while observing corresponding changes
in social interactions and feedback responses. The information resulting
from these investigations will assist in arranging antecedent and subsequent
events to promote the development of social patterns.

. In the developmental research phase, social contingencies and task
completion requirements are independent variables and social choices on
how to interact with another are the dependent variables. The experimenter
manipulates social contingencies and task completion requirements while
observing the effects on choices to exchange, cooperate, or compete with
Partner, as both students work on'acadethic tasks:

In the applied research phase task completion requirements, feedback
conditions, and social contingencies are independent variables and social
interaction and academic performance are dependent variables.

3. Population

Students enrolled at the Experimental Education Unit range in ages
from 3 to 18 years. The preschool classes include children in the 3-5
age group, primary classes for the 6-8 age group, intermediate classes
for the 9-11 age range, and secondary classes for students from 12-18
years of age. Each age grouping forms two classes: A Classrooms for
children with severe learning and social-emotional disorders and 8 Class-
ooms for children with milder academic and social problems.

The population of study for this project in*cluded 42, students enrolled
in the preschool, intermediate, and secopdaey classes at the Experimental
Education Unit, 8 students from Seattle Public Schools, and 2 preschool
children of an E.E.U. staff member. The students from the Experimental
-Education Unit were distributed in age and sex categories according to thg
type of classroom they were enrolled. (See Table 7) The 8 public school
students were junior high school ages, 3 males and 5 feffiales. The 2
preschoolers of the staff member were 3 and 5 years of age, female and ma e.

2
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TABLE 7

Preschool Intermediate Secondary

TotalA B A B

Male- 7 7 8 6 7 35

Female 0 l 0 0 6 7

Total 7 8 8 6 13 42

4. Appa --us

Experiments in basic, developmental and applied research employ
dif erent systemsof instrumentation, with each study designed to fit the
particular needs of a given phase.

a. Instrumentation System for Basic Research

Two social process consoles were developed to investigate social
behavior patterns during the basic research phase. Both consoles employed
a simple task for measuring social patterns: pressing a button switch to
produce points on an electromechanical counter, 100 points 2e. The first
console that was developed is illustrated in Figure 1. The subject
operates the console by pressing the task button which operates one of the
counters situated behind the one-way mirror. The student can monitor the
counter by pressing a light switch which flashes a light above that counterfor .1 second. By pressing another light switch he can monitor how many
points a partner, also working on a similar console, has earned. The
third light witch allows the subject to monitor how many bonus reward
points he has earned for producing more points on his task counter than his
partner.

The second console that was developed allows students to cooperate,
exchange, or compete for points by working on ope of several button
switches. This social process console, illustrated in Figure 2, also hastwo components: a response,panel (thelhorizontal component) consisting of
nine button switches and nine indicatot lights; and a display panel (the

.

vertical component) consisting of an oUter piece, a one-way mirror which
shields the five electromechanical

counters located within the console
directly behind the mirror. Situated above each electromechanical counteris a light that flashes for .1 second when an appropriate button switch onthe response panel is depressed. The light flash allows the person operatingthe console to see the counters tabuiWng points, through the one-way mirror.
The student works for himself by pressing a button switch to produce points

27
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Figure 2
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that return money to Self's partner. The students work together, or cooperate,
by pressing corresponding button switches at the same time (within .i second

of each other).Points are produced on corresponding counters which return
money to both. The student may compete with his partner by holding down
a fourth switch which prevents his partner from earning points for himself.

b. Instrui ntation System for Developmental Research

The first instrumentation system developed for this research phase,
illustrated in Figure 3, has two components, a display and a response
component. The display component consists of five electromechanical counters,
a jack, three Jack receiving holes, and three on-off indicator lights. The

response component records student responses to multiple choice questions

for selected academic tasks. The display component records points that
students earn for responding correctly. The student selects the response
mode to record his points by either inserting the Jack in the Give To Self

hole, which records a point for himself, in the Give To Other hole, which

records a point on his partner's console, or in the Give To Self And Other

hole, which records a point on corresponding counters of both Self and

Other's consoles. This apparatus allows the student to work for Self,
work for Other, or to work for Self and Other, as they work on academic

task materials.

The second instrumentation system (Figure 4) employs a similar method
coordinating academic and social response modes. Here, points are totaled

on vertical cumulative light columns that allow students with limited

computational skills to compare point totals with other light columns_also

housed in the student console. A student competes for points by placing
his selection Jack in the work for Self receiving hole and then by responding

correctly before his partner. This prevents Partner's light from advancing

up a corresponding light column. Students exchange points by placing their

selection jacks in the Give To Partner i.eceiving hole, which advances

lights on Partner's light column. Self and Partner cooperate when both

place their selection jacks in the work for your group receiving hole
and then correctly answering the problem, which advances lights up light
columns that return money to both. There are twenty light positions on a

vertical light column. Markers at fixed or variable positions on the

column indicate when a reinforcer is earned. For example, a marker at
positions 5, 10, 15, and 20 indicate that the student must earn 5 points

for each reinforcer: 5 points (light advances) 1.

c. Instrumen a ion System for Applied Research

Two systems of instrumentation were developed for the applied research

phase. One system is employed in the classroom to observe and record
social events occurring in natural settings. The second system is employed
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in a controlled setting to develop specific social patterns and to increase
academic performance.

(1) Instrumentation System n the Classroom

The apparatus employed for classroOM research is adata collection
instrument designed for observing and.recording precoded-fiUilbered events.
The instrument components include a clipboard which houses 12:(3X4) button
switches identified by the numbers 0-9, a print button, and an error button.
This switching apparatus is connected to a portable cassette recorder which
records numbered entries on a tape cassette in the same order that they
are entered. The observer enters number$ by pressing the desired sequence,
_ g., 145, and then pre$sing the eoter button. If an error occurs and 135
is pressed rather than 145 the observer presses the error bUtton and then
reenters the desired sequence. The sequence is recorded and later retrieved
from teletype printouts. ,The recording system is portable as the cassette
recorder is operated on rechargeable batteries, allowing the observer to
move about the classroom while recording events.1

One code developed F r monitoring social interaction in the classroom
consists of three digits. The first digit, 1-4, identifies verbal initia-
tions: the subject initiated verbal contact with another student, Code 1;
verbal receives, another student Initiated verbal contact with the observed
subject, Code 2; physical initiation: the observed subject initiated
physical contact with another student, Code 3; or physical receives:
another subject initiated physical contact with the observed subject
Code 4. The second two digits identify the otherstudent_ by number from
01 to 99.

The Code 101, for example, indicates that the observed subject initiated
verbal contact with Subject #01. A 201 Code indicates that Subject #01
initiated verbal contact with the observed subject. This recording system
provides a precise account of the sequence of events and the time interval
between each of these events. The teletype readout, for example, lists
in one column the coded'entries in the order they were entered and in the
second column the time intervals between each entry.- A sample sequence is
provided below:

1

Sackett, G. P., Stevenson, E., and Ruppentha , G. C., Digital Data
acquisition systeom for observing behavior in laboratory and field settings.
Sehav. Res, Meth.,_andjntru., 1973, Vol. 5, :41-3413.
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TABLE 8

Coded
Entries

lntercode
Time Interval

05 0087

213 0035

113 0019

- 213 0061

413 0115

413 0022

213 0031

213 0

213,

The flrst entry 05 identifies the observed subject and all subsequent codes
with respect to that subject. The time interval between the 05 entry and

the 213 entry was 8.7 seconds. The Interval between the 213 and 113 entry
was 3.5-seconds, between 113 and 213 1.9 seconds, between 213 and 413 was

6.1 seconds, etc. The coded entries describe the following sequence of

events:

3.5 seconds later
1.9 seconds later
6.1 seconds later
11.5 seconds later
2.2 seconds later
3.1 seconds later
7.9 seconds later

Subject 13 initiated verbal contact with $5 (Code 213)
55 -Initiated verbal contact with $19_(Code 113)
Sl3initiated verbal contact with 55 (Code 213)
S13 Initiated physical contact with 55 (Code 413)
513 again initiated physical contact with $5 (Code 413)
S13 initiated verbal contact with $5 (Code 213)
$13 again initiated verbal contact with $5 (Code 213)
513 again initiated verbal contact with 55 (Code 213)

A computor program also provides a cumulative time readout that
organizes the ,sequence of events from the beginning to the end of the session.
The sample readout below. Illustrates the cumulative time- readout:
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TABLE 9

Coded
Entries

Cumulative
Time

05

213 0087 8.7 sec.

113 0122 (12.2 sec.)

213 0141 14.1 sec.

413 0202 20.2 sec.

413 0317 7 sec.)

213 099 9 sec.)

213 0370 37.0 sec.

213 0449 (44.9 sec.)

These data allow one to compute the social contact rates for selected
pairs. For example the social contact rate for the 55-513 pair is equal
to the total number of entries divided by the elapsed time, 44.9 seconds
or .74 minutes, which is 81.74 minutes or 10.8 contacts per minute.
Contact races may be further specified according to who initiated to whom.55'5

rate of initiating contacts was 1/.74 or 1.35 per minute, while S13's
rate was 71 .74 or 9.45 per minute. S13's initiation rate was higher than
55's. 51315 initiation rate may be further specified by computing the
rates of verbal versus physical Initiations. The verbal initiation rate
was 51.74 or 6.75 and the physical initiation rate was 21.74 or 2.7 per
minute. $13's verbal initiation rate was higher than his physical
initiation rate.

2) InstrUmentation System for Tu oriel Ses-iens

The instrumentation system employed In tutorial sessions to increase
academic performance and develop social interactions consisted of a
display console, illustrated in the figure below, which houses a projection
screen In the center position, an audio panel in the upper left position,a microphone panel in the upper right position, a dual tone panel In the
upper center position, two chip dispensers In the middle left and right
positions, two M6M dispensers In the lower left and right positions, anda dual counter panel in the lower center position.
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Academic problems and answers are presented on the projection screen
from a carousel projector situated in the rear of the console. Recorded
instructions are presented through the audio panel,and verbalizations
from students are monitored through the microphone panel. Students
receive reinforcers for correct responses from the chip dispensers (for
older studeets) and MO dispensers (for younger students). Students
receive points for correct responses on the dual ceunters and they
receive feeeback for incorrect responses from the dual tone panel in the
upper center position.

This display system was sometimes employed in conjunction with the
columnar light display illustrated in the figure below. Eachlight in
the two columns can be illuminated sequentially from bottom to the top
of the display. One column of lights provides feedback for ene student
and the other for another student. By placing reinforcers intermittently
along each_of the columns, the student can observe how far he must go,
how many lights he must advance, and hence how many correct responses
he must emit before he will obtain the reinforcer.

The academic tasks employed in these sessions include a_letter
ordering and discrimination task, a word spelling and identification
task, an add-facts computational task, and an independent-interdependent
puzzle completion task. The independent-interdependent puzzle completion
task is designed to develop cooperative physical behaviors and verbal
interactions between pairs. The letter ordering and discrimination task
and the word spelling and identification task develops these basic
academic skills while providing a format for applying social contingencies
to increase academic performance. The add-facts computational task
develops high rate performance on problem drills while similarly providing
a format for social contingency control.
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II. Findinos and Analysis

A. Basic Research

1. The Data Analysis System

The data system developed for all investigations conducted in this
project require an identification of functional relationships by employing
the methods- ofexperimental analysis. By presenting and withholding a
stimulus event systematically over a period of time, while.observing and
recording the rate of occurrence of a dependent variable, the investigator
can -identify different functional relationships between independent and
dependent variable If-the dependent variable increases 1.01en the inde-
pendent variable is presented and then decreases when it is withheld, the
relationship is positive. The dependent variable is a positive function
of the independent variable. If the dependent variable.decreases when the
independent.variable is presented and then increases.when-it is withheld,
the relationship is negative. The dependent variable is a negative function
of the independent variable. If there is no systematic increase-decrease-
or decrease-increase pattern the independent and dependent variables are
not functiOnally related.'

Data from the social process studies for basic research are tabulated
_on, social behavior data analysis forms to facilitate anidentificatiOn
of functional relationships between the behavior of the students and the
manipulations of the study. Each study has the A-BOA experimental analySis
format, with -he manipulation occurring during the B Condition of the
sequene.

Three types of social behavior data analysis forms are employed to
present findings for difforont moacuros. The A Forms, e.g., IA, present
means and .standard deviation data; the B Forms, e.g., 18, present corr
correlational data; and the C Forms, e.g. IC, present multiple correlat onal
data.

4 0
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SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS'

FORM MO. IA

STUDENT #

GROUP # .

.

DATE BEGIH Jan . 1973 DATE END Jan i8 1973

SESSION I I Z 3 4 . 5 617 8 9 f 12 13 14 1516 17 18

43

1a,.

Ind vidual
Contingency

TC

_2465a

El

Competitive
ContingericY

Individual
Contingency

a

Feedback

20

245

24

No
FcedbaclqFeedback

20

227

16

2-0

262

11

a

Feedback{Feedbackfeedback

20

265

12

b

No

20

250

14

20

282

1.6

Feedback

20

258

15

b
No

FeedbackFeed

20

244

14

back

20

228

32

The student and group numbers and beginning date of the first session are
listed in the upper left Land corner. The ending date Is tibulated in the upper
right hand corner. The form has three major subdivisions for three condition
changes, six sessions of A, six of B, and six for A again, for a total of 18
sessions. Each major condition is divided into three subdivisions, which
constitutes a minor a-b-a condition sequence. These condition changes last
two session days each. The condition changes, along with the means, standard
deviations, and trial number are identified in the A-B-A and the a-b-a spaces
provided. The dependent variable is identified in the vertical space to the
far left of the data form.

In the sample A Form the major A Conditions constituted the individual
contingency and the major B, the competitive contingency. The dependent
variable identified in the vertical column is P.O.T., performance on task
(POints/minute). The mean rates for the three conditions were 246.5 points/
minute, 266.1 points/minute, and 243.7 points/minute. The condition changes

41
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for the three minor a-b-a sequences were feedback (counters recording point
totals), no feedback (counters not tabulating point totals), and then feed-back again. The number of trials per condition was 1,1020. The nine meansfor the nine conditions were: 249, 227, 262, 265, 250, 282, 258, 244, and228. The standard deviations for the nine conditions were: Sii24 16, 11,
12, 14, 16, 15, 14, and 32.

These data provide the investigator with a basis for identifying func-
tional relationships. During the major A-B-A sequence Student l's mean
task rate increased as conditions changed from A to B and then decreased as
conditions change back to A. Task performance was a positive function of
the competitive contingency. During the minor alb-a sequence occurringduring the A and 3 Conditions, the task rate decreased as conditions changed
to no feedback and then increased as conditions changed back to feedback,
indicating the task performance was a positive function of feedback during
these two conditions. This did not occur during the final A Condition. Thetask rate decreased as conditions changed from feedback to no feedback, andback to feedback again.

In the same B Form below he dependent variables correlated and idefled in the vertical column to the left are P.O.T. and F.O.S., performance
on task and feedback on Self (information on how Self is doing on the task).
The correlations for the A-B-A condition changes were: ;13, .21, and -.15.The correlation increased as conditions changed from A to B and then decreased
as conditions changed back to A. The correlation was a positive function of
the competitive contingency.



SOCIAL DEHAVIOR DATA'AULYSIS

FoRm NO.

STUDE1T

GROUP #

uATE GEGI N: Jan. 1973._

1 SESSION #-

DATE END:- Jan 18,1973

A

,Individual

Contingency

n .13

Competitive'
Contingency

.21

15 1 16 17

A

Individual
Contingency

n -15

18

In the sample C Form below the dependent variables for the multiple
correlationsare identified in the vertical column to the left: P.O.T., F.O.S.,
and F.0.0., performance on task, feedback on Self, and feedback on Other.
P.O.T. is represented by PT, FOS by FS, and FOO by FO. PTml, FS.-2, and
F0L3. The multiple correlation for POT with FOS and FOO taken together did
not increase or decrease systematically as conditions changed from A to 3
and back to A again. The multiple correlation for FOS with POT and FOO
taken together decreased as conditions changed from A to 0 and then increased
as conditions changed back to_A again. This multiple correlation was a nega-
tive function of the competitive contingency. The multiple correlation for
FOO with FOS and POT taken together similarly decreased and then increased
as conditions changed from A to 0 and then back to A again. This multiple
correlation was also a negative function of the competitive contingency.
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SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

STUDENT

GROUP #

DATE BEGIN: Jan 1, 1973

SESSIO:

A

Individu
Contingency

.160r

.3229

.3229

FORM ND. IC

_ 0 I 1

Competitive
Contingency

.2734

.2349

.1920

DATE END: Jan 8, 1973

14i 15 16 ; 1718

A

Individual
Contingency

.3326

.4252

.4771

The summary result form illustrated below is divided into columns, with
headings identifying information in each column. The first column identifies
the social behavior data analysis form from which the finding is reported.
The second column identifies, by number, the subject that produced the data.
The third column identifies the sessions during which the data were produced.
The fourth column identifies the condition changes, A-B-A, or a-b-a, occurring
over the session period. The fifth column identifies the result by a number,
to be used later for further summaries. In the sixth column the result is
listed as a positive, negative, or not a functional relationship.

In the sample form, the results from the IA Social Behavior Data AnalysisForm are listed. Finding #1 is derived from the data on task performance as
conditions changed from A to B to A over a period of 18 sessions. Finding #2is derived from data on task performance as conditions changed from a to b
to a during the first A condition: the feedback, no feedback, feedback condi-
tion changes occurring during the first individual contingency, A, Sessions1-6. Finding #3 ls derived from task performance data for the same a-b-a

4 4



changes which occurred this time during the competitive contingent condi-
tion, 8, Sessions 7-12. Finding #4 is derived from performance data for
the a-b-a changes which occurred during the final individual contingencY,
A, Sessions 13-18.
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Surroary Re ult. Form

FORA # SUBJECT # SESSION # CONOITiON.CHANGES RESULT # RESULTS

IA I 1.18 -A lidtv1441: I. P,O.T. was a )ositive function of the
N ;

Contingency competitive contingency

B.Competitive

COntingency

A Individual

Contingency

1-6 A individui1 2. P.O.T. was a positive function of feedback
ContingenCy

a. Feedback

b. No Feedback

Feedback

7-12 B ComOeti ti ve

Contingeney

a. Feedback

b. Ho Feedback

a. Feedback

PAT. was a positive function of feedback
;

13.18 A, Individual' 4. P.O.T, was not a function of feedback
Contingency'

,a. Feedback

b. Ho Feedback

a. Feedback

16 I 1.18 A Individual 5. The correlation between P.O.T. and F.O.S.
Contingency

was a positive function of
the competitive

contingency

0 Competitive

Contingency

A Individual

Contingency
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The summary result form for the 8 and C type Social Behavior Analysis
Forms are also provided. Finding #5 describes the relationship between
,the performance on task and feedback on Self correlation and the competitive
Contingency. This relationship was based on data generated by SI during
Session 1418. The data were presented in the type B Social Data Analysis
Form.

Findings 6, 7, and 8 describe the relationships between the multip e
correlation between POT, FOS, and FOO and the competitive contingency.
One of the multiple correlations was not a function of the competitive
contingency, 6, and the other two were a negative function of the cuntingency,
7 and 8.. These findings were based on data generated by SI during Session
1-18. The data were presented In the type C Social Behavior Data Analysis
Forms.

After results have been listed and identified by a number in the summary
resut forms, the findings are collated to determine the frequency of each
finding. The frequency of a given relationship/frequency of all relationships
(positive, negativeand no functions) constitutes a probability statement
for the finding. For example, if performance was a positive function of a
competitive contingency five times, ejlegative function twice, and not a
function once, the probability for performance being a positive function
Would be 5/8 or .66, a negative function 2/8 or .25, and not a function
.16. The following table is a sample frequency chart for computing
probabilities.
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SUBJECT # SESSION #

1 I18

CONDITION CHANGES

A Individual

Contingency

0:Competitive

Contingency

A Individual

Contingency

RESULT #

6.

7.

RESULTS

The multiple correlation_between
P.O.T. and

F.O.S.-F.0.0. was not a function of the

competitive contingency

4

The multiple orrelation between F.O.S. and

P.O1T.4.0.0. was a negative function of the

competitive contingency

The multiple correlation between F.0.0. and

P.O.T.-F.O.S. was, a negative function of the

competitive contingency



Frequency Chart #1

Summary Resu t II Total
finding Supporting the F nding Frequency

Performance on task is 1, 8, 9, 14 4
a positive function of
a competitive contingency

Performance on task is
a negative function of a
competitive contingency

Porformance on task Is
not o fUnotion of a
compotitive contingency

15 4

t column the relat onship Is identified,in the center column the
summa y results supporting the relationship Is identified, and In the right
colUmn the frequency of the finding is totaled. In addition to listing
'frequency.totals, this chart allows-one tO trace the support findings
back to the summary result forms, and to the Social Behavior Data Analysis
Form, which provided the row data from which the finding was derived: the
means, standard deviations; correlations and multiple correlations.

Probability statements drawn from the frequency charts are listed In
the probability chart. In the sample below, the left column of the chart
lists the probability statement derived from the frequency chart and the
right column lists the frequency chart from hwich the probability statement
was drawn.
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Probability Chart

Probabi ty Statement

The-probability that performance
be a positive function of a competitive
contingency is .33

The 'probability fhat Per ormance wi
be a .negative function of a competi
contingency Is .33

The probability that perrormance will
not be a function of a competjtive
contingeneyis33

ye

Frequency Chart ft

Summary of Data Analysis System

The system of data analysis employed in social behavior research has
seven steps. In Step I a study is undertaken during which students gen-
erate data for analysis. In Step 2 the data is analyzed via the coMputor
to calculate means, standard deviations, cerrelations, and multiple
correlations. In Step 3 the computed stattstics are presented on the
'Social Behavior Data Analysis Forms. In Step'5 the results are listed
in frequency charts. In Step 6 the frequencies of each relationship are
converted into probability statements listed in the Probability Chart.
Finally in Step 7, the probability statements are listed in reports and
manuscripts for dissemination. The following flow chart graphically
illustrates each step and chart or form employed at that state:

Step I: Data Produced in a Study

Step 2: Data Analyzed by Computor to Produce

A Type Printouts:

7, Standard beviation PrIntouts
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Type P- n -uts:

C Type Printouts:

Correlation Printouts

Step 3: Data presented on Soc al Behavior Data-Analysts forms A

FormS 8

Correia ions in A-8-A Format

Forms C-''

HultIple Cdrrelations In A-8-A Format

Step 4: Results l sted on Su esu t Forms:

Statements of Functional Relationships
Detween Dependent and Independent Variables
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Step 5: Summary results listed on Frequency Chart ,

-Summary Statements of Functional Relationships
_,

'Between Dependent and .independent Variables

Step 6: Su a y results listed for ProbabIlityStatemen

Frobah 1 i ty. Statements . for Funct tonal .Rel at ionsh ps.
Between Dependent and -Indetiendent, Variables

Step 7 : ProbabIlity statements together w1th,conditJonsthat
produced the re l at ionsh pst 1 i sted In reports- and
manuscripts- for dissemination



2. Findings

Basic research activities include feedback and social contingency
manipulations with recorded observations of feedback and social
interaction responses (see TableiSin previous section on independent
and dependent variables of the study). The first set of findings and
corresponding probability statements were produced in dyad studies with
Ss working on Social Behavior Console #I.

Feedback manipulations included feedback present or absent conditions.
During feedback conditions dyad members pressed a light switch button
to observe 1) how many task points they earned, 2) how many task points
their partner earned, and 3)- how many reward points they earned for
surpassing their partner's task counter totals.

Social contingency manipulations included 1) competitive contingencies
present or absent (with competitive contingency referring to the rein-
forcement contingent upon earning more task points than another), 2)
greater or lesser competitive contingencies (during which greater number
of reward points were delivered for winning in one competitive condition
than in another), 3) positive or negative competitive contingencies
(durIng which reward point deliveries were contingent upon earning more
task_points (positive) or less task points (negative) than Partner).
and 4) competitive contingency paired with a work-reward ratio or
presented without the ratio (Iwith a work-reward referring to the number

points earned in return for one cent)

The dependent variables were_task performance (students' rates of
pressing their task button switch) and feedback behavior (students'
rates of pressing their light switch button for their own task counter,
feedback on Self; their partner's task counter, feedback on Other; and
their own reward counter, feedback on reward).

Nine students comprising five two-person groups (one student
participated in two different groups) participated in the dyad studies
over a period of one year. The information resulting from this work
contributes to our understanding of the reinforcing power of social feedback

during competitive contingencies. Recent experimental research eisewherel
has measured similar dependent variables, i.e., feedback on Self and Other
during cooperative and individual contingencies, and has yielded results
comparable to those reported in the following section.

1
Hake, D. F.; Vukelich, R.; Kaplan, S. J. Audit responses: responses

maintained by access to existing self or coactor scores during non-social
parallel work, and cooperation procedures. Journal_of Experimentai:

Analysis_of_Behavior, 1973, 19, 409-423.
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a. List of Probability Statements
for Basic Research Activities

Progress Reports 2 and 3 presented data on Social Behavior Data
Analysis Forms and Report 3 summarized those data on Summary Result Forms
(See Appendix C). In this section the summary results are tabulated in
frequency charts to compute probabilities for findings listed later in the
probability chart. In Frequency Charts 1-24 the relationships between
feedback and the variables performance on task, feedback on Self, feedback
on Other, and feedback on competitive contingency rewards are listed. In
Frequency Charts 25-60 the relationships between performance on task,
feedback response, competitive contingencies, and work-reward ratios a e
listed.

Finding

Performance on task was a
positive function of feedback

Performance on task was a
negative function of feedback

Performance on task was not
a function of feedback

Frequency Chart #1

Summary ResUlt # Total
Supporting the Finding Frequency

13,29,33,37,45,61,65 18

85,93,217,221,233285p
305,321,329,337,341

49,117 2

1,53,69,77,81,97,101, 24
121,125,225,237,241,
249,253,257,265,269
273,281,289,297,301,
325,345

Finding

Frequency Chart 112

Summary Result # Total
Supporting the Find ng Frequency'

Feedback on Self was a
positive function of feedback

2,14,30,34,38,46,50,54,
62,66,70,82,86,94,98
102,118,122,126,222,226,
238,242,250,254,258,266,
270,274,282,286,290,298,
302,306,322,326,330,338,
342,346

41
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Finding

Feedback on Salf wes a
negative function of feedback

Feedback on Self was not
'a function of feedback

Summary Result #
Supporting the Finding

73 4

Total
Frequencv-

3

Finding

Frequency Chart #3

Summary Result br

Supoorting the Finding
_

Feedback on Other was a
positive function of feedback

3,15,31,35,39,47,1,
55,63,67,71,7E:,83,87,
99,103,11,123,127,223,
227,299,243,291,255,29s?,
267, 271,275,233 91 ,299,
303,307,323,327, 1,339,
343,347

Feedback on Other was a
negative function of feedback

0

Feedback on Other was not
a function of feedback

219 ,287

Total
Frequenc

40

0

T.1 jLal

Feedback on'reward was a
positive function of feedback

Feedback on reward
negative function o

as a
feedback

Feedback on reward was not
a function of feedback

Frequency Chart :!

Summary Result #
Supperting the_Findins

0,56,72,100,104,124,
123,224,238

36,48,80,84 220 221
240,292,304

Total
Frequency

9

4,16,32,52,64,69,33,96, 26

120,235,244,296,260,268
272,276,234,292,300,305,
327,323_332,340,344,343
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Frequency Chart 115

Finding

Performance on task was a
positive function of feedback
during the competitive contin ent
reward

Performance on task was a

negative function of feedback
during the competitive contingent
reward

Performance on task was not a
function of feedback during the
competitive contingent reward

Summary Result
Supoorting the Finding

29,37,61,217,283

69"7,121,225,24 249
257,265,273

Total

Frequency

5

Finding

Frequency Chart #6

Summary Result
Supporting the Find:U*1i

Feedback on Self was a positive 80,38,62,70,93,122,226
function of feedback during the 242,250,258,266,274
competitive contingent reward

Feedback on Self was a negative
function of feedback during the
competitive contingent reward

Feedback on Self was not a

function of feedback during t e
competitive contingent reward

218,234

Total

Frequency

12 i

2
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Frequency Chart #7

Findin

Feedback on Other was a
positive function of feedback
during the compet tive contingent
reward

Feedback on Other was a
negative function of feedback
during the competitive contingent
reward

Feedback on Other was not a
function of feedbac-k during
the competitive contingent
reward

Summary Result
Support_ing the_Finding

31 63,71,n,123,227,
243 ,25i,25),267,275

219,235

Total
Frequenc

12

2

r-g_IL21

Frequency Chart #

Summary Result 1
Supporting the Finding

32,40,72,100,124

220,223,252

64,236,244,2 263,276

Feedback on reward was a
positive function of feedback
during the compet tive contingent
reward

Feedback on reward was a
negative function of feedback
during the compet tive contingent
reward

Feedback on reward was not a
function of feedback during the
competitive contingent reward

5

Total
Frequenc

5
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Frequency Ch-.

Findina_

Performance on task was a
positive function of feedback
during the work-reward ratio

Performance on task was a
negative function of feedback
during the work-reward ratio

Performance on task was not a
function of feedback during
the work-reward ratio

Summary Result #
Lenfling_the Finding

93

117

101 -5

Total
Fre uen=

1

2

Frequency

Finding_

Feedback on Self tas a
positive function of feedback
during the work-reward ratio

Feedback on Self was a
negative function of feedback
during the work-reward ratio

Feedback on Self was not a
function of feedback during
the work-reward ratio

Finding

Chart #10

Summary Result #
Sjipporting the F:inding

4,102,118,126

Total
F e Ii uency

4

0

Frequency Chart #1

Feedback on Other was a
positive function of feedback
during the work-reward ratio

Feedback on Other wa
negative function of feedback
during the work-reward ratio

6 0

Summary Result P
L2.E ort in- t

103,115, 127

Total
Fre-uenc



Finding

Feedback on Other was not a
funCtion of feedback during

work-reward ratio

Finding

52

Summary Result
Supporting the Finding

95

Frequency Chart #12

Feedback on reward was a
positive function of feedback
during the work-reward ratio

Feedback on reward was a
negative function of feedback
during the work-reward ratio

Feedback on reward was not a
function of feedback during
the work-reward ratio

Finding

Summary Result #
Supporting_the Finding

104,123

20

Total

Frequenc

1

Total
Frequency

2

9

Frequency Chart t,113_

Performance on task was a
positive function of feedback
during the competitive contingency
and wo k-reward ratio

P rformance on task was a
negative function of feedback
during the competitive
contingency with work-reward ratio

Performance on task was not a
function of feedback during
the competitive contingency

With work-reward ratio

Summary Result #
Sunporting_the Find_ing

3305,221,305,341

0

237,253,269,281,239
2)7,325

Total

Frequensy.

5

0

7

61
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Frequency Chart #14

Finding

Feedback on Self was a positive
function of feedback during the
competitive contingency with
work-reward ratio

Feedback on Self t.-/as a negative
function of feedback during the
competitive contingency with
vork-reward ratio

Feedback on Self was not a-
function of feedback during the
competitive contingency with
work-reward ratio

Finding

Summary Result #
Supporting the Finding

34,65,222,2' ,254,270,
282,290,293; 06,326
342

Total
Frequency

12

Frequency Chart #15

Feedback on Other was a positive
function of feedback during the
competitive contingency with
work-reward ratio

Feedback on Other was a nega
function of feedback during
competitive contingency wi-h
work-reward ratio

lye

he

Feedback on Other was not a

function of feedback during the
competitive contingency with
work-reward ratio

Summary Result F
Supporting the Findjng

35,67,223,235 255,271,
283,291,299,3_7,327,343

0

Total

_ELT:IMM:2L

12



Findir9

Frequency Chart #16

Summary Result #
Supporting the Find_i_ng

Feedback on reward was a positive 224
function of feedback during the
competitive contingency with
work-reward ratio

Feedback on reward v,as a negative
function of feedback during the
competitive contingency with
work-reward ratio

Feedback on reward was not a
function of feedback during the
competitive contingency with
work-reward ratio

240

Total

Frequency

2

63,256272,204,23 0, 9

303,321.344

Tindirig

Frequency Chart #17

Summary Result # Total
Sup orting the Finding frequency

Performance on task was a positive 45,35,321,329 -37
function of feedback during the
work-reward ratio

Performance on task was a negative 0

function of feedback during the
work-reward ratio

Performance on task was not a
function of feedback during the
work-reward ratio

53 77 345

0

Frequency Chart

Summary Result # Total

Feedback on !7,11f was a positive 3(,322,3r,333, 7
'Function of feedback during the 34
Iwork-reward ratio



Findinn

Feedback on Self was a negative
function of feedback during the
work-reward ratio

Feedback on Self was not a
function of feedback during
the work-reward ratio

Finding

Summary Result #
poingthending

0

Frequency Chart #19

Feedback on Other was a positive
function of feedback during the
work-reward ratio

Feedback on Other was a negative
function of feedback during the
work-reward ratio

Feedback on Other was not a
function of feedback during the
ork-reward ratio

Summary Result #
§_uoporting the Findin

47,55,79,37,323,331
339,347

Frequency Chart #20

Finding

Feedback on reward was a positive
function of feedback during the
work-reward ratio

Feedback on reward was a nega ive
function of feedback during the
work-reward ratio

Feedback on reward was not a
function of feedback during the
work-reward ratio

Summary Result /if
Supporting the Findin

56

49,

,32L ,332 ,34O,33

Total
Freduenc

Total
Freq uency

Total

Er_eguena

2



Finding

Frequency Chart #21

Summary Sesu I
§upport i ng_ the Fi nd ing

Total
Fraquency

Performance on task was a positive 235 1

function of feedback during the
negative competitive contingency
and work-reward ratio

Performance on task was a negat ve
function of feedback during the
negative competitive contingency
and work-reward ratio

Performance on task was not a
function of feedback during the
negative competitive contingency
and work-reward -atio

Frequency Chart #22

Findin

Feedback on Self was a positive
function of feedback during the
negative competitive contingency
and work-reward ratio

Feedback on Self was a negative
function of feedback during the
negative competitive contingency
and work-reward ratio

Feedback on Self was not a
function of feedback during the
negative competitive contingency
and work-reward ratio

Summary Result
Suppor .ng_the Finding

236,302

Total
Frequenc

0
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Finding

Frequency Chart 1123

Summary Result Y
SupportJng_the find_ing

Feedback on Other was a positive 51,83,303
function of feedback during the
negative competitive contingency
and work-reward ratio

Feedback on Other was a negative 0
function of feedback during the
negative competitive contingency
and workreward ratio

Feedback on Other was not a
function of feedback during the
negative competitive contingency
and work-reward ratio

Findin9

287

Frequency Chart #24

Summary Result
Supporting the Finding

Feedback on reward Was a positive 233
function of feedback during the
negative competitive contingency
and work-reward ratio

Feedback on reward was a negative
function of feedback during the
negative competitive contingency
and work-reward ratio

Feedback on reward was not a

function of feedback during the
negative.competitive contingency
and workreward ratio

34,304

Total
Frequency

3

Fre uenc

2
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Frequency Chart #25

Finding_

Performance on task was a positive
function of the competitive
contingent reward

Performance on task was a negative
function of the competitive
contingent reward

Performance on task was not a
function of the competi-ive
contingent reward

Summary Result 4
Supporting the Finding

5,17 , 11 309,333

317

Total
Frequen y

2

Finding

Frequency Chart #26

Summary ,,esult Total
Supporting the Finding Frequency

Feedback on Self was a positive ' 10,22,310 4
function of the competitive"
contingent reward

Feedback on Self was a negative
function of the competitive
contingent reward

Feedback on Self was not a
function of the competitive
contingent reward

133,3l4

114,313,334

Frequency Chart #27

Finding

Feedback on Other was a positive
function of the competitive
contingent reward

Summary Result #
Supportipg the Finding

7,11,23,311,315

Total
Frequency

5



Finding

Feedback on Other was a negative
function of the competitive
contingent reward

Feedback on Other was not a
function of the competitive
contingent reward

Summary Result #
Supporting the Finding

19,91

115,319,335

Total
Frequency

2

Frequency Chart #23

Finding

Feedback on reward was a positive
function of the compet tive
contingent reward

Feedback on reward was a negative
function of the competitive
contingent reward

Feedback on Other was not a
function of the competitive
contingent reward

Summary Result
Supporting the Fi di

12,20,24,116

92

312 ,320,336

Total

Frequency

5

Frequency Chart #29

Finding

Performance on t sk was a positive
function of the work-reward ratio

Performance on task was a negative
function of the work-reward ratio

Performance on task ias not a
function of the work-reward ratio

Summary Result #
Supporting the Findin

29,57,213,229,245,261

Total
Fre -uen

6 8



Frequency Chart #30

Summary Result # Total
Finding Supporting_the_Finding Frequency

Feedback on Self was a positive 26,230,246,262 4
function of the work-reward ratio

Feedback on Self was a negative 0
function of the work-reward ratio

Feedback on Self was not a
function of the work-reward ratio

58,214

Frequency Chart #31

Findlng_

Feedback on Other was a positive
function of the work-reward ratio

Feedback on Other was a negative
function of the work-reward ratio

Feedback on Other was not a
function of the work-reward ratio

Summary Result #
Supporting the Finding

Total

Freqpency

231,247 2

0 0

27,59,215,2 4

Frequency Chart #32

Finding

Feedback on reward was a positive
function of the work-reward ratio

Feedback on reward was a negative
function of the work-reward ratio

Feedback on reward was not a
function of the work-reward ratio

Summary Result #
Supporting the Finding

0

232,240,264

60,216

_

Total
Frequency

0
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Frequency Ch

Summary Result # Total
Find n_g_

.SuPPPIling_071C FjP4_41 Frequency

0 0
Performance on task was a
positive function of the
negative cemputitive
contingent reward

Performance on task was a
negative function of the
negative competitive
contingent reward

Performance on task was not a
function ofsthe negative com-

'dye contingent reward

73,277,93

41

Finding

Feedback on Self was a

positive function of the
negative competitive
contingent reward

Feedback on Self was a
negative function of the
negative competitive
contingent reward

Fre uency Chart 34

Summary Result # Total

Frequency

0

74

Feedback on Self was not a h2 278 294
fundtion of the negative
competitive contingent
reward

a

70



Frequency Chart #35

Finding_

Feedback on Other was a
positive function of the
negative competitive
contingent reward

Feedback on Other was a
negative function of the
negative competitive
contingent reward

Feedback on Other was not a
function of the negative
competitive contingent
reward

Summary Result Total
Supporting the Finding Frequency

75 1

0

,2 7 9 ,295

0

Finding

Feedback on reward was a
positive function of the
negative competitive
contingent reward

Feedback on reward was a
negative function of the
negative competitive
contingent reward

Feedback on reward was not
function of the negative
competitive contingent
reward

Frequency Chart

Summary Result # Total
Supporting the Findins EM2MEt

7o 280,296

44 1

71
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Frequency Chart #37

Finding

The correlation between P.O.T.
and P.O.T. was a positive
function of the work-reward
-atio

The correlation between P.p.1%
and P.O.T. was a negatiVe
function of the work-reward
atio

The corre ation between P.O.T.
and P.O.T. was not a function
of the work-reward ratio

Summary Resu 1 t # Total
_arm,-t 29= Fimits Frequency

137,156,393,412

355 37L 2

0

Frequency Chart #33

finding_

The correlation between P.O.T.
and F.O.S. was a positive
function of the work-reward
ratio

The correlation between P.O.T.
and F.O.S. was a negative
function of the work-reward
ratio

The corre ation between P.O.T.
and F.O.S. was not a function
of the work-reward ratio

Summary Result #

157,356,413'

13 375,3

7



Finding

Frequency Chart #39

Summary Result # Total

Supporting the Finding Frequency

The corr lation between P.O.T. 0 0
and F.O. . was a positive
function of the work-reward
ratio

The correlation between P.O.T.
and F.O.O. was a negative
function of the work-reward
ratio

414

The correlation between P.O.T. l39,l58,357376,395 5

and F.0.0. was not a function
of the wor't-reward ratio

Frequency Chart #40

Summary Result # Total
Finding Supporting_the Finding Frequenc

The correlation between P.O.T. 377 1

and F.O.R. was a positive
function of the work-reward
ratio

The correlation between P.O.T.
and F.O.R. was a negative
function of the work-reward
ratio

0

The correlation between P.O.T. 140,159 353 5
and F.O.R. was not a function
of the work-reward ratio

7 3



Finding

Frequency Chart Al,

Summary'Resultfi

§1ApPflortif+gOleFj rA!rig_

Total
F e enc

The correlation between F.Q.S, 0 0
and F.0.0. was a positive function
of the work-reward ratio

The correlation between F.O.S.
and F.0.0 was a negative function
of the work-reward ratio

Tria correlation between F.O.S.
ahd F.0.0 was not a fUriction of
the work-reward ratio.

Finding

160.359,14 6 -

ii.0,373 7

Frequency Chart 1142

Summary Result /7
Supporiing.the Findin§

The correlation between F.O.S.
and F.O.R. was a positive function
of the work-reward ratio

The correlation between F.O.S. and
F.O.R. was a negative function of
the work-reward ratio

0

142,398

The correlation between F.O.S. and 161 3 ,379
F.O.R. was not a function of the
work-reward ratio

Frequency Chart 1143

Finding

Thu.correlation eetwoen F.0.0.
and F.O.it. was a positive
function of thu work-reward ratio

7 4

Total
F e_uenc

0

Summary Resait II Total

Fre uenc



Finding

The correlation between F.0.0.
and F.O.R. was a negative
function of the werkreward
Tatio

The correlation between F.O.O.
and F.O.R. was not a function
of the work-reward ratio

Summary Result # Total
Supporting_the Finding Frequency

143,380

162 1 399,413

2

4

Frequency Chart #44

Finding

The correlation between P.O.T.
and P.O.T._was a positive
function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The correlation,between P.O.T.
and P.M. was a negative
function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The correlation between P.O.T.
and P.O.T. was not a function,
of the positive competitive
contingent reward

Summary Result #
Supportinithe Finding

175,194,469,483,507,
526

Total
Frequency

6

0

Frequency Chart #45

Finding

The correlation between P.O.T.
-and F.O.S. was a positive
function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The correlation between P.O.T.
and F.O.S. was a negative
function of the positive
competitive contingent rewa d

7 5

Summary Result # Total

Supporti_ng the_ Findjng Frequent

0 0

176 ;5,489
a



=fatiat
The correlation between P.O.T.,
and F.O.S. was not a function
of the positive competitive-
contingent reward,:

67

Summary Result .1/

Supportins_the Finding

470,508,527

Total

fret--.1.11Li'c

3

Frequency Chart #4

Findim

The correlation between P.O.T.
and F.0.0. was a positive
function of the positive

competitive contingent reward

The correlation between P.O.T.
F.O.O. was a negative function

function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The correlation between P.O.T.
and.F.O.O. was not a function .

otathe,positive competitive
coiftingent reward

Suramarr Result- #
. Total

_Supporting the _Finding Frmyie_nsi_

19'1,490

0

177

471 5O9,52

Frequency Chart #47

2

Summary Result # Total
-_nding Suppertlna_the Fingin% Frequency

The correlation between P.O.T.
and F.O.R. was a positive
function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The correlation between P.O.T.
and F.O.R. was a negative
function,of the posttive_
competitive contingent reward

The correlation between P.O.T.
and F.O.R. was not a function
of the positive competitive
contingent reward

472

171,197,4'31 ,510,529

7 6
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Frequency Chart #48

Finding

Tne correlation between F.0 S
and F.O.O. was a positive
function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The correlation between F.O.S.
and F.O.O. was a negative
function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The correlation between F.O.S.
and F.O.O. was not a function
of the positive competitive
ontingent reward

Summary Result # Total
Supporting theji_nd 99 Frequency

179,198,432

473

3

2

Frequency Chart 1149

Summary Result #: Total
Find i ng Suppprting the Findl221 Frequenct

The correlation between F.O.S. 474,512 2
nd F.O.R. was a positive

function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The correlation between F.0-S-
and F.O.R. was a negative
function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The correla.ion between F.O.S.
and F.O.R. was not a function
of the positive competitive
contingent reward

531

180,199,493

7 7
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Find ng

Frequency Chart #50

Summary Result # Total
Supporting the Finding Frequency

The correlation between F.0.0. 0
and F.O.R. was a positive
function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The correlation between F.0.0.
and F.O.R. was a negative
function of the positive
competitive contingent rewa d

The correlation between F.0.0. 181,200. '7 494,513
and F.O.R. was not a function 532
of the positive competitive
con ingent reward

0

0

..Frequency, Chart #51

Summary Result 11
findin

431,45o,The correlation be ween P.O.T.
and P.O.T. was a positive
function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The correlation between P.O.T. 0
and P.O.T. was a negative
function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The correlation between P.O.T.
and P.O.T. was not a function
of the negative competitive
contingent reward

Total

Frequency

2

7 8
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Frequency Chart #52

Finding

The correlation between P.O.T.
and F.O.S. was a positive
function of the negative
competitive contingent rewe d

The oorrelation between P.O.T.
and F.O.S. was a negative
function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The correlation between P.O.T.
and F.O.S. was not a function
of the negative competitive
contingent reward

Summary Result # Total
SupRorting_the_Findj_pg Freluency

43z

451

0

Frequency Chart #

Finding

The correlation between P.O.T.
and F.0.0 was a positive
function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The cewrelation between P.O.T.
and F.0.0. was a negative
function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The correlation between P.O.T.
and F.0.0. was not a function
of the negative competitive
contingent reward

Summary Result # Total

1Eaaarlinillslin4las frequency

0 0

433

492

7 9
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FreqUenCY Chart 6.4

Find Ing

The correlation between P.O.T.
and F.O.R. was a positive
function of the negative
ompetitive contingent reward

The correlation between P.O.T.
and F.O.R. was a negative
function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

Summary Result #
Supporting the Finding Frequency

Total

0

0 0

The correlation between P.O.T. 14311453 2
and F.O.R. was not a function
of the negative competitive
contingent reward

Frequency Chart #55

Summary Result #
Find ng Supportcing_the_Find_ing

The corre1aton between F.O.S.
and F.O.O. was a positive
function of the negative
competitive contingent mward

The correlation between F.O.S.
and F.O.O. was a negative
function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The correlation between E.O.S.
and F.0.0. was not a function
of the negative competitive
contingent reward

435

454

Total

Frequency

0
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Finding

Frequency Chart #56

Summary Result # Total

§.1.1PREILrAIJILELILlia Frequency

The correlation between F.O.S. 0 0
and'F.O.R. was a positive
function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The correlation between F.O.S. 435
and F.O.R. was a negative
function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The correlation between F.O.S. 455
and_F.O.R. was not a function
of the negative competitive
contingent reward

Findin

Frequency Chart #57

Summary Result # Total
Supporting_the_Finding F_requency

The correlation between F.0.0. 437
and F.O.R. was a positive
function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The correlation between F.O.O.
and F.O.R. was a negative
function of the negative
ompetitive contingent reward

The correlation between F.O.O. 456
and F.O.R. was not a function
f the negative competitive

contingent reward

81

1
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Frequency Cha

The multiple correlation between 0
P.O.T. and F.O.S. - F.0.0. was a
positive function of the work-
reward ratio

The multiple correlation between
P.O.T. and F.O.S. F.0.0. was a
negative function of the work-
reward ratio

Summary Result # TOtal
FrequenC-

.'163,362,415

The multiple ccirrelaticn between 144400
P.O.T. and F.OS. - F.0.0. was
not a function of the work-
reward ratio

The multiple correlation between
F.O.S. and P.O.T. F.0.0. was a
positive function of the work-
reward ratio

The multiple correlation between
F.O.S. and P.O.T. - F.0.0. was a
negative function of the work-
reward ratio

The multiple correlation between l5332,10i,20
F4.S. and P.O.T. - F.0.0. was
not a function of the work-
reward ratio

The multiple correlation between 0
F.0.0. and P.O.T. F.O.S. was
a positive function of the
work-reward ratio

The multiple correlation between 146,165,364
F.u.o. and - F.O.S. was
a negative r.....c.tion pf the

work-reward ratio

0

0

2

0

8 2
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Finding

The multiple correlation between
F.).0. and P.O.T. F.O.S. was
not a function Of the work-
reward ratio

The multiple correlation beteen
P.O.T. and F.O.S. F.O.R. was
a positive function of the
work-reward ratio

The multiole correlation betwe
P.O.T. and F.O.S. F.O.R. was
a negative function of the
work-reward ratio

The multipl,.! correlation between
P.O.T. and F.O.S. F.O.R. was
not a function of the wcrk-rcard
ratio

Summary Result Total

Supportinc the _Finding Frequency

383,402,421

0

16:

147,3'

The multiple cor elation etwcen 0

F.O.S. and P.O.T. - F.O.R. was a
positive function of the work-
reward ratio

The multiple correlation between
F.O.S. and P.D.T. F.O.R. was
a negative function of the
work-reward ratio

The multiple correlation between
F.O.S. and P.O.T. F.O.R. :qas

not a function o the work-
reward ratio

The multiple correlation be wcen
F.O.R. and P.O.T. - F.O.S. was
a positive function of the
work-reward ratio

167,36

148,385 404

The multiple correlation between 367
F.O.R. and P.O.T. F.O.S. was a
negative function of tne work-
reward ratio

3

0
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Finding

The multiple correfkion between
F.O.R. and P.O.T. - F.O.S. oas
not a function of the work-
reward ratio

Summary-ReSult
Sunporting he tnding

14-' 168 38 405 424

Vila multiple correlation between 0
P.O.T. and F.0.0. - F0.R. was
a positive function of th
work-reward ratio

Total 1

Frequency

5

The multipie cerrlati , bc:tween l3,337,25 4
P.O.T. and F.0.0. - F. was
a nenative function of t e
work-reward ratio

The multiple correation between
P.O.T. and F.0.0. F.O.R. oas
not a function of the work-
reward ratio

The multiple correlation between
F.C.C. and P.O.T. - F.O.R. oas
a positive function of the
work-reward ratio

The multiple correlation between i703G338426
F.0.0. and P.O.T. was
a negative function of the work-
reward ratio

2

The multiple correlation between 151,407 2
F.0.0. ai-id P.O.T. F.O.R. was
not a function of the work-
reward ratio

The multiple correlation between 152
1

F.O.R. and P.O.T. - F.0.0. was a
positive function of the work-
reward ratio

The multiple correlation between 370
F.O.R. and P.O.T. F.O. . was a
negative function of the work-
reward ratio

8 4
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Finding
Summary Result Total

Supporting_ the Finding Frequency

The multiple correlation betwe n 171,33 403,427
F.O.R. and P.O.T. - F.0.0. was
not a function of the work-
reward ratio

The multiple correlation between
F.O.S. and F.0.0. r.O.R. was
a positive function of the
work-reward ratio

The multiple correlation between
F.O.S. and F.0.0. F.O.R. was
a negative function of the
work-reward ratio

371,409

The multiple correlation between 153,172,39 428 4

F.O.S. and F.0.0. F.O.R. was
not a function of the work-,
reward ratio

The multiple correlation between
F.0.0. and F.O.S. F.O.R. was
a positive function of the
work-reward ratio

The multiple correlation between
F.0.0. and F.O.S. F.O.R. was
a negative function of the
work-reward ratio

The multiple corr lation between 194,173,372,391,410,1in
F.O.O. and F.OS. - F.O.R. was
not a functio: bf the work-
reward ratio

The multiple correlation between 155,430
F.O.R. and F.O.S. F.0.0. was
a positive function of the
work-reward ratio

The multiple correlation between 373
F.O.O. and F.O.S. F.0.0. was a
negative function of the work-

.

L
reward ratio

2
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inding

The multiple correlation between
F.O.R. and F.O.S. F.0.0. was
not a function of the work-
reward rctio

Summary Result ;'!
Supporting the Finding

174,3D2 ,411

Total
Frequency

3

Frequency Chart #5:

The multiple correlation between 182
P.O.T. and F.O.S. F.0.3. was a
positive function or the positive
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between 476,495
P.O.T. and F.O.S. F.D.O. was a
negative function of the positive
competitive contingent reword

Tne multiple correlation between 201.514,533
P.O.T. and F.O.S. F.0.0. was
not a function of the positive
competitive 'contingent reward

The multiple correlation between 13,202
F.O.S. and P.O.T. F.0.0.was a
po4itive function of the positive
competitive contingent reward'

The multiple correlation between 515,5 4F.O.S. and v'.1.T. - F.0.0. was a
negative function oc the positive
competitive contingent re..ord

The multiple c('rre1ction between
F.0.S. and P.U.T. r.n.o. 1-las
not a functic._ of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The mu.tiple correlation between
F.0.0. and P.O.T. F.O.S. ties a
positive function of the positive
competitive continty-nt 1.2t,ard

1;77 96



Finding

The multiple correlation between
F.0.0. and P.O.T. F.O.S. was a
negative function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

73

Summary Result h. Total
Supporting the Finding Frequenc

473,516,535 3

The multiple correlation between 497
F.0.0. and P.O.T. F.0,S. was
not a function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between 135
P.O.T. and F.O.S. F.O.R. was a
positive function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The multiple corrcltion betreen 4:2
P.O.T. and F.O.S. F.O.R. was a
negative function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between
P.U.T. and F.O.S. F.O.R. was
not a function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between
F.O.S. and P.O.T. F.O.R. was a
positive function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between
F.O.S. and P.O.T. F.O.R. was a
negative function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between
F.O.S. and P.O.T. F.O.R. was
not a function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between
F.O.R. and P.O.T. F.O.S. was a
positive function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

8 7'

204,47

1

1

7,53G 4

430,499,518

48) 7.38 2



Finding

The multiple correlation between
F.O.R. and P.O.T. F.O.S. was a
negative function of the positive
competitive corr_ingent reward

The multiple correlation between
F.O.R. and P.O.T. F.O.S. was
not a function of the positive
con titive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between
P.O.T. and F.0.0. F.O.R. was a
positive function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

Summary Result II Total
Supporting the Finding Frequency

519

137,20S,500

The multiple corrJation bct.een 207$25Ol
P.O.T. and F.0.0. F.O.R. was a
negative function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between 183 5 ,539
P.O.T. and F.0.0. - F.O.R. was
not a function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between 189
F.0.0. and P.O.T. F.O.R. was a
positive function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation betw en 203,433,502
F.0.0. and P.O.T. F.O.R. a

negative function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between 540
F.0.0. and P.O.T. F.O.R. was
not a function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between 0
F.O.R. and P.O.T. F.0.0. was a
positive function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

2

0



Finding

IThe multiple correlation between
F.O.R. and P.O.T. - F.0.0. was a
negative function of the posit ve
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between
F.O.R. and P.O.T. F.0.0. was
not a function of the positive
copetitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation betqcen
F.O.S. and F.0.0. F.O.R. was a
positive function of the positive
competitive continqent reward

1--ro multiple correlation between
F.O.S. and F.0.0. - F.O.R. was a
negative function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The .lultiple correlation between
F.O.S. and F.O.O. F.O.R. was
not a functioL of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between
F.0.0. and F.O.S. F.O.R. was a
positive function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

Summary Result #
Supporting the Find_ihq_

522

190,209,434, 51; 5

210,485,504

523,542 2

Total

F-equency

1'22.2 i

The multiple correlation between 524,543 2
F.0.0. and F.O.S. F.O.R. was a
negative function the positive
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between
F.0.0. and F.O.S. F.O.R. was
not a functior of the positive
competitive continnent reward

The multiple correlation betwe n
F.O.R. and F.O.S. .0.0. was a
positive function of t,e positive
competitive contingent reward

LIC" 505

487

2



F.1

Finding
Summary Resul _ Total

Supnerting the Finding Frequency

The multiple correlation between 0
F.0.0 and F.O.S. F.0.0. was a
negative function of the positive
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between
F.O.R. and F.O.S. F.0.0. was
not a function of the positive
ca-petithde contingent reward

193 G.,525,544

Frequency Char_

The multiple correlation between 433
P.O.T. and F.O.S. F.0.0. oras a
positive function of the negat ve
competitive cortingent reward

The multiple correlation bet.ieen
P.O.T. and F.O.S. F.o.o. was a
negative function of the negative
competitive contingnnt reward

The multiple correlation between
P.O.T. and F.O.S. - F.0.0. was
not a function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

457

The multiple correlation between 439
F.O.S. and P.O.T. - F.0.0. was a
positive function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation b tween
F.O.S. and P.O.T. F.0.0.
negative function of the negative
compe,titive contingerA reward

The multiple correlation between 453
F.O.S. and P.O.T. F,0.0. was
not a function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

0

1



Finding
Summary Result

Supporting the Finding

Tota

Frequency

The multiple correlation between 0 0

F.0.0. and P.O.T. F.O.S. was
a positive function of the
negative competitive contingent
reward

The multiple correlation between
F.0.0- and P.O.T. - F.O.S. was
a negative function of the
negative competitive contingent
reward

The multiple correlation between
F.0.0. and P.O.T. F.O.S. was
not a function of the nenative
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between 441

P.O.T. and F.O.S. F.O.R. was a
positive function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The multipl.1 correlation between
P.O.T. and F.O.S. F.O.R. was a
negative function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between 460
P.O.T. and F.O.S. F.O.R. was
not a function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between 442

F.O.S. and P.O.T. F.O.R. was a
positive function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between 0

F.O.S. and P.O.T. F.O.R. was a
negative function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between 461

F.O.S. and P.O.T. F.O.R. was
not a function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

2

1



Findino
Summary Result # Total

Supporting the Finding Frequency

The multiple correlation between 0
F.O.R. and P.O.T. F.O.S. was a
positive function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between 0
F.O.R. and P.O.T. F.O.S. was a
negative function of the nenative
competitive continoent reward

The multiple correlation between 443,
F.O.R. and P.O.T. F.O.S. wns
not a function of the negath_e
competitive contingent re:/ard

The multiple correlation b tween
P.O.T. and F.0.0. - F.O.R. was a
positive function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation bet een
P.O.T. and F.0.0. F.O.R. was a
negative function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

0

0

0

The multiple correlation between 444,463 2P.O.T. and F.0.0. - F.O.R. was
not a function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between
F.0.0. and P.O.T. F.O.R. was a
positive function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between
F.0.0. and P.O.T. - F.O.R. was a
negative function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

0

The multiple correlation between 448,464 2F.0.0. and P.O.T. - F.O.R. was
not a function of the negative
competitive contingent reward
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Finding

The multiple correlation between
F.O.R. and P.O.T. - F.0.0 was a
positive function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between
F.O.R. and P.O.T. F.0.0. was a
negative function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between
F.O.R. and P.O.T. - F.0.0. was
not a function of the nega:ive
competitive contingent reward

The mult;ple correlation beteen
F.O.S. and F.C.C. F.O.R. was a
positive function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between
F.O.S. and F.C.C. - F.O.R. was a
negative function of the negative
competitive ctontingent reward

The multiple correlation between
F.O.S. and F.C.C. - F.O.R. was

.

not a function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

Summary Result
Sup orting the Finding

Total

Frequoncy

0 0

0

446,465 2

0

447,466

The multiple correlation between 0
F.0.0. and F.O.S. F.O,R. was a
positive function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The multiple co.- -lation between 0
1.0.0. and F.O.S. F.O.R. was a
negative function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correation between
1.0.0. and r 0.S. F.O.R. was
not a function of the negative
competitive ccntingent reward

448,466

9

0

2



Finding
Summary Result- Total

Supporting the Finding FreRuency

0
The multiple correlation between 0
F.O.R. and F.O.S. F.0.0. was a
positive function of the negative
competitive contingent reward

The multiple correlation between
F.0.0. and F.O.S. F.0.0-. was a
negative function of the negative
competitive contingent_reward

The multiple correlatj-on between
F.O.R. and F.0.0 was
not a function of .the negative
competitive contingent reward

1444,467 2



The findings from these frequency charts allow one to make probability
statements by dividing the frequency of the finding by the total frequency
of aii findings in that category. This has been done for selected findings
in the following table:

Table Summary of Se ected
Probability Statements

St a teme n Probabi ty Statements

The probability that feedback will positive y

reinforce performance on an independent task in
face to face interact on situations is

2. Thc probability that feedbacl. on Self will be
positively reinforcing during face to face
interaction situations while working on an
independent task is .93.

The probabi ity that feedb ck on Other will be
reinforcing during face to face interaction
situations while working on an independent task
is .90.

4. The probabi ity that feedback will positively
reinforce performance on an independent task in
face to face interaction situations under a

positive competitive contingency is .35.

The probability that feedback on Self will be
positively reinforcing in face to face inter-
action situations while working on an indepen-
dent task under positive competitive contingencies
is .85.

The probability that feedback on °the, will be
positively reinforcing in face to face inter-
action situations while working on an indepen-
-Lmt task under positive competitive contin-
gencies is .35.

The probability that feedback on Self will be
positively reinforcing in face to face interaction
situations whil,7, ,bing on an independent task
under non-compr idividual contingencies
is 1.00.

Frequency
Chart #

5



S7

Statement--
S.

10.

Probability Statements

The probability that feedback on Other 1:ill be
positively reinforcing in face to face inter-
action situations while working on an indepen-
dent ta:k under non-competitive individual
contingencies is .75.

The probability that feedback will positively
reinforce performance on an independent task
in face to face interaction situations under
positive competitive contingencies and work-
re:,ard ratios is .41.

The probability that feedback on Self will be
positively reinforcing in face to fac
action situations while working on an indepen-
dent task under positive competitive contin-
gencies and work-reward ratios is 1.00.

The probability that feedback on Other wi . be
positively reinforcing in face to face inter
action situations while working on an indepen-
dent task under positive competitive contin-
gencies and work-reward ratios is 1.00.

12. The probability that feedback will positively
reinforce performance on an independent task
in face to face interaction situations under
work-reward ratios is .62.

13. The probability that feedback on Self will be
positively reinforcing in face to face inter-
action situations while working on an indepen-
dent task under wor!-.-reward ratios is .87.

The probability that feedback on Other will be
positively reinforcing in face to face inter-
action situations while working on an indepen-
dent task under work-reward ratios is 1.00.

The probability chat feedback will positively
reinforce pertormance on an independent task in
face to face interaction situations under nega-
tive competitive contingencies and work-reward
ratioc is .2,7.

9 6

Frequency
.Chart 61.

11

1 3

114

15

17

21



Statements ! Probability S:tetements

The probability that feedback on Self will
be positively reinforcing in face to face
interaction situations while.working on an
independent task under a negative:competitive
contingency and work-reward ratios is 1.00

17. The probability that feedback on Other will be
positively reinforcing in face to face inter-
action situations wbile working on an indepen-
dent task under a negative competitive contin-
gency and work-reward ratio is .75.

The probability that a competitive contingency
will increase performance on an independent
task in faCe to face interaction situations
is .60.

The probability that feedback on Self will be
positively reinforcing in face to face- inter-
action situations whlle working on an indepen-

. dent task under positive competitive contin-
gencies is .40.

Frequency
Chart if

22

25

26

20. The probability that feedback on Other will be 27
positively reinforcing in face to face inter-
action situations while working on an indepen-
dent task under positive competitive contin-
gencies is .50.

21. The probability that feedback will positively
reinforce performance on an independent task in
face to facc interaction situations under work-
reward ratios is 1.00.

22. The probability that feedback on Self will b,..;

positively reinforcing in face to face inter-
action situations while working on an indepen-
dent task under work-reward ratios is .66.

23. The probability that feedback on Other will be
positively reinforcing in face to face inter-
action situations while working on an indepen-
dent task under work-reward ratios is .33.

29

3i
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Probatility_itatements

24. The probability that feedback on Self's wins
will be positively reinforcing in face to face
interaction situations while working on an inde-
pendent task under negative competitive contin-
gencies is .75.

25. The probability that a work-reward ra io will
increase the correlation between Self and Other's
performance on an independent task in face to face
interaction situations is .66.

Frequency
Chart #

36

37

2 . The prohebilitY that a poSitive competitive con- 44
tingencil will increase the correlation between
Self and Other's performance on an independent
task in, face to face interaction s tuations is
1.00

27. The probability that a positive competitive con- 48
tingency will increase the correlation between
feedliacis on Self and Other while working on an
indipenaent task in face to face interaction
situations is .50.

28. The probabil.ity that a negative compet ve con- 51
tingenty will increase.the correlation betWeen
Self and Other's perforManca on an-indaPerident
task in face to face interaction situations is,

1.00.

The probability that a work-reward ratio,will
decrease'the multiple correlation between per-
formance task and the feedback on Self'and
Other taken together while working on an inde-
pendent task in face to face interaction
situatiOns is .50.

30. The probabil _y that a work-reward ratio will
decrease the multiple correlation between per-
formance on task and the feedback on Self's
perfoillance and competitive wins while working
on an independent task In face to face inter-
action situations is'.66.

55
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Conclusions from ProhabilityStatemen

1 There is a greater probability that 'feedback will positively reirforce
performance on an independent task in faCe to face interaction situations
during work-reward ratio conditions than during poiitive competitive con-
tingencies and work-reward ratios, positive pompetitive contingencies, o
negative competitive contingencies.

There is a greater probability that feedback wil,1 positively reinforce
performance on an independent task in face to face interaction situations
during positive competitive contingencies and workreward ratios-than

.

during positive competitive contingencies or, pegative competitive contin-
gencies.

3. There is a greater Orobability that feedback will poSitively reinforce
performance on an independent task in face to face interaction situations
during positive competitive contingencies than during negative competitive
contingencies.

4 There is a greater p'rObability that performance will increase during
positive competitive contingencies and work-reward ratios than during a
positive competitive contingency alone.

, - .

5. There is a greaterprobabiiity that fee ,baok on.Self.'s performance will
be positively reiriforej,ng.during positive Jor negative competitive contin-
gencies with work.reward_ratios than_ during work-reward ratio conditions
or competitive contingencies alone.

6. There is a 9reater :probability that feedback on Se f's performance will
be positively reinforcing during work reward ratio conditions than dur-
ing competitive contingencies.

7. There is a greater probability that work-re ard ratio conditions will
increase Self's seeking feedback on his performance than will compet
tive contingencies.

There is a greater probabil ty that feedback on Other's performance wfl
be positively reinforcing during positive competitive contingencies with
work-reward ratios than during positive work-reward ratio conditions or
positive competitive contingencies.

There is a greater probability that feedback on Other's performance will
be positively reinforcing during work-rewird ratio conditions than during
positive competitive contingencies.



10. There is a greater probability that a competi 7ve contingency will
increase Self's seeking feedback on Other's performance than
reward ratios.

11 ,7,ositive competitive Contingency has a higher probaiiity than a wor
reLiard ratio condition of increasina the correlation between Self and
Other's performance on an independent task in a faze to face interaction
situation.

12. A negative competitive contingency has gher probeility than a work
reward ratio condition of increasina the correlation bet,mer Self and
Other's performance on an independent task in a face to face interacti n
situation.

13. Although fecdbaci;., on S per ormance may be reinforcing to Self,
causing him to work in order to receive the information, the probability
is not equally high that the informatioo will increase his performance
on an independent task in face to face interaction situations.

14. Although feedback on Other's performance may be reinforcing to Self,
causing him to work in order to receive the information, the probability
is not equally high that the information received will increase his
performance on an independent task in face to face interaction situations.

While chere is a higher probabilit)- that the competitive contingency
will increase Self's seeking out information on Other's performance on
a task, there is a higher probability that the work-reward ratio will
increase Self's seeking out information on Self's own performance on
the independent task in face to face interaction situations.
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Conclusions from Selected Studies

Conclusions drawn from several related finding, which constitute
distinguishable studies are reported in separate manuscripts. This

section lists the abstracts of these manuscripts, some of which are in
a first draft status. The papers focus on the identification and
development of procedures for identifying each of the social processes,
and on the effects of feedback and competitive contingencies on social
patterns and feedback behavior. Abstracts 1-3 describe investigations
of identification procedures and Abstracts 4-6 describe investigations
of social contingencies and feedback conditions.

(1) The Development of Procedures for identifying
Competitive Behavior in the Laboratory

This study identifies events in the competitive process that are
characteristic of the pattern and can be employed to discriminate between
competition and individual, nonsocial behaviors. Competitors frequently
seek out information on how they are doing vis-a-vis their fellow compe-
titors. In addition, their performance is a function of some competitive
contingency: a reward for surpassing another. The procedures developed
in this study measure social comparisons and manipulate competitive
contingenc!es while observing their effects on task performance. When

subjects seek out information on how they are doing, as well as how another
is doing on comparable tasks, and their task performance is a-function of
a competitive contingency, the investigator may infer that competition
is present.

(2) The Development of Procedures for ident fying
Cooperative Behavior in the Laboratory

This study identifies events In the cooperative process that are
characteristic of the pattern and can be employed to discriminate between
°operative and other social or nonsocial behaviors. The laboratory

measures employed to identify cooperation are production rates on inter-
dependent tasks, (tasks requiring two or more persons for compietion), and
manipulations of task consequences (i.e., incentives for task achievements
By manipulating task consequences the experimenter can determine 1) if
the data are produced accidentally (all three members accidentally working
on the same task at the same time), or 2) if the members are working on
the same task at the same time intentionally in order to enjoy the
consequences of task achievement. When #2 occurs, task choice is a
function of the reward delivery that is contingent upon task achievement.
If two or more tasks are available and the incentives for completing a
task change from an interdependent to another interdependent task or
from an independent to an interdependent task,the coordinated behavior
resulting can be explained by changes in the contingency. When coordinated

behavior results, cooperation has been identified.
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The Development of Procedures for Identi ying Exchange,
COoPeration, and COmpetition in the- aboratory

This study describes a SyStem.of Anstrumentation that allows measures
of exchange, cooperative, competitive, and individual responses in two-
person groups. By manipulating exchange, cooperative, and competitive
contindencies, changes in response choices- indicate the social behavior
prese4t. During the exchange contingency (when Self's reward is contingent
upon_Other's responses, and Other's-reward, in turn, is contingent upon
Self's responses) the student may choose to work at giving points to his
partner. During the cooperative contingency (when Self's rewards are con-
tingent upon responses from both Self and Other) both Self and Other choose
to work on the same task to produce reward points together. During_the_
competitive contingency (when Self's rewards are contingent upon achieving
a higher task outcome than the.Other) Self chooses to work for himself and
to prevent Other from achieving reward points.: In addition, the students
seek out information on hew much Other has given them in the exchange
contingency, how much they have earned together during the:cooperative
contingency, and how much Self and Other have achieved on the Individual
response choices during the competitive contingency.

(4) The Effects of Competitive Contingencies and Work-Reward
Ratios on Task Performance.and Feedback Behaviors

This study investigated the relative effects on performance of
competitive contingencies and a competitive contingency combined with a
work-reward ratio. A competitive contingency is a reward for surpassing
another and a work-reward ratio is a reward for X amount of work completed.
The data from the two experiments indicated that the combination produced
a higher level of task performance than when the competitive contingency
was administered alone. In addition, the combination condition increased
rates of seeking out information on Self and Other's progress on the task.
Feedback on Self and Other was more reinforcing under the combined condition
of competitive contingency together with the work-reward ratio.

(5) The Effects of Negative Competitive Contingencies
on Exchange and Feedback Behaviors

This study presents data on the task performance of two-person
groups which suggest interesting relationships between competitive contin-
gencies and behavior. For one group a positive competitive contingency,
a reward Cor achieving a higher rate than another, produced an exchange
of wins between the group members. The negative competitive contingency,
a reward for achieving a lower rate than another, eliminated that exchange
pattern and produced competition. For another group the positive competitive
contingency motivated competition, while the negative competitive contingency
produced the exthange of win pattern. For both groOps the introduction of
the negative competlt ve contingency decreased performance dramatically.
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These findings are evidence for caution when anticipating competition
during competitive contingencies. The competitive continoency may or may
not produce expected results, depending on the interaction history of
group members. An alternative to competition is frequently available to
group members who are willing to collude by exchanging wins.

(6) The Effects of Antecedent Schedules on Exchange,
Cooperative, and Feedback Behaviors

This study examines the effects on an antecedent schedule of forced
'choice alternated with free choices to exchange and/or cooperate with
another on a button press apparatus that produces reward points (backed
by money) on electromechanical counters. The forced choices alternated
with the free choices during ten one-minute trial sessions. The members
of the dyad preferred to exchange rather than cooperate during the free
choice periods of the even numbered trials. When the forced choice
periods of the odd numbered trials only allowed SI to cooperate in order
to earn points, rates of exchanging points on subsequent_free choice trials
increased. In addition, feedback rates for looking at the receive
(exchange) counters also were a function of the antecedent schedules for
both Ss, while the rates for looking at the group -(cooperative) counters
were a function of the schedule for one $ only. Furthermore, the feedback
rates of looking at the receive counters were higher than for the group
counters, suggesting that the former counter operations were more
reinforcing than the latter.
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d. Products of Basic Research

The products of basic research activities were two instrumentation
systems developed to measure the social processes and the related
feedback behavors. The first system measured Self's task behavior and
his_feedback responses to his own task performance, his partner's task
performance, and rewards he received from earning more task points than
his partner. The second system measured the students' rates of working
for_ Self, working for Other, working with Other, stopping Other from
working, and his feedback rates on points he earned, points Other earned,
points Other gave him, points he and Other earned together, and points
another two-person group earned. The following sections describe each
of these instrumentation systems in detail.

1. Instrumentation System for Measuring
Task and Feedback Behaviors

The apparatus illustrated in Figure 1 is designed to record Self
individual task achievement rate, Other's individual task achievement
rate, Self's individual rewards for task achievement, feedback behavior
on Self's individual task achievement rate, feedback behavior on Other's
task achievement rate, and feedback behavior on Self's rewards for
individual task achievement rate.

The console has two components, a response panel (the horizontal
component), consisting of four button switches, and a display panel (the
vertical component), consisting of an outer piece, a one-way mirror,
which shields three electromechanical counters located within the console
directly behind the mirror. Situated above each electromechanical
counter is a light that flashes for .1 second when an appropriate button
switch on the response panel is depressed. The light flash allows the
person operating the console to see the counters tabulating points
through the one-way mirror.

The three electromechanical counters in the display panel tabulate
1) Self's task achievements, called task points, on Self'_s lndivjdual Task
Counter; 2) Other's task achievements, also called taik points, on 0._0_eri.s
individual Task Counter, and 3) Self's rewards, called reward points, on

Individual Reward Counter.

The four button switches on the response panel operate the individual
task counters and the lights located above each of the counters. The
Individual Task Response Button operates two counters, an Individual
Task Counter on Self's console and also an Individual Task Counter on
Other's console. The two individual task counters on both consoles are
called Self's Individual Task Counter and Other's Individual Task Counter.
The light switch button labeled Individual Feedback on Self's IndividUal

1. 0
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Task Counter operates the light located above Self's Individual Task
Counter. Me light switch button labeled Individual Feedback on Other's
Individual Task Counter operates the light located above Self's Individual
Task Counter. The light switch button labeled individual Feedback on
Self'_s_ individual Reward_ Counter operates the light located above Self's
IndividuaF keward Counte

Responses on the button switch are called counter switch responses
when they operate an electromechanical counter within the student console,
and light switch responses when they operate a light situated above one
of the electromechanical counters.

The counter switch responses on the console operate the studen -'
individual task counter and are_ also called his Individual .Task_
Performance. However, the three light switch reiOcinseS t-re called
feedback reSponses only when the_response_Tates_are a function of_ the
in o-mation recorded on the counters: increasing when inforMiii rs-
providedend decreasing when it.is withheld. The purpose of the first
set of txperimental procedures in the following section is to identify
feedback behavior in the three categories: Feedback Behavior on Self's
Individual Task Counter, Feedback Behavior on Other's Individual Task
Counter, and Feedback Behavior on Self's Reward Counter.



(2 ) lnstrurntat ion System for Measuring Sci=ial
ocesses and Related Fee&)ilck Behaviors

Th2 apparatus illustrated in Figure 2 provides measures for identifying
exchange, cooperation, and competition. The console has two components:
a response panel (the horizont21 component) consisting of nine button
switches and nine indicator lights; and a display panel (the vertical com-
ponent) consisting of an outer piece, a one-way mirror, which shields five
electromechanical COunterS located within the console directly behind the
mirror. Situated above each electromechanical counter is a light that flashes
for .1 second when an appropriate button switch on the :-esponse panel is
depressed. The light flash allows the person operating the console to see
the counters tabulating points through the one-way mirror.

The variables measured on the console are in five categories. Listed
in Category A are the components behind the one-way mirror: the counters
and counter lights. Category B lists the button switches on the response
panel that operate the counter lights. Category C lists the button switches
on the response panel that operate the counters on Self and Other's consoles
Category 0 lists the light indicators located on the response panel. Category
E lists the on-off lights for the button switches that operate the counters.

Category A

1. Feedback light for Other group's task counter
2. Other group's task Counter
3. Feedback light for own group's task counter
4. Own group's task counter
5. Feedback light for Other's task counter
_ Other's task counter
7. Feedback light for your receive task counter
8. Your receive task counter
'3). Feedback light for your earn t.sk counter

10. Your earn task counter

Catcg9fi_il

I. Light switch for Other group's task counter
2. Light switch for own group's task counter
3. Light switch for Other's task courter
4. Light switch for your receive task counter
5. Light switch for your earn task counter

107
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Cate9ory_C

1. Counter switch for stopping Oth-r From earning points on his
earn task counter
Counter itch to give points to Other on his receive task
counter
Counter s itch to earn points on your earn counter
Counter switch to earn points together on your group task counter

Category D.

1. Indicator light for Other working on his earn tasfr count,r
2. indicator light for Other giving points on your receive task

counter
Indicator Light for Other stopping you from earning poin s on
your- task counter

4. indicator light for Other group working on their group's task
counter

5. Indicator light for your group working on your group's task
counter

CateA3r

1. On-off indicator light for stopping Other counter switch
2. On-off indicator light for giving to Other counter switel
3. On-off indicator light for earn counter switch
4. On-off indicator light for work together counter switch

Social process investigations may involve groups of two or four. The
four consoles are in two groups of two. Depending on the study, either two
or four student consoles are employed at one time. For purposes of identi-
fying the functions of the console components, we shall describe the opera-
tions for two, two-person groups. The following table lists the console
components, their functions, and a description of the social event
represented by that function:
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TABLE 10

STUDENT CONSOLE:FUNCTION

Consei ponents Console fUndtions Function DesCriptions

S When button ANI.tch C-1 _s
pressed a point IsSahula
on task counter Ar10. of

Self's console,and task
counter A-6 of Other's
console.'

4
Self earns task points for
,himself :by pressing this
bUtton switch.

3-5 & A-9 When but on switch 8-5 is
pressed a light above Sel
earn task counter A-10
flashes for .1 second (A-mi

Self sees how many task
.points are on his earn task
cotonter by pressing this
button switch.

.A-8 When bu ton switch C-2 is Self.gives task pole
pressed'a point is tabula ed Othr.by pressing th
on task_counter A-s of the buiiOn switch.
Other's.conible.

tO:
5

When button switch 8-4 is
pressed a light above task
counter A-8,flashes for .1
second (A-7

Self sees how many task
points Other has given him .

by.pressing this button
switch.

A-6 When button'switch C-1 is

pressed points cannot be
tabulated on task counter
A-6.of Self's console and
task counter A-10 of
Other's console.

Self stops Other from-earn-
ing. task points on his task
counter by pressing this
button switch.

When.button,sWilch 8-1-1s- 'SW...sees how.
.

many task .

.

presseS a light above task points Other has earned on
_

counter-A-6 flashes for .1 his task- counter.
second (A-5).

110
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Console Components Console Functions .

;

Function Descript ons

When butfiiri swftth C.-4 on

beth,Seif and Other's Con-
soles ls,pressed at the
same time, a point IS tabu-
lated on task counter A74
of Self and Other's consoles
in Group 1 and task:pounter
A-2 of Self and Other's
consoles in Group 2.

'Self and Other are earning
task points together by
preiSIng this button switch'
.at the same time.

13-2 6 A-3= When button sWitch 0-21S
pressed e.light above tssk.
counter -A-4 flashes for A
second (A4).'

s how many task
.potnts he and Other have
earned together on their

,group.task counter.

&A-2 ihen Self and Other fr
ciup 21press .button

switch C-4, aspoint Is
ulated on task counter
pf Group l's_consoles.

A-2

The,Other group'iS earning
points on their group task
ceunter:

a

iL C-3 & 0-1

2. C-2 & D-2

When button sWitch-B-1 1S,
.pressed a light above task
counter A-2 flashes for .1
second (A-1).

,Mhen Other presses button

.switch C-3 indicator
light 0-1 flashes on
Self's console.

Self sees how many task
.points the Other group has
earned on their groupis
task counter.

When this light flashes
Other is earning task
points on his earn task
counter.

'fllen Other .resses button
switch C-2 ,indicator light
0-2 flashes on Self's
console.

Ihen this light flashes
Other is giving task points
to Self on his receive task
counter.
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Console Components Console Functions Funct on Descriptions

13. C-1 & D-3 Men Other presses button
switch C-1, indicator light
0-3 flashes on Self's
console.

.hen this light flashes
tither is stopping Self from
earning points on his task
counter.

14. C-4 C. 'INen Self and Other of
Group 2 press Switch C-4
together, indicator light
0-4 flashes on Seif and
Other's consoles of Group 1.

.
.

When this 1 ght flashes the
Other group mer;.berl are
working together tO earn
points on their group task
Counter. ,

15. C-4 & 0-5 When Self and Other press
switch C-4 together, ,11141-

cator light 075 flashes on'
their console.

Wtlen this light flashes
Self and Otber are working
tooether on their own group
task counter.

16 E-1 & C-I Light E-1 Is on when button
switch C-1 is oylretional.

When this light is on Self
can stop .0ther from, earn-
ing points by pressing
button switch C-1.

17. C-2

,

tight E-2 is on when button
,

sWitch C-2 is operational
When this )ight is on Self
can giye points to Other
by pressing button switch
C-2.

18. E-3 & C-3 When light E-3 is on button
switch C-3 is operational

When this light is on Self
can earn points on his earn
task counter by yressing
button switch C-3.

.

E-4 & C-4
_

hen 1 ght E-4 is on button
itch C-4 is operational.

When thrs light is: onrSelf-
and Other can earn points I

together by pressing button
switch C-4 together. 1
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During the exchange contingency, the response, rates that,shoeld be
function-of.:the contingency if exchange patterns develop are: counter switch
responses on give points to Other task button (C-2) and light switch responses
for Self's receive task counter (B-4). As conditions change from a baseline
to an exchahge contingency, the rates should increase, followed bY correspond-
ing decreases When the conditions change'back to a second baseline.

During the cooperative contingency, the response rates that should be
a. function of the centingency if cooperative patterns.develop ere: counter
switch responses on earn points together task button (C-4), and,lfght switch
responses for own -group's task counter (8--2).- As conditions change from a
baseline to the cooperative contingency and then back to the baseline condi-
tion, the rates shouldincrease and'then-decrease,

During the competitive contingency, the response rates likely to be a
function of the contingency if_ competition develops are: counter switch
responses on earn task counter (C-3) , counter switch responses on_stop Other
from earning points task button (C-1), light switch responses onfeedback
light for Self's earn taslecounter (3-5),eend. light switch responses on feed-
back-light for Other's earh task counter (B-3). As.conditions change from
baseline to the.competitive contingency and then back to the baseline condi-
tion, the rates,should increase and then decrease.

Social contingencies are implemented by manipulating the on-off Indi-
cator lightse- Counter points return penny reinforcers for Self's earn
counteri.receivecounter, and group counter. In addition, Self receives X
cents for achieving a higher point total than Other on the earn task counter.
A copeingency is in effect when the appropriate on-off light is on, which
enables the appropriate button switch. The exchange contingency is in effect
when the E-2- tights are on for both consoles,rpermitting Self to giVe,painte
to Other and Other to give points to Self. The cooperative contingency is in
effect when E-4 lightS are on for Self and Other's consoles, permitting Self
and Other to work together to earn points on the group task counters. The_

competitive contingency is in effect when lights E-1 and E-3 are on, permit-
ting Self to earn points on his earn task counter, and to stop Other from
earning points on his earn task counter.

A single contingency or combination of the three contingencies can be
instituted by manipUlating the on-off lights which enable the corresponding
button switches.. This system permits detailed.investigations on the effects
of different contingency histories.on.social.choices whea all-three nesponse
choices are available. 'How will persons choose td interact: cooperatively'
or competitively? 'Preferences for a given pattern Of interaction can be
develOped by providing different histories of exchanging, cooperating, and
competi-ng, thereby controlling, more precisely, the development and mainte-
nance of cach social process.
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B. Developmental Research

1 Introduction
.

The findings from develqpmental research are summarized n manusc ipts
describing separete,studies. The abWacts described in the following
section present theie,findings. ..,Abstractli describes ap.investigation
on the effects of shaping cooperative contingencies.to control the coopera-
tive task choice of three-person groups. TWo 0oups ef.students parti-
cipated in the study., The normal ereupyespooded appropriately while the
retarded group failed to choose the,more reinforclnl alternative. The
cooperative contingencies were then shaped.to control this group's task
choices. Abstract /2 investigated social choices of two, two-person
groups.. Here positlye reknfprcement andnegativepunishment were
employed.to control studeqts', cholces to exchange Wets earned from work
on academic tasks. Abstract #3 describes an investigailon that employed
a social cue, the verbalt(nstruetion from the instructor, asan antecedent
cue end a subsequent vonsequence tojncrease the acedemic performance
of a ftve,year old preschoolermorking,on a ietter_drimlnatiop program.

, Abstract Pi describes an InvestWation that emOoyed:cooperative
contingencies, individual contingencies, anc&c.omperative feedback to
increase the academic performance of two preschooleri.

2. Findings

a. Conclu,siens.from Selectel Stud. p,

1) Tile Effects of Shaping CooperativedContingencies to
_Control the Task Choice of.ajhree?Person Group

This study presents.fledirws consistent with a conclusion from a
previous work by Mithaug,(1%.9). that cooperation can be produced In an
alternative task situation when the task conditions permit subjects to
learn to discriminate between group and individual tasks in terms of
their relative payoffs. The present study adds to this finding by inves-
tigating the task choice of a three-person group In an alternative group
task situation. One normal and one retarded three-person group partici-
pated in the study. The normal group's task choice was a function of
task payoff contingencies and the retarded group's was not. After a
sequence of experimental experiences with different task payoff contin-
gencies,, this group's task choice also became a function of the task
payoffs. The conclJsions from this study are 1) groups must learn the
contingencies of alternative choices.before an epected'group decision
will result, and 2) learriing thosecontingencies is facilitated by
experiencipg the consequences of tha decision as soon as the de ision
is made,
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(2) The Effects of Reinforcing and Punishing to
Produce Social Exchanges on an Academic Task

This study investigated the effects of reinforcing and punishing to
produce social 'exchange's on en academic task.--Tour students, forming
two dyads, worked on:addition problems by reiponding on a multiple choice
reSponse board'Whick tabulated points onelutromechanical counters housed
in their stUdent Oantolet. Dv placing a JA-Ck in one of three receiving
holes, the Ss recorded points on their own couhters, on their partner's
counter, or on both thole owh, and their partner's counters. Reinfortement
procedures consisted of Chips'Aispensed from a chip dispenser beside each
student.' Points and Chii-J's returned one cent each.:Pilhishment procedures
consisted of'disabling.the ii0onse mode after a's0Ject made an inappro-
priate choice.- The data s4g4ested that both rOnfOtOement and punishment
procedures effectiVely C8ritr011ed social exchari4es; With reinforcement
procedures being effective forthree Ss, punishment precedures being
more 'effective for tWo-Ss ahd reinforcement' and punlOment procedures
in combination beingeffectivo'for all four-Ss. The data also suggest
that the punishment procedure Maybe effectjve fOr All Ss providing they
are allowed time to identIfy'the response mcide that is-mutually rewarding

and timeto reach an agreement tt, exchange reward poihts.

(3) An Oral instruction as a Cue and a Consequence
for Increased Academic Performance

This study examined the relative effectiveness of an instruction
presented orally and by a recording. The students were two preschool
children, ages 3 ind 5, who worked on a better ordering and discrimination
program which required-the students to respond to-instructions programmed
on a tape recorder. For one student a single oral instruction following
the taped instruction was effective in producing responses to the taped
instructions. For the other student presenting the oral instruction
repeatedly until he responded to the initial taped presentation was more
effective in producing responses to the taped recording. In these two

prodedures the oral instruction served as a cue and a consequence for
incredsed academic performance.

(4). The Effects of Cloperative Versus Individual
Contingencies on Academic Performance

This study examined the relative effectiveness of two condit ons
in producing high levels of academic performance. The subjectswere two _

preschool children, ages 3 and 5; who worked on a letter ordering and
discrimination program. During the cooperative contingency an M&M delivery

occurred after each responded correctly. The M&M's were dropped into test
tubes which allow comparisons as they piled one on top of the other. The
indiviudal contingency with comperative feedback produced higher levels of
correct responses to the program.

1
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Products of Developmental Research

Two systems of instrumentation were developed for the developmental
research phase. Both employed a mechanical method for distributing points
earned from academic tasks. The distribution methods required social
responses from the students, i.e., choices to exchange, cooperate, or
compete for points earned. The first system allowed students to exchange,work together; or work alone for points; while the second system allowed
-;students to exchange , cooperate, compete ot° work alone. The second
syttem Improved" upon the first by displaying points earned in a light
column with the illuminated' light level indicating the point total. This
method,facilltates visual comparisons between the point totals of
different response modes.

(1) Instrumentation System #

The student console empidyed to develop social interactions on
academic tasks is Illustrated in Figure 3. The console has two components,a display and a response component. The display component consists of five
electromechanical oounters, a jack, three jack receiving holes, and three
on-off Indicator lights. The response component is a DymediaResponseMode from COXCO-HuNcator, also ealled the COXCO Respondex manual model,DI In the figure.

The response board has two components, a cover lid (D2) which houses
the A-B-C-D multiple choice selection switches (D3) and the response boardbase (D4). The cover lid opens to receive an 1BM-type student response
card (D5). When in place, between the cover lid and.response board base,
the response card records responsesas the student presses the A-B-C-D
multiple chOice switches, which perforate corresponding holes in the
response card. Forty responses with four alternatives per response
constitute the response board format.

A jack connecting the multiple choice switch block to the display
unit enables correci responii to be recorded on one of the electromechan-
ical counters.. The response board has two modes of recording responses,one for teaching and one for testing. The mode is selected by turning the
randomization knob located in the upper right hand corner of the board.
During the testing mode the multiple choice response block advances tothe next question number on the board after each response. At the endof the forty que1-tions the response block is at the bottom of the board
and must be reset to the top of the board.for _use again. The reset baris located below the selection switches on the response block. During theteaching mode the response block does not advance until the student selects
the correct buttonowitch. 'The pattern of correct answers is selectedby turning the random4W n knob.
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The student may choose how to use his points earned for correct
responses by placing the jack on the display panel in one of three jack
receiving holes. If he inserts the jack In Receiving Hole 8-3, points
for correct responses will tabulate on Counter A-5, his earn task counter.
If he inserts the jack into Receiving Hole 8-2, points for correct
responses will tabulate on Counter A-4 of the other student's display
panel, giv.ing points to Other. If he inserts the jack Into Receiving
Hole 8-1, points for correct responses will tabulate on Counter A-2, pro-
viding Other has selected the same receiving hole and presses the selec-
tion switch at the same time that Self presses his selection switch. If
Other selects Receiving Hole 8-3, points that he earns for himself will
record on Self's Counter A-3, indicating to Self how many points Other
has earned for himself. When two, two-person groups participate at the
same time, all points recorded on one Group's Task Counter A-1 are also
recorded on the Other group's display panel Counter A-2. This counter
enables one group to observe point accumulations of the other group.

The ow-off indicator lights function as discriminative stimuli for
which receiving holes are operable. When the lights are on, and if the
jack is inserted and a correct switch pressed, a point will tabulate on
the appropriate counter. On-off Indicator Light C-1 Is the SD for Receiving
Hole 8-3.

The Academic Task

The Social-Academic Response System described almve can beemployed with any academic task,providing the answers have a multiple
choice format. The task selected for this research on the development and
control of social processes on academic tasks was an addition problem
series with sums from zero to ten. Each problem presented from a slide on
a projection screen was accompanied with instructions preceding and succeed-
ing the slide presentation. The format was as follows: "Put your jack
in. Here is your new problem (slide presentation). Problem number
(Pause) Have you answered the problem? (Pause) Take your jack out."
After the student responded the sequence was repeated with another slide
presentation.

By manipulating antecedent cues, the on-off indicator lights, the
experimenter can control the student's social choices. By consequating
inappropriate responses by turning off an indicator light and appropriate
responses by positive reinforcement, he also can develop student preferences
for a social pattern.

-
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InstrumentatIon System #2

The apParatus illustrated In F gure 4 permIts students to exchange,
cooperate, or compete with-their partner while working on academic tasks.
The Console has two demponents: a reSponse panel (horizontal component) con-

sisting of a'paper clamp for the academic tasks and a COXCO respondex, and a
display_panel (vertical component) consisting of six columnS of indicator
lights (20'lights per Column), three on-off indicator lights, three Jack
receiving holes, and a selection jack.

When students work on-the social academic response consoles, they earn
points ftir each problem correctly answered on their COXCO reSpondex (20 in

the figure). Problems presented on paper in a multiple.choice format are
attached on.the console by a paper clamp (18 and 19). The student answers

the problem-bypushing down'one of the A-B-C-D push button switches on the

COXCO respondex.

The response board has two components, a cover lid (21) w;lich houses
the A-111-C-D multiple choice selection switches (22) and the response board

base (23). The cover lid. opens to receive an IBM-type student response card

(24). When in place, between the cover lid and response board base, the
response card records responses, one for teaching and one for testing. The

mode is selected by turning the randomization knob located in the upper
right hand corner of the board. During the testing mode, a response advances
the multiple choice response block to the next question number on the board.

After twenty responses the response block is at the bottom of the board and

must be reset to the top of the board for use again. The reset bar is

located below the selection switches on the-response block. During the teach-

ing mode the response block does not advance until the student selects the

correct button switch. The pattern of correct answers is selected by turn-

ing the randomization knob.

After answering a problem the student pushes the problem finish button

switch and the problem finish lieht goes on. When the problem finish light

goes off, the student works the next problem. As the student begins a new

problem, the number of that problem is recorded in the Problem number Light

Column (1).

Points for correct answers are recorded when the student inserts his
jack (17) in one of the three jack receiving holes at the base of the display

panel (14, 15, or 16). A point is recorded when a light advances up the

light column.
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TABLZ 11

Console Identification Chart

1. Problem Number Light Column
2. Other Group Works Light Column
3. Your Group Works Light Column
4 Partner Works For You Light Column
5. You Work For Yourself Light Column
6. Partner Works For Himself Light Column

7. Group Compete Indicator Light
8. Partner Compete Indicator Light
9. Problem Finished Indicator Light
10. Your Group Works Light Column Indicator Li ht

11. Partner Works For You Light Column Indicator Li ht

12. You Work For Youself Light Column Indicator Light

13. Problem Finished Push Button Switch

14. Your Group Works Jack Receiving Hofe

15. You Work For Partner Jack Receiving Hole
16. You Work For Yourself JackReceuvingjlale
17. Selection Jack
18. Paper Clamp For Academic Task Materials
19. Academic Task Materials
20. COXCO Respondex
21. Cover Lid

22. A-B-C-D Multiple Choice Selection Switches

23. Response Board Base
24. IBM-Type Student Response Card
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When two st_idents work on the consoles each operates his own and may
choose to give points to himself by inserting his jack into receiving hole
16, -ive points to his.partner by inserting his jack in receiving hole 15,
c give points to himself and his partnen by inserting his jack in receiving
hole 1i .

f the ssudent chooses to give.points to himself (jack in receiving
hole 16) a correct response on the respondex adVances the light up the You
Work For Yourself Light .Column (5). Light positions representing Self's
progress, while he is working for himself, are also recorded on the Partner
Working For Self Light Column on his partner's console. This o ovides the
partner with information about how many points Self has earned.

If Self chooses to give points to his par ner (jack in receiving hole
15) correct responses on the respondex advance the light up the Partner Works
For You Light Column op partner's console. . Similarly if Partner chooses to
give points to Self, correct responses on the respondex advance lights on the
Partner Works For you Light Column (4) of Self's console.

If both Self and Partner choose to give points to.themse ves and each
other (jack in receiving hole 14) by responding correctly at the same time
(within .1 second of each,other) a light advances up the Your Group Works
Lvght Column (3) on !meth stu4 ts' consoles.

When four students.w9Fit on the consoles they:form twoi two-person groups.
When group members of both groups choose the Your Group Works Light Column
(jacks in receiving holes,14) the Other group's.light advances are recorded
on the Other Group Works Light Column on Self and Partner's consoles. This
information allows Self and Partner to compare their group's progress
(column 3) with the Other group's progress (column 2).

When either of the two compete lights (7 or 8) flash the first student
or group to respond correctly prevents points from recording on the Other
student or group's consoles. For example, when the partner rompete light
flashes and Self and Partner have chosen to work for themselveS (joelos in
receiving holes16) the first to respond correctly preventsthe Other's collect
responses from advancing the light. Similarly, when the group compete light
(7) flashes and members of both groups have chosen to work together (jacks in
receiving holes(14) the first group to respond correctly prevents the other
group's correct responses from advancing the light up the column.

When indicator light 10 is on, the Your Greup Works respense mode'is
operable, when indicator light 11 is on, the Your Partner Works For Yoe
response mode is operable, and when indicator light 12 is on, the You Work
For Yourself response mode is operable.
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C. Applied Research

IntroductIon

. Applied researCh acttvities include the investigation and develop-
men_ of assessmenteand remediation procedures. Assestment research
investigated methods for identifying interaction deficits in the class-
room and remediation research focused on developing methods to increase
verbal interactforis:and academic perfdrmanceof sociatly arid academically
retarded students. %The findings reputed below resulted from these
research activities in the classro6m where asseisment procedures were
dev,z1oped and in tutorial sessions :where remediation occurred.

2. Findings

a. Classroni Sefsions: Social interaction AsseSSMent in
tlastrooms for the Handicapped

terperson& behaviors have three diseingUiShable response ciatses
that require specification before remediatiOWCan tieg16:' social responses,
interaction patterns, and social process skills. Social responses, an
ingredient common to 411 interpersonal behavilorpatterns, ire verball7
zationg or'physicaLresponses directed _towaids anothdr."- Interaction
desCribes a partiCular pattera or causal ral'ationsh10 between'these
contacts. For example, subject child InitPates an attlon to object
child, who then reciprocates by directing a response back to the sub_ect
child. Such relationships of mutual affect,.actlon-reattlon sequences,
spetify some patterns of social contact as Interaction,' Social process
skills are interaction patterns that-are controlled-by a'sociel contin-
gency,- For example, cooperation is a soCial process defined by Inter
action and a common activity.- Children interecting.en:a common teak, for
example, are cooperating. They are working togethertbccompletea te

.Dariending upon a child's'social skills, the therapittImsy'wish to
develovresponses from one of the three classes. For1he isolate who has
few contacts wIth others the first-objective may be to devetop social
retponses: verbelor physical actions directed towards another.
This can bie Poifwed by'remediation procedures that proMote Interactions
with anottr child, with a final-objective to prOmote Interactions on a
Common act'Vity. Evaluating this social developMent, beginning with
isolate'beisvior and terminating with a sociai'process, requires a
measure sensitive to each- interpersonal pattern'that develops. -When
specified as_an initiation or receive, the social response is reflective
of both the elmitive social contacts emitted by the Isolate and the
interaction Jtterns emerging in'the socialized dyad..

_
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A social contact identifies the responses that one child directs
toward another, while an interaction identifies, in addition, the
responses the second.child directs toward the first. Interaction also
can be distinguished from an initiation on the basis of mutual affect,
i.e., Child l's responses affect Child 2, whose responses in turn affe
Child 1. By observing and recording the direction of all social con-
tacts (initiations and receives) one can identify two-way contacts, a
minimal requirement for distinguishing between unreciprocated social
responses and patterned interaction.

This study examiees the effectiveness of procedures designed to
measure and analyze initiation and receive rates in order to assess the
handicapped child's level and pattern of peer contact. Contact levels
can be described as rates of initiating or receiving contacts to and
from peers, while contact patterns are best characterized by functional
relationships between initiations and receives. When initiations are a
function of the social environment, their rates of occurrence depend
upon the consequences they produce. For example, when Initiations and
receives are positive reinforcers, a positive correlation best describes
the relationship; when initiations produce receives, for example,
Initiations increase or when receives produce initiations, receives
increase in rate of occurrence. On the other hand, when initiations and
receives are negative reinforcers, a negative correlation best depicts
the relationship: when initiations prevent the occurrence of receives,
initiations increase, or when receives prevent the occurrence of
InItiations, receives increase in rate of occurrence. Finally, when
initiations and receives are neutral stimuli, they are not functionally
related and the correlation s zero.

This study will assess interaction deficits of two groups of retarded
children, one group being diagnosed as more severly retarded than the
other. The procedures developed to assess these differences between
groups and between students within groups Include a description of
initiation and receive rates, functional relationships between initia-
tions and receives, and patterns or structures of interpersonal
.preferPnce based upon most frequently contacted peers.

Sub ects and Settin

Students enrolled at the Experimental Education Unit are assigned
to A and B classrooms according to the severity of their academic and/or
behavioral retardation.; Children with severe academic and behavior
disorders are assigned to A classrooms and those with milder problems
are assigned to B classrooms. Subjects for this study were eight students
from an intermediate Vend eight from an intermediate B classroom.
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The eight studen s from the- A classroom, one female and seven
males, ranged in ages from 9 to 11 with the median of 10 and'nean of
9.9 years. The eight students from the B classroom, also one female
and seven males, I-singed:1n ages from 8 to 13, with the median 10 and
mean of 10.0 years. .

The A students avergged one year below B students in both reading
and math. Seven,of the eight A students had-severe behavior problems
while three of the eight B students had behavior problems requiring
special remediation.

Observation and Recording_Procedures

Classes were conducted from 9:00 to 2:30 daily with one half hour
for lunch. The data were collated during lunch Monday through Thursday
for six consecutive weeks. Two observers, one for each classroom,
recorded students' physical initiations and receives. An initiation
was defined as any response oriented or directed toward another, and
a receive as any response directed from another to the subject child.
A verbalization was defined_as any verbal response directed toward
another, i.e., head and eyes oriented toward another, and/or identified
by object name or pronoun 'you.' Physical responses were defined as
physical contacts and finger points oriented toward...another.

Each student was.observed sequentially for a two-minute inte val. .

When a student was being observed,: .he was the subject student and the
observer recorded contacts and initiations from him toanother student
or receives from another to him. In,addition to Initiations and receives
the observers recorded the object student as well. For example, if
John initiated a verbal-response tO Tom, the observer recorded the
sequence by identifying the type of contact and the object.student with
a coded number.

The observation sequence began with a different student each day.
For example, on Day 1 the observer began the two-minute observation
period with SI, then 52, 53, etc. On Day 2 the period began by observing
$2, then $3, etc. The total sequence lasted 16 minutes, the approximate
time the students had free after finishing their lunch.

Apparatus_

Each observer was equipped with a keyboard mounted on a clipboard
and plugged into a cassette recorder. The instrument was designed for .

_ecording preooded numbered events. The keyboard housed in the clipboard
was comprised of 12, 30,button switches identified by the numbers 0-9,
a print button, and an error button. This switching apparatus was
connected to a portable cassette recorder that recorded the numbered
entries on a tape cassette in the same order that they were entered.
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The numbers were entered by pressing the desired sequence, e.g_, 145, and
then pressing the enter button. If a recording error occurred and 135
was pressed rather than 145, for example, the observer pressed the error
button and then reentered the desired sequence. The sequence was recorded
and later retrieved from teletype printouts. The recording system was
portable as the cassette recorder was operated on rechargeable batteries,
allowing the observer to move about the classroom while recording events.

The code employed to monitor initiations and receives consisted of
three digits. The first digit, 1-4, identified a verbal initiation_(1),
a verbal receive (2), a physical initiation (3), or a physical receive
(4). The second two digits of the code identified the other student by
a number from 01 to 99. When a student's verbal or physical initiation
was directed toward more than one other peer, the observers recorded a
198 or 398, indicating that the object:of the initiation was not
identified.

The code 101 i_dicated that the observed subject initiated verbal
contact with Subject 01, and 201 indicated that 01 initiated verbal
contact with the observed subject. Similarly, a 301 indicated that the
observed subject initiated physical contact with 01, and a 401 indicated
that 01 initiated contact with the observed subject. Teletype readouts
from recorded observations provided:a precise accountlof the sequence of
events and:the time interval between each.

Reliability Procedures_ _

For reliability checks two independent observers (one each for the
A and B classrooms) recorded data on the same students for 15 different
days intermittantly scheduled over the six-week period, with two checks
occurring on the fourteenth day. Five checks occurred during the first
two-week period, four during the second two weeks, and seven during the
last two weeks. Robinson's coefficient of agreement ranged from .78 to
1.00 with a median of .96. The coefficient of agreement for the eight
reliability -checks was .99 for the A classroom and .95 for the B classroom.
For the first two weeks the coeffiient was .99 for the A classroom,
and .92 for the B classroom; for the second two weeks .99 for the A
classroom, and .98 for the B classroom; and for the third two weeks was
1.00 for the A classroom and .96 for the B classroom.

1
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Results and Discussion

Social Contact Analysis: Do Initiation-Receive Rates Discriminate
Between A and B Students?

The description of our population indicated that A students were
slightly behind B students in both reading and math, with the A students
having more frequent and severe behavior problem. The criterion for
entry into an A or B classroom was the severity of the behavioral and/or
academic retardation, with the milder or less severe cases enrolled in
the B classroom. A classroom teachers also noted that their students inter-
acted infrequently with peers, while B classroom teachers expressed concern
about managing interactions to ensure appropriate Peer contacts. An

effective measure of social behavior should reflect these class
differences.

The data in Table 12 below describe the I initiat on and receive
rates for the tWO classrooms over the six-week period. The X rates for
both gives and receives were higher for the 8 students, with the
differences significant at the :01 level for litiations and at the

.001 level for receives. Yo6 will notice that the X initiation rates
were higher than receive rates for both classrooms. This resulted from
recording initiations that were not directed at another student
specifically.

TABLE 12

A Classroom B Classroom

Mean Initiation Rates 2,.3/minute 3.4/minute

Mean Receive Rates .9/minute 2.I/minute

Functional Analysis: Are Initiation and Receive
Rates Functionally Related?

The question of whether or not a social contact is one component
a pattern of causally related interpersonal contacts, I.e., patterned
interaction, can be addressed by Identifying the functional relationship
between initiations and receives. When a subject's responses cause a
change in responses of another, four rate patterns may be distinguished:
1) an increase in Person l's initiations to Person 2 cause an increase in
Person 2's'inTtiations to Person 1, 2) a decrease In Person l's initiations to
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Person 2 causes a decrease in Person 2's initiations to Person 10 an
increase in Person f's initiations to Person 2 causes a decrease in
Person 2's initiation to Person 1; and A) a decrease in Person A's
initiations.to Person 2, cause an increase in Peison 2's initiations to
Person 1. Patterns A .and=2 are descrIbed statistically by a positive
correlation and Patterns 3 and 4 by a negative correlation. When their
is no relationship the correlation is zero.

Such a correlational analysis should describe differences between
the initiation-receive relationships for A and B students as well as
differences between students within each classroom. The initiation and
receive rates for A aNd B students were correlated over the six-week
period to yield a Pearson's r of .26 for the A classroom and .55 for the
B classroom, with the differences between these two correla ions
significant at the .001 level.

These correlations were.lower than anticipated, probably as a
result of including in the analysis all initiations. Those initiations
directed at specific others were included with initiations directed
towards two or more students, undefined others.

This analysis can be refined by computing correlations between
initiations and receives based upon who initiated and received contacts.
For example, a positive correlation.would result when Person l's initi-
ations to and receives from Person 2 are both high, while his initiations
to and receives from Person 3 are.both low. A negative correlation would
result when Person l's initiations are high while his receives from
Person 2 are low; while his initiations are low and receives from Person
3 are high. The data in Table 13 present Pearson correlations for each
student-from the A and B classrooms. "They were computed by correlating
a student's total initiations toward a 9iven student with the total
receives from that same student over the six-week period.
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TABLE 13

A CLASSROOM B CLASSROOM

Student
#

Pearson's
r

Sign.
Level

Student
#

Pearson's
r

Sign.
Level

1 .29 n.s. 9 .9 .001

2 .91 10 .87 .01

.22 n.s. 11 .75 .05

.13 n.s. 12 .90 .01

5 .93 .01 13 .95 .001

6 .66 n.s. 14 .85 .02

7 -97 .001 15 -93 .01

8 .16 n.s. 16 .83 .01

T tal
Sign. Cases:

T ai
Sign. Cases:

insign. Cases: 5 insign. Cases:

A student's contact with his peers can be described as functtonal
when his initiations and receives are correlated and significant from
zero. According to his criterion all e students had functional contacts
with peers while only three of the A students had functional contacts.
These differences between the A and B classes were significant, i.e.,
more 0 students had functional contacts than A students (Fishers exact cm.01)

Structural An=lysis: De Preference Structures Discriminate
Between A and B Classrooms?

Our data from the preceding analyses indicate that A students
initiate and receive contacts with peers at lower rates than 8 students
and that fewer A students have functional contacts with peers than B
students. A final question to address concerns the pattern or structure
of these contacts. Are selected students from each classroom the
recipients of most of the social contacts initiated by the remaining
students, while other students receive relatively few contacts?



Social structure data are based upon a student's initiat_on
preference, which in turn is defined as the most frequently contacted
peer or peers. Students in the first three ranks of the Subject child's
initiation hierarchy are defined as preferred peers. This preference
is reciprocated when the subject similarly is in the first three ranks
of the preferred peer's hierarchy. From these reciprocated preference
rankings mutual pairs were identified in both A and B classrooms.
Although both classes had eight student pairs in which both ranked the
other among the top three in initiated contacts, the patterns or structures
of these relationships for the two classrooms were quite different.

The diagrams below depict the structures for the two classrooms.
The circles identified by a number represent the student,and the'double
ended arrows represent mutual choices.

10,

One distinguishable difference betwe n the A and B structures is the
subgroup patterns in the B structure which are absent in the A classroom.The two triad subgroups. in the B classroom are qualitatively different
patterns because all group members chose each other, in one subgroup 16
chose 14 and 11, 14 chose 16 and 11, and 11 chose 16 and 14, and in the
other subgroup 15 chose 13 and 12, 13 chose 15 and 12, and 12 chose 15
and 13. In the A classroom there were no comparable triads.

Discussion

This study employed social contacts, initiations, and rece ves to
identify and assess ongoing interactions in classroom settings. The
data from the three analyses discriminated between students who differed
in the severity of their retardation. The social contact analysis dis-
criminated on the bases of the students' rates of initiating and receiv-
ing contacts; the functional analysis discriminated on the basis of the
functional relationships between students' initiations and receives;
and the structural analysis discriminated on the bases of the reciprocal
preference patterns among students from A and 8 classrooms. These data
offer support for employing social contact variables to assess social
interaction deficits in c1agsrooms for the handicapped. Not only didthe data provide a basis' for discriminating between A and B classrooms,
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but also for,distinguishing between students within each classroom. The

data also provide information upon which to base a sociel behavior
remediation program by specifying whether a student's rates, reciprocity,
or pattern of social contact is.deficient.

b. Tutorial Sessions

Study . The Development of Procedures for Establishing and IncreasIng
Verbal interactions Between an Isolate and a Peer

The preceding classroom analysis of social interaction deficits
described A students as initiating and receiving social contacts-et''
lower rates, having fewer functional contacts with peers,-and forming
less'stratified social structures than B students. In this investiga-
tion two students selected from the A classroom participated in
tutorial sessions. The instructor manipulated task conditions and
verbal contingencles to establish.and Increase verbal interactions
between the students.

Subjects

Two students from the A classroom, 54 and 55, ages 10 and 9
respectively, participated in the study. S4 had the lowest initiation
and receive rate while 55 had the highest receive and fourth highest
initiation rate. 54 ranked fifth and_55 last in 'social preference. 55

had more limited verbalskills than 54. Also, most of 55is Social
contacts were directed towards and received from teachert,'which would
account for 551s.low social ranking.

aratus and Task Materials

The apparatus, also described in Section C-4 of this report, was a
display console which presented recorded instructions and slide programs
for a letter ordering and discrimination task. For each slide presenta-
tion the recording asked the students.questions about,the names of,letters
and instructed them what to do With program materials,

The students sat at desks facing each other, viewed the projection
screen, and listened to instrUCtions from the audio panel on the display
panel beside them. They responded to the:recorded instructions by
manipuleting the letter components of a Fisher Price letter tray.

Thepsher Price letter trey'Consisted of the'letters A-Z which fit
into a tray molded for each letter. 'The diagram beiowshows the
arrangement of the letters in the'tray:
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6
8 1/2"

CDEFG
H I J KLMNOPQRST

U V W XV
6 1 2"

is impossible to arrange the let ers in the tray in a different order
because each letter only fits into the tray position molded to its shape.

A flat metal tray, 7" X 12," was also part of the program mate lals.
This tray was called the letter board and it provided a surface for the
student to order the letters in any manner he thought was appropriate.
The students' responses on this board provided a test for learning
alphabetic ordering.

The experimenter prepared the letter tray and letter board for the
day's program by prflsentidg the letter tray with only those letters the
student was learning to name and order. During the beginning sessions
the students worked on A and'El. °ricer's student demonstrated naming and
ordering skills with these letters the next letter was Introduced, and
so on until finally, at the end of the program, the student was responding
to all of the letters in the traY during a single day's session.

The following instructions and oueitions are examp es of the pro- amformat:

"Put the A In the letterrtray where it belongs."

"Point to the letter in your letter tray arid tel me
what It is."

"Tip over your letter tray so the letter falls out

hat letter is on the table

Procedu

The students answered questions and responded te the instructions
by placing the appropriate letters In the letter tray. Immediately after
each correct response an M6M was delivered in the dispenser located beside
each student on the display console. Once correct responses were at a
level of 95% or higher, the tasks were arranged for Interdependence by
eliminating one of the letter trays and letters, giving 54 the letters and$5 the tray. During the A Condition the Ss received an M6M after S4 gaite
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the appropriate letter to $5 who then placed the letter in its position
in the letter tray. During the B Condition that followed the experimenter
instructed the students that 55 had to ask for the letter and that S6
was not to give a letter to SS unless he requested it. W.hen 55 received

a letter from 54 without requesting it, the experimenter returned the
letter to 54'5 desk. Ss received M&M's once the task was completed as
in the A Condition. During the following A Condition the experimenter
did not instruct the students about requests and dfd not return letters
transferred without requests. The second 6-Condition followed the A
Condition.

Results

'Figures 7 and 8 present verbalization data for 54 and 55 during
the A-B,A-B Condition sequence. Figure 7 represents 54's instructions
to 55, "Ask for the letter John," and Figure 6 represents 55's requests
for the letter. Verbal oontacts between the two subjects Increased when
the 6 Condition wasAntroduced and decreased when the condition_was

-discontinued. The tirik interdependence condition alone, Condition A, was
not sufficient tó.develop verbal interactions.

'Discussion

The procedures employed in this study developed verbal interactions
by first arranging task_materials so the subjects depended upon each
°thee for task completidn, i.e., one student had the letters and the
other the tray which necessitated one subject giving the letters to the
other in order to complete the task; and second by instituting a verbal
contingency which made task completion and subsequent reinforcement
contingent upon verbal requests. Although the contingency focused on 55,
requiring him to request before receiving a letter, the effect was the
same as for 54 who instructed or reminded 55 that he had to ask for the
letter before transfer could occur. These data also suggest that task
interdependence is insufficient to promote verbal interactions. Although
the subjects interacted physically during the A Conditions, with 54 giving
and 55 receiving letters, concomitant verbal contacts did not develop.
Only with the verbal contingency did the subjects develop consistent
verbal patterns.
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Study #2 The Development of Procedures for Employing Competitive
Contingencies to increase Acidemic Performance of,TW0
Retarded Secondary Students

A common problem in classrooms for the handicapped is mo ivating
students to achieve their full potential by performing at their highest
rates on academic tasks. Frequently incentive procedures are employed
to achieve this goal by making a rewarding outcome contingent upon the
student's correct responses to task materials. Usually such procedures
Produce higher response rates than when no contingent rewards are pro-
vided at all. However, on occasion the student's rates remain inadequately
low under the individual ccmtingency and the instructor must search for
alternative methods to increase performance.

A recent study by Lovitt and Esveidt (1970) suggests an area
research that may yield profitable results for motivating academic
performanCe. Here a comparative reinforcement contingency, during which
the student was reinfor6ed for responding at rates higher than his pre-
violisly established level, produced higher ri;sponse levels than a simple
intermittent schedule of reinforcement. This contingency is similar to
competitive contingencies during which reinfOrcement is contingent upon a
comparative response criterion: If one response level is higher (or
lower) than another, reinforcement occurs. When the other response
level is produced by another subject, the contingency is social.

This study is designed to investigate and identify the cond tions
under which the competitive contingency becomes an effective motivator
of academic performance. The competitive contingencywas administered to
a pair of academically and socially retarded secondary students. One of
the students performed at inadequately low levels under individual
reinforcement contingencies. The question is whether or not the social
competitive contingency will motivate when procedures employing individual
contingencies have failed.

Subjects

Two students enrolled in a secondary classroom at the Experimental
Education Unit participated in the study. S2,,a 13 year old male, was
described as retarded with an I.Q. between 54-60, and as displaying
unusual behaviors not under immediate environmental control. The teacher
attributed his slow progress to his inattentiveness and the difficulty
in finding positive reinforcers to motivate him. In addition he could
add facts to sums of 20 at _a median rate of 15 correct and one error
per minute.
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SI, a 17,year old male, and, a so described as retarded with an I.Q.
between 65-75,, was Alesaribed as d splaying. unconirollable aggressive
behavior in the classroom. He enjoyed competitive games with adults but
did not like to loose to peers.

procedures_

-:These students were appropriate subjects for the study which was
designed to employ a competitiVe contingency to,increase acadeMic
performance. S2's slow progress in the clessroom, which was attributed'
to the lack of effective reinforcers, provided an opportunity to Investi-
gate the effectiveness:of a social contingency for motivating academic
performance. SI's interest in competitive games indicated that he
might be an appropriate partner for SI in a competition on academic
tasks.

The study was conducted in a laboratory roomat the Residential .
Unit, adjacent to the Experimental Education Uni,t., The daily sessions
Tested 20 minutes, during which tome the studentS mere:excused from .the
classroom to participate in,the study. In the laboratory room, they sat
side by side inadjacent desks and worked add facts with sums to 10.
Two sheets of 64 problems per sheet comprised the session's assignment.
Upon completing a sheet, the Ss received one point fdr.each eight prOblems
correctly answered (one row). The students then,recorded their points
on the reward sheet sitUated beside them (See diagram below).
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For_each point_earned,.S1 shaded the area in the circles from the
bottom of the sheet to the top, and 52 shaded the area in the squares.
When a shaded column reached a star, the corresponding student_earned
2c. 'After workin4 the first 'problem sheet and then recording the po7ints
earned.oatherewardsheetthe students worked the second sheet and'
recorjed points- earned again. At the end of the session the 'experimenter
paid the Ss for the stars validated by the shaded columns on the reward
sheet.

The condition changes included a baseline which preceded the
competitive contingency introduced in subsequent conditions. Here the
studeRts learned the'procedures for working problems'Ind recording reward
points. The following conditions included a competitIve contingency
during which the experimenter instrucied the Ss that the first to finish
his assignment could record his points first on the reward sheet and earn a
bonus star worth 10c. In addition, during the first condition change
52's task was reduced in length to increase his chances of finishing
before SI and winning the bonus star. During the-second condition when
the competitive contingency remained in effect, S2 received feedback on
who was ahead of whom. During the final condition changes this feedback
was gradually eliminated. The table below describes each procedural change:
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TABLE 14

Condition
Changes

Procedure

..
0
a
m

Ss worked task assignments, received points
for correct answers, and recorded points on
reward sheet.

7.u
c
m
al
C
ta
c
°

c
m

..c
I-)

Ji
Ana

Task A

Task B

S2's task shortened to 56 problems/sheet
rather than 64. Competitive contingency
introduced.

521s task shortened again to 48 problems/
sneet rather than 56. Competitive contin-
gency still in effect.

C
m
.s
(-I

li
a
.0
lp
m
m
u.

No Feedback

Verbal
Feedback

No Feedback

Visual g
Auditory
Feedback

Same as previous condition.

Competitive contingency in effect. In

addition to previous condition procedures,
the experimenter gave SI verbal feedback
every two rows of problems by stating, "If
you don't hurry Carl will win."

Same as previous no feedback condi ion.

Competitive contingency in effect. After
finishing each row of problems a 1 ght
advanced up a column of a light board for
each subject. The light board was situated
beside the subject. The light advance was
accompanied by an auditory signal.

4.1

m

i&

Auditory
Feedback

No Feedback

Competitive contingency in effect. After
finishing each row of problems an auditory
signal sounded for each subject. The 'light
board was situated beside the subjects as
before but the lights were not illuminated.

Same as the p evious no feedback conditi ns.
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Results

Following the baseline condition the competitive contingency was
introduced and In effect for all subsequent condition changes. During
the task condition changes the experimenter shortened 51's assignment
lehgth in order to increase 52's chances of finishing before 51, who
worked 'problems at a much higher rate. The data in Figure 9 below
illustrate the effects of each condition change on the subjects' response
rates per problem sheet. The triangles represent 51'5 rates and the
circles 52's rates.

The competitive contingency and task changes had no apparent effect
on 52's rates as the medians for the baseline, Task A, and Task B
Conditions were 17, 17, and 18 respectively. There was an apparent increase
in Si's rates with the introduction of the competitive contingency as
his rates increased from a medium of 20 correct answers per minute during
the baseline to 24 and 27 correct per minute during the Task A and B
Conditions. When feedback was introduced during the feedback condition
changes, 52's median rates increased from 16 during the preceding no
feedback to 23 per minute in feedback, then decreased to 20 during the
following no feedback, and increased again to 24 during individual and
auditory feedback which replaced verbal feedback. Similar effects were
obtained for $l with median rates increasing from 27/minute during no
feedback to 34/minute during verbal feedback, and then decreasing to 30
during the second no feedback, and then increasing to 38/minute when
feedback was reintroduced.

The rates for both 51 and 52 maintained during the final cond tion
changes when feedback was gradually eliminated by first discontinuing
-_,Isual and then the auditory feedback. The rates for 52 were 22/minute
during the auditory feedback and 24/minute during the final no feedback
condition. 51's rates increased from a median of 40/minute during auditory
feedback to 47/minute during the final no feedback condition.

These data were analyzed further to determine the significance of
the feedback effects on both Ss' performance rates. An analysis of
variance for the feedback condition changes yielded the following data:
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TABLE 15

,Effects of Feedback On
SI's Task Rates

Source of
Variation df M.S. F. p- vel

Treatments 2 179.00 6.24 .01

Within Cell
Error 23 219.65

TABLE16

Effects of Feedback on
52's Task Rates

Source of
Variation df M.S. F p-level

Treatments 2 76.00 4.76 .09

Within Cell
Error 23 15.95

The treatment effects were significant at the .01 level for SI and
the .05 level for 52, adding further support to the notion that feedback
on students' progress on the task increased their performance during the
competitive contingency.

Discussion

The results from th s experiment support findings from ikasic
research on the reinforc ng effects of feedback. Probability statements
reported in that section Indicate that feedback on Self and Other is rein-
forcing when students work en,independent tasks in face to face interaction
situations. The probability is also high that this information will be
reinforcing during competitive contingencies. The basic research data
were based on studies employing a button press task rather than addition
facts,and a reward for producing more points than Partner rather than for
working problems faster than Partner.
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Glyen the importance of providing immediate feedback on a student s
progresiduring competitive contingencies,.one could arrange the learning
conditions to maximize the Immediacy of the 'feedback about who Is working
faster. Shortening the length of the race could have that effect, for
example, by providing more immediate consequences for fast work.

Experiment 2

The task change conditions administered in Experiment I did not
affect 52's performance during the competitive contingency. This experi-
ment investigates the effects of task length and competitive contingencies
in more detail by providing more immediate consequences for finishing
first and by further reducing SI's assignment, making him more likely
tolinish AS fast as his partner.

Procedure A

The study was conducted in the same laboratory room during the 20
minute daily sessions. Both Ss worked two sheets of add facts with sums
to 10. The students sat in adjacent desks, in front of a display console
housing: two chip dispensers located in front of each_student. The first
to rinlib a row of problems on his problem sheet received a chip from
the chip dispenser. Each chip was exchanged for one:tent at the end of
the session. In addition, the students received a point, which waS, also
worth a penny, for each row of problems correctly solved.

The experimenter began each race' by instructing the Ss when to
begin and then timing each to the end of a row of problems. When one
student finished first the experimenter activated that student's dispenser
to deliver a chip. The chip delivery made a noise which also served as
feedback for finishing first.

During the A Conditions both Ss' problem sheets contained eight
rows of eight problems per row. During the 8 Condition SI's problem sheet
contained eight rows of four problems per row while 52's problem sheet
contained eight rows of eight problems per row as in the A Condition.

Results A

The data in Figure 10 present the Ss correct response rates for each
sheet during the A-D-A Condition changes. Si's data are presented in the

upper graph identified by triangles and 52's in the lower graphs identified
by circles. The median for each condition are also listed at the graph
headings.
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SI's rates did not flueWe systematically with the three task
changes as the mediaMssteadily-inereased from 60 tO 65 to 66 correct
responses per Minute. 52's rates increased es COnditiont changed from
the long to the short task and then 'decreased When conditions changed
back to the short task, with median ratesior the'three conditions being
12, 30, and IS correct answers Per minute.

Procedure B

The protedures of the pre'ciding condition changes were repeated
here. However, instead of manipulating 52's assignment length the
experimenter altered the'competitive contingency. During th15 ,.0 Condition
the Ss wOrked as in the 0 Condition of Procedure /1. During the C
Condition the experimenter discontinued the competitive contingency by
discontinuing the chip deliveries for the first one finished. During the
D Condition the contingency was discontinued as In the C Condition, and
in addition the Ss worked their assignments alone, in the absence of
their partners. The changes followed a 0-C-0-0-0 Condition sequence.

Results 0

The data in Pigurell present Ss rates of correct answers for each
sheet during the five conditions. As in the previous figure, 51's data
are presented in the upper graph Identified by triangles and 52's in the
lower graph identified by'circles. The medians are displayed'in the
headings of each condition.

52's rates did not change dramatically or systematically with the
contingency changes, the-median rates for the five conditions were 27,
24, 27. 27, and 24. Si's rates, howeVer, did decrease and increase as
the competitive contingency was discontinued and then reinstated. The
median rates were 66, 50, 71, 50, and 71, indicating his rates were a
function of the contingency changes.

Procedure A'

Procedure A was ref ntroduced for the remaining sessions to replicate
the findings that 52's response rate was a function of task changes. The
condition changes began with the short task, Condition A, changed to the
long task, Condition 0, and then changed back to the short task in the
final A Condition..

Results A'

The data in Figurel2 present Ss' rates for the three cond tions. 52's
rates decreased when the long task was introduced and then increased
when the short task was reintroduced in the final A Condition. The
median rates were 29, 18, and 27. 51's rates maintained at a 66 correct
responses/minute for all three conditions.
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The data prodUcd in these4mperimentt stiggeit'thatTh51 s performance
was7a function 0:the'tompetitive-ContingenCy,JnCreasing When-the contin-
gencrWaslii effeCii-and -decreasing when itiwas'disiontinued; '04'2Y 52's
performande wad a-function of tosk lengthAncreaskhg,for the shdet task
and dec'redsindIde thi tong task: :TheSefindin0'weee"anityied-itaiisti-
cally to determine the significance of the effects of:the:6g° Manipulated
events: task length ind the competitive contingency. Table 17 below presents
the contingeney'chinge Conditions in in.analySis:OU'vEirience-to determine
the effects:Of the'contingencY-change=treatmenten St's'performance.-. Table
18 combines the'A Condition task change. conditions An en'anatYsii of Variance
to determine the significance of the task change treatments on 52's
performance..

TABLE 17

Anatysis of Variance of 51's Performance
.During.,Contingency. Change Conditions(B)

TABLE 13
Analysis of Variance ofS2's Performance

During Task Change ConditionS (A)

Source of
Variatkon

Treatments

Within
Error

df

2

94

m.S.

175 .0

89.4

19.6

P- evei

.001

The effects of the compet tive contingency on SI's performance and the
effects of the short task on 52's rates were significant at the .001 level.
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This study suggests that when students are motivated to compete,
i.e., there is a reinforcer for working faster than Partner, their per=
formante may be affected by their ability to win as well as by the
presenee or-absence of the competitive contingency. In this experiment
the competitive contingency and task length, which affects ability to

increased performance. The presence or absence of the competitive
contingency altered Si's performance rates while the shorter task
increased 52's rates.

This latter finding highlights the importance of equalizing the
probabilities of winning with a handicapping system that maximizes the
potential motivating effects of a competitive contingency. .

Taken together, Experiments 1 and 2 identify variables important
in the development of competitive behavior. In Experiment 1 feedback
had motivational effects on both Si and 52, increasing 51's rates from
1_7 responses/minute during baseline to 24 responses/minute during the
final condition, and increasing 52's rates from 20/minute during baseline
to 47/minute during the'final condition. In Experiment 2 the competitive
contingency increased 51's rates from 50 to 70 responses/minute and the
short task increased $2's.rates from 18 to 27-29 per minute. These
firings are compelling.evidence for the appropriateness of employing a
social contingency to motive performance of retarded students.

c. Products of Applied Research

Evaluating the development of social interactions on_academic
tasks requires curricular materials that can be arranged for task
independence (requiring responses from a single subject for completion
or interdependence (requiring responses,from two or more subjects, for
task completion). A letter ordering and discrimination program was
employed in applied research to meet th15 requirement. Materials from
the program were manipulable so that instructional components could be
arranged for independence or interdependence. As students developed
their letter ordering and discrimination skills, they also interacted
with their partner to complete their assignments.

A sister program,which was d veloped in applied research to extend
the learning sequence established by the letter ordering and discrimina-
tion program., was also designed for task independence or interdependence.
This word identification program (see Appendix Ei) developed elementary
word identification skills by shaping the subjects' responses to include
spelling with the plastic letters from the letter program. By distributing
these letters, with 51 spelling words from S2's letters and 52 spelling
words from 51's letters, task interdependence is established.



This program is especially useful for developing social pat erns
that %ere established on the letter program. Once students have
developed letter ordering and discrimination skills their academic
and social skills can continue a simultaneous development on the word
identification program.
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III. Conclusions and econerxations
A. Result Summary

1. Social interaction occurs when one person's behavior affects and is
affected by the behavior of another. These patterns are described
according to the type of mutual effect occurring. The ten patterns
of mutual effect are:

a) Person I positively reinforces Person 2 who, in turn, positively
reinforces Person 1

Person 1 positively reinforces Person 2 who, in turn, negatively
reinforces Person 1

Person I positively reinforces Person 2 who turn, positIvely
punishes Person 1.

Person 1 positively reinforces Person 2 who, in turn, negatively
punishes Person 1.

Person 1 negatively reinforces Person 2 who, in turn, nega ively
reinforces Person 1.

Person I negatively reinforces Person 2 who, in turn, positively
punishes Person I.

g) Person I negatively reinforces Person 2 wh- in turn, negatively
punishes Person 1.

Person I positively punishes Person 2 w o, in turn, positively
punishes Person I.

Person 1 positively punishes Person 2 who, in turn, negatively
punishes Person I.

Person 1 negativ lv punishes P_ on 2 who, in turn, negatively
punishes Person 1.

Pattern (a) 15 the most enduring as it leads to cooperative
behavior and the more complex forms of social organization. This
pattern is called the exchange pattern and is fundamental to the
development of social organizations: interdependent components of
a social system working cooperatively.
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2. _xcAanye behavior ts behavior that is a function of an exchange contin
ezncy. When Self's reinforcement is contingent upon Other's responsesand Other's reinforcement is contingent upon Self's responses, responses
from that class of behavior increase in rate.

Cooperative behavior is behavior that is a function of a cooperative
contingency. 'Then Self and Other's reinforcement is contingent upon
responses from both Self and Other, response rates from that class of
behavior increase in rate.

Competitive behavior is behavior that is a function of a competitive
contingency. ',-/hen Self's reinforcement is contingent upon a response
rate that is higher (or lower) than anothers, Self's response rate
increases (or decreases)-

5. Feedback behaviors are responses that seek out information. Feedback
bea:aviors on Self are responses that seek out information on Self's pro-
gress on a task. Feedback behaviors on Other are responses that seek
out information on Other'.s progress on a task. Feedback behavior on
Self's group Are responses that seek out information on Self group's
progreSs on the_task. Feedback behavior on Other's group are responses
that seek out information on the Other group's progress on the task.

6 The social contingencies (exchange, cooperatiye, and competitive! con-
tingencies) control the rate of occurrence of the social pazterns
(exchange, cooperation and competition) and the feedback behaviors
(feedback on Self, feedback on Other, feedbac44 on Self's group, and
feedback on Other.: group. The exchange contingency controls the rate
of ocCurrence of feedback on Other's reciprocal giving responses; thecooperative contingency controls the rate of occurrence of feedback onthe group's progress on the interdependent task; the individual compe-titive:contingency controls the rate of occurrence of feedback on Selfand Other's progress on comparable independent tasks; and the groupcempetitive contingency controls the rate of occurrence of feedback onone's own grouP and the other group's progress on comparable interde-pendent tasks.

The probability that information about another's actions will be rein-forcing increases when persons interact with each other, thus motivatingthem to seek out information
on the r'ther'S actions.

Social contingencies increase the probability that feedb-ack on another'sbehavior will be reinforcing. For example, the competitive contingencyincreases the probability that information about Other's behavior willbe reinforcing.

9. The social contingencies in effect will determine the type of feedbackthat will be reinforcing. Vhen a cooperative contingency is in effect,
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information about progress on the group task will be reinforcing; when
the exchange contingency is in effect informa I:n about what Other is
(ivinn will be reinforcing, and when the compe itive contingency is in
effect, information about Other's progress on his task is reinforcing.

In general; the reinforcing power of feedback will depend'uon i) the
social conditions in effect, 2) the type of feedback,available, and 3)
the content of the feedback itself. In Summary Statement 9 the different
effects of the social contingencies on feedb'ack is described. The avail-
ability of feedback will also affect its reinforcing power. For example,
when students can choose between feedback on Other's progress and feed-
back on who wen during competitive contingencies, feedback on Other's
progress is usually more reinforcing. ThiS may be due to the greater
accuracy of the individual progress feedback which presentsa continuous
record of the competitor's status in the race, whereas, the win data
feedback present the status when the race is over. The content of the
feedback may also govern feedback's reinforcing power. During competi-
tive contingencies, for example, the reinforcing power of feedback on
another's progress op the task may depend upon the content of -that
information. If Other is far ahead or far behind, Person may loose
interest and be less motivated to seek out the information. On the _:'er
hand, if the information shows that Person and Other are very close,
Person being slightly behind or slightly ahead of Other, he will be more
interested in the potentially vacillating status of the contest's outCome.

Competitive contingencies increase the probability that Self and Other's
performance on a task will vacillate together, increasing and decreasing
at the same time. This social condition increases the probability that
their performance will be positively. correlated.

12 Competitive contingencies will probably not increase performance if
there is no incentive provided for work completed on the task. The
combination of the work incentive together_with a competitive contingent
reward is more effective in motivating, performance-than when the compe-
titive contingency is employed alone.

13 The social histnry of a group determines their initial responses to a
ocial contingency. It is unlikely that a group will interact as

expected upon their first experienCe with a social contingency.
Experiencing the consequences of their actions immediately after group
members make their choices and respond accordingly will facilitate their
learning the contingency. Once this occurs the expected pattern will
emerge.

14. There is a growing body of information describing the effects of one
person's social approval or dIsapproval on another's behavior. Usually,
When socibi approval from one person is contingent upon the responses of
another, the Other's response rate incr ases, and when social disapproval
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from one person is contingent upon the esponses of another, his response
rate decreases. This method is sometimes employed to control the inter-
action pattern of groups. A teacher, for example, may provide attention
and approval for students when they play together or work cooperatively
on a task. Although the teacher is frequently successful in reinforcing a
pattern once it occurs, she is less effective in getting the pattern
started in the first place. One method that is effective in developing
a pattern and controlling the frequency at which students choose that
pattern of interaction requires 1) that the students have clearly defined
response alternatives: tasks that require exchanges, cooperative behavior,
and competitive behavior, together with the corresponding social contin-
gencies, 2) that the teaeler have control of the availability of these
opportunities, and 3) tnat she manipulatesthe availibility of the response
alternative by making its removal contingent upon an inaperopriate
choice. If the student chooses to compete ellen the educational prescrip-
tion is to coorefate, this alternative is removed. This procedure con-
tinues until the student chooses appropriately. Yhen this contingency
is in effect the students quickly change to the preference prescribed by
the contingency. Once this pattern is established the teacher may posi-
tively reinforce the students for choosing to cooperate, as the aversive
consequence is discontinued. In this way preferences for a social pattern
may be develoned.

15. In_general_the antecedent and subsequent events that develop, maintaie,
and control social processes are 1) independent and/or interdependent
task nresentations which determine the responses required for task comple-
tion, and 2) the social contingencies which determine the type of social
pattern that will develop. The table below summarizes the antecedent
and subsequent event arrangements required to develop and control a social
pattern. Independent tasks (requiring responses from a single person
for task completion) together with an individual contingency (a reward
delivery contingent upon the correct, task responses from the person) pro-
duce individual behavior patterns. This is not a social pattern as
responses from another are not influencing Person's performance. An
independent task with a competitive contingency (or a competitive and
individual contin3ency combined ) may produce competitive behavior.
These conditions increase the probability that the pattern will develop.
However, they are not necessary and sufficient to produce competition.
An independent task with an exchange contingency increases the probability
that exchange patterns will develop, but are not necessary and sufficient
to produce exchange patterns. The interdependent task and the cooperative
exchange or the cooperative contingency increases the probability that
cooperative exchange_or cooperation will develop, but they are not
necessary and sufficient to produce the pattern.
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The single condit on that is necessary to produce one of the social
patterns is the social contingency. Our present data suggests these
conditions to be necessary and sufficient to produce a social pattern:
I) the appropriate social contingency, 2) the appropriate task, inde-
perident or interdependent, 3) the appropriate type of feedback, 4) imme-
diate and continuous feedback, 5) immediate and continuous consequences
for responses to the task achievement contingencies, and 6) shaping
to the social contingency from the individual contingencies already
familiar to the group members. This list is subject to modifications
as additional data provide directions for further elaboration and
specifications..
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Recommendations

I. General Implications for Application of Findings

Based on the research to date, the procedures that will most effectively
produce and maintain a social pattern among members of a small group are:

1. Arranging Lhe physical environment to facilitate a face to face
interactien between students.

2. Providing the proper task materials, interdependent task materials
for'cooperative behavior and independent task materials for
exchange or competitive behaviors.

Instituting the appropriate social contingencies. Cooperative
contingency for cooperative behavior, exchange contingency for
exchange behavior, and a competitive contingency for competitive
behaviors.

4. Providing for ;media e and continuously visible feedback on
Self, Other, and Self and Other group's progress on the task
materials.

Teaching the social contingencies in effect by providing immedi-
ate consequences for the student's responses to the task and by
shaping to the social contingency from the individual contingency
already familiar to the student.

A number of questions arising from attempts to produce c'hanges in a
student's social responses are likely to occur. Answers to some of those
questions have resulted from our research findings, conclusions, and their
implications for application. This is only a partial listing of the
problems likely to arise in classroom applications. Additional research
in the application of social behavior modification procedures is needed to
expand the list of problems and their probable solutions.

Z!uest ion ,Il

I have done everything suggested to develop competitive behavior
in a two-person group in my class. Although the two students are
working, I am not sure they are performing any differently than
when they were Working alone. How do I know that they are competing,
that the procedures are having any kind of affect on my students?
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Answer:

This question is basic to our research on the social processes,
as it is necessary to identify the pattern in order to evaluate
the effectiveness of procedures employed to produce competition.
There are two methods you may use to evaluate the effectivenessof your procedures. One method is more sensitive than the other,
but also likely to produce some emotional responses from the
student (although the magnitude of the response is small and
shortlived). You must change the competitive contingencies three
times Lcginning with a positive competitive contingency, then
changing to a negative competitive contingency, and then back to
a positive competitive contingency again. As you know a positive
competitive contingency is a reward contingent upon achieving ahigher performance level than another, and a negative competitive
contingency is a reward for achieving a lower performance level
than another. If the response rares of the two students decrease
as conditions change from the positive to the negative and thenincrease as conditions change from the negative to the positive,
they are competing.

The second method which is less sensitive requires you to change
the contingencies from an individual contingency, a reward for
simply achieving on the task, to a competitive contingency_andback to an individual contingency again. The problem here is
that the student may respond sufficiently high during the Indi-
vidual contingencyrto mask any change that might occur as you
change to the comptatilive contingency. The dramatic changes in
performance are less likely to occur here, and hence, identifica-tion will be subject to error. However, you will error in the
direction of concluding that the students are not competing when
actually they are.

auestion

This is similar to Question 1. How do I know that my students
are cooperating?

Ans

Identifying cooperative behavior is an easier task as there are
a number of responses associated

with cooperative behavior thatwill identify the pattern. Mien students cooperate.they takeinto account the responses of the other in order to coordinate
their actions. Depending upon the interdependent task you provided
the students to engage themselves, the task requirements giveclues for what coordinated responses to look for and record. In
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addition to the coordinated response tabulations students work-
ing together on a common task frequently use group-like pronouns
such as we, us, and ours. The third method is to present alter-
native tasks, two interdependent tasks, or one independent task
and one interdependent task. Then change the contingency from
one task to the other and back to the one again. 'Aen both tasks
are interdependent you must change the cooperative contingencies
from one task to another and look for changes in the task choice.
Their choice should follow the changes in the contingencies for
cooperation to be present. When one task is independent and the
other interdependent, you must change from the individual to the
cooperative contingency and then back to the individual contin-
gency again. Similar changes in the task choice would allow an
evaluation that cooperation is present during the cooperative
contingency.

Quest ion

I do not understand the merits of the exclange process. How does
it add to a child's social development? Also, how do I know
when the pattern is present?

Ans

Tha exchange pattern is more basic to social interaction than
either competition or cooperation. It is one of ten patterns of
mutual effect between two people. !Then persons mutually reward
each other they are in a pattern of exchanne. This is more
commonly understood as an exchange of favors. Person 1 helps
Person 2 who, in turn, helps Person I. One rule of social life,
the norm of reciprocity, reminds us that ifwe receive a favor
we must_be prepared to return a favor. Students can learn the
value of helping others by engaging in exchanges with their class-
mates. Frequently this occurs without special prompting from the
teacher. Sometimes additional incentives are needed to initiate
the pattern between students. Introducing an exchange contingency
can achieve this end. Oy alternating an individual with an
exchange contingency one can evaluate whether or not the contin-
gency produces the pattern.

question A

jill my students understand the social contingency if they have
never experienced one in the past?

Answer:

We have found that children do not understand a contingency until
they hve experienced the consequences of their actions during
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that condition. Giving them the contingency verbally is success-
ful for some students, probably the more verbal ones. The
slower students are less likely to understand until they have
experienced directly the new arrangement of consequences. Two
methods for assuring their understanding are 1) to shape from
the contingencies with which the student is familiar to the
social contingency of interest, and 2) to provide immediate
feedback on the conseouences of the actions of individuals within
e group and of the group itself.

Ouestion #5

I have administered a competitive contingency in a two-person
group, and rather than increases in performance, I get decreases.
%That is txong?

Answer;

'.1e have found that competitive contingencies alone are insufficient
to increase and maintain high levels of performance. An incentive
for work completed on the task must be provided along with the
competitive contingency. During this condition students are
rewarded for working and receive a bonus for outdoing the other.
;Then the competitive contingency is employed alone, only the
winner is rewarded. This may cause one to drop out of the race
as soon as he sees that he cannot win.

auestion #6

I administered a competitive contingency together with a work
reward ratio and instead of competing, the students exchanged
wins. They colluded to beat the system and the contingency! Is
this unusual and what am 1 to do to change the pattern?

Answer:

Our work has produced similar results in some two-person groups.
Students who are daring and have a previous pattern of friendship
may collude by exchanging wins. There are several ways to break
the pattern which is sometimes remarkably endurable. One way is
to institute a negative competitive

contingency, I.e., a reward
for achieving a lesser task outcome than the other. A second
method that sometimes works is to reduce the amount of the compe-
titive contingent reward, making it more valuable to achieve a
higher status by winning, with the amount of the win being of
lesser value. A third method is to schedule the trials or compe-
tions intermittently and vary the amounts of the wins so that
it is difficult, if not impossible, for the students to plan ahead
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and agree upon a pattern of action that will ensure each an
equal win. When planning is difficult, the colluding partner-
ship is weakened and the students are more willing to take tho-ir
chances going it alone and trying to surpass their partner.

Ques i n ;17

I have arranged for my students to exchange, cooperate, compe e,
or work alone. How do I control their choices to respond in
one of the four ways?

Answer:

You gain control of their choices by control ing the availability
of their response modes. By eliminating ail choices but one,
and asscziating that response mode with a cue, the student will
learn that the cue is a discriminative stimulus for responses in
that mode. This is a quicker and more reliable method than pro-
viding greater rewa ds for the teacher preferred social response
mode.

-mestion !!_8

Is there.any way that I can systematically develop a preference
in my students for responding in one of the three'social patterns?

Answer:

Yes, providing you have stimulus control over their choices, you
can make the withdrawal of the availability of a resnonse mode
contingent upon an inappropriate choice. When the student chooses
correctly, cues or discriminative stimuli are present for all of
the social response modes, !ligg2ling_to the student that he has
a choice. However, when he chooses a non-teacher preferred social
mode, the cues for that mode are withdrawn.

Question

Will successful social behavior modification lead to 1 ss inter-
action between teacher and student, as more and more students
help each other, compete with each other, and cooperate together
on acader0c tasks.

Answer:

Later may!) ' ut th fi eec_2tioncli rLIlationship ti estab-
lished is an exchange pattern between the teacher and the child.
The teacher provides a cue, the student responds, and the teacher
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fOliows with social,
apProval'Ordisapproval.: The'Student is

affected-by the'cue and,the'conseqUenceS, and the teacher is
affected by changes in the student's responses. The final pattern
esulting-from thiS interaCtiOn ls an exchange of cbrrect resppnsesfrom the student for sociaUeppreval fromthe'teacher. FroM this

pattern'the student may engage in exchanges with hit peers, where
reciprocal heti, is the pattern. The coeperative and competitive'
behaviors caWtlevelop. Once the student IsAnteracting with his
peers and the Tewards resulting from that InteraCtion maintain
his,partic.1pation..

(luestion fl3

i have employed a cooperative contingency, and although the
students work there is little interaction on the task. Theydo not appear to be working together on the task.

Answer:

A likely problem here is that the requirements of the task do notnecessitate interaction. One student alone can complete thetask as effectively or more effectively than two working together.The task is an independent task. You will have'more success it inaddition to the cooperative contingency, you provide a task that
requires responset from both-student's for task completion, an
interdependent task.

Also you may be confused about how to prepare interdependenttasks. One method that is simple and does net require you todevelop a whole new curriculum of interdependent academic tasksis to.assemble several different tasks that will constitute asingle task assignment for the group to complete. This task
conglomerate might include some spelling, reading, and math.
Ifrthe grOup has three members and there are three subunits inthe task assignments, the students may deckle to divide their
labor with each member working on a different task. Only whenthe task conglomerate is completed will the group be rewarded.This may encourage group members to divide their labor in a more
Afficlent manner, with the speller working on spelling, the
mathematician working on math problems, and the reader readingthe reading assignment. Also, when one has finished his work,he may be motivated to help the others finish because the groupreward is not delivered until the conglomerate is finished.

The type, arrangement, length, and difficulty of task materials
constiteting the conglomerate require further investigation asthese variables will contribute:to the affects the.task con-glomerate has Dfl the students' tiOoperOtive responses.
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Suggested Procedures,for Motivating, Assessing, and
Remediatipg Social Pattferns of HandlcapRia Children

.1
he utility of.arik ireftearch effQçt cm.boe'Valuated by: the.ease

of translating a olitenTinding,into a: reiommendapion for,acOoq that
./iblyes an immediate protilem. Tpc-researeh atfont.presented 141 this

project Included basic developmental and applied research:Oases in
airdie to strengthen the links bf.tween the laboratory and mtha:fleld.
hefjnclings from'aach research phase require some interpretation to

facilitate applications. This has been attempted in a program that
summarizes procedures for-notivating performance,-assessing social
deficits, and developing social process skills. This program (see
Appendix A) is not intended as a definitive and authoritative state-
ment on social processes but, rather, is offered as a guide for
remediation in the classroom and for directing future research.
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Introduction

Academic performance, nonsocial behaviors, and social skills are
three classes of response deficiencies that characterize retarded
children and are the object of remedial programs in the classroom.
Academic performance and nonsocial behaviors have been successfully
controlled and modified by altering the antecedent cues that elicit
the response and the reinforcement contingencies that increase and
maintain their rates of occurrence. To a lesser extent, social
behaviors have been similarly controlled and modified by altering ante-
cedent and subsequent event arrangements. Additional information about
the types of antecedent cues and reinforcement contingencies for social
behavior control may be useful for developing more effective social
behavior modification programs.

The purpose of this manual is to increase the success rate of
social behavior modification efforts by specifying 1.) the conditions
that must be established before a social behavior modification program
can be introdured successfully, 2) the procedures that will accurately
assess and remediate social def cits, and 3) the procedures that will
develop social process interact ons on a variety of academic tasks in
classroom settings.

A necessary condition for institu ing a social behavior modifica-
tion program is stimulus control over the child's nonsocial responses
and academic performance. This means that the child's behavior must be
affected by selected antecedent cues eliciting prescribed responses,
and he must be motivated by the reinforcement contingency and respond
appropriately or perform at rncreased response rates. Once this is
achieved, the teacher can shape a social behavior modification program
to fit the needs of the child by altering the antecedent,cues and rein-
forcement contingencies in a step by step sequence. When successful,
the program will maintain stimulus control while altering the controlling
antecedent and subsequent event arrangements from antecedent stimulus
cues and individual contingencies to independent and interdependent
task arrangements and subsequent social contingencies.

This manual outlines a set of procedures or steps to employ in
socialization programs for the social-emotionally disturbed child. The
manual has three programs each addressing problems that must be resolved
before proceeding .to subsequent programs. Program I addresses motive-
tional problems by identifying the variables that affect performance and-
then outlining procedures for arranging environmental events to increase
response rates. Program 11 builds upon the motivational control estab-
lished in Program I and addresses socialization problems by outlining
procedures for.assessing social skills and then remediating identified
deficits. Program III builds upon social skills established in Program
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II by outlining procedures for developing these interaction patterns on
a variety of academic tasks and then generalizing these pat erns from
tutorial to classroom settings.

PART 1: A Program for Employing InOvidual Contingencies
to Motivate Student Performance

Student performance in classroom settings is a function ivf the
task materials assigned and the consequences resulting from task
,completion. When the requirements for completing an assignment exceed
a student's level of skill development and he makes more Incorrect than
correct responses to the task, frequent consequences are a low grade
from the teacher and disapproval from the child's parents. If this
pattern continues, with negative consequences such as low grades arid
parental dis.npproval resulting from the child's efforts on academic
materials, his motivation to continue working will decrease as he responds
at increasingly lower and lower rates. The end result is, of course, a
refusal to work at all 'and may be even an avoidance of the classroom
situation.

The teacher can intervene'to reverse this pattern of failure by
altering the task materials she assigns, by altering the consequences for
completing an assignmentt or both by changing the task materials and the
consequences for task coMpletion.

A. EnSuring Successful Performance by Altering the Task Mate ials

For complex tasks learning sometiMes takes an unreasonable length
of time, or may not be achieved at all. Typically, we address the.prob-
lem by breaking the task into subtasks which are learned in a seguence
that successfully approximates the criterion task. When a child is
making an excessive number of errors,,we may consider subdiViding the
task and linking the resulting.subtasks together' so that.criterion
performance on one subtask will ensure success on a subsequent subtask.

Many-of our basic skill areas such as computation, reading, spelling,
and writing have been programmed in a way that ensures success.at each
subtask level before more difficult tasks are introduced. After the
teacher has intervened appropriately by breaking difficult tasks into
Amorkable subtasks, the student may continue to perform at an unaccpetable
level: he may lack the motivation required to complete his assignments.

Motivating Performance by Altering the
Consequences for Task Compettion

Teachers may affect student motivation by providing'positive or
negative consequences for task completion. Letter grades and occasional
words of praise or disapproval are frequent consequences teachers provide



for student work. For many students these consequences are sufficient
to_ ensure high levels of performance and rapid skill development. For
others alternative incentives are needed, as motivation to work for
grades or teacher epproval is too low to ensure task performance.

Incentives that have proven to be effective motivators for a wide
range of behaviors have two characteristics in common: they are
contin ent and immediate. Incentives are contingent upon specific
responses when they are delivered only if the-resfianse occurs. Incen-
tives are immediate when deliveries occur immediately after the response
is emitted.

When teachers employ words of approval and g ades as incentives for
ecademic performance, student'performance may not increase or maintain
at appropriately high levels because 1) the contingency between the
response and the incentive delivery is unclear, 2) the incentive does
not follow immediately after the student responds, or 3) the student does
hot value the grade or teacher approval. Motivational systems may be
designed to remediate these difficiencies.

Although tokens and other tangible incen ives are frequently employed
to motivate performance and control behavior, nontangible incentives such
as free time or special privileges have been:employed as effective moti-
vators in classroom settings. Typically, a student works for points which
purchase minutes of free time to do as he wishes by engaging in chosen
activities.

The two relationships that determine the effects of such contingencies
-on student performance are 1) the relationship between the student's
responses and the points or stars he earns for responding correctly, and
2) the relationship between the points or'sters and the privileges or
minutes of free time that can be exchanged for points. Table I illustrates
variations between student responses and points earned. Table II
illustrates variations between points or stars earned and minutes of free
time:

TABLE I

(4)

Responses

2

4

8

Stars or
lopins Earned
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TABLE 11

Points_Earned
'Minutes of Free
Time Purchased

(4 ) 8

Table 1 lists variations, for the number of corree responses required
to earn a star or reward'peint. In'Variation (I) one'eerrect ,response
earns one reward point, and In Variation (4) eight correct responses earn
one reward,oint. Variation (4).requires'clere work 'than Variation-(1) for
the same reward., Table II lists variations between the number of points
earned and the number of minutes purchased for free time activities. In
Variation (1) one reward point will purchase one minute of free time, and
in Variation (4) eight points,will purchase a minute of free time.
Variation (4) is more expensive than Variation (1).

The relationships between correct respenses, points earned, and
purchased free time provide a flexibility'of control that is needed to
adjuSt work requirements with rewarding consequences in order to max m ze
task performance.

C. Setting Up a Motivational System

Traditional classroom,procedureS to motivate performance may have a
greater affect on performance if evaluating task performance is frequent
and the,teacher provides immediate consequences for the acceracy and rate
of academic output. When evaluations are infrequent and rewarding conse-
quences' tea far removed from task completion, the student does not
experience immediate consequences for working and his rate of perforMance
on assigned tasks may subsequently decrease.

A Limited incentive Pro ram

In most classrooms motivational problems may be remediated with
simple modifications in the ongoing system. The steps should include
1) identifying student needs and appropriate curricular materials to
meet those needs, 2) specifying the response requirements of the curricular
tasks, 3) identifying the reward incentives that fellow successful task
completion, and 4) specifying the magnitude of the reward earned for
task completion.
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Step 1 Identify S udent Needs and Appropriate
Curricular Material to Meet Those Needs

Teachers may identify the academic areas needing remediation by
reviewing student scores on recent tests or by employing a probe con-
sisting of sample problems. By taking one-minute probes, which allow
the student to work on a problem series for one-minute periods, on can
compute the correct and error rates. If the student's rates of reading
sounds on a phonetics proaram or adding sums to 10 on a math program are
lower than what is required to advance to the next level, further skill
development is needed.

Step 2: Specify the Response Requiremen
of the Curricular Task

Specifying response requirements means that the teacher must specify
the number of correct and incorrect or the rate of correct and incorrect
responses that the student must emit in order to advance to another assign-
ment or another task level. If the task, for example, is readina sounds:
a, e, I, o, ch, etc. and tae criterion is reading the sounds orally zt a
rate of 75 correct responses/minute, the student must master all of the
sounds presented in his assignment at that criterion rate before he is
assigned a new sound. Or, if the task is adding sums to 10 on an assign-
ment sheet containing FIO addition problems and the criterion is writing
the sums at a rate of 20 correct answers/minute, the student must answer
all the addition problems presented on that assignment sheet at the
criterion ratp .uvo.,ing to the next problem serie of sums to 12.

Step identify the Rewarding ConreepiQnccp that
Folluw Successful Task Completion

Motivating task performance requires that reward deliveries be
contingent upon correct responses and that they occur immediately after
task completion. These conditir,s are satisfied when 1) the contingency
is clearly specified so the stv;z,1 understands the accuracy and rate of
perforaance that will earn a rer d, and 2) the teacher corrects the
essignment soon after completion in order for the student to determine
for himself ho t. much he has earned.

_in the past teachers have employed incentive char s to display
stars or stickers for good behavior or work completed. When this chart
is modified to allow for more frequent evaluations eack day the teacher
has more opportunities to shape the student's behavior and thereby
motivate his perforrance. The first step in shaping or motivating the
child is to specify the relationf,..ip between student responses and the
stars or stickers earned for responding correctly.
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Table III below illustra e- variations between student responses
and stars earned:

TABLE III

-rect Responses Stars Earned

(1)

(2)

(3) 4 1

(4) G 1

(5) 1C3

In Variation (1) one correct response earns a star while in Variation
(5) 16 correct responses earn a star. Variation (5) requires more work
for the same reward than Variation (1

Stars earned may becowe valuable to the extent that they are
displayed on a classroom-chart that allows students to observe each
other's progress. Table IV illustrates a method of recording stars
earned. if yellow stars were earned for problem* answered correctly
on all assignments, then a display chart could represent the number of
stars earned on an assignment, with a blue star representing 2 yellow
stars, a green star 3, a red star 4, and a gold star representing 5.
The yellow star could also be Interpreted as a point earned for work
completed on an assignment when the teacher finds it necessary to
develop a point system.

TABLE IV

Correct Responses Display Stars '

(1) 1 Yellow
(2) 2 Blue

(3) 3 Green
(4) 4 Red

(5) 5 Gold

Clearly specifying the contingency may require a written contract
attached to the assigned materials specifying the number or rate of
correct and incorrect responses required to earn a reward point. The
tabie below illustrates how a work-reward contingency might be specified:



TABLE V

1 .kesponse Requirement
Task Assignment for Task Completion

Rewards Earned for
Task Completion I

Sullivan Reading I 25 Correct 1 Point or
1 Yellow Starcook IV b Incorrect

Pages 44-54
10 Correct/minute
0 Incorrect/minute

3 Points or
3 Yellow Stars

John is assigned Pages 44-54 in, Sullivan Reading Book IV. For each
25 correct responses with no errors he earns one star, and if he works
at a rate of 10 correct/minute with no errors he earns an additional
three stars.

The teacher notes the time John b gins and finishes working his
assignment. After correcting his work, she divides the number of correct
or incorrect responses by the time (in minutes) to determine his correct
and error rates. John took five minutes to work 50 problems: 50/5 = 10
problems/minute with no errors. He earned 2 reward points for working
50 problems and 3 additional points for working at a rate of 10 problems
per minute.

Step 4: Specify the Magnitude of the Reward Earned by fleeting
the Response Requirements for Task Completion

The work-reward ratio that will motivate one child may not affect
another child, which suggests that work-reward ratio schedules may be
altered to fit the motivational requirements of each student. Identify-
ing the effective work-reward schedule for each student may be approached
first by providing rich rewards for relatively low performance rates for
all stud, ts. This increases the probability that students who normally
work ony a little, as well as the more motivated ones, will participate
and experience the rewarding consequences of their performance. Once all
students are working and earning reward points or stars, the work-reward
ratios may be leaned so tnat more work is required for the same rewards.
The table below illustrates a sequence that ensures task performance by
providing a rich work-reward ratio at first, which is followed by leaner
schedules with increasing response requirements:



TABLE VI

Days Add Sums to Ten
-Points or
Stars Earned

1 10 Correct Responses

15 Correct Responses

4ork-Reward
Ratio

10:1

15:1

20 Correct Responses 1 20:1

5

30 Correct Responses

30 Correct Responses

20 Correct/Minute

30:1

1

30:1

On Day 1 the student must answer 10 problems correctly to receive
a reward point, on Day 2 the ratio is increased to 15:1, on Day 3 to
20:1, on Day 4 to 30:1, and on Day 5 the student earns a point for
every 30 problems answered correctly and a'bonus point for working at
a rate of 20 correct responses per minute.

This limited system for motivating performance may be expanded to
include back-up reinforcers for stars or points earned. Frequently
such a token economy is recomsended when the stars and display charts
fail to have the desired effect.

A Token Economy:

The eight steps required to set up a token economy are 1) identify
the students' academic needs and the curricular materials that will
meet those needs, 2) specify the response requirements for each curricu-
lar task how many or what rate of correct and incorrect responses meet
the ;iterion for successful performance, 3) identify the rewarding
consequences that will follow successful task completion, 4) specify
the magnitude of the reward earned by meeting the response requirement
for task completion, 5) identify the privileges that may be exchanged
for the reward points earned from task performance, 6) specify the
number of reward points required to purchase time on selected activities,
7) identify procedures to account for points earned and expended, and
8) specify the daily or weekly time intervals for cpending points.
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-ps 1-4: Same as for the Limited Motivational System

Step 5: Identify Privi to Be Exchanged for Points
or Stars Earned from Task Performance

A common finding when searching for the reinforcers that will control
behavior is that activities which are reinforcing for one student may not
be reinforcing for another. Consequently, it is difficult to specify in
advance the types of activities or privileges to employ as incentives for
task performance in a particular classroom. Obviously, the activities
that are reinforcing may vary from classroom to classroom and from school
to school.

This problem may be solved bv employing a generalized reinforcer
such asfree time from school work to engage in activities selected by
the student. Free time may come to function in much the same way that
money serves the varied needs of adult populations. Ferthermore, free
time activities may be structured according to their reinforcing value
by allowing students to identify their favorite activities prior to
instituting the token economy. This can be achieved by either asking
each student to list in order of preference the activities he enjoys,
beginning with the most enj(*able activity listed first on the list, or
by observing and recording the frequency that each student engages in
self-selected activities. After the students submit their preference
lists or the teacher has a frequency record of student choices, the data
can be collated by tabulating choice frequencies for each activity. The
choice data from the student lists may be collated directly. For the
behavioral data recorded by the teacher, however, student preferences
are computed by totaling the frequencies that a student chose to work
on each activity. The highest total places an activity highest in the
ranking. These dataare comparable to the verbal reports obtained from

dents who specify the activities they most prefer.

For example, collating individual preference data produces 25
stucktnts who rank the following ten activities as: go to gym, sharpen
pencil, get drink of water, correct papers, talk to friend, serve on
student committee, go to playfield, play with clay, play with paints,
and wash erasers. Five students rank the gym act.vity first, ten rank
it second, and ten rank gym third. The frequency tabulation for this
activity is Rark 1 (5), Rank 2 (10), and Rank 3 (10), with the frequencies
tabulated in parentneses.

From these data summary ranks may be computed by summing the products
of the rank and the frequency of an activity listed at that rank, and
dividing the result by the to al frequency of the activity listed for
all ranks:
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Sum ofARank X Frequency R) Summary

:Total Frequency of-the Rank

Activity for All Ranks

Table VII below provides illustrative data on the activities
selected and ranked by the 25 students. The activity "go to gym" was

listed eight times in the first rank, meaning that eight students
listed the activity first on their list, seven times in Rank 2, five
times in Rank 3, two times in Rank 4, and three times in Rank 5. The

products of the rank multipled by the frequency is computed and listed
beside the frequency for each rank for Rank 1, 1X84; for Rank 2,
2X7=14, for Rank 3, 3X515; for Rank 4, 4X2=8; and for Rank 5, 5X3=15.
When these products are summed we get: 8+14+15+84-1560. This result

is divided by the total frequency, 25: 60/252.4. The summary rank

for the activ ty go to gym is 2.4.

The computations for the remaining activities produce summary
rankings listed in the last column of Table VII. The lowest summary

rank number and highest ranking preference is Activity 7: 'go to play-

field' with a 1.72 summary rank. Next is Activity 5: "talk to friend"

with a summary rank of 2.00.
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TARE VII

Priority Ranking

5 6 7 10
Summary

Rank

110(0 dIaif175ummaa

F RaR

Sharpen

[Pencil

'Get prink

11 of Water

L.__

-.I Correct

I Papers

- Talk to
)

Friend

O , Serve on
7

00mmittee

Go to

7 Mayfield

0 0 142/25 = 5.6E

Play with
0

Paints

10
Wash

Erasers

II 6 - - a
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The following list reorders the activities in order rf increasing
summary ranks and decreasing preferences:

TABLE Vill

Priority #

Go to Playfield

Summary Rank ;

1.72

. Talk to Friend i 2.00

3 Correct Papers 2.36

4 Go to Gym 2.40

Play witn Clay 2.44

Play with Paints 2.56 i

7 Wash Erasers 3.14

3

9

10

Serve on Committee

Sharpen Pencil

Get Orink of Water

6.6

6.52

Step 6: Specify the Number of Reward Points Required to
Purchase Time to Spend on Selected Activities

The summary ranks computed in Step 5 may be adjusted so that the
first preference is I rather than 1.72, and the remaining weighted
rankings are proportions of the first rank. For example, 1.72 is to
1 as 2.00 is to X:

(1) 1.72 I

2.00 =r- X

(2) I.72X = 2.00

_3) X 2.00/1.72

(4) X 1.16
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The second adjusted rank is 1.16. The thi-d rank is 2.36/1.72 or 1.37,
the fourthis 2'.40/1.72=1.38, etc. The adjusted ranks are listed below:

TABLE IX

Priority # Activity Summary Rank SR/Lowest SRIAdjusted Rank

1

L

Go to Playfield 1.72 1.72/1.72 1.00

2 Talk to Friend 2.00 2.00/1.72 1.16

3 Co-rect Papers 2.36 6/1.72 1.37

4 Go to Gym 2.40 2.40/1.72 1.39

Play with Clay 7.44 2.44/1.72 1.41

Play with Paints 2.56 2-56/1.72 1.43

7 Wash Erasers 3.84 3.84/1.72 2.23

8 Serve on Committee 4 1 4.16/1.72 2.41

9 Sharpen Pencil 5.68 5.68/1.72 3.39

10 Cet prink of Water 6.52 6.52/1.72 3.79

Assigning points to each of the 10 act vities requires that the
upper limits of the economy be specified, i.e., the cost of the most
expensive (most valuable) activity, and the cost of each activity be
computed by dividing the maximum cost by the activity's adjusted rank.
If the maximum cost for any of the activities were 25 points, then the
cost of each activity would be:

188
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TADLE X.

Priority # Activity 25/AR Cost

1 Go to Playfield 25/1.00 25 Points

2 Talk to Friend 25/1.16 22 Points

3 Correct Papers 25/1.37 18 Points

Go to Gym 25/1.33 13 Points

Play witi Paints 25/1.48 17 Points

7 Wash Erasers 25/2.23 11 Points

8 Serve on Committee 25/2.41 10 Points

Sharpen Pencil 25/3.30 8 Points

10 Get Drink of Water 25/3.73 7 Points

The coSt of each'activity wiH depend upon the magnitute of the token
economy. A 50 point economy will include a range of costs proportional
to the range for the 25 point economy. Again; the costs are computed by
dividing the maximum cost by the adjusted rank of each activity. Table
XI below illustrates the costs for 25, 50, 75, and 100 point economies.
Noice that the larger:the economy the greater the difference between
the costs for each'activity. The cost difference for the first two
activities, "go to playfield" and "talk to friend," is 3 points (25-22)
for the 25 point economy and 14 points (100=86) for the 100 point
economy. Similarly, the difference between the most expensive and the
cheapest activity_is 18 points (25-7) for the 25 point economy and
74 points (100-26) for the 100 point economy.
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4 to

Playfield

Talk to

Friend

r---

Summary Rank Adjusted Rank

ERf/I14SR

TABLE XI

COMPUTED ECONOMIES

25 Point
, 50 Point

Economy

SR/Lowest AR :

SR 25/ARzCo5t

Economy

50/AR=Cost

1.72 .7211 .72m1.00 25/1 :=-25 otc. 50/1 z50

Correct

Papers

Go to

Gynt

Play with

Clay

Play with

Paints

1,1ash

Erasas

eryo on

Committec

Sharpen

knolls

2.00 2.00/1 12=1.16 25/1.16r22 pts, 50/1.1Sz43

2.36 2.3/1.72=1.37 25/1.37=13 50/1,372)7

_

75/1 =75

75/1.16=SS

75/1. 7=55

=

75 Point

Economy

75/ARCost

100 Point

Economy

100/AR . Cos

100/1 z130

100/1,15.

100/1.37z 80

2.40 2,40/1.72z1, 25/1,3'=1 50/13)236 75/1 '1254 100/1 9= 72

2;44 2_44/1.72z1.0 '1/1.41p13 pts. 50/1.41.37) 75 1.41g53.1
1 /1.41z 71

334

4.16

5:68

2,56/1,7221,48 25/1.43m17 pts. 50/1,4334 75/1.43=51 IC

.34/1.72=2,23 25/2.23?-11 pts. 50/2123t22 75/2123=33.6

4.16/1.72=2.41 25/2.4110 ots:

aeSanaela,=,,,r

50/2.41t21 75/2.41z31

/1.48z 63

1 0 .232 45

100/2.41= 42

5,68/1472=3,30 25/3.302 8 pts. 50/3 0=15 75/3.3042.7 100/330= 30

Get Drink
10 6,52

of 'later 6.52/1,72=3,79 25/3.7)=6.51ts. 50/3.7)t13 75/3.7 =20 100/3.79= 26
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Table XII below illustrates that by doubling the magnitude of the
economy, you also double the range between the lowest and highest costing
activities. :The range for the 25 point economy is 18.4 while the range_
for the 50 Point economy is 2 times the 25 point economy's range or 36.8,
and the range for the 100 point economy is 2 times 36.8 or 73.6 points,
etc.

This information_ may be useful when deciding which economy to
employ. One means of selection requires that the average cost between
activities be at least five points, a difference that might be noticably
different to students contemplating a purchase. This average difference
is computed by dividing the range by the number of activities available,
in this case 10. The average cost difference for the economies in Table
XII are listed in the last row.

As you can see the average cost for the 50 point economy is less
than 5 or 3.6 and the average cost for the 100 point economy is more
than 5 or 7.3, which suggests that an economy half way between 50 and
100 points may be appropriate, i.e., the 75 point economy. The range
for-this economy is 55 (from Table XII) and the average cost difference
is 5/10 or 5.5.

TABLE XII

Selected Economies

! 25 Points 50 Points 100 Points 1200 Points 1400 Points
_

Highest Costing
Activity

1 25

Lowest Costing
Activity 6.6 I 13.2

4

1.8 3.7 7.4

Range: HC-LC

Average Cost
Difference

1

100 :

1

26.4

73.6 1

1

200 400

52.8 105.6

147.2 204 4

14.7 29.4
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Once an appropriate economy has been selected, in this case the
75 point economy, the cost of each activity may be rounded to the
nearest 5 points in order to simplify accounting procedures. Table
X111 below illustrates the rounded costs for each activity in the 75
point economy. You will notice that the cost differences between
activities are in multiples of 5 points with the range from 20 points
for the least expensive to 75 points for the most expensive activity.

TABLE XIII

)

Priority ft

i--

Activity Raw Cost
,

Rounded Cost 1

i Go to Playf eld 75 75
i

'

2
--------------------------

Talk to Friend 65 ES

3 Co ract Papers 55 55

Go to Gym 54 55

5 Play with Clay 53.1

51
1--

55

50Play with Paints

7 Wash Erasers 33.6 35

Serve on Commi ee 30

20

i

i

9 Sharpen Pencil 22.7

10 Get Orink of Water 20 20
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Step 7: Identify Procedures to Account
for Points Earned and Expended

An effective accounting system is necessary for successfully
administering a token economy. Points earned, spent, and resulting
balances must be computed and recorded regularly. The system need not be
elaborate, but should include accounting procedures for both the teacher
and student's records. This will avoid confusion and disagreements about
the amounts that have been earned, spent on activities, or left in the
balance.

The student's accounting system may consist of a bank book, similar
to the one illustrated in Table XIV which keeps daily record, Qf points
earned, P.E., points spent, P.S., and the balance on hand, 7.4.. This
bank book can be used for a 10-week period or one quarter of a three-
quarter school year. Each day the student records the number of points
he has earned, spent, and the resulting balance:
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The teacher's accounting system also records each student's points
earned, spent, and the balance on hand. In addition, the teacher com-
putes the ratio of points earned to points spent and the weekly and
monthly average P.E./P.S. This is computed by dividing P.E./P.S. by
the number of days that entries were recorded.

The ratio of points earned to points spent is a measure of the
student's transactions, his earnings divided by his expenditures. When
earnings are ereater than expenditures, the ratio 15 greater than I,
when earnings are less than expenditures, the ratio is less than 1, and
when earnings and expenditures are equ,di, the ratio is equal to 1.

For ratios greater than 1, the Jtudent may be earning mo-e points
than he requires to satisfy his needs, he may be saving his points for
an expensive activity to be purchased later, or he may not value
any of the activities available for purchase. If he is earning more
than he needs, the teacher may consider altering the student's work-
reward ratio on selected assignments, requiring more work for the same
rewards, e.g., instead of 20 correct responses for a point, 40 are
required. The effect will be to decrease his earnings and everclually
increase his output. If the student is saving for an expensive activity
the economy is having an appropriate effect. If the student is not
spending points on any of the activities and Is not saving for an
expensive purchase, then he may not value any of the available activities.
The teacher should consider alte,-ing the available privileges to include
those that will have a greater effect.

For ratios-less than 1 the student is earning less_points than he
needs and will eventually deplete his bank reserves. This is an
understandable consequence of saving points for an expensive purchase-
The ratio is greater than 1 while saving points on Weeks 1 and 2, and
then less than 1 when purchasing the activity on Week 3. kir another
student the ratio may be less than ore because he is allowed to purchase
an activity on credit, on the condition that he pays for the activity
from his earnings for the following day. When this occurs frequently
enough, the student may get deeper and deeper Into debt, until the
teacher is no longer wIlling to extend credit, insisting that he pay
what he owes by working for a period with no expenditures. These condi-
tions usual_iy do not motivate performance and should be avoided. For
example, if.the student's work-reward ratios are inappropriate to meet
his motivational needs, they should be temporarily reduced, so that he
,ean earn more points for the same amount of work. Once he is again work-ing regularly, the ratios may be leaned gradually so he works successively
longer assignments.

For ratios equal to 1, the : udent spends the same amount that heearns. Over a period of several weeks, the ratios for all students
mo ivated by the economy should be equal to I. When ratios nrc less or

196
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greater than 1, indicating the students are spending too much or too
little, alterations nay be needed in the work-reward ra' os, or in the
activities available for purchase.

Table XV illustrates a studen '- sample data sheet for a 10-week
period. By taking weekly and mont4 averages of the P.E./P.S. ratio,
the teacher can evaluate the effects of the economy on each student's
transactions.

1 97
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TABLE

LO

Date 3egin

Student Name

Day Month Year

DATE P.E. P.S. BAL. P.E./P.S. _

Average

Average

Averag

Average

Avorage

iionthly Average:

198

r--

DATE P P.S P.E./P.S.

_ _ I

I

Average

Average -1

Average

Monthly Average:
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Step 8: Specify the Daily or Weekly Time
Intervals for Spending Points

Purchasing activities should be scheduled so that students can
plan ahead and decide which activities they wish for the following day
or week. When transaction periods are not specified, recording point
exchanges can become difficult, with the teacher spending too much
time 'responding to the students as they suddenly decide to purchase an
activity. By setting aside one period each day or each week, the teacher
can record the transactions of all students as they purchase activities
for the following day or week.
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PART 2: A Program for Assessing Social Skills
and Remediating Social Deficits

Interaction-patterns can be evaluated and assessed in the classroom
by observing and recording 1) the child's rates of initiating verbal
contacts with specified peers and adults, 2) his rates of receiving
verbal contacts from specified peers and adults, 3) his rates of initiating
physical contacts with specified peers and adults, and 4) his rates of
receiving physical contacts with specified peers and adults. Sociograms
constructed from these data not only depict.his position in the social
structure of the classroom but also identify the child's areas of social
competence and/or deficiency.

Social skills can be assessed by employing the methods of Experimental
Analysis. These procedures require three condition changes, with the
initial condition introducing an individual contingency to motivate
performance on a specified task, e.g., for every X responses correct the
student earns one reward point. When this A Condition terminates after
the response rates have stabilized, the second condition introduces a
social contingency to replace the individual contingency. This B Condition
also_continues until a stable performance level is established. During
the final Condition, A', the individual contingency is reintroduced to
replace the social contingency.

The teacher or remedial therapist can evaluate the appropriateness
of the student's responses to the social contingency by comparing his
response-rates during the 6 Condition when the social contingency was in
effect with the rates during the A and A' Conditions when the individual
contio SonrN was in effect.

The three social contingencies to employ when evaluating social
skills are the exchange contingency, during which reinforcement tor one
person is contingent upon a response from another, whose reinforcement, in
turn, is contingent upon responses from the first; the cooperative
contingency, during which reinforcemeneof two or more group members is
contingent upon the responses of two or more group members; and the com-
petitive ccntingency, during which the reinforcement of either subject
is contingent upon achieving a higher performance level than the other.

Remediating social deficiencies identified with either the interaction
or social process assessment procedures necessitates altering task inter-
dependence, feedback conditions and/or social contingencies to facilitate
the shaping of specified social interaction patterns and skills. Task
interdependence is the social condition required to complete a task. An
independent task requires the responses of a single subject for task
completion while an interdependent task requires the responses of two or
more subjects for task achievement. Social feedback conditions are the
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opportunities for a subject to obtain such information as 1) how Self is
doing on a task, feedback on Self, 2) how:Self's partner is doing on the
task, feedback on Other, 3) how Self's group is doing on the task,
feedback on own group, and 4) how the other group is doing on the task,

- feedback on other group.

The three social processes include two classes of behavior, task
and feedback responses. During the exchange process, for example,
feedback and task responses may be correlated as subjects exchange
favors. One person provides a babysitting service for a friend, while
expecting that a comparable favor will be reciprocated at some later
date. The task behaviors are the babysitting responses required to
successfully complete the service, and the feedback responses include
observing and recording, mentally of course, the frequency and length of
time that services were rendered. This information is necessary to
determine the equity of forthcoming reciprocated favors. Both partners
to the exchange engage in these monitoring, auditing, or feedback
behaviors, to ensure an equitable pattern of reciprocity over time.

During the cooperative process the correlated responses emitted
during the cooperative contingency may similarly be classified as task
and feedback behaviors. As two children work together on a teeter-toter,
for example, they coordinate their leg pushes so that one subject pushes
from the ground while the other rests, who then pushes from the ground
while the first rests. The net effect may be a smooth teeter-toter
ride. Feedback behaviors include watching each other to see when and
how hard the other pushes. This information assists the subject sitting
high in the air prepare himself for the landing. The feedback behavior,
watching other as he fulfills his role in the interdependent task,
facilitates the coordinated pattern. Additional feedback may result
from the verbalizations between the two as they transfer information
about the appropriateness of the leg pushes. When one subject pushes
too hard causing the other to loose his seat, the consequences may be
verbalizations such as: "not so hard" or slow down."

During the competitive process correlated feedback and task responses
may be emitted when the contingency is in effect. For example, in a foot
race the subjects' task behaviors are running the prescribed distance,
and their feedback behaviors might include turning their heads to see
who is ahead of whom and by how far, or to estimate the distance to the
goal. Such feedback responses may subsequently alter the competitors'
task behaviors, as the runner who is far ahead may slacken his pace,
believing he is far enough ahead to relax a bit and still win.

This program has two parts, one presenting an outline of important
social behavior needs and appropriate remedial objectives for meeting
each of those needs, and the other which describes a set of procedures
for assessing and remediating social deficits. The outline begins by

20
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identifying a general goal of increasing the interaction and social
process skills of social isolates. The subsequent list of needs and
objectives specifies in greater detail the types of needs requiring
remediation and the measurable objectives that will provide the proper
focus for an effective remedial program. Needs assessment and remedi-
ation procedures follow this outline describing in some detail the steps
that will assist the teacher in assessing the level of a child's social
need and also will guide her efforts in developing a remedial program
to reduce this need by establishing appropriate social skills.

A. An Outline of Social Behavior Needs
and Corresponding Objectives

Goal: To increase social isolates' interactions with others and to
develop socially deficient childrens' interaction skills.

la. Need: Some studentS do not interact with their peers
and are social isolates.

lb. Object ve: To increase social isolates' interactions with
their peers.

2a. Need: Some students do not respond appropriately
during cooperative contingencies as their
performance levels decrease during these
conditions.

2b. Objective: To develop these students' social skills so
that they perform during cooperative contingencies
as well as during individual contingencies.

3a. Need: Some students do not respond appropriately
during exchange contingencies as their performance
levels decrease during these conditions.

3b. Objective: To develop these students' social skills so that
they perform during exchange contingencies as well
as during individual contingencies.

4a. Need: Some students do not respond appropriately during
the competitive contingency as their performance
levels remain unchanged when compared with levels
during the individual contingency.

4b. Objective: To develop these students' social skills so that
they perform at higher rates during competitive
contingencies than during individual contingencies.



5a. Need: Some students do not respond appropriately during
competitive contingencies as their performance
levels decrease during these conditions.

5b. Objective: To develop these students' social skills so that
they perform during the competitive contingency
as well as during the individual contingency.

6a. Need: Some students do not respond appropriately during
intragroup cooperative and intergroup competitive
contingencies as their rates remained unchanged
when compared with rates during the individual
contingency.

6b. Objective: To develop students'social skills so that they
perform at higher rates during intergroup compe-
titive contingencies than during individual
contingencies.

B. Social Behavior Needs Assessment
and Remediatien Procedures

Some students do not interact with their peers and are social
isolates:

Pvocedures

Step 1: Observe each student in the classroom for selected
periods each day when students are free to interact with
their peers, i.e., lunch time, free time, etc.

Step 2: Record 1) the frequency of verbal init ations toward
peers, i.e., the number of times the student emits a
verbalization directed towards another peer, 2) the
frequency of verbal contacts other students initiate
toward the observed student, 3) the number of physical
contacts the _observed initiates towards peers, and 4)
the number of physical contacts peers initiate towards
the observed student.

a

Step 3: Rotate the observation period regularly from student to
student on a schedule that assures that each student
has been observed for comparable periods.

Step 4: Continue this observation and recording procedure for 7

to 10 days or until the give and receive rates stabilize
(number of gives divided by time of observation period

2 0
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constitute the Ave rate, and similarly for the rece ve
rate).

Step 5: Plot each student's rates of giving and receiving
verbalizations and physical contacts on two graph sheets,
one for verbal gives and receives and the other for
physical gives pd receives.

Step 6; Evaluate each student's social interaction needs by
observing the graphs over a 7 to 10 day period.

Step 7: Students highest in need will show the lowest rates
of verbal and physical gives and receives.

Step 8: By recording both physical and verbal social responses
one can kdentify the students' greatest strengths and
begin the remediation program from there. If physical
gives and receives are higher than verbal, the remediation
procedure may begin by reinforcing more physical inter-
actions first and then verbal interactions later.

Step 9: By recording both gives and receives one can identify the
students' interaction deficits. If initiations are low
but other students respond to the isolate, remediation
may begin by reinforcing reactions to peer initiations.
On the other hand, if receives are low while initiations
are high remediation may begin by reinforcing other
students for responding to the isolate. The goal of
course is 1) ta increase the ov&all level of interaction,
both gives and receives, and 2) to increase gives and
receives to comparable rate levels so that students'
give rates are comparable to their receive rates.

Step 10: For further assessment, the procedure should provide
data on who the social isolate responded to and which
peers responded to the isolate. This information would
be helpful identifying the peer most likely to respond
appropriate, in the remediation effort. The following
method might be employed in a small class of students:
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TABLE XVI

VERBAL SCORES

Time
Period

Observed
Student

S udent Number
2 .3 5 6 7 8

_

0-10 m n. 1 ////

11-20 min. 2 / /// /

21-30 min. 3 // ////

31-40 min. 4 // ///

41-50'min. 5 /// ///

51-60 min. 6 //

61-70 min.

71-80 mlvi B

8

10

6

10

7

6

3

8

12 11 5 6 3 9 6 6 Total

The observer codes all gives and receives while discrimi-
natihg between verbal or physical contacts. This table
illustrates how verbal data maY be recored to identify
the observation period whichr is divided Into tO-minute
intervals. .The second columh identifies the student
being observed for that period. The cells in the third
iet of eight columns identify, by student, the frequency
that the observed either initiated or received a verbali-
zation from that student. For:exaMple, during the first
10-minute period (0-10 minutes) Si was observed to talk
with $2 four times, 54 once, S6 to1ce, and 58 once, for a
total of eight social contacts for that period.

Step 11: For still further assessment information, one can dis-
criminate between initiations and receives i.e. who_ g g

Initiated- the.soilal contact, or discriminate itetween .

verbal and physical contacts. Table XVII below has an
additional row for each observation period, one for
verbal and one for physical contacts. The diagonals
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dividing each cell IdentIfy gives (right half) and
receives (left hal When $i initiates verbally to
52, the datum is recorded .in the left half of the
second cell in'the first row.

TABLE XVII

.COLUM11 II

, Observed
i Time Student Response 51 S2 53 $11 55 56 57 $8 Row

0-10 i
51

min.

V

''

1

1

P
G ..

,

11-20
52

min.
4

21-30
53 R 5

P 6

1-40
54

V .

1

i 7

min. G

R .

41-50
min.

S5
V .

!G
,----

P

1-60
56

V

61-70
mip.

57
_

V

In
lin71-80

58
min.

5

P 16

ep After observing and recording these data for a 7-10
day period, when students have opportunity to interact,
the data can be further analyzed by identifying the rate,
response, reciproci_ty, and range_ of the social contacts.

206



The rate characteristic is computed by summing and
then averaging the gives and receives for both verbal and
physical response categories for each student, and then
ranking, with those students highest In need being lowest
in the rank order. For example:

TABLE XVIII

Subject :7 Social Contact Rate

$1

$5

56

10.0 /minute

9.0 /minute

7.5 /minute

6.0 /minute

5.0 /minute

3.0 /minute

52

57

2.5"/minute

.25/minute

Step 13: Response characteristics for social contacts can be
specified by ranking students for both verbal and
physical contacts; Averaging both give and receive
rates together for physical and verbal contacts you
would get something like this:

207
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TABLE XIX

Subject Ranking for
Verbal Contacts

S 3;

55 11 /minute

SI 10 /minute

53 5 /minute

56 8 /minute

SO 6 /minute

54 3 /minute

S7 1 /minute.

S2 .25/minute

TABLE XX

Subject Ranking for
Physical Contacts

S

SI 5 /minute

55 4 /minute

56 minute

53 3. /minute

54 2 /minute

57 2.5/minute

58 1 /minute

S2 .5/minute

Step 14: A summary ranking of reciprocal characteristics of
social contacts can be identified by ranking students
according to their average give and receive rates for
both physical and verbal response classes combined,
as the two rankings below illustrate:
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TABLE XXI

Subject Ranking for
Average Give Rates

Si 12/minute

53 10/minute

55 7/minute

58 5/minute

56 4/minute

$2 3/minute-

$4 2/minute

57 inute

TABLE XXII

Subject Ranking for
Average Receive Rates

S ir

53 3/minute

SI 11/minute

55 10/minute

53 inute

52 8/minutel

56 6/minute

S4 4/minute

S7 3/minute

Step 15: Finapy, social response characteristics can be assessed
still further by ranking students according to specified
partnert in the-interaction that the students had both
gives and receives, only gives, or only-receives. For
example, the table below lists the students according
to the number of different social partnerS each had on
both give and receives, only gives, and only receives:
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TABLE XXIII

4 5 6

Subject
Rank

Partner
Gives &
Receives

Subject
Rank

Partner
Gives
Only

Sub ect
Rank

Partner
Receives

Only

Si
53, 55
58, 54 52

SI, 53
55, 58

SI
52, 57
56

53
SI, S5
58 57

51, 55
S8

S5 52, 57

$5 51,53 56 SI 58 52, S7

$8 S , 53 SI - - $2

$4 Si 53 ------ $3

$2 54 54

-
$6 ------ $5 $6

57 ------ $8 ------ $7 ------

From Column 1 we see that SI had the most partners
involving both receives and gives, Column 2. S3 had
three give:and receive partners, 55 aild $a'had two,
'and.S4 had one partner. From Column 3 we see that $2
had the most partners for one-way social contact (from
cubject to.partner), 57 had three, and S6 one partner
in that category, Column 4. From Column 5 we can see
that S1 had the most partners for one-way contact (from
partner to subject), and $5 and $8 tied for the second
rank with two each in that category, Column 6.
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Step 16: These data taken together allow an in depth assessment
of the social contact characteristics of each student.
Clearly a student may be high in one ranking and low in
another. General statements about students' positions
on all of the rankings can be obtained by adding together
the rank_of each scale and dividing by total number of
scales, 8. This permits a summary statement about
students' social deficits visa-vis his classmates.
Table XXIV below summarizes by student numberall the
ranks of each scale:

Stales 1

TABLE XXIV

Partners to Interact

Student Total
Contmcts e cci ye sj Verbal Physical Receives G ves Receives

Student
Rank

2.37

5.50

2.50

-Tht summary rank'obtained by summing each student's
rank and dividing by 8 yields the summaries in Column
10. The revisecyank according to this final ranking
is listed below:
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TABLE XXV

Rank Subject # Summary Rank

1 51 1.62

55 2.50

53 2.87

4 58 4.37

5 56 4.5o

6 54 5.50

7 S2 5.62

1

S7 6.12

These social behavior data also suggest the specific
deficits requiring remediation and the corresponding
objectives appropriate to each. For example four goals
might be 1) be increase the-level of a student's inter-
actions with Other, i.e., increase his interaction rate,.
2) to increase the initiation or receive ratei whichever
is lower, 3) to increase the verbal or physical rates,
whichever is lower, or 4) tp increase the number of,
partners included in the student's Interaction patterns.

Step 17: The first goal, to increase'the level of interaction,
is.appropriately prescribed:when the student ranks low
on Scale 1 for total interaCtion. For example, in
Step 16 $7 ranked eighth on the summary scale, indicating
he had the lowest ;overall rates for social contacts. _

The teacher may wish.to-incnease S7's general level
of interaction.

Step 18: The second goal, to increase the inItiatIon or receive
rate, is appropriately prescribed when a student ranks
low on Scales 2 or 3 in the table for Step 16. fiere,

for example, $7 ranked eighth on the give and receive
components of social contacts, suggesting that the
teacher may wish to increase the student's rates of
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Initiating contacts with other studentt and also to
increase other students' rates of initi ting contacts
with 57.

Step 19: The third goat, to increase verbal and phys cal social
contact, is appropriately prescribed when 1) both verbal
and physical rates are low, or 2) when only physical rates
are low, or 3) when only verbal rates are low. On some
occasions, however, when verbal rates are high while
physical rates are low, remediation may not be needed,
especially when the ultimate goal is to achieve a high
verbal interaction rate. In the summary table for Step
16, $2 ranked eighth on both verbal and physical scales,
indicating that remediation is needed. Other students
also ranking low on.the scales are 57 and 58.

Step 20: The Fourth goal, to increase the number of partners to
the interaction, is appmpriately prescribed when students
rank low on Scales 6-8. For example, in Step 16 52, S6,
and $7 ranked last, indicating that their range of social
contacts should be increased. From Scale 7 we can see
that all three ranked high on their initiation rates
(Ranks 1, 3, and 2 respectively), while ranking last on
receive rates, Scale 8. This suggests that the three
initiate at appropriately high levels but do not receive
contacts from others. The revised program for remediation
should focus on altering peer reactions to these students'
initiations as well as changing the nature of their own
initiations (which may, In fact, be a ma or source of the
problem).

lb. To increase social isolates' interactions with their peers.

Remediation Procedures

Step I; Introduce task materials that can be arranged to require
responses from two or more persons for task completion.

'Step 2: Employ individual contingencies to increase-the sbcial
isolate's performance on the task materials.

Step 3: Introduce a second child and employ individual contin-
gencies to increase his performance on similar task
materials.

Step 4: Arrange the task.materials so that both students must
respond on the same task for task completion.

2.13
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Step 5: Provide lndlvidual re nforcement-for the joint or
coordinated responses each student'makes when attempting
to complete the task.

Step 6: Discontinue all reinforcement for alternative nonsocial
responses.

2a. Some studentsdo not respbnd appropriately during exchange
contingencies as their performance levels decrease dur ng these
conditions.

Assessmentjr_edures

Step 1: Introduce selected Independent task assignments for two
students sitting in adJacent desks.

Step 2: Introduce an Individual contingency by prceiiding immediate
reinforcement for each student after X number of problems
have been completed correctly.

Step 3: 'Nei' a 7-10 session observation period when this contin-
gency Is In effect, observe'and record each student's
rate of working the assigned' problems. Plot the results
on graph paper.

Step 4: Introduce the exchange contingency by reinforcing
Student 2 for Student l's task achievements, and rein-
forcing Student 1 for Student 2's task achievements.
Reinforcers should be delivered at the same work-reward
ratio as in the individual contingency.

Step 5: Continue to observe and record eachrstudentls performance
rates for the second period of 7-10 sessions and until
the rates have stabilized (neither increasing nor
decreasing). Plot these results on graph paper.

Step 6: Discontinue the exchange contingency and reintroduce
the individual contingency as-in Step 2.-

Step 7: Continue to observe and record each student's perf
rates for a third period of 7-10 sessions and unti
rates have stabilized.

rmance
the

Step 8: Evaluate the results by noting if the rates remained constant
as conditions changed from individual to exchange and
then back to the individual contingency again, i.e., the
rates neither increase4 nor decreased. When this occurs,



one may conclude thet'th Ystudents worked as well during
the exchange contingency as during the individual
contingency, suggesting that remediation is not needed as
the resultIns4ata would look like this;

Individual
Contingency

FIGURE 1

Exchange
Contingency

Individual
Contingency

10

SeSsion #

15' 20

Step 5; . Evaluate the results by noting If the rates increased
as conditions.changed from individual tml exchange and
then decreased as conditions changed from exchange to
individual. When.thii occurs, one may'conclude that
the students work better, at higher rates, during the
exchange contingency than during the individual
contingency. No remediation is needed as the resulting
data would look like this:
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Individual Exchange individual
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-
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A I l_ _ A

5 10

Session #

15 20 25

Step 10: Evaluate the results.by noting if rates decreased as .

conditions changed from individual to exchange and then
increased as conditions changed from exchange to individua1.
When this occurs, one may conclude that students did not
perform as well during the exchange contingency (their
rates were lower) as during the Individual. When thls
occurs, one may conFlude that students did not perform as
well during the exchange contingency (their rates were lower

as during the Individual contingency, and some remedfation
is needed as the.resulting data would look like this:



SI .$2 -

Individual
Contingency

112

FIGURE

Exchange -individual
Contingency Contingency

1 0

Session #

1 5 20

2b. To develop these students social skills so that they perform
during exchange contIngencies as well as during individual

.-contingencies.'

25

Remediatien Procedures

Step 1: Introduce task materials that can be arranged as
independent, requiring the responses of a single
person; or interdependent, requiring the responses of
two or more for task completion. Puzzles that have
both pieces and puzzle board backings offer this
flexibility as one person can work the puzzle alone,
or two can work together, especially when the materials
are distributed s'o that one has the puzile piecesand .
the other has the board backing.

Step Employ am individual contingency to motivate performance
on the selected task, e.g., provide a reinforcer
mmediately_after the student correctly places a piece

on the puzzle board.

tep Observe and record the student's rate of working the
puzzle, i.e., number of correct puzzle placements/
minute. Once his rate has stabilized, introducs a
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second student to sit_across from-the first and work a
similar task under the sane IndIvidual contingency.

Step 4: Continue to observe and record both students' respon e
rates to the task. Once both ratts havestabilized
arrange the tasks so that the students are dependent
upon each other for task completion, i.e., make the
tasks interdependent by eliminating one of the puzzles
and giving one student the puzzle pieces and the other
the puzzle board of the remaining puzzle.

Step 5: Provide immediate reinforcement for the one student as
he gives a piece to the other, and reinforcement for the
other as he places the piece in the appropriate position
on the puzzle board.

Step 6: Once the puzzle task is completed, introduce the second
puzzle and reverse the sequence with the second student
giving puzzle,pieces to the first who then places the
pieces on the puzzle board.

Step 7: Continue to observe and record the students' response
rates during this condition; and repeat Steps 5 and 6
until their rates are as high as during the previous
condition,

S e 8: introduce both puzzles, and at'the same time,- make them
interdependent by exchanging puzzle pleces.so that
Person I must obtain his puzzle pietes'frOm Person 2,
who must then get his pteces from Person 1. Only
4-einforce students.for placing their'puzile;pleces in
the.appropriate board.positions. This is the exchange
contiligencY,'Person. 1,.proVides the 'occasion for Person
2's reinforeenent-by giving-him a puzzle Piece, and
similarly,.Person 2 provides the occasion for Person
l's reinforeement also by giving him'a puzzte piece.

, .

Ste0 3:, Oontlnue.to observe and record the students' iesponse
rates.during this condition and reintroduce individual
reinforcements for giving puzzle pieces to Other if
the rates decrease.

Step 0: Gradually lean the schedUle'of individual reinforcement
so that increasingly more 'giving responses are required
for a reinforcer until the individual contingency is
discontinued altogether and the exthange Contingency
maintains the exchange behaviors.
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Some students do not respond appropriately during cooperattve
contingencies as their performance levels decrease during
these conditions.

Assessment. Procedures

Step 1: introduce selected independent task assignments for
two students as they sit in adjacent desks.

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:

Introduce an individual contingency by providing
immediate reinforcement for each student after X
number of problems have been completed correctly.

Over a 7-10 session observation period when .this
contingency is in effect, observe and record each
student's rate of working the assigned problems.
Plot the results on graph paper.

Introduce the cooperative contingency by reinfo cing
both students after they have responded correct y (or
after X number of correct responses).

Continue to observe and record each student's perfo mance
rate for the second period of 7-10 sessions and unt 1

the rates have stabilized (neither increasing nor
decreasing). Plot these results on graph paper.

Step Discontinue the cooperative contingency and reintroduce
the individual contingency of Step 2.

Step 7. Continue to observe and record each s udent's performance
rates for a third period of 7-10 sess.ons and until the
rates have stabilized.

Step 8: Evaluate the results by noting if the rates remained
constant as conditions changed from individual to
cooperative and then back to the individual contingency
again, i.e., the rates neither increased nor decreased.
When this occurs, one may conclude that the students
worked as well during the cooperative contingency as
during the individual contingency. No remediation is
needed as the resulting data would look like this:
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Step 9: Evaluate the results by noting if the rates increased

as:conditions changed from individual to cooperative and

then decreased as conditions changed from cooperative
to individual. When this occurs, one may conclude that
the students work better (at higher rates) during the

cooperative contingency than during the individual

contingency. No remediation is needed as the resulting
data would look like this:
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Step 10: Evaluate the results bynoting if rates decreased as
conditions changed from individual to cooperative and
then increased as conditions changed from cooperative
to individual. When this occurs, one may conclude that
the students:did not perform as well during the
cooperative contingenCy (rates were lower) as during the
individual contingency, and some Temediation is needed
as the resulting data may look like-this:

FIGURE 6
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3b. To develop these students' social skill's so that they'perform
-during the'cooperative contingency as well as during individual
contingencies.

Remediation Procedures

Steps 1-10: Same as for the exchange.program.

Step 11: Situate the students side by side and provide a single
puzzle for them to work. Observe and record their rates
of completing the puzzle and the proportion of responses
each contributes to task completion.

2 1
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Step 12: Provide a reinforcer for both students after the task

is completed.

S ep 13: Continue to observe and record the puzzle completion

rate and if the proportion of responses each contributed

to task completion is unequal, provide individual

reinforcement for each student as he places each piece

in the puzzle.

Step 14: If the unequal proportion of responses contributed by

each continues, distribute the puzzle pieces equally,

with each student having access to an equal number of

pieces. Continue with the individual reinforcement
procedure, but gradually lean the schedule so that

increasingly more responses are required for reinforcement.

Step 15: Discontinue the puzzle piece dIstributIons and individual

reinforcement while continuing to observe and record

the response rates and response contributions of each

student. If the rates decrease and/or the unequal response
contributions result, repeat Steps 13 and 14.

4a. Some students do riot respond appropriately dor ng competitive

contingencies as their performance levels rema n unchanged when

compared with levels during the individual contingencies.

5a. Some students do not respond appropriately during competi ive

contingencies as their performance levels decrease during these

conditions.

Assessment_procedures

Step 1: Introduce selected independent task assignments for

students sitting in adjacent desks.

Sep 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Introduce an individual contingency by providing
immediate reinforcement for each student after X number

of problems have been answered correctly.

Over a 7=10 session observation period when this

contingency is in effect, observe and record each
student's rate of working the assigned problems. Plot

the results on graph paper.

Introduce the compet tive contingency by instructing the

students that in addition to reward points earned for

working problems correctly, the one to finish first will

222
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receive a bonus. Then provide an additional reinforcement
for the student who finishes first.

Step 5: Continue to observe and record each student's performance
rates for the second period of 7-10 _sessions and until
the rates have stabilized (neithee increasing nor
decreasing). Plot these results on graph paper.

Step 6: Discontinue the competitive contingency and continue
with the individual. contingency.

Step 7: Continue to observe and record each student's perfo mance
rates for a third period of 7-10 sessions and until the
rates have stabIIzed.

Step 8: Evaluate the results by noting if the rates increase as
conditions change from individual to individual plus
competitive, and then decrease as conditions change
back to the individual contingency alone. When this
occurs, one may conclude that the students worked better
during the combined condition than during the individual
contingency alone. No remediation is needed as the
resulting data would look like this:
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Step 9: Evaluate the results by noting if the rates increase as
conditions change from individual to individual plus
competitive, and then remain high as conditions change
back to individual contingency alone. When this occurs,
one may conclude that the students worked at least as
well during the competitive contingency as in the
individual contingency, and they may have been motivated
to work harder during .the competitive contingency and
continued in that pattern even when the contingency was
discontinued. Ho remediation is needed as the resulting
data would look like this:

FICLrE 3

Individual Individual Contingency Individual
Contingency & Contingency

Competitive Contingen,
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Step 10a: Evaluate the results by noting if the rates remain
unchanged as conditions change from individual to
individual plus competitive, and then back to the
individual contingency alone. When this occurs, one
may conclude that the students' performance was not
affected by the contingency. Remediation is needed as
the resulting data would look like this:

2 2
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FIGURE 9
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Step 10b: Evaluate the results by loting 1 f the rates decrease as
conditions change from I.idividual to individual plus
competitive and then Inck to the individual contingency
alone. When thiS occurs, one may conclude that the
students did not perform as well during the competitive
contingency as during the Individual contingency alone.
Remediation Is needed as the resulting data would look
ilke thls:

225
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lib. To devalop.these s enls' social skills so that they perform
during the competitive contingency as well as they do dui ,ng
the individual Contingency.

25

To develop these studenW social skills so that they perform at
higher rates during compet tive contingencies than during
individual contingencIes',,

Remidiation Procedures

Step 1: Employ an Ind vidual contingency to motivate performance
on a selected task, .e., provide a reinforcer immediately
after each correct response or each X number of correct
responses.

Step 2: Continue with the individual contingency while observing
and recording the student's rate of performance: the
number of problems correctly answered per minute.

Step 3: Once the rates have stabilized introduce another
student to sit across from the first and work similar
task materials under the same individual contingency.
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'Step 4: Observe and record both students' response rates until
they stabilize with neither rate increasing or
decreatingj

Step 5: Record the time that'each student takes to finish the
task, and 1) if one student finishes before the other,
reduce the number of problems for the slower student,
2) continue to record the 0-me to completion, and 3)
repeat Steps 1 and 2 until both students finish at the
same time.

Step

Institute a competitive contingency by instructin
students that the one to finish his assignment fi st
will receive an extra reinforcer, i.e , a bonus.

Provide continuous feedback on who is ahead of whom
during the assignment, i.e., verbal feedback such as
"Tom just finished Row 1, Jerry just finished Row 2,"
etc.

Step 8: Observe the response rates during this condition. If

they increase then gradually lean the schedule of verbal
feedback, presenting it less frequently until finally
no feedback is provided at all.

Step 9: If the response rates do not increase, shorten the
assignment so that the consequence for finishing first is
more immediate, i.e., instead of 10 rows for a race and
reinforcement for the winner, require only two rows for
a reinforcement occasion.

Step 10: While observing and recording the response rates during
this condition, gradually increase the length of the
assignments and repeat Steps 7 and B.

6a. Some students do not respond appropriately during intrasroup
cooperative and intergroup competitive contingencies as their
rates remained unchanged as compared with rates during the
individual contingency.

Assessment Procedures

Step 1: Introduce selected independent task assign nts for
four students sitting in adjacent desks.

2
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Introduce an individual contingency by providing
immediate reinforcement for each student after X
problems have been completed successfully.

Over a 7-10 session observation period when this
contingency is in effect, observe and record each
student's rate of working the assigned problems. Plot

the results on graph paper.

Step 4: Introduce the intergroup com-_ itive contingency by
instructing the students that they will be working_
as two groups of two and that the first group to finish
the assignment correctly will receive a bonus. Then
provide additional reinforcement for the group of
students finishing first.

Step 5: Continue to observe and record each student's performance
rates for the second period of 7-10 sessions and until
the rates have stabilized (neither increasing nor
decreasing). Plot these results on graph paper.

Step 6: Discontinue the competitive contingency and continue
with the individual contingency.

Step 7: Continue to observe and record each student's performance
rates for a third period of 7-10 sessions and until
the rates have stabilized.

Step 8: Evaluate the results by noting if the rates increase as
conditions change from individual to individual and
intergroup competitive, and then decrease as conditions
change back to the individual contingency alone. When
this occurs, one may conclude that the students worked
better during the combined condition than during the
individual contingency alone. No remediation is needed
as the resulting data would look like this:
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FIGURE 11
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Step 9: Evaluate the results by noting if the rates increase as
conditions change from individual to individual and
intergroup competitive, and then remain high as condi-
tions change back to the individual contingency alone.
When ,this occurs, one may conclude that the students
worked at least as well during the intergroup competi-
tive contingency as in the individual contingency, and
they may have been motivated by the_competitive contin-
gency to work harder and continued in that pattern even
when the contingency was discontinued. No remediation
is needed as the resulting data would look like this;

2

25
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FIGURE 12
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Step 10a: Evaluate the results by noting if the rates remain
unchanged as conditions change from Individual to
iadividual plus intergroup competitive contingency,
and then back to the individual contingency alone.
When this occurs, one may conclude that the students'
performance rates were not affected by the contingency.
Remediation is needed as the resulting data would look
like this:

25
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FIGURE 13
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Step 10b: Lvoluate ie results uf nng It the rates neuroae
as conditions change from individual to individual
plus intergroup competitive and then back to the
individual contingency alone. When his occurs, one
may conclude that the students did not perform as well
during the competitive contingency as during the
individual contingency alone. Remediation is needed as
the resulting.data would look like this:

2 3
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FIGURE
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6b: To develop students' social skills so they perform at higher
rates during intragroup cooperative and intergroup competitive
contingencies than during indiVidual contingencies.

Remediation Procedures

Step 1: Repeat Steps 1-15 of 3b for two, two-person groups
until members of both,'groUps cooperate.

Step 2: Repeat Steps 1-10 of 4b and 5b for the same too,
two-person groups until the group members compete.

237
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Step Bring'thi tWO grbups.together and provide-either two
interdependent tasks, one for each group, or four

-independent tasksione for each groUp member'.'

'Step 4: Introduce the intotgroup:comfietitive Contingency by
instructing the students"thafthe--first groUp to finish
its- interdependent tail( or indegendent, tasks-will
receive an-extra reinforcer.

Step 5: Observe and record the response.rates of-the t wo groups
as they work on the tasks, arid if one group-f dishes
their task before the other, shbrtirethe task assign-
ment so that both groups finish at the same time.

Step 6: If the task rates do not increase during this condition
when compared with the individual contingency, provide
immediate and continuous feedback on which grouP is
ahead'cluring the'race.

Step 7. If the task rates still do not Increase, shorten the
'length of theassig6Ment so that the'consequences
for finishing first are more immediate.

Step 8: Gradually lean the schedule of immediate feedback and
increase the length Ofthe assignmeht while continuing
to'observe and reCord.the studebts' 'etsponse rates.
if the rates decrease or fail to intrease reintroduce
interpersoncompetition by repeating Steps 2-8.
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PART 3: A Program for Developing and Generalizing Social Process Skills

Social development may occur under a variety_ of conditions and social
settings. This makes if difficult to devise a common set of procedures_
and'conatIons:that will,developjhe students' social skills for,each of
-the social,,processes* !Theinstrumentation systems described in basic and,
developmental research phases of,this project systematically employed one
procedure to produce and control.,social patterns. By focusing on the
reward point as the object of competition, exchange, or cooperation,
social,patterns were produced and controlled simply by manipulating
procedures for earning and distributing points. During competition, for
example, the student earning the most reward points earned a bonus point
orpoints, during exchange students earned points by giving to each other,
and during cooperation they earned points by coordinating their responses
or choices to earn reward points together.'

A-similar procedure.demonstrated in develophental research was
empioyed to promote social interactions while students worked on
academic tasks. Here students earned points from problems correctly
solved and then decided.how-to distribute theiriarnings. They ctose to
1) keep their points, 2) give points to their Partner, expecting Partner
to reciprocate by 'giving points in return, or 3) give points to both
Partner and Self. The merits of this system are its flexibility and
Jndependence of academic task requirements. Students can work on similar
or.different materials to earn and distribute their points in one social
manner or another. A deficit of the system is the instrumentation employed
to,present students with clearly specified social distribution modes.
Few, in-any, classrooms can afford the instrumentation system and the
maintenance required to keep it functioning.

This program describes a simple and inexpensive apparatus that can
be employed in tutorial sessions to develop competitive, exchange,,and
cooperative behaviors in student pairs as they work on a variety of class
assignments. The program also describes a set of procedures for generaliz-
ing social processes to classroom situations once the development of these
interaction patterns is independent of the type of task assigned.

The requirements for implementing the program are 1) that the
teacher employ a token economy or point system that motivates task
performance, and 2) that the students have social process skills which
require further development on a variety of academic tasks.

A. Social_Behavior Abacus

Several problems are associated w th procedures that employ point
distribution methods to develop social patterns. Students may be unable
to distinguish one alternative from another.- Also those students with

2 3
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limIted numberical skills may be unable to distinguish between the point
totals of different modes, i.e., that the point total of one response
mode is more or less than the total of another mode.

Those problems were Addressed And-resolved in the developmental
research phase by 1) employing a Jack selection devise that forced
students to choose between visibly distinguishable response modes, and 2)
recording point totals on columnar lights that advanced sequentially when
a point was added to the.chosen mode, enablinhe:student to compare by
observing the light positions on each of the light columns. The illuminated
light highest in the column identified the highest point total.

The social behavior abatus illustrated in the figure below incorpo-
rat3s both functions by employing 1) a system of bead transferselong
a vertically looped wire that represents a point distribution mode, and
2) a system of accumulating beads in comparable bead columns that
represent point totals resulting from different bead transfers.

The abacus has seven vertically looped wires with 12 transfer
beads on each wire. Each looped wire serves as a distribution mode by
.allowing the,stUdent to transfer a bead from the bead's starting
position et the rear of the abacus to 'the point accumulation position
in the front of the abacus.

Two students, sitting side by side with the_abacus situated
directly in front of them, record points earned from work on their
academic tasks by transferring beads fromthe rear to the front of the
abacus. The:student sitting to the left (51) transfers beads on Wires
1, 2, and 3, the student sitting to the right (52) transfers the beads
on Wires 5, 6, and 7, and both students transfer the beads on Wire 4
together. The beads are in three colors: blue beads representing

'.points earned for SI, yellow beads representing points earned for 52,
and red beads representing points earned for both $I and $2.

SI may choose to earn points for himself by transferring the blue
beads on Loops 1 or'2, to earn points fdr 52 by transferring.the yellow
beads on Loop 3 to 52's side of the abacus, or to earn points for himself
and S2.by transferring the red beads on Loop 4. Similarly, $2 may choose
to ea-rn pointi fhr himself by transferring the yellow beads on Loops 6
and 7, to earn points for 51 by transferring the blue beads on Loop 5
to Sl's side of the abacus, or to earn points for himself and SI by
transferring the red beads on Loop 4. SI receives credit for all blue
beads accumulated on the front side of the abacus, 52 receives credit
for ail yellow beads accumulated on the front side of the abacus, and
both SI and 52 receive credit for red beads accumulated on the front
side of the abacus.
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,6GURE 15
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Procedures for Assesiing-Students' Social
Preferences and Corres'ponding Performance Levels

Each bead on the social behbv1or abacus represents a point earned
for X amount of work completed on an assl4ned task. The relationship
_between the number of points earned and che number of minutes purchased
'to engage in a free time actiVIty'la expressed asa point-to-free-
time ratio. The ratio 1:1, for example, means that one point purchases
one minute of free time, while the 'ratio 5:1 indicates that five points
will purchase one minute of free time.

Tha point-to-free-time ratio is represented by white beads which
are interspersed In a colored bead'coluMn to identlfy when a minute of
free time has been.earned. For example, a bead column with a white
bead interspersedjetween each segUence of four coinred beads represents
a 5:1 ratio. Every point earned'allows the'student to transfer a
coldred bead to the front of the abacus.' After earning five points,
the fifth bead to trantfer is white, indicating that the student has
earned a minute of free time. Each bead -Column represents a point-to-
reward ratio which enables the instructor:to set ratios for each
distrIbutiOh mode.' The following Steps are designed to provide baseline
datw'on a sfUdent'a preferences and Corresponding performance levels.

Step 1: Intersperse a white bead after each colored bead In
each of the nine di tribution modes, establishing a VA
ratio.

Step 2: Situate two students side by side with the social behavior
abacus on their desks in front of them.

Step 31 Provide academic task materials with work-to-point ratIos
clearly identified, e.g., every 10 problems correctly
answered earns one point.

Step Instruct students that points earned will be recorded
by transferring a bead from the back to the front of
the abacus with the blue beads recording Sl's points,
yellow beads recording S2's points, and the red beads
recording both SI and 52's points. SI may choose to
transfer beads on Loops 1, 2, 3,'or 4; and 52 may
choose to transfer beads on Loops if, 5, 6, or 7. Both
students must jointly choose Loop 4 before beads on
that loop can be transferred.
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Allow students to chooser) dlstr bution loop.and
transfer the apqropriate number of beads after
completing a problem sheet. Instruct the students
that one minute of free time is earned with each
white bead .that is Iransferred on one .of the

.

distribution loops.

tep 6: Observe and record the students' performance rates and
distribution choices during this baseline condition
(for 7-10 sessions and until the choices and rates
have stabilized).

Step]: Intervene during a B Condi ion by Instructing the
students on the following:

a) The first student to finish his assignment may
choose from any of the distribution modes (Loops
1, 2, 3, or 4 for SI, and Loops 4, 5, 6, and 7
for 52) and may transfer the appropriate number
of beads.

The last student to finish his assignment may
choose from distributions that were not,chosen
by the first student according to the following
criteria:

If SI finished first and
52 cou d choose Loops 4,
Loop 7.

If SI finished first and
52 could choose Loops 4,
Loop 6.

chose Loop 1, then
5, or 6, b6t not

chose Loop 2, then
5, or 7, but not

Similarly, if S2 chcse Loop 7 51 could choose
Loops 2, 3, or 4, but not Loop 1.

4) Slmilarly, If $2 chose Loop 6 SI could choose
Loops I, 3 4 but not Loop 2.

Step Observe and record the student distribution choices and
their performance rates during-this intervention condi-
tion-for 7-10 sessions and until the rates and choices
have stabilized. .
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Step 9: Discontinue he intervention procedure and reinstitute
the baseline procedure (which does not provide
consequences for finishing first).

Step 10: Observe and record the student distribution choices and
their performante rates during this second baseline
condition.

Step Evaluate student performance and soc al choices by:
comparing the intervention results with baseline re ults.

Step 12: Identify the students'social choices and dist ne 1)
if the selection rates'were a function of the
intervention condition, or 2) if the performance re es
were a function of the intervention condition.

Social cboices may be computed by calculating the percent of
the distrkbutionl that were on Loops 3, 4, or 5 for each of the
itUdents. The tattle below, for examples, indicates Sl'and 52's choices
for:the three loops.

TABLE XXV 1

Loop 3 4 5

10% 7%

52 7% 11%

SI chose to give 10% of his po n o $2, and $2 chose to give 1% of
his points to SI. Both SI and 52 chose Jointly to earn points together
by chosing distribution Loop 4 7% of the time.

Social choices and performance rates are a function of the inter-
vention condition if they change, either increase or decrease, when the
condition is introduced and then decrease or increase when the condition
is discontinued. For example, in Figures 16 and 17 below, the

,

percentage of choices for the exchange mode (Loops 3 and 5) and:the
cooperative mode (Loop 4) decreased as conditions changed from baseline
to intervention and then Increased as conditions changed back to
baseline.
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FIGURE 16
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In Figure 18 below the students' performance rates lncreased and then
decreased as conditions changed from baseline to Intervention and
back to baseline again.

SI

FIGURE 18
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Step 13: From these data one might conclude that social choices
and academic performancewere a function of the finish-
first contingency.

ep 14: The choice data allow one to conclude about the relative
reinforcing power oVsocial versus nonsocial distribution
choices. if the students did not choose the give to other
or work together distribution modes, then one may conclude
that workingfor Self-was more reinforcing than working
for Other or working with Other. If the students' social
choices did not increase or decrease with the introduction
of the finish-first contingency, then one may conclude
that theft choices were not affected by the competitive
contingency.

Step 15: The performance data allow one to conclude about the
relative reinforcing power of two contingencies: the
individual contingency and the competitive or finish-
first contingency.
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C. Procedures for Developing Social Procesi

After assessing students' social preferences and their corresponding
academic response rates during the social behavior abacus baseline
(Steps 1-15), the instructor can develop exchange, cooperative, or
competitive patterns of interaction In the selected dyad by altering a
distribution mode's reinforcing value. By increasing or decreasing the
point7to-reward ratio on selected distribution modes, i.e., providing
fewer colored-to-white beads for richer schedules or greater colored-
to-white beads for leaner schedules, one choice will produce more frequent
rewards (white beads) than another. For example, when the colored-to-
white-bead ratio for Loops 3 and 5 is 2:1, while the ratio for the
remaining loops is 4:1, the students earn twice as many white beads from
Loops 3 and 5. The only problem, of course, is that Student 1 must
transfer beads to Student 2's side of the abacus, who in turn, must
transfer beads to Student l's side. If the students can agree to this
exchange, both will earn white beads at a 2:1 ratio as compared to the
4:1 ratio they earn from the remaining choices. The exchange distribution
mode is more reinforcing then the alternatives available.

A cooperative pattern can be produced similarly by increasing the
reinforcing value of Loop 4. Transferring beads on this loop requires
the choices of both students. One student cannot transfer a red bead
without the consent of the other. Correspondingly, the white beads
represent minutes of free time for both students, i.e., each white
bead represents a minute of free time for SI and a minute for 52.
When the instructor alters the mode's reinforcing power by either
decreasing its ratio or Increasing the ratio for the remaining modes,
students earn more free time by jointly choosing to transfer red beads
on Loop 4.

A competitive pattern Is produced by increasing the ratio for Loops
1 and 2 for Student 1 and Loops 6 or 7 for Student 2. For example, when
the instructor provides a 2:1 ratio for Loops 1 and 7 and a 4:1 ratio
for the remaining loops, the first student to finish his response_sheet
(assignment) may choose between.any of his alternatives. If SI, for
example, finishes first, he may choose Loop 1 which has the richest ratio.
This choice prevents 52 from choosing his.richest choice, Loop 6. By
finishing first, SI works under a richer reward schedule than $2.
Similarly, if 52 should finish first and choose Loop 6, SI could not
choose Loop 1. This procedure also applies toLoops 2 and 6 when they
have a richer ratio than Loops 1 or 7.

The following steps describe procedures_for developing exchanqe,
cooperative, and competitive patterns by manipulating the reinforcing
value of the distribution modes. The steps also describe methods for
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evaluating the effects of the manIpulatIon on social preferences and
academic performance.

1. Procedures for Develop ng Exchange Patterns

Step 1: Intersperse a white bead after every third colored bead
in each of the-seven distribution modes, establishing
a 4:1 ratio.

Step 2: Repeat Steps 2-4 fro- the.assessment sequence.

Step 5: Instruct the students on the following:

Step 6:

a) The fi st student to finish his assignment_may
choose from any of the distribution modes (Loops
1,_2, 3, or 4 for SI, and Loops 4, 5, 6, or 7 for
$2) and then transfer the ippropriate number of
beads.

The last student to finish his assignmentimy
choose from distribution modes not chosen by the
first student according to the following criteria:

1) If Si finished first and chose Loop 1, then
$2 could choose Loops 4, 5, or 6,-but not Loop 7.

(2) If Si finished first and chose Loop 2, then $2
could choose Loops 4, 5, or 7, but not Loop 6.

3) Similarly, if S2 finished first and chose Loop 7,
$i could choose:between Loops 2, 3, or 4, but
not Loop 1.

(4) Similarly, if $2 finIshed fIrst and chose Loop 6,
SI could choose Loops 1, 3, or 4, but not Loop 2.

Observe and record the students' distribution choices and
their performance rates during this baseline condition for
7-10 sessions and until the rates and choices'have
stabilized.

Step 7: if the students do not choose Loops 3 and 5, alter the
ratios, making the'colored-to-white ratio 2:1 rather
than 4:1.

Step 8: Repeat Step 6.
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Step 9: If Ihe studentdo not chooseLoops 3 and 5 then remove

all white beads from the remaining distribution modes so

that only Loops 3 and 5 contain white beads.

Step 10: Repeat Step 6.
I

Step 11: If the students do not choose Loops 3 and 5, remove
beads from all other distribution modes, so that only
Loops 3 and 5 have beads.

Step 12: Repeat Step 6.

,Step 13: Once students have exchanged beads reintroduce colored
beads for the remaining distribution modes.

Step 14: Repeat Step 6:

Step 15: If students continue to exchange in Step 14, reintroduce
white beads for the remaining distribution modes at a
4:1 ratio.

Step 16: Repeat Step 6.

.-Step 17: If stydents discontinue their exchange repeat Steps
9-15. If they continue to exchange go to Step 18.

Step 18: Discontinue the procedure by reducing the ratio for
Loops 3 and 5 to 4:1,

Step,19: Repeat Step 6.

Step 20: Evaluate the stability of the pattern by no_ing if
students discontinued their exchange and returned to the
pattern established In Step 6.

2. P ocedures for Developing Cooperative Patterns

Steps 1-6: if students do not Jointly choose Loop 4, alter the_
ratios, making the colored-to-white ratio for Loop 4
2:1 rather than 4:1.

5 ep-8: Repeat Step 6.

Step 9: If students do not choose Loop 4, then remove ail white
beads_from the remaining distribution modes so that only
Loop 4 contains white beads.
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Step 10: Repeat Step 6.

Step 11: If the students do not choose Loop 4, remove beads from
aWothor distribution loops.so that only Loop 4 has
beads.h-

Step 12: Repeat Step 6.

Step 13: Once students Jointly choose to record their points
by transferring beads on.Loop 4, reintroduce the colored
loeads for thiremaining distribution modes.

Step 14: Repeat Step 6.

Step 15: If students continue to cooperate In Step 14,
reintroduce_white beads for the remaining distribution
modes it a 4:1 ratio.

Step 16: Repeat Step 6.

Step 17: If students dIscontinue their cooperative choices,
repeat .Steps 9-15.. If they continue to,cooperate go to
Stew18.

Step 18: Discontinue the procedure by reducing the ratio for
Loop 4 to 4:1.

Step, 19: Repeat Step 6.

Step 20: Evalua_e the stability of the pattern by noting if
students discontinue their cooperative responses and
return to,the pattern established in Step 6.

3. Procedures for Developing Competitive Patterns

Steps 1-6: Same as for the exchange and cooperation sequence.

Step 7: Alter the ratios for either Loops 1 and 7 or 2 and 6
by making the colored-to-white ratios 2:1 ra her than
4:1.

Step 8: Repeat Step 6.

Step 9: If the_students do not choose Loopsi-and 7 (or Loops
2 and 6. aszthe case may be), then remove all white
beads from the.rempining distribution modes so that
only Loops 1 and 7 (or 2 and 6) contain white beads.
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Step 0: Repeat Step 6.

Step 11 : If students do .not'choose Loops 1 and 7 (or 2 and 6),
remove beads from all distributicm modes, so that only
Loops 1 and 7 (or 2 and 6) have beads.

Step,12: Repeet Step 6.

Sfep.19: Once students7Choose-Loop's 1 and 7 (or 2 and 6)
reintroduce the colored beads for the remaining
distribution modes.

Step 14: Repeat,Step 6.

Step 15: If students continuelto choose Loops I and 7 (or 2 and
6) reintroduce white beads'for the remaining distribu-
tion modes at the 4:1 ratio.

Step 16: Repeat Step 6.

:Step 17: If students discohtinue their lq (or 2-6) selections,
repeat Steps 9-15. If they continue that selection
(*serve their Performance rates and Rote any increases from
the rates ettablished in Steps 1-6.

-

Step 18: If student ratesin Step 17 are higher than in Step 6,
discontinue Step 7 procedures by'civalizine ratios-for
all distribution modes at the 4:1 ratio.

Ste0 19: Repeat Step 6 And note -any corresponding decrease In
rates. Then reeeet Steps'7 and 8 to reinstate the higher
performance level.

Step 20: If task performance does not increase refer to Program
II-of this manual foe procedureion estabtishing
competitive patterns.

Procedures for Generalizing Social Process Skills

Once students respond appropriately to the social behavior abacus
by interacting to distribute points-earned from their work on an
academic task, the instructor presents different tasks tp demonstrate
that soclal proceRs develepment-isIndependent of the type of academic

.taSk assigned: Once this'ttask generalization' is- achieved, a program to
generalize social process development td different instructional settings
may be lnstitdted.
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Social process generalization is facilitated by developing an
abacus that is flexible enouoh to fit classroorwneeds. This may
require, for example, changing its physical structure to a single reward
sheet for distributing and recording reward points. The figure below
illustrates a reward sheet with the same point distribution modes as
provided by the abacus:

Column # 1 2 3

FIGURE 19
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In this example Student 1, sitting to the left, records pointsby shading the area in the circles of Columns 1, 2, 4, or 5 beginning
at the bottom of the sheet; and Student 2, sitting to the right, records
points by shading the area in the squares of Columns 3, 4, 6, or 7.
Student 1 receives credit for points recorded in the circles or squares
of Columns 1, 2, 3, or 4 and Student 2 receives credit for points
recorded in the circles or squares of Columns 4, 5, 6, or 7. This
cumulative method of recording points permits easy comparisons between
point totals of different distribution modes. By noting the height of
a shaded column one can quickly identify which mode has the greatest
point total.

Reward points are backed by known reinforcers such as money or
minutes of free time: X points return Y cents or 2 minutes of free
time. The reinforcers, represented by stars, are positioned beside
the circles and squares. When the circle or square beside a star is
shaded, the student rem. iyes the corresponding reinforcer. Fixedratios of reward points to t 'nforcers may be calculated by counting
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the number of circles or squares that must be shaded before a
reinforcer is available. In the example below, SI must shade two
squares to reach a star. This ratio is consistent or fixed for the
entire,column of circles. The fixed ratio, therefore, is 2 reward
points Oer I star. A variable ratio of reward points to reinforcers
may be calculated by taking the average number of circles or squares
that must be shaded before a reinforcer is available. For example

Student 2 must shade in 4 squares to the first reinforcer, 4 squares
to the second reinforcer, 5 squares to the third reinforcer, 3 squares
to the fourth reinforcer, and 4 squares to the fifth reinforcer. The

variable ratio is:

4+4+5+344 4 reward points per reinforcer
5

FIGURE 20

SI 52

*

This method of recording reward poin s and presenting reinforcers
allows the students'to see and compare each other's point-to-reinforcer
ratio schedule.

The procedures for developing social process interactions follow
the outline described for the social_behavior abacus in the preceding
section. Here the instructor controls social processes by altering.,
the circle-osquare-tcr.star ratio. The following procedures for
developing each of the social processes illustrate thete variations:.
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Procedures for Developing Exchange Pat erns

Step 1: Intersperse stars beside each'fourth circle or square in
each of the seven distribution columns, establishing a
4:1 ratio.

Step 2: Situate two students side by side with the social process
reward sheet on the desk between them.

Step 3: Provide academic task materials with work-to-point ratios
clearly identified, e.g., each 10 problems correctly
answered earns one point.

Step 4: instruct students that points earned wiil be recorded
by shading the area in either a circle (for Student 1)
or a square (for Student 2). SI may choose the circles
of Columns 1, 2, 4, or-.5,.and S2 may choose between the
squares of Columns 3, 4, 6, or 7. Both students must
have shaded the joined circles and squares of Column 4
before they can receive the corresponding reinforcer
(star)-

Step 5: Instruct the students on the fol ing:

(a) The first student to finish his assignment may
choose_from any of the distribution modes (Columns

2, 4, or 5 for SI, and Columns 3, 4, 6, or 7
$2) and sheide the appropriate number of circles

or squares to record points earnA.

(b ) The last student to finish biS assignment may
choose from distribution modes not chosen by the
first student according to the following criteria:

If SI finished first and chose Column 1, then
$2 could choose Columns 3, 4, or 6, but not
Column 7.

If SI finished fIrst and chose Column 2, then
$2 could choose Columns 3, 4, or 7, but not
Column 6.

Similarly, if 52 finished first and chose
Column 7, SI could choose between Columns
2, 4, and 5, but not Column 1.
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(4) Similarly, if 52 finished first and chose
Column 6, SI could choose between Columns 1,
4:and 5, but not Column 2.

Observe and record the students' distribution choices
and their performance rates dur(pg this baseline
conditioh for 7-10 sessions and until the rates and
choices haVe stabilized.

Step 7= if the students do not choose Columns 3 end 5, change
the circle-and-square-to-star ratio to 2:1.

Step 8. Repeat Step 6.

Step 9: If the sttidents do not choose Columns 3 and 5, remove
all stars from the remaining distribution columns
so that only Columns 3 and 5 contain stars.

Step 10: Repeat Step 6.

Step 11: If the students do not choose Columns 3 or 5, substitute
the following reward sheet which presents only the
Column 3 and 5 alternatives. (See figure below)
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P

!

0
C)*
0
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Recording: Student 1 records
in the circles

Reinforcement
Contingency:

Student 1 receives
reinforcers from
stars next to the
squares

Step 12: KePeat Step 6.

tudent 2 records
in the squares

Student 2 receives
rernforcers from
stars next to the
cirtles.

Step 13: Once students have exchanged, with Student 1 recording
points by shading in circles on Student 2's side of
the sheet and Student 2 recording points by shading in
squares on Student l's side of the sheet, reintroduce
the first reward sheet (which has no stars for the
remaining distribution columns.

Step 14: Repeat Step 6.

2 1
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Step 15: if students continue to exchange in Step 14, reintroduce
the stars for the remaining distribution columns at the
4:1 ratio previously established in Step 1.

Step 16: Repeat Step 6.

Step 17: If students discontinue their exchange repeat Steps 9-15.
If they continue to exchange go to Step, 13.

Step 18: Discontinue the procedure by reducing the ratio for
Columns 3 and 5 to 4:1.

Step 19: Repeat Step 6.

Step 20: Evaluate the stability of the pattern by noting if
students discontinue their exchange and return to the
pattern established in Step 6.

2. Procedures-for Developing Cooperative Pat --ns

Steps 1-6:- Same as for the exchange sequence.

Step 7: If students do not Jointly choose Co
ratios making the circle-and-square-
Column 4 2:1 rather than 4:1.

Step 8: Repeat Step 6.

Step 9:

umn 4, alter the
0-s ar ratio for

f students do not choose Column 4, then remove all
stars from the remaining'distributiop columns so that
only Column 4 contains stars.

Step 10: Repeat Step 6.

Step 11: if the students do not choose Column 4, replace the
reward sheet with the one below which provides only
the Column 4 alternative:



Recording:

7 8

FIGURE 22

Student 1 records Student 2 records
in the circles In the squares

Reinforcement Student 1 gets reinforcers for stars _

Contingency: the left and Student 2 for stars to the
right_when both circles and squares at
that level are shaded, i.e., reward
points are recorded.

Step 12: Repeat Step 6.

Step 13: Once students jointly choose to record their points with
Student 1 shading in the circles and Student 2 shading
in the squares, reintroduce the first sheet (which
has no stars for the remaining columns).

Step 14: Repeat Step 6.
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Step 19: If students continue to cooperate in Step 14, reintroduce

stars for the remaining distr bution columns at the 4:1

ratio established in Step 2.

Step 16: Repeat Step 6.

Step 17: If students discontinue their cooperative choices,
repeat Steps 9-19. If they continue to cooperate go

to Step 18.

Step 18: Discontinue the procedure by reducing the ratio for
Column 4 to 4:1.

Step 19: Repeat Step 6.

Step 20: Evaluate the stability of the pattern by noting if
students discontinue their cooperative responses and
return to the pattern established in Step 6.

3. P ocedures for Developing Competitive Patterns

Steps 1-6: Same as for the exchange and cooperation sequence.

Step 7: Alter the ratios for either Columns 1 and 7 or 2 and 6

by making the circle-and-square-to-star ratio 2:1
rather than 4:1.

Step 8: Repeat Step 6.

Step 9: If the students do not choose Colu:ns 1 and 7 (or

Columns 2 and 6 as the case may be)-, then remove all
stars from the remaining distribution columns so that
only Loops 1 and 7 (or 2 And 6) contain stars.

Step 10: Repeat Step 6.

Step 11: If students do not choose Loops 1 and 7 (or 2 and 6)
replace the reward sheet with the one below, so that
students only have the 1 and 7 (or 2 and 6) alternatives:
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F

Recording: Student 1 rcords Student 2 records
in the circles in the squares

Reinforcement Student 1 receives Student 2 receives
Contingency: reinforcers from reinforcers from

the stars next to the stars next to
circles, the squares.

Step 12: Repeat atep 6.

Step 13: Once students choose Loops I and 7 (or 2 and 6
reintroduce the first reward sheet (which has no _ ars
for the remaining distribution columns).

Step 14: Repeat Step 6.
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Step 15: If students continue to choose Columns 1 and 7 (or
2 and 6) reintroduce stars for the remaining distribution
columns at the 4:1 ratio established in Step 1.

Step 16: Repeat Step 6.

Step 1-7: f students discontinue their 1-7 (or 2-6 selections)
repeat Steps 9-15. If they continue that selection
observe their performance rates and note any increases
from the rates established In Steps 1-6.

4. Procedures for Employing the Social, Behavior
Reward Sheet in Classroom Situations

Once the social processes have been established using the reward
sheet described in the previous sections, the instructor can generalize
the processes to a classroom situation by altering selected classroom
procedures. The -sequence below outlines steps that will facilitate
generalization from tutorial to classroom settings.

Step 1: Plan for a 15 to 20 minute social behavior instructional
period during which students will interact in prescribed
ways on selected academic tasks.

Step 2: During this period provide for a seating arrangement
that will facilitate interaction, i.e., situate the
students side by side in adjacent desks with the reward
sheet situated between their desks and in front of them.

Step 3: identify a social process and academic task appropriate
for the student pair-.

Step 4: Refer to the appropriate procedures listed in Sections
1-3 and administer the program.

Step 5: Provide schedules of feedback (for correct responses on
academic tasks) similar to those employed in the tutorial
sessions.

Step 6: Allow students to record their points at intervals
similar to tho:' employed in the tuto-ial sessions.

Step 7: Gradually lean the feedback schedule to accommodate
instructional procedures of the classroom.
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Step 8: Take frequent measures of student choices and performance
rates to evaluate student responses in the classroom
situation.

Step 9: If contingency control decreases during this period
return to the tutorial sessions and repeat the appropriate
procedures.

Step 10: Once students are responding appropriately return them to
their original seating positions and continue the
program by taking the reward sheet to the students and
allowing them to record their reward points. Continue
to evaluate and return to Step 6 when contingency
rnntro! decreAses.
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A Word !dent! ica_ on Program

By

Synneva Reed

The word identification
program described In this appendix is designed

to develop,skills in phonetic sounding, spelling, and Identifying threeletter wOrds. The sequence wes adapted-fromhthe spelling program prepared
by Behavioral Research Laboratories (5 Book 1 _A Sullivan Associates
Prooram, 1967). The program components Include manipulable, plastic letters
with magnetized backs,.a series of colored slides, and tape recorded
instructions. The slide presentations are used either to Introduce new
words or to provide feedback for words spelled by the student. A sequenceof recorded instructions that correspond to each slide presentation provides
the InStrUctional cues for student responses. Following a slide and
instruCtlonal cue, the student responds by arranging his plastic letters
appropriately on his letter board,, (a 12)(24" fiat metal surface) and/or
responds verbally by sounding, spelling, or identifying the word. _Arl
answer slide and recording follow the student's resppnses to provide him
with immediate visual and aural feedback on theyppropriateness of his
response. This for!nat allows students to spell by manipulating the plas ic
letters and t sound words phonetically by imitating the recorded
instruction.

The program description that follows lists the slide contents in the
left column and the corresponding recorded instructions to the right.
Phrases with the words 'picture, board, and blank' are used repeatedly
to describe the slide sequence.. Picture' followed by a letter, word,
or word sequence indicated that the slide is of a letter, word, or word
sequence. 'Board' followed by letters, words, or word sequences similarly
indicates that the slide is of the student's letter board with those
program components positioned in its center. !Blank' -indicates that
no slide was presented to accompany the corresponding instruction.

The_programhbegins with an introduction that presents the beginning
letters for the first lessons. The entire sequence includes 31 lessons
with 30 instructional steps per lesson. By the end of the program the student
Is reading a maximum,of five-word sentences including one, two, and three
letter words.
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A Board

A Board

d Board

Board

A Board

0 Board

A Board

N Board

INTRODUCTION

1. You have Just learned the names of the letters of the
alphabet. Every letter of the alphabet has a n4.,me and
a sound.

2. What- is the name of thi5 letter7-- Right if you 5aid
A. The sound of the letter A is (ae). Can you make
the sound for the letter A7-- Good if you said ae

'The sound of the letter A is (ae).

What is the sound of this letter7-- Good if you said
(ae). The Sound of the letter A is (ae). What is the

-sound of the letter A7-- Good if you said (ae).

l. Wh t is the name of this tter7-- Right if you said
N. Every letter of the alphabet has a name and a
sound. The sound of the letter N is (n). Can you
make the sound for the letter N7-- Good if you said
(n). The sound of the letter N is

5. What is the sound of this letter7-- Good if you said
(n). The sound of the letterj1 is (n). What is the
sound of the letter N7-- Good if you said (n).

6. What is the name of this letter7-- Right if you said
A. The sound of the letter A is (ae). Can you make
the sound for the letter A7-- Good if you said (ae).
The sound orthe letter A is (ae).

7. What 15= the name of this letter7-- Right if you said
N. The sound of the letter N is (n). Can you Make
the sound of the letter N7-- Good if you said (n).
The sound of the letter N is. (n).

What is the sound of this letter7-- Good if you said
(ae). The sound of the letter A is (ae). What is
the sound of the letter A?-- Good if you said (ae).

What is the sound of this letter?-- Good if you said
(n). The sound of the letter n is (n). What is the
sound of the letter d?-- Good if you said (n)-

A Board 10. What is the sound o
(ae). The sound of
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Board

M Board

M Board

rd

A Board

N Board

M Boa d

A Board

Board

Wha_ is the sound'athis let e ? - Good if you said
(n). The sound of the letter N 1: m).

12. What is the name of this letter?-- Right if you said
M. ':Every letter of the alphabet has a name and a
Sounth The sound of the M Is (m). Can you make the
sound for the letter U7-- Good if you said (m). The
sound of the letter 4 is (m).

13. What is the name of this lette 7-7 Right if you said
M. The sound of the letter (1 is (m ). Can you make
the sound for'the letter H?-- Good if you said (m).
The sound of the M is (m).

14. What is the sound of this lette l-o4 if you said
(m). The sound of the letter M is (m). What is the
sound of the letter M?-- Good if you said (m).

15, What is the name of this letter?-- Right if you said
A. The sound.of the letter A is (ae). Can you make
the sound for the letter A?-- Good if you said (6e).
The sound of the letter A is (ae).

16. What is the name of this letter?-- Right if you said
M. The sound of the letter M is (m). Can you make the
sound for the letter M?-- Good if you said (m). The
sound of the letter M is (m).

17. What is the name of this letter?- Right if you said
N. The sound of the letter N is n). Can you make the
sound for the letter le-- Good if you said (n). The
sound of the letter N is (n).

13. What is the.name of this. letter7-- Right if you said
M. The sound of the letter M is (m). Can you make the
sound for the letter M7-- Good if you said (m). The
sound of the letter H is (m).

15. What is the sound of this letter?-- Good if you said
(ae ). The sound of the letter A is (ae). What is the
sound of the letter A?-- Good if you said (ae).

20. .What is the sound of this letter?" Good if you said
(m). The sound of the letter M-is (m ). What is the
sound of the letter M? - Good if you saId (m).
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A Board 71.

A Board. 23.

A Board 24.

11 Board 25

A Board

A Board 27.

A Board 28.

4 Board

A Board

A Board

A Board

N Board

What is.the sound of this letter Good if you said
(n). The sound of'the letter A Is (n). What Is the
sound of the letter M?-- Good If you said (n).

What is the sound of this letter7-- Good if you said
(m). The sound of the letter M is (m). What is the
sound of the letter M7-- Good If you said (m).

What Is the sound of this letter?-- Good if you said
(ae). The sound of the letter A is (ae

What is the sound.of this letter7- Good if you said
(m). The sound of the letter A is m).

What Is the sound,of this etter?-- Good if you said
(n). The sound of theJetter N is (n).

What is the sound of t'his etter7-- Good If you said
(m). The,sound of the letter M is (m)..

What is the sound for the lett.e.r A7-- Right if you
said (ae).

29. What is the sound for the letter N7-- RIght if you
said (n).

30. What is the sound for the letter A -- Right if you
said (m).

I4SSON I

What is the name of this letter7-- Right if you said
. A. The sound of the letter A is (m). Can you make the
sound for the letter Good if you said (m). The
sound for the letter A Is (m).

2. What is the name of this letter7-7 Right if you said
A. The sound of the letter A is (ae). Can you make
the sound.for the letter A7-- Good if you said (de).
The sound for the letter A is (ae).

What is the name of this letter7-- Right if you said N.
The sound of the letter N is (n). Can'you make the
*Jund for the letter N?-- Good if you said (n) The
sound for the letter A is (n).
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Board

A Board

N Board

Picture man

Pi

Pi

hA

4. What is the sound of this let_er -- Good if you said
(m). 'The sound-of the letter M Is (m). What is the
iouncrof the letter M?-- Good IF you said (m).

5. What ts the sound of this letter7-- Good if you said
(ae). The.sound of the letter A is (ae). What is the

. sound of the letter A7-- Good if Nou'said (ae).

What Is the sound of this letter?"_ Good if you said
(n)., .The sound of the letter N is (n). What is the
sound of the letter M7-- Good if you said (n).

7. This is a man. 'Your father is a man. A boy will grow
to be a man. We can spell the word man. Find the-
lettet M. Put the letter M on your letter board.--
Have you put the letter M on your letter board?

ture Mlan 8. If so, good. What is the sound of the letter M7-- Good
oard if you said (4,.. Find the letter A. Put the letter A

on your letter board next to the M.-- Have you put
the letter A on your letter board neXt to the M?

ure Man 9. If so, good. Wha't is the sound of the letter A7-- Goodoard. if you said ae). Find the letter N. Put the letter
N on.your le terlooard next to the A.-- Have you put
the letter N'on your letter board next to the A7

Picture Man AO. If so, good. What is the sound of the letter N?--MAR Board Good if you said (n). Point to your letters on your
letter board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said
(m), (ae), (n), man, man, man. The letters MAN spell
the word man.

Picture Man
MAR Board

11. What wordis this?-- Right if you said man. Point to
your letters on your letter board and say their sounds.--
Geod if you said (m), (ae), (n), man, man, man. The
letters MAW spell the word man. What word do the letters
MAR spell?-- Right if you said man. Push the letters
HAN to the side of your.letter board.-- Have you pushed
the letters MAN to the side of your letter board?
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Slide

jlank 12. If so, good. .The letters MAN spell the word man. We
will spell the word man. Find-the letter M. Put the
letter M in the middle of your letter board.-- Have you
put.the letter M in the middle of your letter board?

Picture Man, 1 . -If so, good. What is the sound of the letter M7-- RightA Board if you said (m). Find the letter A. Put the letter A
on your letter board next to the h.-- Have you put
the letter A on your letter board next to the M?

Pic ure Man
MAl. Board

Picture Man
MAN Board

MAN Board

Blank

MAN Board

14. If so, good. What is the sound of the letter A?--
Right if you said (ae). Find the letter N. 'Put the
letter N on your letter board next to the A.-- Have
you put the N on your letter board next to the A?

f so, good. What is the sound of the letter N7--
Right.if you said (n). Point to your letters on your
letter Ooard and say their sounds.-- Good if you said
(m), (ae), (n),. man, man, man. The letters MAN spell
the word man.

16. What word is this?--Right if you said man. Point to
your letters on your letter board and say their sounds.--
Right if you said (m), (ae), (n), man, man, man. The
letters MAN spell the word man. Push the letters MAN
to the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed
the letters MAN to the side of your letter board.

17. If sp, good. The letters MAN spell man. Spell the word
man on your letter board.-- Have you spelled man on
your letter board?

18. If so, good. What word did you just spell?--. Good
you said men. PoFnt to your letters on your letter
board and-say their sounds.-- Good if you said (m),
(ae), (m), man, man, man. Push the letters MAN to the
side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the letters
MAN to the side of your letter board.

Blank l. if so, good. Spell the word man on your letter board.--
Have you spelled the word man on'your letter board?

MAN Soard 20. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
you said man.
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Picture Man

MAU _oard

ank

Board

BI ank

C Board

C Board

C Board

C Board

Picture Can

LESSON Il

.This is a man. The letters MAN spell the word!ilan.

.Spell the word man on your letter board.-- HaVe you"
spalled men,qn your letter board?

ff so, good. What word did you Just spel -- Good
if you said man. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you Said :(m),
(ae), (n), man, man, man. Push the letters MAN tO
the side of your letter board. Have you pushed the
letters MAN to the side of your letter board?

If so, good. Spell the word man on your letter board.--
Have you spelled the word man on your letter..board?

4. 'If so, good. What word did you Just spell?" Right if
you said man. Push the letters MAN to the side of
your letter. board.-- Have you pushed the letters
MAN .to,the side of your letter_board?

f so, good.

Nhat is the name of this letter Right if you said
Every letter has a name and a sound. The sound

jor, the letter C is (k). What ts the sound for the
leftei C/-- Right if you said (k). The sound for
the letter C is (k).

What is tile sound of this letter?" Right if you said
(k). the sound for the letter C is (k). What is the
sbund for the letter C?-- Right if you said (k).

What is the name of this letter?-- Right if you said
C. ,The sound for the letter C is (k). What is the
.sound for the letter C7-- 'Right if you said (k). . The
sound for the letter C is (k).

9. What is the sound of this letter?" _Right if you said
(k)-. The sound for the letter C is (k). What is the
sound for the letter C7,- Right if you said (k). .

This is a can. You may put many things in a can. You
may put pencils in a can. Your mother may buy a can
of carrots from the store. We will spell the word can.
Find the letter C. Put the letter C in the middle of
your letter board.-- Have you put the letter C in the
middle of your letter board?
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Picture.Can 11. If .so, good. What is the sound of the letter C?---
Can,Board Good if you saidAkY. Find the letter A. Put the

letter A on your letter board next to the C.-- Have
you put the letter A on your letter board next to the
C?

Picture Can
CA Board

P.icture Can

CAN-Board

Picture Can
cm Board

Blank

P cture Can
C Board

Picture Can
CAN Board

12. If so, good. What is the sound of the letter
Good if you said (ae). Find the N. Put the letter
N on your letter board next to the A.-- Have you
put the letter N on your letter board next to the A7

13. .If so, good. What is the sound of the letter 117--
Gooctif you said (n):. Point to your letters on your
letter board and say their,sounds.--. Good if you
said (k), (ae),.(n), can, can, can. The letters CAN
spell the word can.

14. What word isthis7-- Right if you said can. Point
to your letters on your letter board and say their
sounds-- Good if you said (k),Aae)4 (n), can, can,.
can. The letters CAN spell the word can. What word
do.theletters CAB spe117-- Right if you said dam.
Push,the letters CAN to the'side'of your letter board.--
Have you pushed theFtetters CAN to the side of your
letter board.

15. If so, good. The letters CAN spell the word can. We
will spell the word can. Find-the C in your letter
tray. Jiut the letter C in the middle of your letter
board..--Have you put the letter C in the middle of
your letter board?

If so, good. What is the sound of the letter C?--
Right if you said (k). Find the letter A. Put the A
on your letter board next to the C.--Find the letter
N. Put the H on your letter board next to the A.--
Have you put the A and H on your letter board?

17. IVso; good. What wo d did you just spell?-- Good
if you said can. The letters CAN spell the word can. -

. Point:to your letters on your letter board and say
their sounds.-- Good if you said (k), (ae), (n), can,
can, can. The letters CAN spell the word can.
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What wordAS this?-- Right: if you sald canPoint
to-your letters on your letter board and say a-Nair
sounds.-- Rlght if you said (k), (ae), (n),
can, can. The letters CAN spell the word can. Push
the letters CAN to the side of your letter hoard.--
Have you.pushed the letters CAN tcrthe side of your
letter board?

Picture Can 19. If so, good. Spell the word can on your let er board.--
Have you spelled the word ;an on your letter board?

CAN Board 20. If so, good. What word did you just spe117-- Good if
you said can. Put the C of can to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you put the C of can to the side
of your letter board?

Blank

Picture Man

Picture Man
MAN Board

Blank

Picture Can

Picture Can
CAN Board

21. If so g

22. This is a picture of a man. We will spell the word man.
Find the letter M. Put the M on your letter board
in front ofthe A.-- Have ypu PLit the M on your letter
hoard in front of the A?

If so, good. Wha_ word did you just spell?-- Right
if yclu said man. Put the M of mam to the side of your
letter,board.-- Have you put the letter M to the side
of your Jetter board?

24. If so, good.

25. 'This is a pictu e of a can. We will spell the word can.
Find the letter C. Put the C on your letter board in
front of the Have you put the C on your letter
board in front of the A?

26. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Right if
you said ean. Put the C. of can to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you put the letter C to the side
of your letter board?

a ank 27. If so, good,. Spell the word man on your letter board.--
Have you spelled the word man. on your letter board?
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MAN Board

alank

11

28. If so, good. 'What word did you just spell?-- Right
if you said man. Put the M of man to the side of
your letter board.-- Have you put the M of man to the
side of your letter board?

If so,'good. Spell themord can on your letter board
Have you spelled the word can on your letter board?

CAll oard 30. If so, good. What word did you just spell7-- Right
if you smid can.

Picture Man
MAN Board

Picture Can
CAN Board

MAN Board

CAN Board

P Board

P Board

P Board

P Board

LES5ON III

I. What word is this7-- RIght if you said m n.

2. What word i- th:s -7 Right you said can.

3. .What word this?-- Right If you said man.

4. What word is this7-- Right if you said can.

5. 'What is the name of this tetter?-- Right if you said
P. Every letter hasra name,and a sound. The sound
for the letter P is (p). What is the sound for the
letter P7-- Right if you said (p). The sound for
the letter P is (p).

6. What is the sound of this letter?-- Right if you said
(p). The sound for the letter P is (p). What is the
sound for the letter P7-- Right if you said (p).

7. What is the name of this letter7--. Right if you said
P. The sound for the letter P-is (0). What is the-
sound for the letter P7-- -Right if you said (p). The
sound for the letter P is (p).

What is the sound of this letter7-- Right if you
said (p). The sound for the letter'P is (p). What
is the sound for the letter P7- Right if you said
(p).
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Picture Pan

Picture Pan
P Board

Picture Pan
PAN Board

Blank

Picture Pan
P Board

Picture Pan
PAN Board

PAN Board

12

'This Is a pan. Your mother cooks food in a pan. We
wili-spell the word pan. Find the letter P. Put the
letter. P in the middle bf your.letter board.-- Have
you put the letter P in the middle of your letter
,board?

10. If so, gooC What is the sound of the letter P?--
Good if you said (p), Find the letter A. Put the
letter A on your letter board next to the P.--Find
the letter N. Put the letter N on your letter board
next to'the A.-- Have you put the letters A and N
on your letter board?

11 If so, good. The letters PAN spell the word pan. What
word did you just spell?-- Good if you said pan. The
letters PAN spell the word pan. Point to your letters
on your letter board and say their sounds.-- Good if
you said (p), (ae), (in), pan, pan, pan. The letters
PAN spell the word pan. What word do the letters
PAN spell?-- Right if you sal4 pan. Push the letters
PAN to the side of your letter board.--Have you pushed
the letters PAN to the side of your letter board?

12. If so, good. The letters PAH spell the word pan. We
will spell the word pan. Find the letter P. Put the
letter P in the middle of your letter board7--Have you
put the P in the middle of your letter board?

13. If so, good. What is the sound of the letter P7--
Right if you sed (p). Find the A. Put the A on
yoUr letter board next to the P.-- Find the N. Put the
11 on your 'letter boar0 next to the A.-- Have you put
the A and N on yOUr letter board?

14. If so, good. What word did you just spe117-- Good
if you said pan. The letters PAN spell the word pan.
Point to your letters on your letter board and say
their sounds.-- Right if you said (p), (ae), (n),
pan, pan, pan. The letters PAN spell the word pan.

What word is this?-- Right if you said pan. Point
to your letters on your letter board and say their
sounds.-- Right if you said (p), (ae), (n), pan, pan,
pan. The letters PAN spell the word pan. Push the
letters PAN to the side of your letter board.-- Have
you pushed the letters PAN to the side of your letter
board?
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Blank

PAN Board 17

B ank 18.

Picture Can- 19.

CAN BoardH.' 20.

Blank 21.

PALl Board 22.

LIank 23.

MAN Board 24.

CAW Board 25.

PAN Board 26.

13

If so, good.. Spell the word pan on your let er board.--
Have you:spelled the word,pae on your letter board?

If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good if
you said pan. Put the P of pan to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you put the P of pan to the side
of your letter board?

If so, good.

This is a picture of a can. We will spell the word can.
Find the C. Put the C on your letter board in front of
the A.-- Have you put the C on your letter board in
front of the A?

If so, good'. W6at ywd did you just spell -- Right
if you said.can. Put th,' C of can to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you put the C of can to the side
of your letter _board?

If so, good. We Will Spell the word pan. Find the P
in your letter tray. Put the P on your letter board in
front of.the A.-- Have you put the P on your letter
board in front of the A?

If so good. What word did you just spell?-- Right if
you sa d pan. 'Put the P of pan to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you put the P of pan to the side
of your letter board?

if 50, good. We will Spell the word man. Find the M.
Put the M on your letter board in front of the A.--
Have you put the M on your letter board in front of the
A?

if so,'good. What word did you just spe117-- Good if
you said man. Speftthe word ean on your letter board.--
Have you spelled the word can on your letter board?

If so, good. What word did you just spe117-- Good if
you said can. Spell the word pan on Nour letter board.--
Have you spelled the word pan on your letter board?

If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good if
you said pan. Spel1 the word man on your letter board.--
Have yo-u spelled pe.word man on your letter board?
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MAN-Ejoard'

PAN Board

CAN Board

MAN Board

A Boai'd

N Board

rd

C Board

P Board

MAN Board

CAN Board

PAN Board

Picture Map

14

27.. -Whet word did you spell -Right If you sald man.

28. What rd Is this Right if you said pan.

29. What word is thiST-- Right if you said can.

30. What word is this7-- kight lf you said man.

'LESSO_ IV

1. What ip the name of thls lett 0-- Right if you said
A. What is the sound of this letter7-- Right if you
said (ae). The sound for the letter A i (ae).

2. What is the name of this etter7-- RIght if you said
N. What is the sound of this letter7-- Right if you
said (n). The sound for the letter N is (n).

What is the name of this letter7-- Right if you said
M. What is the sound for this letter7-- Right if you
said (m). The sound for the letter M is (m).

What is the name of this. letter7-- Right if you said
C. What is the sound for this letter?-- Right if you
said (k). The sound for the letter C is (k).

What is the name of this letter7-- Right if you said
P. What is the sound for this letter7-- Right if you
said (p). The sound for the letter P is (o).

rhe sounds of letters make wOrds. What is this word7--
Right if you said man. The letters MAN spell the word
man.

7. What is this word7-- Right if you said can. The
letters CAN spell the word can.

What is this word Right if you said pan. The
letters PAN spell the word pan.

9. This is a map. A map is used to tell us how to getsomeplace. We will spell the word map. Find the n.
Put the M in the middle of your letter board.-- Have
you put the M in the middle of your letter board?
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Picture MaP
M Board

Picture Map
MA Board

Picture Map
MAP Board

MAP Board

Blank

Picture Cap

Picture Cap
CAP Board

15

. 10. If so, good._ rind. the A.
. .Put the A on your letter

board next to thi M.-- Have yoU put the A on your
letter board pext to the M?

If so, good. Find,,the P.Put the P on your._ etter
board neXt to the A.-- Have yois put the P on'your
.1.etter board next to the A?

12. If so, good. The letters MAP spell the word map. What
word did you just spell?-- Good if you said map.
Point to your letters on your letter board and say
their sounds., Coo4 if you said (m), (ae),
map, map, mep. The letters MAP spell the word map.

What word is this7-- Good if you said map. Point to
your letters on your.letter. board and say their sounds.--
Good if you said (m)., (ae).,,(p), map, map, map. The

_letters MAP spell the word,nap. Put the M of map,to
the side of your letter board.-- Have you put the M
map to the side of your letter board?

14. If so, good.

15. This is a Picture of a cap.. Boys wear a cap to keep
their head warm, ,We will spell the word cap. Find the
C. Put the C,op your letter board in front of the A.--
Have you put the C on your letter board In front of
the A? ,

16.... If so, good. The letters CAP spell the word cap. What
word did you just spe117-- Good if you said cap. Point
to your letters,on your letter_board and say their.
sounds.-- Good if you said (10, (ae), (p), cap, cap,
cap. The letters CAP spell the word cap.

CAP Board 17. What word is this?-- Good if you said cap. Point to
your letters on your letter board and say their sounds --
Good if you said (k), (ae), (13), cap, cap, cap. The
.letters'CAP spell themord-cap. _Put the C of cap to
the side of your letter board.-- Have you put the C of
cap to the side of your letter board?

Blank 18, If so, good.
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PiCture Nap

Picture Nap
NAP Board

NAP Board

Blank
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19. This is a picture of a boy taking a nap. Do you take
.43 nap every day? We can spell the word nap. Find the
N. Put'the N on your letter board in front of the A.--
Have you put the 0 on your letter board in front of
the A?

20. If so, good. The letters NAP spell the word nap. What
word did you just spe117'.- Good if you said nap. Point
to your letters on your letter board and say their
sounds.-- Good if you sald (n), (ae), (p), nap, nap,
nap. The letters NAP spell the word nap.

21. What wird is this7-- Good if you said nap. Point to
your letters on your letter board and say their sounds.--
GoOd ff you said (n), (60, (p), nap, nap, nap. The
letters NAP spell the word nap. Put the N of nap to
the side of your letter board.-- Have you put the N
of nap to the side of your letter board?

22. If so, good. The letters MAP spell the word map. Spell
the word map on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the word map on your letter board?

MAP Board 23. if so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good if
you said map. -Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (m),
(ae), (p), map, map,' map. What word do the letterS MAP
spell?-- Good if you said map. Put the M ofmap to
the side of your letter board.-- Have you put the M
of map to the'side of your letter board?

Blank

CAP Board

24. If so, good. The letters CAP spell the word cap. Spell
the word.cap on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the word cap on your letter board?

25. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good if
you said cap. Point to your letters on your letter
board and saY their sounds.-- Good if you said (k),
(ae), (p), cap, tap, cap. What word do the letters CAP
spell?-- Good if you said cap. Put the C of cap to
the side of yew letter board.-- Have yoli put the C of
cap to the side-of your letter b d?
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NAP Boa d

MAP Board

CAP Board

NAP' Board

26. If so, good. The letters NAP spell nap. Spell the
word nap on your letter board.-- 'Have you spelled
the word nap on your letter board?

27. If so, good. What word dill you just spell?-- Good

if you said nap. Point to your letters en your let er
board and say their .sounds.-- Good If you said (n),_

(ae), (p), nap, nap, nap. What word do the letters
NAP spell? Good if you said nap.

28'. What word is this?-- Good if you said map.

29. What word is this?" Good if you said cap.

What' ord is this?-- Good if .you said nap.

'LESSON V

Review - Man, Can, Pan, Map, Cap, Nap

Slide

Picture Man 1. Tnis Is a man. Spell the word man on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled man on your letter board?

MAN Board

Picture Map

HAP Board

2. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

if you Said man. Point to yOur letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (m),
(ae), (n), man, man, man. The letters MAN spell the
Word man.

This Is a. map. Spell the wOrd map on your letter
board." liave you spelled map on your letter board?

If so,.good. Vhat word did you Just spell'?" Good if
.you said map. Point to your letters on your letter
.board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (m),
(ae), (p)., map, map, map. The letters MAP spell the
word map.-

Picture Cap 5. This is a cap. Spell the word cap on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled cap on your letter board?
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CAP Board 6. If so, good. What word did you just spe117-- Good
if you said cap. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds-- Good if you said (k),

-), (p), cap, cap, cap. The letters CAP spell the
word cap.

Picture Can 7. This is a can. Spell the'word can on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled can on your letter board?

CAW doard If so, good. Jhat word did you just spe117-- Good
if you said can. Point to your letters on your l_etter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (k),
(ae), (n). can, can, can. The letters CAN spell the
word can.

Picture Pan This is a pan. Spell the word pan on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled pan on your letter board?

PAN Board

Picture H.

NAP Board 12.

CAP Board 13.

MAP Board 14.

HAN ac'ard 15.

PAN Board 16.

CAN Boa d 17.

MAP Board 18.

If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good i

you said pan. Point to your letters on your letter rd
and say Cleir sounds.-- rood if you said (p), (ae),
p.ln, pan, pan. Thu letters PAM spell the word pan.

This is a picture of a boy taking a nap. Spell the
1,,;ord nap on your letter board.-- Have you spelled nap
on your letter board?

If so, good. What wo d did you just spell?-- Good if
you said nap. Point to your letters on your letter
board and their sounds.-- Good if you said (n),
(ae), (p) nap, nap. The letters NAP spell the
word nap.

What word is this?-- Right if you said cap.

What word is this7-- Right if you said map.

What won is this?-- Right if you said man.

What word is hisl-- Right if you said pan.

Wnat word is tni ?-- Right if you said can.

What word is this?-- Right if you said n
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Picture Cap

Picture Cap
CAP Board

Picture Man

19. Spell the word ihat goes wt h the picture oniour
letter board.-- Have you s pel led the word cap on
your letter board?

20. If so, good. What word did you Just spell?-- ight
if you said cap.

21. Spell the word that goes with the picture on your
letter board.-- Have you spelled the word man on
your letter Loot-0

Picture lan 22. If so, good. , What word, did you Just spe 1

/All Board Right if you-said man.'

Picture Map

Picture lap'
MAP Board

Picture Oap

Picture Nap
Board

Picture Pan

Picture Pan
PAH Board

Picture Can

Fic ura Can
CAN Board

Spell the word that goes with the picture on your
letter Loard. Have you spelled the 4ord map on your
letter board?

24. If so, good. .What word did.you just spell?-- Right
if you said map.

25. Spell the word that goes with the picture on your
letter board.-- Have you spelled the word nap on
your letter board?

26. if so, good. .What word did you Just spell?-- Good
if you said nap.

27. Spel,1 the word that goes with the picture on your
letter board.--Haye you spelled the word pan on your
letter board?

28. If so, good. What word did you just spell?--
if you said pan.

2). Spell the word that goes with the pi. re on your
letter board.--Have you spelled the J can on your
letter board?

30. If so, good. ihat word did you Just spell?-- Good
if you said can.
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T Board

T ad

T Board

T Board

Picture Cat

Picture Cat
C Board

Picture Cat
CA Board

Pic ure Ci

CAT Board

CAT Board

20

LESSON VI

1. What is the name of this ietter?-- Right if you said
T. Every letter has a. name and a sound. The sound
for the letter T is (t).. What is the sound for the
letter T?-- Right_if you said (t). The sound for
the letter T is (t).

2. What is the sound of this.letter?-- .Ri ht if you said
(t). The sound for the letter T is (0 What is
the sound fcr the letter T7-- Right if you said (t).

What is the name of this letter? Right if you said
(t). The sound for the letter T is (t). What is the
sound for the letter T?-= Right if you said (t). The
sound for the letter I is (t).

4. What Is the sound of this letter?-- Right if you said
(t). The sound for the letter I is (t). What is the
sound for ,he letter T7-- Right If you said ).

This is a cat. A cat makes a good pet. We will spell
the word:cat. Find :the letter C. Put the C in the
middle of your letter board.-- Have you put the C
on your letter board?

If so, good. Find the letter A. Put the A on your
letter board next to the C.--Have you put the A on
your letter board next to the C7

If so, good. Find the letter T. Put the T on your
letter board next to the A.--Have you put the T on
your letter: board ne 1 to the A?

If so, good. What is the sound of the letter T?--
Good if you said (t). The letters CAT spell the word
cat. Point to your letters on your letter board and
say their sounds.-- Good if you said (k), (ae), (t),
cat, cat, cat.

The letters CAT spell the word cat. tlhat word is this?
-- Good if you said cat. Point to your letters on
your 1.etter board and say .their sounds.-- Cood if you
said (k) , JO, cat, cat. cat. The letters CAT
spell the word cat. Put the C of cat to the side of
your letter board.--Nave you put the C of cat to the
side of your letter board?
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Blank

Picture Ma

Picture Mat
MA/ Board

MAT Board

10. If so, good

11. This is a picture of a mat. A mat may be used to
wipe your feet. We will spell the word mat. Find the
letter H. Put tha M on your letter board in front of
the A.-- Have you put the M on your letter board in
front of the A?

if so, good. The letters MAT spell the word mat.
What word did you just spe117-- Good if you said mat.
Point to your letters on your letter board and say
their sounds.-- Good if you said (m), (ae),
mat, mat, mat.

13. The letters MAT spell the word mat. What word is
this7-- Good if you said mat. Point to your letters
on your letter board and say their sounds.-- Good if
you said (m) , (ae), (t), mat, mat, mat. The letters
UT spell the word mat. Put the N of mat to the side
of your letter board.--Have you put the M of mat to
the side of your letter board?

31ank 14. If so, good.

Picture Pat

Pic.ure Pat
PAT Board

PAT Board

We can pat a dog on the head. Do you pat your dog on
its head? We will spell the word pat. Find the letter
P. Put the P on your letter board in front of the A.--
Have you put the P on your letter board in front of the
A?

16. If so, good. The letters PAT spell the word pat.
What word did you just spell?-- Cood if you said pat.
Point to your letters on your letter board and saY
their sounds. Good if you said (p), (ae), (t), pat,
pat, pat.

1 . The letters PAT spell the word pat. What word is this?
Good if you said pat. Pojnt to your letters on

your ietter board and say their sounds.-- Good If you
sold (p), (ae), (0, pat, pat, pat. The letters PAT
spell the word pat. Push the 1(!tters PAT to the side
of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the letters
PAT to the side of your letter board?
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Picture Tap

22

18. If so, good. We can tap on a table or floor. What do
you tap on? We can spell the word tap. Find the
letter T. Put the T in the middle of your letter
board.-- 7ind th- A. Put the A on vour letter board
next to thc 1.-- Find the letter P. Put the F on
your letter board next to the A.-- Have you put the
letters TAP on your letter board?

Pic urc Tap
TAP Board

TAP Board 20.

Picture Cat 21.

CAT Board 22.

Picture Mat 23.

MAT Board 24.

Picture Pat 25.

PAT Board 26.

!f so, good. Tha letters TAP spell tt7e word tap.
'dliet word did you just spell7-- Good if you said tap.
Point to your letter:, on your letter board and say
their sounds.-- Good if you said (t), (ae), (p), tap,
tap, tap.

What word is this?-- Good if you said rap. Point to
your letters on your letter board and say their sounds.--
Good if you said (t), (ae), (p), tap, tap, tap. The
letters TAP spell the word tap.

This is a cat. The letters CAT spell the iord cat.
Spell the word cat on your letter board. Have you
spelled cat on your letter board?

If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
'f you said cat. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- .Good if you said (k),
(ae), (t), cat, cat, cat.

This is a mat. The letters MAT spe 1 the word mat.
Spell the word mat on your letter board.-- Have you
spelled mat on your letter board?

If so, good. -hat word did you just spe117-- Good
if you said mat. Point to yoL letters on your 1.etter
board and :ay their sounds.-- Good if you said (m),
(ae), (t), mat, mat, mat.

You can pat your dog on the head. The letters PAT
spell the word pat. Spell the word pat on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled pat on your letter board?

If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good if
you said pat. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (p),
(ae) , (0, Pat, Pat, pat.
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Picture Tap

2.oard

CAT Board

PAT Board

H Board

H Board

H Board

H Board

Picture Hat

Picture Hat
H Board

23

27. You can tap the table. The letters- tap spell the word
tap. Spell the-word tap on your letter board.-- Have

you spelled tap on your letter board?

28. If so, good. What word did you just spell? Good if

you said tap. Point to vour letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (t),
(ae), (-), tap, tap, tap.

What word
cat.

picture R_ght if yew said

30. What word is in the picture? Mght if you said
pat.

LESS VII

What is the name of this letter?-- Right if you said
H. Every letter has a name and a sound. The sound
for the letter H is (h). What is the sound for the
letter H?-- Right if you said (h). The sound for the
letter H is (h).

What is the sound of this letter7-- Right if you said
(h). The sound for the letter H is (h). What is the
sound for the letter H?-- Right if you said

What is the name of this letter?-- Right if you said
(h). 'The sound-for the letter H is (h). What is the
sound for the letter H7-- Right if you said (h). The
sound for the letter H is (h).

4. What is the sound of this letter7-- Right if you said
(h). The sound for the letter H is (h). What is the
sound for the letter H?-- Right if you said (h).

5. This is a hat. You wear a hat on your head. Do you like
to wear a hat? We will spell the word hat. Find the
letter H. Put the H in the middle of your letter board.
-- Have you put the h on your letter board?

6. If so, good. What is the sound for the letter H7-- Good
if you said (h). Find the letter A. Put the A on your
letter board next to the H.-- Have you put the A on your
letter board next to the H7
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Picture Hat 7. If so, good. Find the letter T. Put the T on your
HA Board letter board next to the A.--Have you put the T on

your letter board next to the A7

Picture Hat
HAT Board

HAT Ooard

If so, good. The letters HAT spell the word hat. Ilhat
word did you just spe117-- Good if you said hat. Point
to your letters on your letter board and say their
sounds.-- Good if you said (h), (t) , hat, hat,
hat. The letters HAT spell the word hat.

What word - Good if you said hat. Point to
your letters on your letter board'and say their
sounds.-- Good if you said (h), (ae), (t), hat, hat,
-hat. Put the T of.hat to.the side of your letter board.
-- Have you put the T of hat to the side of your letter
board?

Blank 10. 1r bo, good.

P!cture Ham

Picture Ham
HAN doard

HP0 Board

Picture Hat

11. This is a picture of a ham. Ham is good to eat. Do
you like to eat ham7 We will spell the word ham. Find
the letter M. Put the - on your letter board next to
the A.-- Have you put the H vu your letter boattl

1

to the A7

If so, good. The letters HAM spell the word ham.
What word did you just spe117-- Good if you said ham.
Point to your letters on your letter board and say their
sounds.-- Good if you said (h), (aa), (m), ham, ham,
ham.

The letters HAil spell the word ham. What word is
this7-- Good if you said ham. Point to your letters
on your letter board and say their sounds. Good if
you said (h), (ac), (m), ham, ham, ham. Push the
letters HAtt to the side of your ietter board.-- Have
you pushed the letters HAM to the side of your letter
board7

14, If so, good.

15. This is a hat. The letters HAT spell the lord hat.
4ell the word hat on your letter board.-- Have you
spelled the word hat on your letter board7
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HAT Board

Picture Ham

Ail Board

Picture Hat
HAT and AAN
Board

Picture Hat
HAT Board

Picture Cat
CAT and PAN
Board

Picture Cat
CAT Board

Picture Pat
PAT and CAd
Board

If so, good. What word did you just spell Good
if you said hat. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (11),

(ae), (t) , hat, hat, hat. Push the letters HAT to
the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the
letters HAT to the side of your letter board?

17. If so, good. This is a ham. The letters HAP spell the
word nom. Spell the word ham on your letter board.--
Have you spelled the word ham on your letter board?

18. If so, good. "hat word did you just spell7 Good if
you said ham. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (h),
(ae), (m). kern, ham, ham. The letters HAM spell the
word ham. Push the letters HAM to the side of your
letter -oard.-- Have you pushed the letters HA:i to
the side of your letter board?

13. If so, good. What words are on the letter board?
Right if you said hat and man. Spell the word that
goes with the.picture on,your letter board.-- Have
you spelled the word hat on your letter board?

20. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
IF you said hat.

21. What words are on the letter board?-- Right if you
said cat and pan. Spell the word that goes with the
picture on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the
word cat on your letter board?

22. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- riood

if you said cat.

What words are on the letter board?-- Right if you
said pat and can. Spell the word that goes with the
picture on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the
word pat on your letter board"?

Picture Pat 2i. IF so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
PAT Board if you said pat.
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Picture Mat
MAT and CAP
Board

Pictu:e Oat
MAT Board

Picture Ham
HAM and NAP
Board

Picture Ham
HAN Board

Picture Tap
TAP and HAM
Board

Picture Tap
TAP Board

Picture Man
A MAN Board

2r,

25. What words are on the letter board?-- Rioht if.you
said mat and cap. Spell.%the word that goes with the
picture on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the
word mat on your letter board?

26. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said mat.

27. What words are on the letter hoard?-- qieht if you
said ham and nap. Spell the word that goes with the
picture on your letter board.-- Have you-spelled the
word ham on your letter board?

28. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said ham,

29. What words are on the letter board?-- kight if you
said tap and ham. Spell the word that goes with the
picture on.your letter board.-- Have you spelled the
word tap on your letter board?

If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said tlp.

LESSON VIII

1. This is a man. The letter A all alone makes the word
A. What words are in the picture?-- Right if you
said A Man. Spell the words A Man on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the words A Man on your
letter board

A MAN Board 2. If so, good. What words did you just tpell?-- Good
if you said A Man.

Picture Hat This is a hat. The letter A all alone makes the word
A. Spell the words A Hat on your letter board.--
Have you spelled the words A Hat on your letter
board?

A HAT Board i. If so, good. What words did you just spell?-- Good
if you Said A Hat.

Picture Mat This is a mat. Spell the words A flat on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the words A Mat on your
letter board?
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A MAT Board 6. If so, good. What rds did you just spell?-- Good
if you said A Nat.

Picture 037 7. This is a map.- Spell the words A Map on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the words A Map on your
letter board?

A MAP Board 8. if so, good. What w rds did you just spell?-- Good
if you said A Hap.

Picture Pan This is a pan. Spell the words A Pan on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the words A Pan on your
letter board?

A PAN Board 10. if so, good. What words did you Ju$t spell?-- Good
if you said A

Picture Nap 11. This is _a boy taking a nap. Spell the words A Nap
on your-letter board.-- Have you spelled the words
A Nap on your letter board?

A NAP Board 12. If so, 'good. What words did:you just Good
if you said A Nap.

Picture Cap

A CAP Board

ure Can

13. This is a cap. Spell the words A Cap on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the words A Cap on your
letter board?

14. If so, good. What words did you just spell Good
if you said A Cap.

15. This is a can. Spell the words A Can on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the words A Can on your
letter board?

A CAN Board 16. If so, good What words did you Just spe117-- Good
if you said A Can.

Picture Cat 17. This Is a cat. Spell the words A Cat on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the words A Cat on your
letter board?

A CAT Board 10. If so, good. What words did you just spe117-- Good
if you saiA A Cat.
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Picture Pat

A PAT
Board

Picture Tap

A TAP
Board

Picture Ham

A HAM
Board

A CAT
Board

A MAT
Board

A PAT
Board

A TAP
Board

A HAT
Board

A HAN
Board

19. You give a puppy a pat on the head. Spell the words
A Pat on your letter board.-- Have you sp lied
words P. Pat on your letter board?

20. If so, good. Wh t words did you just spell?-- Good
if you said A Pat.

21. You can give the table a tap. Spell the words A Tap
on,your.letter board.-- Have you spelled the words
A Tap on your letter board?

22. If s good. What words did you just spel Good
if you said , Tap.

. This is a ham. Spell the words A .i,am on your letter
board.-- Have you spe led the words A Xam on your
letter board?

24. If so, good. What words did you just spell? Good
you said .1.

25. What words are these-- Good if you said A Cat.

26. What words are these-- Good if you said A ':at.

27. What words are these?-- Good if you said A Pat.

28. What words are these-- Good if you said A Tap.

29. What words are thes -- Good if you said A !iat.

30. What words are 9-- Good if you' said A :iam.
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I Board

I Board

I Board

Board

Picture Pit

Picture Pit
A P Board

Picture Pit
A PI Board

Pictu e Pit
A PIT Board

LESSON IX

1. What is the name of this letter?-- Right if you said
I. Every letter has a name and a sound. The sound
for the letter 1 is (i). What is the sound for the
letter 17-- Right if you said ( . The sound for
the letter 1 is (i).

2. What s the sound of this letter7-- Right if you'
said (1). The sound for the letter I is (i). What
is the sound for the letter 1?-- Right if you said
(1) fi

What is the name of this letter?-- Right if you said
I. The sound for.the letter 1 Is (i). What is the
sound for the letter 1?-- Right if you said (i). The
sound for the letter 1 is (1).

What Is the sound of this letter?-- Right if you said
(i). The sound for the letter I is (i). What is the
sound for the letter 17-- Right if you said (i).

This is a pit. It is easy to fall into a pit. We
will spell the word pit. Spell the word A on your
letter board.-- Have you spelled the word A on your
letter board? If so, goof4. Find the letter P. Put
the P in the middle of the letter board.-- Have you
put the P in the middle of your letter board7

6. If so, good. Find the letter I. Put thu I on your
letter board next to the letter P.-- Have you put the
I on your letter board next to the P?

7. If so, good. What is the sound for the letter 1.--Goo
Good if you said (i). Find the letter T. Put the T
on your letter board next to the I.-- Have you put
the T on your letter board next to the I?

If so, good. You have spelled t /ords A Pit. What
words did you just spell?-- Good you said A Pit.
Point to the letters of the word p and say their
sounds.-- Good if you said (p), (1), (0, pit, pit,
pit. The letters PIT spell the word pit. Put the 1

of pit to the side of your letter board.-- Have yOu
put the I of pit to the side of your letter board?
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Picture Pit
A P T Board

Picture Pit
A PIT Board

Picture Pat
A P T Board

Picture Pat
A PAT Board

Picture Pit
A 3oard

Picture Pit
A PIT Board

Picture Pin
A PI Board

Picture Pin
A PIN B ard

so, good. Spell the word on your letter board that
goes with the picture.-- Have you spelled the word
that goes with the picture?

10. If so, good. What word did you just spe117-- Good
if you said pit. Point to your letters and say their
sounds.--Good if you said (p), (0, pit, pit, pit.
The letters PIT spell the word pit. Put the I of pit
to the side of your letter board.-- Have you put the
I of pit to the side of your letter board?

11. If so, good. Spell the word on your letter board that
goes with the picture.-- Have you spelled the word that
goes with the picture?

12. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good if
you said pat. Point to the letters of pat and say their
sounds.-- Good if you said (p), (ae), (0, pat, pat,
pat. The letters PAT spell the word pat. Push the
letters PAT to the side of your letter board.-- Have
you pushed the letters PAT to the side of your letter
board?

13. If so, good. Spell .the word on your letter board that
goes with the picture.-- Have you spelled the word pit?

14. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good if
you said pit. Point to the letters of the word pit and
say their sounds.-- Good if you said (p)

, (i),
pit, pit, pit. The letters PIT spell the word pit.
Put the I of pit to the side of your letter board.--
Have you put the T of pit to the side of your letter
board?

15. If so, good. This is a pin. W e can hold things togetherwith a pin. We will spell T1, word pin. Find the letter
Put the letter 1; on your Lotter board next to the

I.-- Have you put the letter U on your letter board
next to the I?

16. If so, good. You have spelled the words A Pin. What
words did you jast spoll?-- Good if you said A Pin.
Point to the letters of the word pin and say their
sounds.-- (..00d if you said (p), (i), (n), pin, pin,
pin. The 1,.tters PIN spell the word pin. Put the I

of pin n side of your letter board.-- Have you
put t' to the side of your lett'r board?
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Picture Pin
A P N Board

Picture Pin
A 1°1!; Board

Picture Pan
A P N Board

Picture Pan
A PAN Board

31

17. if so, good. Spell the word on your letter board,that
goes with the picture'.-- Have you spelled the word
that goes with the picture?

18. If so, good. What word did you just spell.-- Good if
you said pin. Point to the letters in the word pin
and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (p),
(n) , pin, pin, pin. The letters PIN spell the %,.ord
pin. Put the I of pin to the side of your letter
board.-- Have you put the 1 of pin to the side of your
letter board?

If so, good. Sp 11 the word on your letter board that
aces with the picture.-- Have you spelled the word that
gov-Is with the picture?

20. If So, good. What _ord did you just spe117-- Good if
you said pan. Point to the letters of the word pan
and say their sounds.-- Good if;you said (p), (ae),
(n), pan, pan, pan. The letters PAN spell the word
pan. Put the A of pan to the side of your letter board.

Have you put the A of pan to the side of your
letter board?

Picture Pin 21 If so, good. Spell the w rd on your letter board that
A P2 Board goes with the picture.-- Have you spelled the word

pin?

Picture Pin 22. If so, good. What word did you just spe117-- Good if
A PIN Board you said pin. Point to the letters of the word pin

and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (p), (i),
(n), pin, pin, pin. The letters PIN spell the word
pin. Push the letters PIN to the side of your letter
board.-- Have you pushed the letters PIN to the side
of your letter board?

Picture Nip 23 If so, good. This is a nip. A dog can nip your ankle.
A Board We will spell the word nip. Find the letter N. Put

the N in the middle of your letter board.-- Find the
letter I. Put the 1 on your letter board next to the
N.-- Find the letter P. Put the P on your letter
board next to the I.-- Have you put the letters NIP
on your letter board?
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Picture Nip 24. If so, good. You have spelled the words A Hip. What
A NIP Board word did you just spell?-- Good if you said A Hip.

Point to the letters of the word nip and_say their
sounds.-- Good if you said (n), (i), (p), nip, nip,
nip. The letters NIP spell the word nip. Put the I

of nip to the side of your letter board.-- Have you
put the I of nip to the side of your letter board?

Picture Nip
A N P Board

25. If so, good. Spell the word on your letter board that
goes with the picture.-- Have you spelled the word
that goes with the picture?

Picture Nip 26 If so, good. What word did you just spell.-- Good if
A NIP Board you said nip. Point to the letters in the_word nip

and say their sounds.-- Good If you said (n), (1).
(p), nip, nip, nip. The letters NIP spell the word
nip. Push the I of nip to the side of your letter
board.-- Have you put the I of nip to the side of
your letter board?

Picture Nap 27. If so, good. Spell the word that goes with the picture.
A N P Board -- Have you spelled the word that goes with the

picture?

Picture Nap 28. If so, good. What word did you.just spell7-- Good if
A NAP Board you said nap. Point to the letters of the word_nap

and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (n), (ae),
(p), nap,'nap, nap. Put the A of nap to the side of
your letter board.-- Have yOu put the A of nap to the
side of your letter board?

Picture Nip 23. If so, good. Spell the word on your letter board that
A Board goes with the picture.-- Have you spelled the word

nip?

Picture Nip
A NIP Board

If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good if
you said nip. Point to the letters of the word nip and
say their sounds.-- Good if you said (0, (i), (p), nip,
nip, nip. The letters NIP spell the word nip.
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Picture Pit
A Board

Picture Pit
A PIT Board

Picture Pin
A PI Board

Picture Pin
A PIN Board

Picture Nip

Picture Nip
A NIP Boar

Picture Tip
A IP Board

Picture Tip
A TIP Board

LESSON A

1. This is a pit. The letters PIT spell the word pit.
Spell the word pit on your letter board.-- Have you

spelled the word pit on your letter board?

If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Right

if you said A Pit. Point to the letters of the word
pit and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (p), (i),

(t), pit, pit, pit. The letters PIT spell the word
pit. Put the T of pix to the side of your letter
board.-- Have you put the T of pit to the side of
your letter board?

If so, good,. This is a pin. The letters P4N spell

the word pin. Spell the word pin on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the word pin on your letter
board?

If so, good. What ptord did you just spell?-- Right if

you said i Pin. Point to the letters of the word pin
and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (p), (i),
(n), pin, pin, pin. The letters PIN spell the word
pin. Push.the letters PIN to the side of your letter
board.-- Have you pushed the letters PIN to the side
of your letter board?

5. If so, good. This is a n p. The letters NIP spell the

word nip. Spell the word nip on your letter board.--
Have you spelled the word nip on your letter board?

6. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Right if

you said I -ip. Point to the letters of the word nip
and say their 5ounds.-- Good if you said (n), (i),
(p), nip, nip, nip. The letters NIP spell the word
nip. Put the N of nip to the side of your letter board.

Have you put the N of nip to the side of your letter
board?

If so, good. This is the tip of a finger. We will spell

the word tip. Find the letter T. Put the T on your
letter board in front of the I.-- Have you put the
letter I on your letter board in front of the I?

If so, good. You have spelled the word A Tip. Mlat

word did you just spe117-- Good if you said A Tip.
Point to the letters of the word tip and say their
sounds.-- Good if you said (0, (i), (p), tip, tip,
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Pic ure Tip
A T P Board

Picture Tip
A TIP Board

Picture Tap
A T P Board

Picture Tap
A TAP Board

P cture Tip
A Board

tip. The letters TIP spell the word tip. Put the I

of tip to the side of your.letter board.-- Have you
put the 1 of tip to the side of your letter board?

9. If so, good. Spell the word on your letter board
that goes with the picture.-- Have you spelled the
word that goes with the picture?

10. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said tip. Point to the letters in the word
tip and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (0,
(i), (p), tip, tip, tip. The letters TIP spell the
word tip. Put the I of tip to the side of ifour letter
board.-- Have you put the I of tip to the side of
your letter board?

11. If so, good. Spell the word that goes with the picture.
-- Have you spelled the word that goes with the
picture?

12. If 50, good. What word did you just spell - Good if
you said tap. Point tO:the letters of the word tap
and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (t), (ae),
(p), tap, tap, tap. The letters TAP Spell the word
tap. Put the A of tap to the side of your letter .

board.-- Have you put the A. of tap to the side of
your letter board?

Spell the word on your letter board that goes with
the picture.-- Have you spelled the word tip?

Picture Tip 14. If so, good. 'That word did you just spell?-- Good
A TIP Board if you said tip. Point to the letters of the word

tip and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (t),
(09 (P), tip, tip, tip. The letters TIP spell the
word tip. Push the letters TIP to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you pushed the letters TIP to
the side of your letter board?

Picture Hit
A Board

If so, good. We can hit a ball with a bat. We will
spell the word hit. Find the letter H. Put the H in
the middle of your letter board.-- Find the letter I.
Put the I on your letter board next to the H.-- Find
the letter T. Put the T on your letter board nex
to the I.-- Have you put the letters HIT on your
letter board?
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Picture Hit IS. If so, good. You have spelled the word hit. What

A HIT Board word did you just spell?-- Good if you said A Hit.
Point to the letters of the word hit and say their

sounds.-- Good if you said (h), (i), (t), hit, hit,
hit, Put the 1 of hit to the side of your letter
board.-- Have you put the I of hit to the side of

your letter board?

Picture Hit
A H T Board

Picture Hit
A HIT Board

17. If so good. Spell the word on your letter board that

goes with the picture.-- Have you spelled the word

that goes with the picture?

If 50, good. What word did you just spell -- Good if

you said hit. Point to the letters in the word hit

and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (h), (i),

(0, hit, hit, hit. The letters HIT spell the word

hit. Put the I of hit to the side of your letter

board.-- Have you put the I of hit to the side of

your letter board?

Picture HiLt 19. If so, good. Spefl the word that goes with the picture.

A H T Board Have you spelled the word that goes with the picture?

Picture Hat 20. If so, good. What w rd did you just spell?-- Good if

A HAT Board you said hat. Point to the letters of the word hat and

say their soundS.-- Good if you said (h), (ae),

hat, hat, hat. The letters HAT spell the word hat.
Put the A of hat to the side of your letter board.--
Have you put the A of hat to the side of your letter
board?

P.rture Hit 21. If so, good. Spell t

A Board goes with the picture
hit?

Picture Hit
A HIT Board

A PIN
Board

A PAN
Board

ord on your letter board that
Have you spelled the word

22. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good if

you said hit. Point to the letters of the word hit and

say their sounds.-- Good if you said (h), (i), (t),

hit, hit, hit The letters HIT spell the word hit.

23. Read or tell me what words are in the picture.-- Good

if you said A Pin.

24. Read or tell me what words are in the p cture.-- Good

if you said A Pan.
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A NIP
Board

A NAP
Board

A TIP
Board

A TAP
Board

A HIT
Picture

A PIT
Board

IN Board

IN Board.

Picture
Pin In Pit
A PIN IN
A P T Board

A PIN IN
A PIT Board

25. Read or tell me what words are in the picture.- Good
if you said A

26. Read or tell me what words are in the picture - Good
if you said A

27. Read or tell me what words are in the picture?-- Good
if you said A Tip.

28. Read or tell me what words are in the p u ?-- Good
if you said A Tap.

Read or tell me what words are in the i u e. Good
if you said A Hit.

30. Read or tell me what words are in the picture--- Good
if yo said A Pit.

LESSON XI

This is the word in. The letters spell the word I

Spell the word in on your letter board.-- Have you
spelled the word in.on youcletter board?

2. If so, good. The letters IN spell the word n? What
word did you just spell?-- Good if you said in. Point
to your letters on your letter board and say their
sounds.-- Good if you said (i), (n), in, in, in. The
letters IN spell the word IN. Push the letters IN to
the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the
letters IN to the side of your letter board?

If so, good. Read or tell me what words are in the
picture.-- Good if you said A Pin In A Pit. One letter
is missing from the:word pit. Spell the word pit on
your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word pit
on your letter board?

If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good if
you said pit. The letters 131T spell the word pit. Read
or tell me what words are in the picture.-- Good if
you said P. Pin In A Pit. Push the letters PIT to the
side of your letter board.-- Nave you pushed the
letters PIT to the side of your le ter board?
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Picture Pin
In Pan
A PIN IN A
P 141 Board

A PIN IN
A PAfl &oard

Picture A
Cat In A Hat
A C T IN
A WIT Board

A CAT IN
A HAT Board

Picture A
Cat In A Can
A CAT IN
A C._ Board

A CAT IN
A CAN Board
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If so, good. Read or tell me what wo ds are in the

picture.-- Good if you said A Pin In A Pan. One

letter is missing from the word pan. Spell the word pan

on your letter board. Have you spelled the word pan

on your letter board?

If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good if

you said pan. The letters PAN spell the word pan.

Read or tell me what words are in the picture.-- Good

if you said A Pin In A Pan. Push the letters PAN to

the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the

letters PAN to the side of your letter board?

If so, good. Read or tell me what words are in the

picture.-- Good if you said A Cat In A Hat. One

letter is missing from the word cat. Spell the word

Cat on your letter board.4.- Have you spelled the word

cat on your letter board?

If so, good. What word did you just spell.-- Good if

you said cat. The letters CAT spell the word cat.
'Read or tell me what words are in the picture.-? Good

if you said A Cat In A Hat. Push.the letters CAT to

the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the

letters CAT to the side of your letter board?

9. lUso, good. Read or tell me what words are in the

picture.-- Good if you said A Cat In A Can. Two

letters are missing from the word can. Spell the word

can on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word

can on your letter board?

If so, good. What word did you Just Spell?-- Good If

you sMd can. The letters cm spell the word can. Read

or tell me what words arein the picture.-- Good if you

said A Cat in A Can. Push the letters CAN to the side

of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the letters
CAN to the side of your letter board?

HIM Board 11. If so, good. This is the word him. The letters HIM

spell the word him. Spell the word him on your letter

'board....- Have you spelled the word him on your letter

board?
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HIM 13 ard 12. ;f so, good. The letters HIM spell the word him. What
word did you just spell.-- Good if you said him. Point
o your letters on your letter board and say their
sounds.-- Good if you said (h), (i), (m), him, him,
him. The letters HIM spell the word him. Push the
letters HIM to the side of your letter board.-- Have
you pushed the letters HIM to the side of your letter
board?

Picture Hat 13. If so, good. Read or tell Me what words are in the
Hit Him picture.-- Good if you 'said'A Hat Hit 'rim. One fetter
A HAT is missing from the.word him.. Spell the word him:on
HIT 1-1_ M your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word him on
Board your letter board?

A HAT 14 if so, good. What word did you just spe 7-- Good if
HIT HIM you said him. The letters HIM-spell the word him. Read
Board or tell me what words' are in the picture.-- Good if

you said A Hat Hit Him. Push the letters HIM to the
side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed th
letters HIM to the side of your letter board?

Picture Cat
Hit Him
A CAT H T
HIM BoaTd

IS. If so, good. Read or tell me what words are in the
picture.-- Good if you said A Cat Hit Him. One letter
is missing from the word hit. Spell the word hit on
your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word hit
on your letter board7

A CAT 16. If so, good. What word did you just spe117-- Good if
HIT HIM you said hit. The letters HIT spell the word hit. Read
Board or tell me what words are in the picture.-- Good if you

said A Cat Hit Him. Push the letters HIT to the side
of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the letters
HIT to the side of your letter board7

Picture Pin 17. If so, good. Read or tell me what words are in the
Hit Him picture.-- Good if you said A Pin lilt Him. One letter
A PIN is missing from the word him. Spell the word him on
HIT HI your letter board.-,- Have you spelled the word him on
Board your letter board?
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A PIN
HIT HIM
Board

Picture Pan
Hit Him
A P N
H1TMIM
Board,

A PAN
HIT HIM
Board

IN and
HIM Board

Picture A
Hat In A Pan
A HAT
A PAN ii-ord

A HAT IN
A PAN Board

Picture A
Cat In A Can
A CAT
A CAN TIOird

A CAT
IN A CAN
Board
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18. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

.if you said him. The letters HIM spell the word him.
Ftead or tell me what words are in the picture.-- Good

if you said A Pin Hit Him. Push the letters HIM to
the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the

letters HIM to the side of your letter board?

l9. If so, good. Read or tell me what words are in the
picture.-- Good if you said A Pan Hit Him. One letter

is missing from the word pan. Spell the word pan on

your )etter board.-- Have,you stJelled the word pan, on

your letter board?,

20. If so, good. What word did you,lust spell?-- Good,if

you said pan. The letters PAW spell the word pan. Read

or tell me what.words are in the picture.-- Good.if
. you said A Pan Hit Him. Ppsh,the letters PAN to the

_

stde of your letter,board.-- .Have you pushed the letter5
PAN to the side of your letter board?

21 If so, good.' What words are in the p c ure?-- Good if
you said in and him.

22. Spell the word that is missing in the picture.-- Have

,
you spelled the word in on ?tour letter board?

23. IF so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good if

you said in. Read or tell me what words are In the
picture?-- Good if you said A Hat In A Pan. Push the

word in to the vide of your letter board.-- Have you

pushed the word in to the side of your letter board?

24. If so, good. Spell the word that is missing in the
picture.-- Have you spelled the word that is missing?

25. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

if you said in. Read or tell me what words are in the
picture.-- Good if you said A Cat In A Can. Push the
word in to the side of your letter boardr- Have you
pushed the word in to the side of your letter board?
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Board

Picture A
Cat Hit Him
A CAT hIT

Board

A CAN HIT
HIO board

Picture A
Cap Hit Him
A CAP HIT

Board

A CAP HIT
HIM Board

0 Board

D board

D Board

O Board

26. If so, good. What words are in the pictur Good
if you said in and him.

27. Spell the word that is missing in the picture.-- Have
you spelled the word that is missing?

23. If so, good. 'That word did you just sne117-- _Cced
if you said him. Read or tell me wh.l.t wurd,-'aFe in
the picture.-- Good if you said A Can Hit Him. Push
the word him to the side of your letter board.-- Nave
you pushed the word him to the side of your letter
board?

29. If so, good. Spell the word that is missing in the
picture.-- Have you spelled the word that is missing?

30. If so, good. What word did you just spel 7-- Good
if you said him. Read or tell me what words are in
the picture.-- Good if you read A Cap Hit Him.

LESSON XII

1 What is the name of this letter?-- Right if you said
U. Every letter has a name and a sound. The sound
for the letter D is (d). What is the sound for the
letter D?-- Right if you said (d). The sound for
the letter 0 is (d).

2. What is the sound of this letter?-- _Good if you said
(d). The sound for the letter D is (d). What is the
sound for the letter D?-- Right if you said (d).

What is the name of this letter?-- Right if you said
V. The sound for the letter 0 is (d). What is the
sound for the letter 077- Right if you said (d). The
sound for the letter B is (d).

Wh_ is the sound of this letter7-- .Good if you said
(d). The sound for the letter D is (d). What is the
sound for the letter 0?-- Right if you said (d).
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Picture Dad

Picture Dad
DAD Board

Picture Dad
Napping
D D CAN NAP
Bobrd

DAD CAN NAP
Board

Picture Dan

Picture Dan
DAN Board

This is a dad. We wIll spell the word dad. Find
the letter D. Put the D in the middle of your letter
board.-- Find the letter A. Put the A on-yaw-letter
board next to the D.-- Find another letter D. Put
this D on your letter board next to the A.-- Have you
put the letters DAD on your letter board?

If so, good. The letters DAD spell the word, dad.
What word did you just spell?-- Good if you said dad.
dad. Point to your letters on your letter board and
say their sounds.-- -Good if you said (d), (ae),
(d), dad, dad, dad. Push the,letters DAC/ to the
side of your letter 17.4pard.-- Have you pushed the
lett rs JI,0 to the side of your letter board?

If so, good. This is a picture-of dad. What can dad
do?-- Right if you said Dad Can Nap. One letter is
missing from the word dad. Spell the word dad on
your letter board.-- Hove you spelled the word dad
on your letter board?

8. If so, good. The letters DAD spell the word dad.
What word did you Just spell?-- Good if you said dad.
Point to your letters on your letter board and,say
their sounds.7- Good if you said (d), (a), (d), dad,
dad, dad,. Read or tell me what words are in the
picture.-- Good if you read Dad Can Nap. Push the
letters DAD to the side of Your letter board.--
Have you pushed,the letters,DAD to the side of- your
letter board?

If so, good. This is a picture of a boy named Dan.
We can spell the word Dal. Find the letter D. Put
the D in the middle of your letter board.-- Find the
letter A. Put the A on your letter board next to the
D.-- Tincithe letter N. Put the N on your letter
board'next to the A.-- Have you put the letters DAN
on your letter board?

If so, good. The letters DAN spell the word Dan.
What Word did you just spell?--, Good if you said Dan.
The letters DAN spell, the word Dan. Point to your
letters ori your letter board and say their sounds.--
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Picture-Dan
;lapping
D M CAO OAF
Joard

Good if you said (d ), (ae), (n), Dan, Dan, Dan. Push
the letters DAM to the side of your letter board.--
Have you pushed the letters DAN to the side of your
letter board?

II. lf so, good. This is a picture of Dan. What can Dan
do?-- Right if you said Dan Can Nap. One letter is
missing from the word Dan. Spell the word Dan cm
your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word Dan
on your letter board?

DAN CAN NAP 12. If so,- good. The letters-DAN spell the word Dan.
Boarci What word did you just spell?-'7 Good if you said Dan.

Point to your letters on your letter_board_and say
their sounds.-- Good if you sai,d (d), (ae), (n), Dan.
Dan, Dan. Read or tell me what words are in the
picture.-- Good if you read Dan Can Nap. Push the
letters DAN to the side of your letter board.-- Have
yoU pushed the letters DAN to the side of your letter
board?

Picture Dad
Tapping
DA_ CAN TAP

13. If so, good. This i5 a picture of dad. What can dad d
do?-- Right if you said Dad Can Tap. One letter is
missing from the word dad. Spell the word dad on
your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word dad
on your letter board?

DAD CAN TAP 14. If so, good. What word did you Just spell?-- Good
Board if you said dad. Read or tell me what words are in

the picture.-- Good if you said Dan Can Tap. Push
the letters DAD to the side of your letter board.--
Have you pushed the letters DAD to the side of your
letter board?

Picture Dan 15. If so, good. Thin is a picture of Dan. What can Dan
Tapping do7-- Right if ,you:.said Dan Can Tap. One letter is
DA_ CAN TAP missing from the ,word Dan. Spell the word Dan on your
Board letter board.-- Have you spelled the word Dan on your

letter board?

DAN CAN TAP 16. If so, good. What word did -you just spell?-- Good
Board if you said Dan. Read or tell me Alat words are in

che picture.-- Good if you said Dan Can Tap. Push
the letters DAN to the side of your letter board.--
Have you puShed the letters DAN to the side of your
letter board?
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HAD Board
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17. This IS the word had. 'e can spell the word had.
Find the letter H. Put the letter H in the middle
of your letter board.-- Find the letter A. Put
the letter A on your letter board next to the H.--
Find the letter D. Put the letter D on your letter
board next to the A.-- .Have you put the letters HAD
on your letter board?

HAD Joard 18. If so, good. The letters HAD spell the word had.
What word did ydu just spell?-- Good if you said
had. The letters HAD spell the word had. Point to
your letters on your letter board and say their
sounds.-- Good if yew said (h), (ae), (d), had,
had, had. The letters HAD spell the ward had. Push
the letters HAD to the side of your fetter board.--
Have you pushed the letters RAD to the sidc of your
letter board?

Picture Dan 11 It so, good. This is a picture of Dan. Dan is
Had Ham eating. What is Dan eating?-- Right if you sa d
DAN HO HAM ham. Dan Had Ham. One letter is missing from the
Board word had. Spell the word had on your letter board. --

Have you spelled the word had on your letter board?

DAN HAD HAN 20. If so, lood. What word did you just spell?-- Good
Board if you said had. Point to your letters on your let er

board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (h),
(ae) (d), had, had, had. Read or tell me what
word lre In the picture.-- Good if you said Dan.
Had Push the letters HAD to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you pushed the letters HAD
to the side of your letter board?

Pic ure Tad
TAD Board

Picture Tad
TAD Board

21. If so, good. This is a picture of Tad. We can spell
the word Tad. Find the letter T. Put the letter
I in the middle of your letter board.-- Fl,-4 the
letter A. Put the A on your letter board riLAt to the

.Have you put the letters TAD on your letter
board?

22. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-,, Good
if- you said Tad. The letters TAD spell the word Tad.
Point,to your letters on your letter board and say
their'sounds.-- Good ifyou.said (t), (ae), (d),
:Tad, Tad, Tad. The letters TAD spell the word Tad.
'Push the letters TAD .to the side of your letter
board.-- Have you pushed the letters TAD to the
side of your letter board?
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Picture Tad.
HaJ'Ham
TAD HA HAM
Board
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If so, good. This Is a picture of Tad. Tad is
=eating. What is Tad eating7-- Right if you said

ham. Tad Had Ham. -One letter is missing from the
word had. Spell the word had on your letter board.--
Have you spelled the word had on your letter board?

TAD HAD HAM 24. _f so, good. What word did you just spe117-- Good

Board if you said had. Point to your letters onyour letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you=said
(ae), (d), had, had, had. Read or tell me what words

are in the picture.-- Good if you said Tad Had Ham.
Push the letters HAD to the side of your letter board.
-- Have yo0.1 pushed the let ers HAD to the side of

your letter board?

Pic ure Dad 25. If so, good. This is a picture of dad. Dad had

Had A Hat something. What did dad have7-- Good if you said Dad

DAD H Had A Hat. Two letters are missing from the word had.

A HATDaard Spell the word had on your letter board.-- Have you

spelled the word had on your letter board?.

DAN HAD 26. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

A HAT Board if you said had. Read or tell me what words are in

the picture.-- Good if =you read Dad Had A,Hat. Push

the letters HAD to the side of your letter board.--
Have you pushed the letters HAD to the side of your
letter board?

DAN CAN NAP- 27. If so, good. Read or tell me what words are in
Board the picture.-- Good if you read Dan Can Nap

,

DAD CAN TAP 28. Read or tell me what words - e in the picture.--
Board if you read Dan Can Tap.

TAD HAD HAM 29. Read or tell me what words are in the picture.-

Board

DAD HAD
A HAT Board Good if you read Dad Had A Hat.

Good if you read Tad Had Ham.

30. Read or tell me what words are in the picture.--
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Picture Tip
TIP Board

Picture Ti
TIP Board

Picture Tip ..

Can Nip
T P CAN NIP
Baard
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LESSON XIII

This is Tip Tip is a dog,: We,can spell the word
Tip., Find,the letter Put the T in the middle of
your letter board.-- 'Find the I. Put the I on'your

letter.board next to'the.T.-- Find the P. PUt the
P on your letter board next to the I.-- Have you put
the letters TIP on your leiter board?

If sow good. Theletters TIP spell the word,Tip.
What word did you just spell?-- Good If you said Tip.
The letters TIP spatl the word Tip. Point to your
letters-on your letter,Ward and say their sounds.--
Good if you said (0, (p), Tip, Tip, Tip. The
letters. TIP spell the. word-Tip. Push the letters
TIP to the'side of.your letter board.-- Hame you
pushed the letters TIP to the side of your letter
board?

.If so,. od. This Is a picture of Tip. What can
Tip do?-- Right If you.said Tip Can Nip. One letter

. is misstng from the word Tip. Spell the word Tip on
your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word Tip
on your letter board?

TIP CAN N P 4.. If so, good. What word did you Just spell Good

Board If you sa d Tip. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (t),

(i), (13), tip, tip, tip. Read or tell me what words
are in the picture.-- Good if you read Tip Can Nip.
Push the letters TIP to the side of your letter board.

Have you pushed the letters TIP to the side of
your letter board?

HID Board 5. If so, good. This is the word hid. We can spell the
word hid. Find the letter H. Put the H in the middle
of your letter board.-- Find the letter I. Put the
I on your letter board next to the H.-- Find the
letter D. Put the D on your letter board next to the
I.-- Have you put the letters HID on your letter
board?

HID Board 6. If so, good. The letters HID spell the word hid.
What word did you just spell?--- Good if you said hid.
Point to your letters on your letter board and say
their sounds.--Good if you said (h), (i), (d), hid,
hid, hid. The letters HID spell the word hid. Push

the letters HID to the side of your letter board
Have you puish4d the word hid to the side of your
letter board?
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Picture Tip
Hid In A Pan
TIP H D iN
A PANBoard

TIP HID IN
A PAN Board

Picture Tip
Hid In A Pit
TIP H
IN A P-If Board

TIP HID IN
A PIT Board

Picture Pad
PAD Board

PAO _oard
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This is a picture of Tip. Tip hbd. Where did Tip
hide?-- Good If you said Tip Hid In A Pan. One
letter is missing from the word hid. Spell the word
hid on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the
word hid on your letter board?

If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said hid. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (h),

(d), hid, hid, hid. Read or tell me what words
are in the picture.-- Good if you read Tip Hid In A
Pan. Push the letters HID to the side of your letter
board.-- Have you pushed the letters HID to the side
of your letter board?

If so, good. This is a picture of Tip. Tip hid
Where did Tip hide?-- Good if you said Tip Hid In A
Pit. Two letters are missing fram the word hid. Spell
the word hid on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the word hid on your letter board?

10. Ifso, good. What word did you just spell?--. Good
if you said hid. Read or tell me what words are in
the picture.-- Good if you read Tip Hid In A Pit.
Push the letters HID to the side of your letter board.
-- Have you pushed the letters HID to the side of
your letter board?

If so, good. This is a pad. You can write on'd pad.
We wip spell .the word pad. Find the letter P. Put
the Pon the middle of your letter board.-- Find the
letter A. Put the A on your letter board next to the
P.-- Find the letter D. Put the D on your letter
board next to the A.-- Have you put the letters PAD
on your letter board?

12. If so, good. The letters PAD spell the word pad. What
word did you just spell Good if you said pad. The
letters PAD spell the word pad. Point to your letters
on your letter board and say their sounds.-- Good if
you said (p), (ae), (d), pad, pad, pad. Push the
letters PAD to the side of your letter board.-- Have
you pushed the letters PAD to the side of your letter
board?
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Picture Dad If so, good. ,This is a picture of dad:. Dad'had.a pad.
Had,A Pad What did Alad have?'" Aight if you said Dad Had A
DAD HAD Pad. One letter Is Misting from the word pacL SOell
A P D Board

, the word-pad,on your letter board.-- MO you
spelled theword.pad on your-letter board?

DAD HAD Ao,PAD ,14. , If so,-good. What,word dld you just spel)?" Good
A.PAD Board - if you said pad. Pdint-to your letters on your letter

board-and tay their soUndt.',Good if you said (P)
(ac),-(d), pad,- pad, pad, Read or tell me what words
are In the picture." Good If you read Dad Had A
Pad. Push the tettert PAD to the side of your letter
board.-- Have yOu pushed the letters PAD to the side
of your letter board?

Picture
A.Pr,

HITDA&
Board

A PAD
HIT DAN .

Board

Picture Dam
DAM Board

DAM Board

13

15. If so, good. This is a picture of Dan. :A pad 'hit
Dan. What.hit Dan? Good if you said A Pad Hit Dan.
Two letters are missing from the word pad. ,Spell the
word pad on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the word pad on your letter board?

16. If so, good. Qhat word did You filst spell?" Good
if you saki pad. Read or till me what words are in
the picture: Good'if -you read A Pad Hit Dan. Push
the letters PAD'to the side Of your letter board.--
Have you pushed-theletters PAD to the side of your
letter board?

17. If so, good. Thit is a dam. A dam holds a large
amount of water. We will spell the word Om. Find
the letter D. Put:the D in the middle of your letter
board.-- -Find the' letter-A. Put the A on your letter
board next to the'D.-- Find the letter M. Put the
M on your letter board next to the A.-- Have you
put the lettert DAM on your letter board?

18. If so, good. The letters DAM'spell the word dam.
What word did you just spell?" Good if you said dam.
The letters DAA spell.the word dam. Point to you
letters on 'your letter 'board prid say their sounds.--
Good if you-Said (d); (ae), (m), dam, dam, dam.
Push the letters DAM to the side of your letter board.
-- Have:you pUshed Cie letters DAM to the side of
your letter board?
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DAM Board

DAM Board

Picture Dam.-

Board

DN-4 Board

Picture Tip
T CAN NIP

Board

19. If so, good. Read or tell me what words are in the
. picture.-- Good if you read a dam and a &ed. SOell
.; the word on your: letter boardithat goes with the
picture.-- , Have you spelled:the word on your letter
board that gbes with the-picture?

20 If so, good. What word did you just spell? Good if
you said dam. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (d),
(ae),.(m), dam, dam, dam. The letters DAM spell the
word dem. Push the letters DAM to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you pushed the letters DAM to
the side of your letter board?

21. If So, 'good. What is this a pic ure of?-- Good if
you,said a dam. Two letters are missing from the word

.dam. Spell the word dam on your letter board.-- Have
you spelled the word dam on your letter board?

22. If so, good. What word did you Just spell?-- Good
you said dam'. Point to Your let ers on your letter
board and say thetr.sounds.--Good if you:said (d),
(ad), (m), dam, dein, dam. Push the letters DAM to
the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed
the letters DAM to the side of your letter board?

23. If so, good. This is a picture of Tip. What can Tip
do7-- Right if you said Tip Can Nip. Two letters
are missing from the word Tip.-- Spell the word Tip
on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word
Tip on your letter board?

TIP CAN NIP 24. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
Board if you said Tip. Read or tell me what words are in

the picture.-- Good if you "said Tip Can Nip. Push
the letters TIP to the side of your letter board.--
Have you pushed the iettersjip to the side of your
letter board?

Picture Tip
Hid In A Pan
TIP H
IN A ITAT
Board

If so good. This is a picture of Tip. Tip hid.
Where did Tip hide7-- Good if you said Tip Hid In
A Pan. Two letters are missing from the word hid.
Spell the word hid on youc letter board.-- Have you
spelled the word hid on your letter board?
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TIP HID IN
A PAN Board
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26. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

if you said'hid, Read'the Words in the picture.--
Good if you read Tip Hid In A Pan. Push the letters

- HID to the 'Side of yo6e letter board.-- Have you

pushed the letters HID to the side of your ietter
board?

PictUre-A 27. If so- good.,:This i _ a picture of Dan. A pad hit

Pad Hit)Dan Dan. What hit bara-- Good if you said A Pad Hit

A P ' ., an. Two letters are' missing from the word pad.

HIT-
j)

WA Spell the word pad on'yOur letter board.-- Have you
Board 'spelled the word pad on your.letter board?

A PAD 28. If so,. good. What. word did you juSt spell?--. Good

HIT DAN if you said pad. Read the wOrds in the picture.--,
Board Good if yoU "read A Pad Hit Dan. Push the letters PAD

to the.:04e Of your letter board.-- Have you pushed
the letters PAD to the side& your letter board?

Picture Dam 29. If so', good. What is this a picture of?-- Good i

Board you'said a dam. TWo letter:s are missing from the

word daM. Spell the word'dam on your letter board.--
Have you spelled the word' dam?

DAM Board 30. If so, good, Read the word you just spelled .-- Good

if you read dam.

Picture Man
MAA Board

Picture Cap
CAP Board

Picture. lipp

MAP Board

Picture Mat
MAT Board

Picture Nip
NIP Board

I4SSON XIV

Read the word or words in each picture.

Good if you read man.

Good if you read cap.

Good.if you read map.

Good if you read mat.

Good if you read nip.
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Picture Pat 6. Good if you read pat.
PAT Board

Picture Tip 7. Good if you read tip.
TIP Board

Picture Dam C. Good If you read dam.
DAM Board

MAN Board 9. Good if you read man.

CAP Board 10. Good If you read cap.

MA`-' Board 11. Good if you read map.

MAT Board 12. Good if you read mat.

MIP Board 13. Good if you read nip.

PAT Board 14. Good if you read pat.

TIP Board 15. Good If you read tip.

OAM Board 16. Good if you read dam.

Picture A 17. Good If you read A Cat In A Can.
Cat In A Can
A CAT IN A
CAN Board

Picture A la.

Cap Hit Him
A:CAP HIT
HIM Board

Picture A
Pin In A Pit
A PIN IN A
PIT Board

you read .A Cap Hit Him.

19. Good if you read A Pin In A Pit.

Picture A 20 Good f you read A Pin In A,Pan.
Pin In A Pan
A PIN IN A
PAN Board
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Picture A 21. Good if you read A Cat In A Hat.
Cat In A Hat
A CAT IN A
HAT Board

Picture A
Cat Hit Him
A CAT HIT
Hill Board

22. Good if you read A Cat Hit Him

Picture A 23. Good If you read A Pan H t Him.
Pan Hit Him
A PAW HIT
Hui Board

Picture Tip 24. Good if you read Tip Hid In A Pan.
Hid In A Pan
TIP HID IN
A PAN Board

Picture Tip 2

Hid in A Pit
TIP HID HI A
PIT Board

d If you read Tip Hid In A Pit.

Picture Tad 26. Good if you read Tad Had Ham.
Had Ham
TAD HAD HMI
Board

Picture Dad 27. Good if you read Dad Can Nap.

Can Nap
DAD CAN
NAP Board

Pic ure Dan 28. Good if you read Dan Can Nap.
Can Rap
DA4 CAN
HAP Board

Picture Dan 29. Good if you read Dan Can Tap.

Can Tap
DAN CAN
TAP Board
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Picture Dad 30. Good if you read Dad Can Tap.
Can Tap
DAD CAN
TAP Board

Pic ure Dan Good If you read Dan Had Ha-
Had Ham
DAN HAD
HAA Board

Picture Dad 32. Good If you read Dad.Had VPad.
Had A Pad
DAD HAD A
PAD Board

Picture A
Pad Hit Dan
A PAD HIT
DAN Board

33. Good if you read A Pad Hit Dan.

A PIN IN A 34. G

PIT Board

A CAP HIT
HIM Board

A PAD:HIT
.DAN Board

A CAT IN A
HAT Board

DAN CAN
NAP Board

DAD CAN
TAP Board

TAD HAD
HAM Board

A PIN IN
A PAN Board

if you read A Pin In A P

35. D_ d If you read A Cap Hit Him.

36. Good if you'read A Pad Hit Dan..

Good if you read A Cat In A Hat.,

Good if you read Dan Can Nap.

39. Good. if you read Dad Can Tap.

O. Good if you read Tad Had Ham.

41. Good if you read A.Pin In A Pan.

A CAT HIT 42. Good if you read A Cat Hit Him.
HIM Board
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TIP HID IN
A P T Board

TIP CAN
RIP Board

A PAN HIT
HIM Board

DAN CAN
TAP Board

A CAT IN A
CAN Board

DAD HAD A
PAD Board

TIP HID IN
A PAN Board

DAN HAD
HAM Board

Picture Dad
Can Tap

Board

Picture Dad
Can Tap
DAD

- rdBoa

Picture Dad
Can Tap
DAD CAN

Board

Picture Dad
Can Tap
DAD CAN
TAP Board

53

Good if .you read Tip Hid In A Pit.

44. Good if you read Tip Can Nip.

45. Good If yuu read A Pan H Him.

46. Good if you read Dan Can Tap.

47. Good If you read A Cat In A Can.

48. Good_if you read Dad Had A Pad.

49. Good if you read T p Hid in A Pan.

50. Good If you read Dan Had Ham.

LESSON XV

1. This is a picture of Dad. What can Dad do?-- Right if
you said.Dad Can Tap. Spell the. word Dad on-your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the word Dad on your letter
board?

2. If so, goo . What word did you Just spell?-- Good if you
said Dad. Dad Can Tap. Spell the word can on your letter
board nextAo the word Dad.7-Remember Dad is a word so we
must leave room between Dad and can. Have you spelled the
word can on your letter board?

If so, good. Did you remember to leave room between Dad
and can? Read the words on your letter board.--Good if
you read Dan Can Tap. Spell the word tap on your letter
board next to the word can.--Remember can is a word and
tap is a word so we must leave room between can and tap.
Have you spelled the word tap on your letter board?

4. If so, good. Did you remember to leave room between can
and tap? Read the words on your letter board.-- Good if
you read Dad Can Tap. Push the words Dad Can Tap to the .
side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the words Dad
Can Tap to ate side of your letter board?
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Picture Dad
Can Tap -

Board

Picture Dad
Can Tap
DAD CAN TAP
Board

Picture Dan
Can Tap

Board

5. If so, good. What words belong with this picture?--
Good lf you said Dan Can Tap. Spell the words
Dan Can Tap on your letter board.-- Remember to
leave room between each wird. Have you spelled
the words Dad Can Tap on your letter board?

G. If so, good. Did you remember to leave,room between
each word? Read the words en your letter board.-
Good if y6ti read Dad Can Tap. Push the words Dad
Can Tap to the side of yourletter board.-- Have
you pushed the words Dad Can Tap to the side of
your letter board?

If so, good. This is a picture of Dan.. What can
Dan do?-- Good if you said Dan Can Tap-. Spell
the word Dan on your letter board.-- Have you
spelled the word Dan on yo6r letter board?

Picture Dan 3. If so, good. Aat word did you just spell?-- .Good
Can Tap iF you said Dan. Dan Can Tap. Spell the word can
DAN

_ on your letter board next to the word Dan.--
-z
Board Remember Dan is a word and can is a word so we must

leave roOm between Dan and can. Have you spelled
the word can on your letter board?

Picture Dan
Can Tap
DAN CAN

Board

'Picture Dan'
Can Tap
DAN CAN
TAP Board

Picture Dan
Can Tap

Board

If so, good. Did you remember to leave room between
Dan and can7-- Read the words on your:letter board.--
Good if*ou read Dan Cap. What can Dan do? Good
if you said Dan Can Tap. Spell the word tap on
your letter board next to the word can. Remember can
is a word and tap is a word so we must leave room
between can and tap. Have you spelled the word,tap
on your letter board.'

10. If so, good. Did you remember to leave room between
can and tap? Read the words.on your letter board.--
Good if you read Dan Can Tap. Push the words Dan
Can Tap to the side.of your letter board.7- Have
you pushed the words Dan can tap to the side of your
letter board?

II. If se:, good. What words belong with this picture.--
Good if you said Dan Can Tap. Spell the words Dan can
tap on your letter beard.--Remember to leave room
between each word. Have you spelled the words Dan
Can Tap on your letter board?
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Picture _an
Can TAP
DAN CAN.
TAP Board

Picture Dad
Can Tap

_ -
Board
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12. If so, good. Did you remember to leave room
between each word? Read the words on your letter
board7-- Good if you read Dan Can Tap. Push the
words.Dan Can Tap to the side of your letter board.--
Have you pushed the words Dan Can Tap to the side of
your letter board?

If .so, good. This, 0 a picture of Dad. What can
Dad do?---: Right if you said Dad Can Tap. Spell the
words Dad .Can Tap.-- Remember to leave room between
each word Have you spelled Dad Can Tap?

Picture Dad 14. If so, good. Bld you remember to leave space between
Can Tap each wore Read the words on your letter board.--
DAD CAN TAP Right if you read Dad Can Tap, Push the words, Dad
Board Can Tap to the side °flour letter board.-- Have you

pushed the words' Dad Can. Tap to the side of yoUr
letter board?

Picture Dad 15. If so, good. This is a picture of Dad. What can
Can Nap Dad do?-- Good if you sald Dad Can Hap. Spell the

words Dad Can Nap on your letter board.-- Remember
to leave room between each word. Have you spelled
the words Dad Can Nap on your letter board?

Picture Dad 16. If so, good. Did you remember to leave mom between
Can Nap each word? Read the words on your letter board,--
DAD CAN NAP Good if you read Dad Can Nap. Push the words Dad Can
Board Nap to the side of your letter board.-- Have you

pushed the words Dad Can Nap to the side of your
letter board?

Board

Picture Dan 17. If so, good. This is a picture of Dan. What can
Can Nap Dan do?-- Good if you said Dan Can Nap. Spell the

words Dan Can Nap on your letter board.-- Remember
to leave space between each.word. Have you spelled
the words Dan Can Nap on your letter boardT

Picture Dan 18. If so, good,. DIA you remember to leave space between
Can Nap' each word? Read the words on your letter board.--
DAN CAN NAP Good if you read Dan Can Nap. Push the words Dan
Board Can Nap to the side of your letter board.-- Have

you pushed .the words Dan Can Nap to the side of your
letter board?

,
Board-
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Picture p.in
Can Tap

Board

Picture Dan
Can Tap
DAN CAN
TAP Board

IT Board

IT Board

Picture Dan
Hit A Pan
DAN HIT A
PAN Board

DAN HIT A
PAN Board

19. If so, good. This is a picture of Dan. What can
Dan do7-- Good if you said Dan Can Tap. Spell the
words Dan Can Tap on your letter board.-- ReMember t
to leave room betWeen each word. Have you spelled
the words Dan Can Tap on your letter board?

If so,- good. Did you remember to leave space betw--n
each word? Read the'words on your letter board.--
Good if yOu Teed Dan Can Tap.

LESSON XVI

1 This Is the word it. The letters IT spell the word
it. Spell the word it on your letter board.-- Have
you spelled the word it on your letter board?

2. If so, good. The letters IT spell the word it. What
word did you just spell?-- Good if you said it.
Point to your letters on your letter board and say
their sounds.-- Good if you said (i), (t), it, it,
it. The letters IT spell the word it. Push the
letters IT to the side of your letter board.-- Have
you pushed the letters IT to the side of your letter
board?

This i- a picture of Dan. What did Dan do7--: Right
if you said Dan Hit A Pan. The word pan is:missing.
Spell the word pan on your letter board.-- Have
you spelled the word pan on your letter board?

4. If so, good. What word did-you just spe117-- Good
if you said pan. .Read.the words on your letter board.

Good,if-you read Dan. Hit A Pan. Push the word
pan to the side of your letter board.-- Have you
pushed theyord pan to the side of your letter board?

Picture Dan 5. If so, good. This is a picture of Dan. What did
Hit It Dan do?-- Right if you said Dan Hit A Pan. We can
(A Pan) use the wordAt to mean pan.- The word it is missing.
DAN HIT Spell the word it on your letter board.-- Have you
Doard spelled the word it on your letter board?

Picture Dan 6. If so,.good. .What word did you just spell?-- Good
Hit It if you said it. Read the words on your letter board.--
(A Pan) Good if you read Dan Hit It. What word does the word
DAN HIT it mean?-- Good if you said pan. Push the word it
IT Board to the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed

the word it to ,the side of your letter board?
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Picture Don
Had Ham
DAN HAD
A
Board

Picture Dan
Had A Ham
DAN HAD
A-HAM
Board

Picture Dan
Hid It
(A Ham)
DAN HID
Boal7d

57

If so, good. This is a picture of'Dan. What did
Dan have?-- Right if you said Dan Had A Ham. The
word ham is missing from the picture. Spell the word
ham on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word
ham on your letter board?

If so, good. What.word did you just spe117-- Good
if you said'ham. Read the words on your letter
board.--, Good if you read,Dan Had A Ham. Push
the word ham to the side of your letter board.-- Have
you pushed the word.ham to the side of your letter
board?

k . 1

If so, good. This is-a p16tUre of Dan. What did
Dan do7-- Right if yotrsaid Dan Hid A Ham. We can
use the word it to mead ham. The word it is missing.
Spell the word it on your letter board.-- Have you,
Oelled the word it on your letter board?

Picture Dan to. if sogooch What wOrd did you just spe117-- Good
Hid It if you said it. Read the- words on your letter board.
(A Ham) -- Good:if You read Dan Hid It. What word does the word
DAN HID IT it meari7-- Good if you said ham. Push the word it
Board to the side of your letter board.-- Have yon pushed

the word it to the side of your letter board?

Picture Dan
Had A Pin
DAN HAD A

Board

Picture Dan
Had A Pin
DAN HAD
A PIN Board'

Picture Dan
Hid It
(A Pin)
DAN HID
Board

11. If so, good. This is a'plottire of Dan. What did Dan
llave7-- Good if,you said'Dan Had A Pin. The word
din is missing. Spell the word pin on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the word pin on your
letter board?

1. If so, good. What word did you just sp 17-- Good
if you said pin. Read the words on your letter
board.-- Good if you read Dan Had A Pin. Push the
word pin to the side of your letter board.-- Have
you pushed the word pin to the side of your letter
board?

13. If'sci, good. This is a picAire of Dan. What did
Dan do?-- Good if you said Dan Hid A Pin. We con-use
it to mean pin.' The Wot2d it is missing. Spell the
word it on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the
wórd'it on 'your' -letter board?
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Picture- Dan 14. If so, good. What word did you,Just spell?-- Good
Hid it if you said it. Read the wordS in the picture.-- Good
(A Pin) 'if 'you read Dan Hid it. What does the word it mean?
DAN HID IT Good if you said pin. Push the word it to the
Board side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the word

it to the side of your letter board?

Picture Dan
Hit A Pan if you read Dan Hit A Pan.
DAH HIT A
PAN Board

15. If so, good. Read the words in the picture.-- Good

Picture Dan 16. Read the words in the picture.-- Good if you read
Hit it Dan Hit It. What word does it mean?-- Good if you

(A Pan) said pan.
DAN HIT IT
Board

Picture Dan 17. Read the words in the pic u e.-- Good if you read
Had A Ham Dan Had A Ham.
DAN HAD A
HAM Board

Picture, Dan 18 Read the words in the picture.-- Good if you read
Hid It Dan Hit It. 'What word does it mean?-- Good if you
(A Ham) said ham.
DAN HID IT
Board

Picture Dan 19. Read the words in the picture.-- Good if you read
Had A Pin Dan Had A Pin.
DAN HAD A
PIN Board

Picture Dan 20. Read the words in the picture. Good if you read
Hid It Dan Hid It. What word does it mean?-- Good if you
DAN HID IT said pin.
Board

R Board 21. What is the name of this letter7-- Right if you
said R. Every letter of the alphabet has a name and
a sound. The sound for the letter R is (r). What
is the sound of the letter Good if you said (r).
The sound of the letter R is (r).
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R Board

-rd

R Board

Picture Rat

Picture Rat
RAT doard

22. What is the sound of this let -r_ - Good if you said

(r). The sound of the le ter:11 is (r). What is the

sound of the letter R?-= Good if you said (r).

23. Aat is the name of this lette_7-- Right if you said

R. The sound for the letter R is (r). What is the

ound of the letter R7-- Good if you said (r). The

sound of the letter R is (r).

24. What is the sound of this letter?-- Good if you said

(r). The sound of the letter R is (r). What_ls the
sound of the letter R7-- Good if you said (r).

25. This is a picture of a rat. A rat is a small animal.
We can spell the word rat. Find the letter R. Put

the R in the middle of your letter board.-- Find

the letter A. Put the A on your letter board next to
the R.-- Find the letter T. Put the T on your letter
board, next to the A.-r Have you put the letters RAT
on your letter board?

26. If so, good. The letters RAT spell the word rat. What

word did you just spe117-- Good if you said rat.
Point to your letters on your letter board and say
their sounds.-- Good if you said (0, (ae), (t), rat,
rat, rat. The letters RAT spell the word rat. Push

the letters RAT to the side of your letter board.--
Have you pushed the letters RAT to the side of your
letter board?

Pic ure P,, 27. If so, good. This Is a picture of a rat. Two letters

Boall are missing from the word rat. Spell the word rat on

your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word rat

on your letter board?
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RAT Board

Picture Rat
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23. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

if you said rat. The letters RAT spell the word rat.
Point to your letters on yoUr letter board and say
their sounds.-- Good if you said (0, (ae),
rat, rat, rat. Push the letters RAT to the side of
your letter board.'-- Have you pushed the letters
RAT to the side of your letter board?

29. This is a picture of a rat. Spell the word rat on
yoUr letter board-:-- Have you spelled the word rat
on your letter board?

RAT _Board 33. If so, good. What word did you ju_ _ _pell?-- Good
if you said rat.

LESSON XVII

Picture Rat 1 What is this a picture of?-- Right if you said rat.
RAT Board Spell the word rat on your letter board.-- Have you

spelled the word rat on your letter board?

RAT Board

Pictu Ram

2 If so, good. What word did you just spell -- Good

if you said rat.. Point to your letters on your
letter beard and say their sounds.-- Good if you
said (0, (ae), (t), rat, rat, rat. Push the word
rat tothe side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed
puShed'thb word rat to the side of your letter board?

If so, good. This is a ram. A ram is an animal. We

will spell the word ram. Find the letter R. Put the
R in the middle of your letter board.-- Find th,..

letter A. Put the A on your letter board next to the
R.-- Find the letter N. Put the M on your letter
board next to the A.-- Have you put the letters
RAM on your letter board?
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RAM Board 4 If so, good. :The let_ers RAM spell the word ram. What

word did you just spell?-- Good if you said ram.
Point to your letters on your letter board and say their
sounds.-- Good if you said (r), (ae), (m), ram, ram,
ram. Push the ietters RAM to the side of your letter
board.-- Have you pushed the letters RAN to the side of
your letter board?

Picture Ram 5. If so, good. This is a ram. Two letters,are missing
Board from the word ram. Spell the word ram on your letter

board.-- Have you spelled the word ram on your letter
board?

RNI Board

RAN Board

RAN oard

Picture A
Rat Ran
A RAT

. Board

A RAT
RAN Board

6. If ao, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good if

you said ram. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (0,
(ae), (m), ram,.-ram, ram. Push the letters RAM to
the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed
the letters RAM to the side of your letter board?

7. If so, good. This is the word ran. We can spell the
word ran. Find the letter R. Put the R in the middle
of your letter board.-- Find the letter A. Put the

A on your letter board next to the R.-- Find the letter

N. Put the,N on your letter board next to the A.--
Have you put the letters RAU on your letter board?

If so, good. The letters .RAN spell the word ran. What

word did you just spe117-- Good if you said ran. Point

to your letters on your letter board and say their
sounds.- Good if 'you saiid (r), (ae), (n), ran, ran,
ran. Push the letters RAH to the side of your letter
board.- Have you pushed the letters RAN to the side
of your letter board?

If SO, good. This is a pic Lire of a rat. A Rat Ran.

What did a rat do7-- Right if you said ran. One

letter is missing from the word ran. Spell the word ran
on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word ran
on your letter board?

10. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

if you said ran. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you oaid (r), (ae
(n), ran, ran, ran. Read the words in the picture.--
Good If you read A Rat Ran. Push the word ran to the
side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the word
ran to the side of your letter board?
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Picture A 11. If so, good. This is a picture of a cat. A Cat
Cat Ran Ran. What did a cat do? Right if you said ran.
A CAT RA One letter is missing from the word ran. Spell the
Board word ran on your letter board.-- Have you spelled

the word ran on your letter board?

A CAT
RAW Board

Picture A
Ram Ran
A RAA R
Board

12. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said ran. Read the words in the picture.--
Good if you read A Cat Ran. Push the word ran to
the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the
word ran to the side of your letter board?

If so, good This is a picture of a ram. A Ram
Ran. What did a ram do? Right if you said ran. Two
letters are missing from the word ran. Spell the word
ran on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the
word ran on your letter board?

A RAI RAA 14. lf so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Gi

Board if you said ran. Read the words in the picture.--
Good if you read A Ram Ran. Push the word ran to the
side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the word
ran to the side of your letter board?

Picture Dan
Nit A Pan

Board

Picture Dan
Hit A Pan
DAil

Board

Picture Dan
Hit A Pen
DAli HIT
Lioard

If so, good. This is a picture of Dan. What did
Dan hit?-- Good if you said Dan Hit A Pan or it.
Spell the word Dan on your letter board.-- Have you
spelled the word Dan on your letter board?

16. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said Dan. Spell the word hit on yoUr letter
board rixt to the word Dan. Remember Dan is a word
and hit is a word so we must leave room between
Dan and hit. Have you spelled the word hit on your
letter board?

17. If so, good. Did you remember to leave room between
Dan and hit? Read the words on your letter board.--
Good if you read Dan hit. What did Dan hit?-- Good
if you said a pan or it. Spell the word it on your
letter board.-- Remember hit is a word and it is

a word so we must leave room between hit and it. Have
you spelled the word it on your letter board?
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Picture Dan 13. If so, good. Did you remember to leave room between
Hit A Pan hit and it?--Read the words on your letter board.--
DAN HIT IT Good if you read Dan Hit It. Push the words Dan Hit
3oard It to the side of your letter board.-- Have you

pushed the words Dan Hit It to the side of your letter
board?

Picture Dan
Hit A Pan

Board

Picture Dan
Hit A Pan
DAN HIT IT
Board

Picture A
Ram Ran

--
Board

19. If so, good. This is a picture of Dan. Dan Hit A
Pan or Dan Hit It. Spell the words Dan Hit It on
your letter board.-7 Remember to leave room between
each word. Have you spelled the word Dan Hit It on
your letter -oard?

20. If so, good. Did you remember to leave room between
eath word? Read the words on your letter board.--
Good if you read Dan Hit It.. What does it mean?--
Good if you said a pan. Push the words Dan Hit It
to the side of your letter board.- Have you pushed
the words Dan Hit.lt to the side of your letter
board?

21. If.so, good. This is a picture of a ram. A Ram Ran.
Spell the word A on your letter board.-- Have you
spelled the word A on your letter board?

Picture A 22. If SID, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
Ram Ran if you said A. A Ram Ran. Spell the word ram on
A your letter hoard next to the word A. Remember A is

Board a word and ram is a word so we must leave room between
A and ram. Have you spelled the word ram on your
letter board?

Picture A 23. If so, good. Did you remember to leave room between
Ram Ran A and ram? Read the words on your letter board.--
A RAM Good if you read a ram. What did a ram 41077, Good

Board if you said ran. A Ram Ran. Spell the word ran on
your letter board.-- Remeerer ram is a word and ran
is a word so wejriust leaie room between ram and ran.
Have, you spelled the word ran on your letter board?

Picture A 24. If so, good. Did you remember to leave room between
Ram Ran ram- and-ran? Read the words on your letter board.--
A RAM RAN Good if you read A Rem Ran. Push the words A Ram
Board Ran to the side of your letter board7-- Have you

pushed the words A Ram Ran to the side of your lett-
board?
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Picture A
Ram Ran-

Board

Picture A
Ram Ran
A RAM RAN
Board

E Board

E Board

E Board

E Board

Picture Pen

25. If so, good. This is a picture of a ram. What did a'
ram do?-- Good if you said A Ram Ran. Spell the words
A Ram Ran on your letter board.-- Remember to leave
space between each word.-- Have you spelled the words
A Ram Ran on your letter board?

26. If so, good. Did you remember to leave room between
each word? Read the words on your letter board.--
Good if you read A Ram Ran.

LESSON XVIII

What is the name of this letter?-- Right if you said
E. Every letter has a name and a sound. The sound for
the letter E is (e). What is the sound for the letter
E.-- Good if you said (e). The sound for the letter
E is (e)-

What is the sound of this letter?-- Good if you said
(e). The sound for the letter E is (e). What is the
sound for the letter E7-- Good if you said (e). The
sound for the 1,etter E is (e).

What is the name of this letter?-- Right if you said
E. The sound for the letter E is (e). What is the
sound for the letter ET-- Good if you said
The sound for the letter E is (e).

4. What is the sound of this letter?-- _Good if you said
(e). The sound for the letter E is (e). What is the
sound for the letter E?-- Good if you said (e). The
sound for the letter E is (e).

5. This is a pen. We can write with a pen. We will spell
the word pen. Find the letter P. Put the P in the
middle of your letter board.-- Find the letter E.
Put the E on your letter board next to the P.-- Find
the letter II. Put the N on your letter board next to
the E.-- Have you put the letters PEN on your letter
board?

Picture Pen , 6. If so, good. The letters PEN spell the word pen. What
PEN Board word did you just spell?-- Good if you said pen. Point

to your letters on your letter board and say their sounds.
-- Good if you said (p), (e), (0, pen, pen, pen. The
letters PEN spell the word pen. Push the letters PEN
to the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the
letters PEN to the side of your letter board?
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Pic ure Pen
PE Board

If so, good. This is a pen. One letter is missing
from the word pen. Spell the word pen on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the word pen on your letter
board?

Picture Fe 2 If so, good. What word did you jus'- spe117-- Good
PEN Board if you said pen. Point to your letters on your letter

board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (p),
(e), (n), pen, pen, pen. The letters PEN spell the
word pen. Push the letters PEN to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you pushed the letters PEN to the
side of your letter board?

Pic ure A
Pen In A Pan
A P IN

A PWNi3oard

A PEN IN
A PAN Board.

Pi- ure Hen

Picture Hen
HEN Board

Picture Hen
EN Board

9. If so, good. This is a pen. Where is the pen7-- Good
if you said A Pen In A Pan. Two letters are missing
from the word pen. Spell the word pen on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the word pen on your letter
board?

10. If so, good. What word did you just spell? Good if
you said pen. Read the words in the picture.-- Good
if You read A Pen In A Pan. Push the word pen to the
side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the word
pen to the side of your letter board?

If so, good. This is a hen. A hen is a chicken. lie

will spell the word hen. Find the letter H. Put the
H in the middle of your letter board.-- Find the
letter E. Put the E on your letter board next to the
H.-- Find the letter N. Put the N on your letter
board next to the E.-- Have you put the letters HEN
on your letter beard?

12 If so, good. The letters HEN spell the word hen. What
word did you just spell?-- Good if you said hen. Point
to your letters on your letter board and say their
sounds.-- Good if you said (h), (e), (n), hen, hen,
hen. The letters HEN spell the word hen. Push the
letters HEN to the side of your letter board.-- Have
you pushed the letters HEN to the side of your letter
board?

13. If so, good. This is a hen. One letter is missing from
the word hen. Spell the word hen,qn your letter board.
-- Have you spelled the word hen on your letter board?

22
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HEN Board

Picture A
Hen In A:Pan
A _.2.1 IN
A PAN
Board

14. If so, good. What word did you just spe117-- Good
if you said hen. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (h),
(e), (n), hen, hen, hen. The letters HEN spell the
word hen. Push the letters HEN to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you pushed the letters HEN to
the side of your letter board?

15 If so, good. This is a hen. Where is the henT--
Good if you said A Hen In A Pan. Two letters are
missing from the word hen. Spell the word hen on
your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word hen
on your letter board?

A HEN t. if so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
1N'A PAH if you said hen. Read the words in the picture.--
Board Good if you read A Hen In A Pan. Push the word hen

to the side of our letter board.-- Have you pushed
the word hen to the side of your letter board?

Picture

Picture Pet
PET Board

Picture Pet

PE,_ Board

17. If so, good. This is a pet. A pet can be a good
animal friend. We will spell the word pet. Find
the letter P. Put the P in the middle of your letter
board.-- Find the letter E. Put the E on your
letter board next to the P. Find the letter T.
Put the T on your letter board next to the E.--
Have you put the letters PET on your letter board?

18. If so, good. The letters PET s :11 the word pet.
What word.did you just spell?-- Good if you said
pet. Point to your letters on your letter board and
say their sounds.-- Good if you said (p), (e),
pet, pet, pet. The letters PET spell the word pet.
Push the letters PET to the side of your letter board.
-- Have you pushed the letters PET to the side of
your letter board?

If so, good. This is a pet. One letter is missing
from the word pet. Spell the word pet on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the word pet on your
letter board?

Picture Pet 20. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
PET Board if you said pet. Point to your letters on your let er

board and saY their sounds.-- Good if you said (p),
(e), (t), pet, pet, pet. The letters PET spell the
word pet. Push the letters PET to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you pushed the letters PET to
the side of your letter board?
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Picture A
Pet In A Pit
A P IN

A PTTBoard

A PET
IN A PIT
Board

Picture Net

Picture Net
NET Board

Picture A
Pen In A Net
A PEN IN
A ET Board

A PEN IN
A NET

Board
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21. if so -ood. This is a pet. Where is the pet?--

Good if you said A Pet in A Pit. Two letters are

missing from the word pet. Spell the word pet Oh

your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word pet

on your letter board?

22. If so, good. What word did you just spe117-- Good

if you_said pet. Read the words in the picture.--

Good if you read A Pet In A Pit. Push the word pet

to the side of yourletter board.-- Have you pushed

.
the word pet to the side of your letter board?

If so, good. This Is a net. We will spell the word

net. Find the letter N. Put the N in the middle of

your letter board.-- Find the letter E. Put the E on

your letter board next to the N.-- Find the letter

T. Put the I on your letter board next to the E.--

Have you put the letters NET on your letter board?

24. If so, good. The letters NET spell the word net.

What word did you just spell?-- Good if you said

net. Point to your letters on your letter board and

say their sounds.-- Good if you said (n), (e),

(t), net, net, net. The letters NET spell the word

net. Push the letters NET to the side of your letter

board.-- Have you pushed the letters NET to the

side of your letter board?

25. If so, good. This is a net. What is in the net?--

Good if you said A Pen In A.Net. One letter is

missing from the word net. Spell the word net on

your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word net

on your letter board?

26. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

'f you said net. Point to your letters on your

letter board and say their sounds.-- Good If you

said (n), (e), (t), net, net, net. Read the words

in the picture.-- Good if you read A Pen In A Net.

Push tlie word net tp the side of your letter board.--

Have you pushed the word net to the side of your

letter board?

Picture A 27. If so, good. This is a net. What is in the het?---.

Hen In A Net Good if you said A Hen In.A Net. Two letters are

A NEN IN ,missing from the word net. Spell the word net on

A T your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word net

Board on your letter board?
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A HEN IN A
NET Board

Picture A
Pet In A Net
A PET IN A

0oard

A PET I A
NET Board

23. If so, good What word did you just spell?-- Good

if you said net. Read the words in the picture.--
Good if you read A Hen in A net. Push the word net to

to.the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed
the word net to the side of your letter board?

23. If so, good. This is a net. What is in the net?--
Good if you said A Pet In A Net. Spell the word net
on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word
net on your letter board?

30. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

if you said net. Read the words in the picture.--
Good if you read A Pet In A Net.

LESSON XIX

Picture Men 1. This is a picture of men. lie will spell the word
men. Find the letter M. Put the M in the middle of
your letter board.-- Find the letter E. Put the E

on your letter board next to the M.-- Find the letter

N. Put the N on your letter board next to the E.--
Have yod put the letters 4EN on your letter board?

Picture n n 2. If so, good. The letters MEN spell the word men.
MEN Board What word did you just spell?-- Good if you said men.

Point to your letters on your letter board and say
their sounds.-- Good If you said (m), (e), (n), men,
men, men. The letters MEN spell the word men. Push

the letters MEN to the side of your letter board.--
Have you pushed the letters MEN to the side of your
letter board?

Picture Nen
ME doard

. If so, good. This is a picture of men. One letter
is missing from the word men. Spell the word men

on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word
men on your letter board?
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Picture Men
MEN Board

Picture Men
In A Net
M IN

A7-NfT Board

Picture Men
In A Net
MEN IN
A NET Board

Picture Ed

Picture Ed
ED Board

Picture Ed
D Board

Picture Ed
ED Board

f so, good.. What word did you just spell?-- Good

if you said men. Point to your letters on your
letter board and say their sounds.-- Good' if you

said (m), (e), (n), men, men, men. The letters MEN

spell the word men. Push the letters MEN to the

side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the
letters MEN to the side of your letter board7

5. If so, good. This is a picture of men. Where are

the men? Gocid if you said Men In A Met. 'Two letters
are missing from the word men. Spell the word men
on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word
men on yourietter board?--

If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

if you said men. Read the words in the picture.--
Good if you read Men In A Net. Push the word men to

the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed
the word men to the side of your letter board?

7 if so, good. This Is a picture of Ed. Ed is a man.

We will spell the word Ed. Find the letter E. Put

the E in the middle of yOur letter board.-- Find

the letter D. Put the 1) on your letter board next

to the E.-- Have you put the letters ED on your

letter board?

If so, good. The letters ED spell the word Ed. What

word did you just spe117-- Good if you said Ed.
Point to your letters on your letter board and say

their sounds.-- Good if you said (e), (d), Ed, Ed,
Ed. The letters ED spell the word Ed. Push the

letters ED to the side of your letter board.-- Have

you pushed the letters ED to the side of your letter

board?

If so, good. 'This is a picture of Ed. One letter is
missing from.the Word Ed. Spell the word Ed on your
letter board.-- Ha./4 you spelled the word Ed on your
letter board?

10. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

if you said Ed. The letters ED spell the word Ed.
Point to your letters on your letter board and say
their sounds.-- Good if you said (e), (d), td, Ed,

Ed. The letters ED spell the word Ed. Push the
letters ED to the side of your letter board.-- Have

yom pushed the letters ED to the side of your letter
board?
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Picture Ted

Picture Ted
TED Board

Picture Ted
_ED Board

Picture Ted
TED Board

MET Board

MET Board
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f so, good. This is a picture of Ted. Jed is a
man We will spell the word Ted. Find the letter
T. Put the T in the middle of your letter board.--
Find the letter E. Put the E on your letter board'
next to the T.-- Find the letter D. Put the D
on your:letter board next to the E.-- Have you put
the letters TED on your letter board?

12. If so, good. The letters TED spell the word Ted:.
What word did you just spell?-- Good if you said Ted.
Point to your letters on your letter board and_say
their sounds.-- Good if you said (t), (e), (d),
Ted, Ted, Ted. The letters TED spell the word Ted.
Push the letters TED to the side of your letter
board.-- Have you pushed the letters TED to the
side of your letter board?

This is a picture of Ted. One letter is missing
from the word Ted. Spell the word Ted on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the word Ted on your
letter board?

14. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good if
you said Ted. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (t),
(e), (d),-Ted, Ted, Ted. The letters TED spell the
word Ted. Push the letters TED to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you pushed the letters TED to
the side of your letter board?

If so, good. This is the word met. We will spell
the word met. Find the letter M. Put the M in the
middle of your letter board.-- Find the letter E.
Put the E on your letter board next to the M.-- Find
the letter T. Put the T on your letter board next
to the E.-- Have you put the letters MET on your
letter board?

16. If so, good. The letters MET spell the word met.
What word did you just spell?-- Good if you said
met. Point to your letters on your letter board and
say their sounds.-- Good if you said (m), (e),
met, met, met. The letters MET spell the word met.
Push the letters MET to the side of your letter board.

Have you pushed the letters MET to the side of
your letter board?
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Picture Men 17. If so, good. This is a picture of mem. Men Met.

Met One letter is-missing from-the word met. Spell the

MEN ME_ word met on your letter board.-- Have you spelled

Board the word,met on your letter board?

Picture 18. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

Men Met if you said met. Point to your letters on your letter
MEN MET board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (m),
Board (e), (0, met, met, met. Read the words in the

picture.-- Good if you read Men Met. Push the

word met to the side of your 'letter board.-- Have

you pushed the word met to the side of your letter
board?

Picture Dan 19. If so; good. This is a 0.cture of Dan and Ed. Dan

Met Ed and Ed met.. Dan Met Ed: TwO letters are missing from

DAV M the word met. Spell the word met on your letter

ED m5T61 board.-- Have yo6 spetied tile word met on your
letter board?

DAN MET ED 20. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

Board if you said met. Read the words in the picture.--
Good if you read Dan Met Ed. Push the word met
to the side of your letter board.-- Have you
pushedthe word met to the side of your letter
board?

Picture Dan 21. if so, good. This is a picture of Dan and Ted. Dan

Met Ted Met Ted. Two letters are missing from the word Ted.
DAN MET Spell the word Ted on your letter board.-- .Have

Board you spelled the word Ted on your letter board?

DAN MET TED 22. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

Board if you said Ted. Read the words in the picture.--
: Good if you read Dan Met Ted. Push the word Ted
to the side of your letter board.-- Have you
pushed the word Ted to the side of your letter board?

Picture Ted 23.

Met Ed
TED MET Board

so, good. This is a picture of Ted and Ed. Ted

Met Ed. Spell the word Ed on your letter board.--
Have you spelled the word Ed on your letter board?

TED MET ED 24. If sib, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

Board if you said Ed. Read the words in the picture.--
Good if you read TedMet'Ed. Push the word Ed to the
side of your letter board.-'- Have you pushed the word
Ed to the side of your letter board?
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Picture Men 25. If so,'good. Read the words in the icture. Good
in A Net 'f you read Men in A Wet.
MEN IN '

A WET Board

Picture A
'Hen:In A Net
A HEW IN
A NET Board.

Picture Hen
In A Pan
A HEWN
A PAN Board

Picture Pen
In A Pan
A PEN IN
A PAN'Board

Picture A
Petin A Pit
A PET IN
A PIT Board

Picture Ted
Met Ed
TED MET ED
Board

F Board

F Board

F Board-,

26. Read the words in this picture.-- Good if you read
A Hen In A Net.-

27. Read the words in this picture.-- Good if you read
A Hen In A Pan.

28. Read the words in this picture.-- Good if you read
A Pen In A Pan.

29. Read the words in this picture. Good if you read A
Pet In A Pit.

Read the words
Ted Met Ed.

LESSON XX

this pic ure. Good if you read

What is the name of thIs letter?-- Right if you said
F. Every letter has a name and a sound.-- The sound
for the letter F is (f). What is the sound for the
let.ter F?-- Good if you Said 'M. The sound for the
le'tter F is (f).

What is the sound of th s_letter?-- Good if 'you said
(f). The sound for the litter F is What is
the sound for the letter F?-- Good if you said (f).
The.sound forAhe letter F i$ (f).

What is the name of this letter?--_ Right if you said
F.-:The sound for the letter F is (f). What is the
sound for the letter F?" _Good if you said f). The
sound for the letter F is (f).
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F Board

Pic ure Fian

Picture Fan
FAN Board

Picture Fan
AN Board

Picture Fan
FAN Board

Picture A
Fan In A Pan
A N IN
PAW Board

A FAN IN
A PAN Board
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What is the sound of this letter -- Good if you
said (f). The sound for the letter F is (f).
What is the sound for the letter F?-- Good if you
said (f). The sound for the letter F is (f)..

This is a fan. :We will.spell the word fan. Find
the letter F. Put the F in the middle ofyour letter
board.-- Find the letter A. Put the A oh the
letter board next to the F. Find the letter.N. Put
the N on your letter board next to the A.-- Have
you put the letters.FAN pnyour letter board?.

6. If so, good. The letters FAN spell the word fan.
What word did you just spell?-- Good if you.said
fan. Point to your letters on your letter board
and say their sounds,--,Good if you said (0, (ae),
(n), fan, fan,' fan. The letters FAN spell the word
fan. Push the letters FAN to the side of your letter
board.-- Have you pushed the letters FAN to the
side of your letter board?

If So, gOod. This is a fan. One letter is missing.
from the word fan. Spell -the word fan on your
letter board.-- Have you spelled the word fan on
your letter board?

If so, good. What word di.('J leu just spell?-- Good .

if you said fan. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (f),
(ae), (n), fan, fan) fan. The letters FAN spell the
word fan. Push the letters FAN to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you pushed .the letters FAN to'
the side of your letter board?

9. If so, good. .This is a fan..,Where is the fan? Good
if you said A Fan In A Pan. Two letters are missing
from the word fan. Spell the word fan on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the word fan on your letter
board?

10. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said fan. Read'the words in the picture.--
Good if:you;read A Fan In A Pan. _Push the word fan
to ;he side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed
the word fan to the side of your letter board?
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Picture Fin

Picture Fin
FIN Board

Picture Fin
IN Board

Picture Fin
FIN Board

Picture A
Fin In A Net
A 11 IN
A VET Board

A FIN kN
A NET Board

FAT
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11. This is a fin. A fin is part of a FIsh. We Will
spell the word fin. Find the letter F. Put the F
in the middle of your letter board.-- Find the letter
I. Put the I on your letter board next to the F.--
Find the letter N. Put the N on your letter board
next to the I.--- Have you put the letters FIN on
your letter board?

12,. If so, good. The letters FIN spell the word fin.
What word did you just spell: Good if you said fin.
Point to your letters on your letter board and say
their sounds." Good if yeti said (I), (I), (n),
fin, fin, fin. ,Theletters FIN spell the ward fin.
Push the letters FIN to the side of your letter board.
-- Have you-kithed the letters FIN to the tide of
your letter board?

13 If so, good. This is a fin. One letter is missing
from the word fin. Spell the word fin on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the word fin on your letter
board? '

14. If so, good. What word did you just spe117-- Good
if you said fin. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say'their sounds.-- GoOd if you said (f),
(i), (n), fin, fin, fin. The letters FIN spell the
word fin. Push-the-letters FIN to the side of your-
letter board.-- Have you pushed the letters FIN
to the side of your letter board?

15. If so,- good. This is a fin. Where is the fin?"
Good if you said A Fin In A Net. Two letters are
missing from the word fin.--: 'Spell the word fin on
your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word fin
on your letter board?

16. If so, good. What:did you just spell?-- Good if
- you said fin. Read the words in the picture.-- Good

if you read A Fin In A Net. Push the word fin to
the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the
lord fin to the side-of your letter board?

17. This is the word fat. We will spell the word fat.
Find the letter F. Put. the F in the middle of your
letter board.--,. Find 1he letter A. Put the A en
your letter board next to the F.-- Find the letter
T. Put the T on yoUr letter board next to the A.--
Have you put the letters FAT on your letter board?
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FAT Board

Picture A
Fat Man
A F T MAN
Spud

A FAT MAN
Board

Picure A
FatAien
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Board

A FAT HEN
Board

FED
Board

FED
Board
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18. If so, good. The letters FAT spell the word fat.
What word did you just spell?-- Good if you said
fat. Point to your letters on your letter board
and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (f), (ae),
(0, fat, fat, fat. -The letters FAT spell the word
fat. Push the letters FAT to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you pushed the letters FAT to
the side of your letter board?

f sovgood. .This is a fat man. One letter Is
missing from the word fat. 'Spell the word fat on

. your letter.board.-- -Have you spelled the word
fat on your letter board?

20. If so, good. What word did you Just spell'?" Good
if you said fat. Point to your ,letters on your
letter board and say their sounds.-- Good if you
said (f), (ae), (t), fatyfat, fat. Read the words
in the picture," Goodhif you read A Fat Man. Push
the word fat.to the side of your letter board.--
Have you pushed the word fat to the side of your
letter board?

21. If so, good. This,is a fat hen. Two letters are
.missing from the word fat. Spell the word fat on
your letter board." Have you spelled the word fat
on your letter board?

22.

if you said

the side of
word fat to

. What word did you just spell?-- Good
fat Read the words in the picture.--
read A Fat Hen. Push the word fat to
your letter board.-- Have you pushed the
the side of your letter board?

23. If so, good. This is the word fed. We will spell
the word fed. Find the letter F. Put the F in the
middle of your letter board.-- Find the letter E.
Put the E on your letter board next to the F.--
Find the letter.0. Put-the D on your letter board
next to the E.-- Have you put the letters FED on
your letter board?

24. If so, good. The letters FED spell the word fed.
What word did you just spellT" Good if you said
fed. Poihtto your letters on.your letter board
and say=thgir sounds.-- Good if you said (f), (e),
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Picture Ted
Fed A Hen
TED FE
A HEN Noard

TED FED
A HEN Board

Picture Ted
Fed A
Fat Rat
TED F A

FAT RIAT-Board

TED FED
A FAT RAT
Board!
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go, fed, fed, fed. The letters FED spell the word
fed, Push the letters FED to the side of your letter
board.-- Have you pushed the letters FED to the side
of your.letter board?

25. If so, good., .This is Ted. What did Ted do?-- Good
if yousafd.Ted Fed A Hen. One letter is missing
from the word fed. Spell the word fed on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the:word:fed on your .

letter board?

26. If so,,good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said fed. Point to your letters on your
letter board:and say their sounds.-- Good if you
sai4 (d), fed, fed,.fed. Read the words
in the picture.-- Good if yoU read Ted Fed A Hen.
Push the word fed to the side of your letter board.--
Have you pushed the word fed to the-side of your.
letter board?

27. If,,so, good. This is Ted. What did Ted do?-- Good
Jryou said,Ted Fed A Fat Rat. Two letters are
,missino from the word fed., Spell the word fed on
your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word fed
on your letter board?

28. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said fed. Read,the words in the picture.--
Good if you read Ted Fed A Fat Rat. Push the word
fed to the side of your letter board.-- Have you
ppshed the word fed to the side of your letter board?

Picture A 29. If so, good. Read the-words in the picture-. Good
Fan In A Can
A FAN.IN
A CAN Board

Picture A
Pin In A Fin
A PIN IN
A FIN Board

0 Board

if you read A Fan In A Can.

Read the words in the picture.-- Good if you read
A Pin In A Fin.

LESSON.XXI

1. What is the name of this letter?-- Right if you
said 0. Every letter has a name and a sound. The
sound for the letter 0 is (o). What is the sound
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0 Board

0 Board

Picture Pot

Picture Pot
POT Board

Picture Pot
P T Board

Picture Pot
POT Board
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for the letter 07-- Good'if you said (o ). The
sound for the, letter,0 is (o

2. What is the sound of this letter?-- Good if you said
(0). The sound for the letter 0 is (o). Mhat is
the sound:for the letter ?-- Good if you said (0).
The sound for the letter 0 1 (o).

Whet is the name of this letter7-- Right if You
said 0. The sound foe the letter 0 is (o). What
is the sound for the letter 07 Good if you said (o).
The Sound for the letter 0 is (0,-

What Us'the sound of this lette0-- Good if you said
(o). What is the sbund for theletter 0?-- Good
if you'said (o). The soUnd'forkthe letter 0 is (o).

This is a pot. Flowers grow in a pot. We will spell
the word pot. Find _he letter P. Put the P in the
middle of your letter board.-- .Find the le,tter 0.
Put the 0 on your letter board next to the P.--
Find the letter T. Put the I on your letter board
next to the 0.-- HaVe you put the letters POT on
your letter board

6. If so,.good. The letters POT spell the word. pot.
What word did you just spell?-- Good if you said
pot. Point to your letters on your letter board and
say their sounds-- Good if you said (p), (o), (t),
pot, pot, pot. The letters POT spell the word pot.
Push the letters POT to the side of your letter board.
-- Have yoU pushed the letters.POT to the side of
your letter board?

If so, good This is a pot. One letter is missing
from the word pot. Spell the word pot on your
letter board.-- Have you spelled the word pot on
your letter board?

If so, good. What word did you just spell?-7 Good
if you said pot. Point to your letters on your let er
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (p),
(o), (t), pot, pot, pot. =The letters POT spell the
word pot. Push the letters POT to the side of your
letter board.--. Have you pushed the letters POT to
the side of your letter board?'
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Picture Pot:
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Picture Cot

Picture Cot
COT Board

Picture Cot
C T Board

Pic ure Cot
COT Board

Picture Cot
T Board
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If so, good. This is a pot. Two letters are
missing from the word pot. 'Spell the word pot on
your letter board.-- Have-you spelled the word pot
on your letter board?

10. If so, good. What word did you just sp_11?-7 Good
if you said pot. The letters POT 'spell the word pot.
Push the letters POT to the-side of your letter
board.-- Have you pushed the letters POT to the side
of your letter board?

11. If so, good. This is a cot. You can nap on a cot.
We will spell the word cOt. Find the letter C. Put
the C in the middle of your letter board.-- Find the
letter O. Put-the 0 on your letter board next to the
C.-- Find the letter'T. Put the T on your letter'
board next to the 0.7- Have you put the letters COT
on your letter board?

12 If so, good. The letters. COT spell the word cot.
What word did you just spell?-- Good if you said
cot. Point:to your letters on your letter board
and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (c), (o),
(t), cot, cot, cot: The letters COT spell the word
cot. Push the letters COT to the side of your letter
board.-= Have you-pushed thd letters COT to the side
of your letter board?

13. If so, good. This is a cot. One letter is mitsing
from the word cot. Spell the-word cot on your letter
board.-- Have you spelledthe word cot on your
letter board?

14. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
iflou -said: cot. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good ifyou said (c),
(o), (t), cot, cot, cot. The letters COT-spell the
word cot. Push the letters COT to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you pOshed the letters COT
to the side of your letter board?

15. If sd, good. This is a cot. Two letters are missing
from the word cot. Spell the word cot on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the word cot on your
letter board?
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COT Board

Pic ure Top

Picture Top
TOP, Boa rd

Picture Top
T f Board

Picture Top
TOP Board

ficture.Top
P Board

TOP Board

16. If so, good. What word did you Just spe - Good

if you said cot- The letters COT spell the word
cot. Push the letters COT to the side of your letter
board.-- Have you pushed the letters COT to the side
of your letter board?

17. If so, good. This is a top. We can spin a top. We
will spell the word xop. Find the letter T. Put the
T in the middle of your letter board.-- Find the
letter O. Put the 0 on,the letter board next to the
T.-- Find the letter P. Put the P on your letter
board next to the 0.-- Have you put the letters
TOP on your letter board?

18. If so, good. The. letters TOP spell the word top.
What word did you Just spe117-- Good if you said
top. Point to your letters on your letter board and
say their'sounds.-- Gocd If you said (t), (0), (p),
top, top, top. The letters TOP spell the word top.
Push the letters TOP to the side of your letter .

board.-- Have you pushed the letters TOP to the side
.of your letter board?

.19. If so, good. This is a.top. One letter is missing
from the word lop. Spell the word top on your letter
board.-- .Have you spelled the word top on your
letter board?

20. If so, good, What word did you just spell?:-- Good
if you said top. Point.to your letters on your letter
board and say their. sounds.-- Good if you said (t),
(o), (p), top, top,-top. The letters TOP spell the
word top. Push the letterS TOP to the side of your
letter board.-- Have yo(vpushed the letters TOP to
the side of your letter board?

21. If so, good. This is alop. Two letters are missing
from the word top. Spell the word top on your letter
board.---Have you spelled the word top on your letter
board?

22. If so, good. What word did you Just spell?-- Good
if you said top. The letters TOP spell the word top.
Push the letters TOP to the side of your letter
board.-- Have you pushed the letters TOP to the side
of your letter board?
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Picture Mop

Picture Mop
MOP Board

Picture Mop
M P Board

Picture Mop
MOP Board

Picture Mop

MOP Board

Picture Cot
POT and COT
aoard

Ti2P :!0P

,,coard
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23. If so, good. This is a mop. We can scrub the floor
with a mop. We will spell the word mop. Find the
letter M. Put the M in the middle of your letter
board.-- Find the letter O. Put the 0 on your
letter board next to the Find the letter P. Put
the P on your letter board next to the 0.-- Have
you put the letters MOP on your letter board?

24. If 10, good. The letters MOP spell the word mop.
What word dld you just spell7--Good if you said mop.
Point to your letters on your letter board and say
their sounds.-- Good if you said (0, (0), (0, moP,
mop, mop. The letters MOP spell the word mop. Push
the letters MOP to the side of your letter board.--
Have you pushed the letters MOP to the side of your
letter board?

25. if so, good. This is a mop. 'Clne letter is missing
from the word mop. Spell the word mop on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the word mop on your letter
board?

26. If so, good What word did you just spell?-- Good
'f you said mop. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (m),
(0), (p), mop, mop, mop. The letters MOP spell the
word mop. Push the letters MOP to the side of yoUr
letter board.-- Have you pushed the letters MOP to
the side of your letter board?

27. If so, good. This is a mop.- Two letters are missing
from the word mop. Spell the word mop on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the word mop on your letter
board?

28. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you satd mop. The letters MOP spell the word mop.
Push the letters MOP to the side of your letter board.
-- Have you pushed the letters MOP to the side of
your letter board?

29. If so, good. Read the words in the picture -- Good
if you read pot and cot.

30% Read the words in this picture.--._ Good if you read
top and mop.

3 7
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Picture Dot

Picture Dot
DOT Board
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LESSON XXII

'.This is a gir4 named.Dot. We will spell the word
Dot. :Find the letter D. Put the D In the middle
of your letter board.-- Find the letter O. Put the
0 on your letter board next to the D.-- Find the
letter T. Put the T on your letter board next to
the 0.-- Have you put the letters DOT on your
letter board?

If so, good. The letters DOT'spell the wOrd Dot.
What word did you just 41017-- Good if you said'
Dot.. Point to your letters on your letter board
and Say their soundszr.P. Good if you said (d), (0),
(t, Dot, Dot, Dot: The.letters DOT spell the word
Dot.: -Push the letters1)0T to,the side of your letter
board.-- Have you pushed the letters DOT to the
side of your letter board?,

Picture Dot 3. If so, good.. This is a picture of Dot. What can
Can Mop Dot-do?-- Good if you said Dot Can Mop. One
D T CAN MOP letter Is missing from the word Dot. Spell the
BFard word Dot on your letter board.-- Have you spelled

the word Dot on your letter board?

Picture Dot
Can Mop
DOT CAN MOP
Board

Picture Don

Picture Don
DON Board

4 If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if,you said Dot. Point to your letters on your
letter board and say their sounds.-- Good if you
said (d), (o), (t), Dot, Dot,'Dot. The letters DOT
spell the word Dot. Read the words in the picture.
-- Good if you read Dot Can Mop. Push the word
Dot to the side of your letter board.-- Have you
pushed the word Dot to the side of your letter board?

If so, good. This is a boy named Don. We will spell
the word Don. Find the letter D. Put the D in the
middle of your letter board.-- Find the letter O.
Put the 0 on your letter board next to the D. Find
the letter N. Put the N on your letter board next
to the 0.-- Have you put the letters DON on your
letter board?

6. If so, good. The letters DON spell the word Don.
What word did,you. Just spell?-- Good if you said
Don. Point to your letters on your letter board and
say their sounds.-- Good if you said (d), (o), (n),
Don, Don, Don. The letters DON sPell the word Don.
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Picture Don
Can Mop
DO CAN MOP
Board
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Push the letters DON to the side of your letter
board, Have you pushed the letters DON to the
side of your letter board?

7. If so, good. This is a picture of Don. What can
Don do7r- Good if you said Don .Can Mop. One letter
is missing from the word Don. Spell the word Don
on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word
Don on your letter board?

Picture Don 8. If so, good. What word,did.you just spell?-- Good
DON CAN MOP if you said Don. Point to your letters on your
Board letter board and say their sounds.-- Good if you

said (d), (o),,(n), Don, Don, Don. The letters
DOM spell the word Don. -Read the words in the
picture.-- Good if you read Don Can Mop. Push
the word Don to the side of your letter board.--
Have you.pushed the word Don to the side of your
letter board?

HOP Board

HOP Board

Picture Dot
Cap Hop
DOT CAN H P

Board

DOT CAN HOP
Board

9. If so, good. This is the word hop. We will spell
the word hop. Find the letter H. Put the H in the
middle of your letter board.-- Find the letter O.
Put the 0 on your letter board next to the H.--
Find the letter P. Put the P on your letter board
next to the 0.-- Have you put the letters HOP on
your letter board?

If so, good. The letters HOP spell the word hop.
What word did you just spell?-- Good if you said
hop. Point to your letters on your letter boardand
say their sounds.-- Good if you said (h), (o), (p),
.hop, hop, hop. The letters HOP spell the word hop.
,Push the letters HOP to.the.side of youn letter
board.-- Have you pushed the letters HOP to the side
of your letter board?

II. This is a picture of Dot. Dot Can Hop. One letter
is missing from the word hop. Spell the word hop on
your jette.r oard.--- Have you spelled the word hop
on your letter board?

If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said hop. The letters HOP spell the word
hop. Point to your letters on your letter board and
say their sounds.-- Good if you said (h), (0), (0,
hop, hop, hop. The letters HOP spell the word hop.
Read the words in the picture.--Good if you read Dot
Can Hop. Push the word hop to the side of your letter
board.--Have you pushed the word hop to fhe side of
your letter board?

339
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Picture DOn
Can Hop
DON CAN H
Board

1 If so, good. Thls-is a picture of Don. Don Can
Hop. Two letters are missing from the word hop.
Spell the word hop on your letter board.-- Have
you spelled the word hop on your letter board?

DON CAN HOP 14. If so, good. What word didliou just spell?--. Good
Board if you said hop. The letters HOP spell the word

hop. Read the words In thepicture.-- Good if you
read Don Can Hop. Puth the word hop to the side
of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the word
hop to the side of-your letter board?

ON Board 15. If so, good. This is the-word on. We will spell
the word om.,'Find the letter O. Put the 0 in the
middle of your letter board." Find the letter N.
Put the N on your letter board next to the 0.--
Have you put the letters ON On your letter board?

ON Board

Pizture A
Mop On A Cot
A MOP _N
A COT iroard

A MOP ON
A COT Board

Picture A
Cat On A Cot
A CAT
A COT Board

16. If so, good. The letters ON.spell the word on.
What word did you just spell?-- Good if you said
on. Point to your letters on your letter board
and 'say their sounds.-- Good if you said (o),
(n), on, on, on. The letters ON spell the word
on. Push the letters ON to the side of your letter
board.-- Have' you pushedAhe letters ON to the side

-of your letter board?

17. If so, good. This is a picture of A Mop On A Cot.
One letter Is-missing from the word on. Spell the
word on on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the word on on your letter board?

18. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said on. The letters ON spell the word on.
Point to your letters on your letter board and say
their sounds.-- Good if you said (c), (n), on, on,
on. Read the words in the picture.-- Good if you
read A Mop On A Cot. Push the word on to the side
of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the ward on
to the side of your letter board?

19. If so, good. This is a Cat On A Cot. Two letters
are miSsing from the word on. Spell the word on on
your letter boar/L-- Have yOu spelled the word on
on your letter board?
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-A CAT ON
A COT BloarcL

Picture A
Pot On A Cot
A POLON
A C Board

A POT ON
A COT Boor4

Picture A
Cat In A Pot
A CAT IN
A P Board

A CAT IN
A POT Board

Picture A
Cat On A Pot
A CAT
A POT' ire-1-d

A CAT ON
A POT Board

Picture A
Mop In A Pot
A MOP
A POT lioard
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20. If-so; good. What word did you just sp01?--. Got:id
if ybu,said on. The letters ON spell the'word on.
ilead the words in the picture.-- Good if you read A
Cat On A Cot. Push the word on to the side of your
Letter board.-- HaVe you pushed the word on to the
side of your letter board?

21. If so, good. This is A Pot On A Cot. Two lette'rs
e'missing from-the Word cot. Spell the word cot

on your letter board.,-- Have you spelled the word
cot on your letter board?

22. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Giocd
if you said cot. The letters COT spell the wo d
cot-. Read the words irrthe picture.-- Good if
you read A Pot On A Cot. Push the word cot to the
side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the
word cot to the side of your letter board?

23. If so, good. This i-_ A Cat In A Pot. Two letters
are missing from the word pot. Spell the word
pot on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the word pot on your letter board?

24. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- ,Good
if you said pot. The letters POT spell the word
pot. Read the words in the picture.-- Good if you
read A Cat In A Pot. Push the word pot to the side
of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the word
pot to the side of your letter board?

25. if so, good. This is a picture of a cat. Is the
cat in the pot? No the catjs on the pot. Spell
the word on on your, letter board.-- Have you spelled
the word on on your letter board?

26. If so, good. What word did you Just spell?-- Good
if you said on. The letters ON spell the word on.
Read the words in the picture.-- Good if you read
A Cat On A Pot. Push the word on to the side of
your letter board.-- Have you pushed the word on
to the side of your letter board?

27. If so, good. This is a mop. Is the mop in the pot
or on the pot. Good if you said the mop is in the
pot. One letter is missing from the word in. Spell
the word in on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the word in on your letter board?

341
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A-MOP IN
A POT, Board .

Picture A
Mop On A Pot
A MOP,y
A POT Toird

A MOP ON
A POT Board
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28. If -to, good.--What'word4id.'you just spell?" "'Good
if, you said in. The letters IN spell the- wbrd
in. Read the words in the picture.-- Good if you
read A Mop In A Pot. Push the word in to the side
of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the word
in-to the side of your letter board?

29. lf so, good. This is a mop. Is the mop in the pot
-or on the pot?-- 'Good if you said the mop-la. on
the pot. ,One letter Fs missing from the word On..
Spell the word on. on your letter boar&--: Have you
spelled the word on on your letter board?

If so, good. ,What word did you Just spell?" Good
if.you'said on. The letters ON spell the word on.
Read the words in the picture.-- Good if you read
A Mop on A Pot.

LESSON 101I

Picture Top l. This is a picture of a top. Spell the word onyour
TAP, TOP, TIP letter bOard that inatches the picture.-- Have you
Board spelled the word top on your letter board?

Picture Top
TOP,TAP, TIP
Board

f so, good. What word did you just spell?" Good
if you said top. Read all of the words in the
picture." Good if you read,top, tap, and tip.

Picture Pan 3. This is a picture of a pan. Spell the word on your
PAN, PEN, PIN letter board that matches the picture.-- Have you
Board spelled the word pan on your letter board?

PiCture Pan 4. If so, good. What.word did you just spell.-- Good
PAN,' P4 PEN if you said pan. Read all of the words in the
Board picture.-- Good if you read pan, pin, pen.

Picture Pet
PIT, POT, PET
Board

This is a picture of a pet. Spell the word on your
letter board that matches the picture.-- Have you
'spelled the Word pet on your letter board?

Picture Pet 6 If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
PET, PIT, POT if you said pet. Read all of the words in the
Board picture.-- Good if you read pet, pit, pot.

Picture Man 7. This is.a picture -of a man. ,Spell the word on your
MAN, CAN, RAN letter bOard that matches the picture.-- Have you
Board spelled the word man 9n.yourietter board?
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Picture Man 8. if so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
MAN, CAN, RAN if you said man. Read all'of the words in the
Board picture.-- Good if you read man, can, ran.

Picture Cap
MAP, CAP, NAP
Board

This is a picture of a cap. Spell the word on
your letter board that-matches the picture.-- Have
you spelled the word cap on your letter board?

Picture Cap 10. If so, good. What word did you just spe117-- Good
CAP, MAP, NAP if you said cap. Read all of the words in the
Board picture.-- Good if you read cap, map, nap.

Picture Mat -II. This is a picture of a mat. Spell the word on your
CAT, MAT, PAT letter board that matches the picture.-- Have you
Board spelled the word mat on your letter board?

Picture Mat 12. If so, good. What word did you just spell?--: Good
MAT, CAT, PAT if you said mat. React4311 of the words in the'
Board picture.-- Good if you read mat, cat, pat.

Picture Hat 13. This is a picture of a hat. Spell the word on your
RAT, FAT, HAT letter board that matches the picture.-- Have you
Board spelled the word hat on your letter board?

Picture Hat 14. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
HAT, RAT, FAT if you said hat. Read all of the words in the
Board picture. Good if you.read hat, rat, fat.

Picture Dam 15. This is a picture of a dam. Spell the word on your
HAM, DAM, RAM letter board that matches the picture.-- Have you
Board spelled the word dam on your letter board?

Picture Dam
DAM, HAM, RAM
Board

Picture Pad
DAD, PAD, HAD
Board

16. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-.- Good
if you said dam. Read all of the words in the'
picture.-- Good if you read dam, ham, ram.

17. This is a picture of a pad. Spell the word on your
letter board that matches the picture.-- Have you
spelled the word pad on your letter board?

Picture Pad 18. If so, good. What word did you just spell?- Good
PAD, DAD, HAD if you said pad. Read all of the word In the
Board picture.-- Good if you read pad, dad, had.

Picture Pen 19. This is a picture of a pen. Spell the word on your
PEN, HEN, MEN letter board that matches the picture.-- Have.you
Board spelled the word pen on your letter board?
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Picture Pen 20. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
PEN, HEN, MEN if you said,pen. Read-all of the words in the
Board picture., Good if you read pen, hen, men.

Picture Net
dET,-PET,
MET, Board

Picture de
NET, PET, MET
Board

21. This is a picture of a net. Spell the'word on your
letter board that matches the picture.--. Have you
spelled the word net on your letter board?

22. If so good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said net. Read all of the words in the
picture.-- Good if you read net, pet, met.

Picture Mop 23. This is a picture of a mop. Spell the wo_d on your
TOP, HOP, MOP letter-board that matches the picture.-- Have you

Board spelled the word mop on your letter board?

Picture Mop
MOP, TOP, HOP
Board

.Picture Hit
HIT, HIM, HID
Board

Picture Hit
HIT, HID, HIM
Board

24. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

if you said mop. Read all of the words in the

picture.-- Good if you read mop, top, hop.

25. This is a picture of a hit. Spell the word ow your
letter board that matches the picture.- ,Have you
spelled the word hit on your letter board?

26. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

if you said hit. Read all of the words in the
picture.-- Good if you read hit, hid, him.

Picture Fin 27. This is a picture of a fin. Spell the word on your
FIN, FED, FAN letter board that matches the picture.-- Have

Board you spelled the word fin on your letter board?

Picture Fin
FIN,..FED, FAN

Board

28. If so, good. What word did you just spe117-- Good
if you said fin. Read ail of the words in the
picture.-- Good if you read fin, fed, fan.

Picture Cat 29. This is a picture of a cat. Spell the word on your
CAT, COT letter board that matches the picture.-- Have you
Board spelled the word cat on your letter board?

Picture tat 30 If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

CAT, COT if you said cat. Read all of the words in the
Board picture.-,- Good if you read cat, cot.

Picture Nap
NIP, NAP

31. This is a picture of e nap. Spell the word on your
letter,board that matches the picture.-- .Have

.you spelled the word nap on your letter board?

3 4
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Picture Nap
NAP, NIP
Board

Picture Dot

Picture Dot
DOT Board

Picture A
Oot On A Top
A D ON
A TOPBoard

A DOT ON
A TOP Board

Picture A
Hot Pot

32. .f so, good. What word did you just spell?-, Good
if-you' said nap. Read all Gf the words in the
picture.-- Good if you read nap, nip.

LESSON XXIV

1. This is a picture of a dot. It is not the name
of a girl. We will spell the word dot. Find the
letter D. Put the D in the middle of your letter
beard.-- Find the letter O. Put the 0 on your
letter board next to the D.-- Find the letter T.
Put the T on your letter board next to the 0.--
Have you put the letters DOT on your letter board?

2. If so, good. What word did you just spell7-- Good
if you said Dot. Point to your letters on your let_
board and say their sounds.- Good if you said (d),
(0), (t), dot; dot, dot.' The letters DOT spell the
word dot. Push the letters.UOT to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you Oushed the letters DOT to
the side of your letter board?

3. If so, good. This is a picture of a dot. Where is
the. dot?-- Good if you said A Dot On A Top. Two
letters are missing from the word dot. Spell the
Word dot on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the word dot on your letter board?

4. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said dot. Read the words in the picture.--
Good if you read A Dot On A Top. Push the word
dot to the side of your letter board.-- Have you
pushed the word dot to the side of your letter
board?

r

If so, good. This is a picture of a hot pot. We will
spell the word hot. Find the letter H. Put the H
in the middle of your letter board.-- Find the letter
0. Put the 0 on your letter board next to the H.--
Find the letter T. Put the I on your letter board
next to the 0.-- Have you put the letters HOTHan
your letter board?

A HOT POT 6. If so, good. The letters HOT spell the word hot.
3oard What word did you Just spell?-- Good if you said hot.

Point to your letters on your letter board and say
their sounds.-- Good if you said (h), (o),
hot, hot, hot. The letters HOT spell the word hot.
Push the word hot to the side of your letter board.--
Have you pushed the word hot to the side of your
letter board?
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Picture A
Hot Cat
A H T CAT
Board
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7. If so, good. This s a-picture of a hot cat. One
letter is missing-from,Abe word hot. Spell the word
hot on your letter board.-, Have you spelled the
word hot on your letter board?

A HOT CAT 8. If so, good. What word did you just spell- - Good
Board if you said hot. Point to your.letters,on your letter

board and say their soUnds.-- Good if you said (h),
(o),"(t), hot, hot, hot. The letters HOT spell the
word hot. Read the words in the picture.-- Good if
you read A Hot Cat. Push the letters HOT to the side
of your letter board.-- HaVe you pushed the word
hot to the side of your letter board?

Picture A 9. If so, good. This is a picture of A Hot Man. TWO
Hot Man letters are missing from the word hot. Spell the word

MAN hotOn,yoUr letter board.-- Have you spelled the
BOard wo d hot on your letter board?

A HOT MAN 10. If so, good. What word did you Just spe117-- Good
Board if yoU said hot. Read the Words in the picture.--

Good if you read a hot man. Push the word hot to
the sideof your letter board.-7 Have you pushed
the Word hOt to the $1.cle of your letter board?

B Board

Board

B Board

B Board

11. What is the name of this letter?-- Good if you said
B. Every letter has_a name'and a sound. The sound
for the letter B is (b). What is the sound for the
letter 67-- Good if you said (b). The sound for
the letter B is (b).

. What is the sound of this etter?-- .Good if you sa d
(b). The sound for the letter B is (b). What is
the sound for the letter B77- Good if you said (b).
The sound for the letter 6 is (b).

13. What is the name of this letter?-- Good if you said
B. The sound for the letter B is (b). What is the
sound for the letter B? Good if you said (b). The
sound for the letter B is (b).

14. What is the sound of this lette Good if you said
(b). The sound for theletter B is (b). What is the
sound for the letter V-- .Good if you said (b). The
sound for the letter 8 is (b).
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Picture Bat

Picture Bat
BAT Board

Picture A
Bat On A Mat
A B I ON
A MTT

A BAT ON
A MAT
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15. This is a picture of a bat. We can hit a ball.with
a bat. We will spell the word bat. Find the letter
B. Put the B in the middle of your letter board.--
Find the letter A. Put the A on your letter board
next to the B.-- Find the letter T. Put the T on
your letter board next to the A.-- Have you put the
letters BAT on yourietter board?

15. If so, good. The letters BAT spell the word bat.
Mlat word did you just spell?-- Good if you said
bat. Point to your letters on your letter board
and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (b), (a),
(0, oat, bat, bat. The letters BAT spell the word
oat. Push the word bat to the side of your letter
board.-- Hava you pushed the word bat to the side
of your letter board?

17. If so, good. This is a picture of A Bat On A Mat.
One letter is missing from the word bat. Spell the
word bat on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the word bat on your letter board?

18. If so, good. What word did you just s 117-- Good
if you said bat. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (b),
(a), (0, bat, bat, bat. The letters BAT spell the
word bat. Read the words in the picture.-- Good if
you read A Bat On A Mat. Push the word bat to the
side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the
word bat to the side of your letter board?

Picture A 19. If so, good. This is a picture of A Cat On A Bat.
Cat On A Bat Two letters are missing from the word bat. Spell the
A CAT ON word bat on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
A 0_ Board the word bat on your letter board?

A CAT ON
A dAT Board

Pic ure Cab

20. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said bat. Read the words in the picture.--
Good if you read A Cat On A Bat. Push the word bat
to the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed
the word bat to the side of your letter board?

f so, good. This is a picture of a cob. You can
ride in a cab. We v 11 spell the word cab. Find
the letter C. Put the C in the middle of your letter
board.-- Find the letter A. Put the A on your
letter hoard next to the C.-- Find the letter B.
Put the B on your letter board next to the A.-- Have
you put the letters CA3 on your let er board?
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Picture Cab
CAB Board

22. If so, good. The;letters CAB spell the word cab.
What word did you just spell?-- Good if you said
cab. Point to your letters on your letter board .and
say their sounds.- Good if you said (c), (a), (b),
cab, cab, cab. The letters CAB spell the word cab.
Push the word cab to the side of your letter board.
-- Have you pushed the word cab to the side of your
letter board

Picture A 23. If so, good. This is a picture of a ram. Where is
Ram In A Cab the raml Good if you. said A Ram In A Cab. One
A RAM IN letter is missing from the word cab. Spell the
A C B Board word cab on your letter board.-- Have you spelled

the word cab on your letter board?

A RAM IN A
CAB Board

Picture A
Bat Hit A Cab
A BAT HIT A
C Board

A BAT HIT A
CAB Board

Picture A
Dot On A Hen
A DOT OW A
HEN Board

Picture A
Hot Rat
A HOT RAT
Board

24 If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said cab. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (c),
(a), (b), cab, cab, cab. The letters CAB spell the
word cab. Read the words in the picture.-- Good
if you read A Ram In A Cab. Push the word cab' to
the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the
word cab to the side of your letter board?

25. If so, good. This is a picture of a bat. What did
the bat do?-- Good if you said A Bat Hit A Cab.
Two letters are missing from the word cab. Spell
the word cab on your letter board.-- Have you
spelled the word tab on your letter board?

26. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said cab. Read the words in the picture.--
Good if you read A Bat Hit A Cab. Push,the word
cab to the side of youx_ letter board.-- Have you
pushed the word cab to the side of your letter board?

27. If so, good. Read the words in the picture.-- Good
if you read A Dot On A Hen.

28. Read the words in the picture.-- Good if you read A
Hot Rat.
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Picture A
Cat Hit A Bat
A CAT HIT A
BAT Board

Picture A
Cat On A Cab
A CAT ON A
CAB Board

Picture Ben

Picture ben
BEN Board

29. Read the words in the picture.-- Good if you read
A Cat Hit A Bat.

30. Read the words in the picture.- Good if you read
A Cat On A Cab.

LESSON XXV

1. This is a picture of Sen. Ben is a young man We
will spell the name Ben. Find the letter B. Put the
B in the middle of your letter board.-- Find the
letter E. Put the E on your letter board next to the
B. Find the letter N. Put the N on your letter
board next to the E.-- Have you put the letters
BEN on your letter board?

2. If so, good. The letters BEN spell the name Ben.
What name did you just spell?-- Good if you said
Ben. Point to your letters on your letter board and
say their sounds.-- Good if you said (b), (e), (n),
Oen, Ben, Ben. The letters BEN spell the name Ben.
Push the name Ben to the side of your letter board.
-- Have you pushed the name Ben to the side of your
letter board?

Picture Ben 3. If so, good. This is a picture of Ben. What can
Can Bat Ben do?-- Good if you said Ben Can Bat. One
s_p CAN BAT letter is missing from the name Ben. Spell the name
Board Ben on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the

name Ben on your letter board?

Picture Ben 4. If so, good. What name did you just spell?-- Good
Can Bat if you said Ben. Point to your letters on your
BEN CAN BAT letter board_and say their sounds.-- Good if you
Board said (b), (e), (n), Ben, Ben, Ben. The letters BEN

spell, the name Ben. Read the words in the picture.--
Goaki,if you read Ben Can Bat. Push the name Ben to
the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed
the name Ben to the side of your letter board?

Pi _ure Bob . If so, good. This is a picture.of Bob. Bob is a
young man. We will spell the name Bob. Find the
letter B. Put the B in the middle of the letter
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Picture Bob
BOB Board

Picture Bob
Can Bat
B B CAN
BTT Board

BOB CAN
BAT Board

board.-- Find the letter O. Put the 0 on your
letter board next to the B. Find the letter B.
Put the B on your letter board next to the 0.--
Have you put the letters BOB on your letter board?

6. If so, good. The letters BOB spell the name Bob.
What name did you just spe117-- Good if you said
Bob. Point to your letters on your letter board
ard say their sounds.-- Good if you said (b),
(o), (b), Bob, Bob, Bob. The letters BOB spell he
name Bob. Push the name Bob to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you pushed the name Bob to
the side of your letter board?

If so, good. Thi4 is a picture of Bob. What can
Bob do7-- Good if you said Bob Can Bat. One letter
is missing from the name Bob. Spell the name Bob on
your letter board." Have you spelled the name Bob
on your letter board?'

If so, good. What name did you just spell?-- Good
if you said Bob. Point to your letters on your
letter board and say their sounds.-- Good if you
said (b), (o), (b), Job, Bob, Bob. Read the words
in the picture.-- Good if you read Bob Can Bat.
Push the name Bob to the side of your letter board.

Have you pushed the name Bob to the side of your
letter board?

Picture Bob 3. If so, good. Bob Can Hit Ben. Two letters are
Can Hit Ben . missing from the word Bob. Spell the word Bob on
13 _CAN HIT your letter board.-- Have you spelled .the word:-
BrNBoard Bob on your letter board?

BOB CAN HIT
BEN Board

Picture Ben
Can Hit Bob
B CAN HIT
BOB Board

BEN CAN HIT
BOB Boa d

10. rf.so, good. What name did you just spell?-- Good
if you said Bob. Read the words in the picture.7-

. Good -if you read Bob Can Hit Ben. Push the name
Bob to the side of your letter boardd-- Have you pushed
the name Bob.to the side of your letter board?'

If so, good. Ben Can Hit Bob. Two letters are
missing from the word Ben. Spell the word Ben on
yout letter.board.-- Have you spelled the word
Ben on your letter board?

12. If so, good. Whatword did you just spell? Good
If Aiou said len. Read the words in the picture.--
Good if you read Ben Can Hrt Bob. Push the name Ben
to the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed
the name Ben to the side of your letter board?
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Picture A
Bad Man

Picture A
Bad Man
BAD Board

13. If so, good. This is a picture of a bad man. We
will spell the word bad on your letter board. Find
the letter B.--Put the B in the middle of your letter
board.-- Find the letter A. Put the A on your letter
board next to the B. FInd.:the-letter D. Put the D on
your letter board next to the A.-- Have you put the
letters BAD on your letter board?

14. If so, good. The letters BAD spell the word bad.
What word did you just spe117--Good if you said bad.
Point to your letters on your letter board and say
their sounds,-- Good if you said (b), (ae), (d), bad,
bad, bad. Push the word bad to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you pushed the word bad to the
side of your letter board?

Picture A 15. If so, go- . This is a net. The net is broken.
Bad Nt We can say this is a bad net. One letter is missing
A 8 D WET from the word bad. Spell the word bad on your letter
BoaTcl board.-- Have you spelled the word bad on your

letter board?

A BAD NET 16. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
Board if you said bad. 'Point to your letters on your letter

board and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (b),
(ae), (d), bad, bad, bad. Read the words in the
picture.-- Good if yo read A Bad Net. Push the
word bad to the side of your letter board.-- Have
you pushed the word bad to the side of your letter
board?

Picture A
Bad Bat
AS AT
Boaird

A BAD BAT
Board

Picture Bed

17. if so, good. This is a picture of a broken bat. tIe

can say A Bad Bat. Two letters are missing from
the word bad. ,Spell the word bad on your letter
board.-- Have you spelled the word bad on your
letter board?

If so, good. What word did you just spe11?-- Good
if you said bad. Read the words in the picture.--
Good if you read A Bad Bat. Push the word bad to the
side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the word
bad to the side of your letter board?

If so, good. This is a bed. We sleep in a bed. We
will spell the word bed. Find the letter B. Put
the B in the middle of your letter board.-- Find
the 1 tter E. Put the E on your letter board next to
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Picture Bed
BED Board

Picture A
Man In A Bed
A MAN IN
A B D

A MAN IN
A BED
Board

Picture A
Bad Bed
A BAD B-
Board

A BAD BEG
Board

Picture
Hot Ram
A HOT RAM
Board

the 2. Find the letter D. Put the D on your -

letter board next to the E.-- Have you put the
letters BED on your letter board?

20. If so, good. The letters BED spell the word bed.
What word did you just spell?-- Good if you said
bed. Point to your letters on your letter board and
say their sounds.-- Good if you said (b), (e),
(d), bed, bed,: bed. The letters BED spell the
mord bed. . Push the word bed to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you pushed the word bed to
the side of your letter board.?

7) . If so, good. This is a picture of a man in a bed.
One letter is missing from the word bed. Spell the
word bed on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
tha word bed on your letter board? -

22. If so, good. What word did you just spell Good
if you said bed. Point to your letters on your
letter board and say their sounds. Good if you
said (b), (e), (d), bed, bed, bed. Read the words
in the picture.-- Good if you read A Man In A Bed.
Push the word bed to the side of your letter board.
Have you pushed the word bed to the side of your
letter board?

23. If so, good. This is a picture of a broken bed, A
Bad Bed. Two letters are missing from the word bed.
Spell the word bed on your letter board.-- Have
you spelled the word bed on your letter board7

24. If so, good. What word .clid you just spe117-- Good
if you said bed. Read the words in the picture.--
Good if you read A Bad Bed. Push the word bed to the
side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the word
bed to the side of your letter board?

25. If so, good. Read the
if you read A Hot Ram.

Picture Bob 26. Read the words in the p
Can Nap In Bed 3ob Can Nap In Bed.
BOO CAN NAP IN
BED Board
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Picture A 27. Read the words in the picture. Good if you read
Dot On A Pot A Dot On A Pot.
A DOT ON A
POT Board

Picture A 28. Read the words in the picture.-- Good if you
Bad Fan read A Bad Fan.
A BAD
FAN Board

Picture A 29. Read the words in the picture.-- Good if you read
Dot On A Pen A Dot On A Pen
A DOT ON A
PE.4 äoerd

Picture A 30. Read the words in the picture.-- Good if you
Bad Cot read A Oad Cot.
A BAD COT
Board
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AN Board

AN Board

X Board

X Board

X Board

X Board

Picture Ax

Picture Ax
AX Board
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LES'ON XXVI

1. This is the word an. We will spell the word an on
your letter board. Find the letter A. Put the A
on your letter board.-- Find the letter N. Put the
H on your letter board next to the A.-- Have you put
the letters AN. on your letter board?

2. If so, good. The letters AN spell the word an.
What word did you just spc11?-- Good if you said
an. Point to your letter, on your letter board and
say their sounds.-- Goose if you said (ae), (n), an,
an, an. The letters AM spell the word an. Push the
word an to the side of ycur letter board.-- Have you
pushed the word an to the side of your letter board?

If so, good What is the :name of this letter?,-
Good if you said X. .Every letter has a name and a
sound. The sound for the letter X is (ks). What
is the sound for the leA:ter X?-- Good if you said
(ks). The sound for the letter X is (ks).

4. What is the sound for this letter?-- Good if you
said (ks). The sound for the letter X is (ks ).
What is the sound for the letter X?-- Good if
you said (ks). The sound for the letter X is (ks).

5. What is the name of this letter?-- Good if you said
X. The sound for the letter X is (ks). What is
the sound for the letter X?-- Good if you said
(ks). The sound for the letter X is (ks).

What is the sound for this letter Good if you
said (ks). The sound for the letter X is (ks). What
is the sound for the letter X7-- Good if you said
(ks). The sound for the letter X is (ks).

This is a picture of an ax. We can use an ax to
chop wood. We will spell the word ax. Find the
letter A. Put the A in the middle of your letter
board.-- Find the letter X. Put the X on your
letter board next to the A.-- Have you put the
letters AX on your letter board?

If so, good. The letters AX spell the word ax.
What word did you just spell?-- Good if you said ax.
Point to your letters on your letter board and say
their sounds.-- Good if you said (ae), (ks), ax, _

ax. The letters AX spell the word ax. Push the word
ax to the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed
the word ax to the side of your letter board?
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Picture Ax
AX Board

AN AX IN
A PIT

Board

If so, good. This is a picture of an ax. Where
is the ax7-- Good if you said An Ax In A Pit.
One letter is missing from the word ax. Spell the

word ax on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the word ax on your letter board?

If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

if you said ax. Point to your letters on your
letter board and say their sounds.-- Good if you
said (ae), (ks), ax, ax, ax, The letters AX spell
the.word ex. Read the words in the picture.--
Good if you read An Ax In-A Pit. Push the word ax
to the side of your letter board.-- Have you
pushed the word ax to the side of your letter board?

Picture An 11. if so, good. This is a picture of an ax. Where
Ax In A Hat is the ax?-- Good if you said An Ax In A Hat. Tvo

AN IN letters,are missing from the word ax. Spell the

A 1-1,T\TBoard word ax on your letter.board.-- Have you spelled
the word ax on your letter board?

AN AX IN
A HAT Board

Picture Ox

Picture Ox
OX Board

12.. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good

if you said ax. Read the'words in the picture.--
Good if you read An Ax In A Hat. Push the word
ax to the side of your letter board.-- Have you
pushed the word ax to the side of your letter board?

If so, good. An ox is a big animal. We will spell
the word ox. Find the letter O. Put the 0 in
the middle of your letter board.-- Find the letter
X. Put the X on your letter board next to the O.--
Have you put the letters OX on your letter board?

14. if so, good. The letters OX spell the word ox.
What word did you just spell?-- Good if you said
ox. Point to your letters on your letter board and
say their sounds.--- Good if you said (o), (ks), ox,
ox, ox. The letters OX spell the word ox. Push
the word ox to the side of your letter board.-- Have
you pushed the word ox to the side of yOur letter
board?

Picture An 15. If so, good. This is an ox. Where is the ox?--
Ox In A Pit Good if you said An Ox In A Pit. One letter is
AN 0 IN missing from the word ox. Spell the word ox on
A PIT Board your letter board.-- Have you spelled the word ox

on your letter board?
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AN OX IN
A PiT Board

Picture A
Hat On An Ox
A HAT ON

A HAT ON
AN OX Board

Pic:ure Box

Picture Box
BOX Board

Picture A
Box On An Ox
A BO ON

AN 6,W Board

A BOX ON AN
OX Board

If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said ox: Point to your letters on your
letter board and say their sounds.-- Good if you
said (o), (ks), ox, ox, ox. Read the words in the
picture.-- Good if you read An Ox in A Pit. Push
the word ox to the side of your letter board.--
Have you pushed the word ox to the side of your
letter board?

17. If so, good. This is a picture of A Hat On An Ox.
Two letters are missing from the word ox. Spell the
word ox on your letter board.-- Have you spelad
the word ox on your letter board?

18. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said ox. Read the words in the picture,--
Good if you read A Hat On An Ox. Push the word ox
to the side of your:letter-board.-- Have you pushed
the word ox to the side of your letter-board?

13. If so, good. This is a box. We can put many things
in a box. We will spell the word box on yourietter
board. Find the letter B. Put the B in the middle
of your letter,board.-- Find the letter O. Put the
0 on your letter board next to the B.-- Find the
letter X. Put-the X on your letter board next to
the 0.-- Have you put the letters BOX on your
letter board?

20. If so, good. The letters BOX spell the word box.
What word did you just spell?-- Good if you said
box. Point to your letters on your letter board and
say their sounds.-- Good if you said (b), (o), (ks),
box, box, box. The letters BOX spell the word box.
Push the word box to the side of your letter board.--
Have you pushed the word box to the side of your
letter board?

21. If so, good. This Is a picture of A Box ?r, An Ox.
One letter is missing from the word box. Spell the
word box on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the word box on your letter board?

. 22. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said box. Point to your letters on your letter

'board and say their sounds.-- Good if.you said (b),
(0), (ks),.box, box, box. Read the words in the
picture.-- Good if you read A Box On An Ox. Push the
word box to the side of your letter board.-- Have
you pushed the word box to .the side of your letter
board?
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Picture Ari 23. If so, good. This is a picure of An Ax In A Box.
Ax In' A 'Rik Two letters are missing frbmrthe word box. -Spell the
AN AX IN A word box on your letter board.--- Have you spelled
B the word box on your letter board.

AN AX IN A
BOX Board

Picture Fox

Picture Fox
FOX Board

Picture A
Box On A Fox
A BOX ON A
FO Board

A BOX ON
A FOX Board

Picture A
Fox On An
A F ON

AN b-x Bord

24. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you :Said box. Read the words ,in the picture.--
Good if you read An Ax In A Box. Push the word box
to the side of your letter board?-- Have you pushed
the word box to the side of your letter board?

25. If so, good. This is a picture of a fox. A fox
is an animal. We. will ,spell themord fox. Fiy4 the
letter F. put the F in,the middle of your letter
board?7- Find the letter.,0.. Put the 0 on your
letter board next to the F..-.- Find the letter X.
Put the X on your letter board next to the 0.--
Have you put the letters FOX .on your letter boara.

26. If so, good. The letters FOX spell the word fox.
What word did you just spell?-- Good if you said
fox. Point to your letters on your letter board,and
say their-sounds.-- Good if you said (f), (ks),
fox, fox. fox. The letters FOX spell the word fox.
Push the word fox to the side of your letter board.--
Have you pushed the word fox to the side of your
letter board?

27. If so, good. This is a picture of A Box On A Fox.
One letter is missing from the word fox. Spell the
word fox on your letter board.-- Have yeu spelled
the word fox on your letter board?

28. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said fox. Point to your letters on your
letter board and say their sounds.-- Goodlf you
said (0, (o), (ks), fox, fox, fox. Read the words
in the picture.-- Good if you read A Box On A Fox.
Push the word fox.to the side of your letter board.--
Have you pushed the word fox to the side of your
letter board?

29. If so, good. This is a picture of a fox. Where is
the fox.-- Good if you said A Fox On An Ox. Two
letters are missing from the word fox.-- Spell the

. word fox on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the word fox on your letter board?
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A FOX ON Ati

OX Board

S Board

S Board

S Board

S. Board

Pi ture

Picture 6
SIX Board

Picture. A

Six On A Box
A )X ON A
B0W Board
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If so, good. What word did you just spel 7-- ,GoA
if you said a fox. Read the words in the picture.--
Good if you read.A Fox On An Ox.

LESSON XXVII

1 What is the name of h_s le _er?-- Good if You said

S. Every letter has a name and a sound. The

Sound for the letter S is (t). What is the sound

for the letter 57-- Good if you said (s). The

sound for the letter S is (s).

What Is_ the sound of thiS letter?-- Good if you
Said (s). The sound for the letter S is (s). What
is thesound of the lettei' S7-- Good if you said

(s). The sound"for the )etier S is (s).

What is the name of :thii ldtter.-- Good If you

said S. The sound for the letter 5 is ( What

is the idund for the)etter .5'7-- Good i you'said

(s). The sound foi' theletter S is (s).
,

Whit is the sound of this letter?-- Good if you
spid (0:. The sound foe the letter S is (s). What

is the Sound'of the letter'S?-- Good if you said
(s). Me sound for the letter S is (s).

5 This is the number six. We will spell the word six.
Find the letter S. Put the $ in the middle of'your
letter board.-- Find the. letter I. Put the I on

your letter board next tothe S.-- Find the letter
X. Put the X on your letter board next to the 1.--
Have you put the letters SIX on your letter board?

If so, good. The letters SIX spell the word six.
What word did you jOst spell?-- Good if you said
Six. 00iht to your letters on your letter board
and say their soUnds.-- Good if you said (s), (i),
(ks), six, six, six. The letters SIX spell the
word six. Push the word six to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you pushed the word six to
the side of your letter board?

If so, good. This is a picture of a six. Where., 1

the six?-- Good if you said A Six On A Box. One

letter is missing 'from the word six. Spell.the word
six on your letter board.--' Have you spelled the
word six on your letter board?
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A SIX ON
A BOX Board
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If so,good. What word did :you just spell?--. Good
if you said six. Point to your letters on your
letter board and say their sounds.-- Good if
you said (s), (i), (ks), six, six, six. The letters
SIX spell the word six. Push the word six to the
side of .your letter board.-- Have you pushed the
word six to the side of.your letter board?

Picture Six 9. If so, good. This is a picture of six men. Two
4en letters are missing from the word six. Spell the

X MEN word six on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
Bard the word six-on your letter board?

SIX 10. If good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
Board rf you said six. Read,the words in the picture.--

Good if you read six- men. Push the word six to
the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed
the word six to the side of your letter board?

Picture Sox

Pic ure Sox
SOX Board

11. If so, good. This is.a picture of sox on our.feet.
We will spell the word sox. Find the letter S.
Put the S in the middle ofyour letter board:
Find the letter O. Put the 0 on your letter board
next to the S.-- Find the letter X. Put the X on
your letter board next to the 0.-- Have you put
the letters SOX on your :letter board?

12. If so, good. The letters SOX spell the word sox.
What word Aid you just spell?-- Good if,you said
sox. .Point to your letters on your letter board
and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (s)-,
(o) , (ks), sox, sox, sox. The letters SOX spell
the word sox. Push the word sox to the side of
your letter board.-- Have you pushed the word sox'
to the side of your letter board?

Picture 6 Sox 13. If so, good. This is a picture of six sox. One
SIX OX letteris missing from the word sox. Spell the

word sox on your letter boarA.-- Have you spelled
the word sox on your letter board?

SIX SOX
Board

14. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said sox. Point to your letters on your
letter board and say their sounds.-- Good if you
said (s), (6), (ks), sox, sox, sox. The letters
SOX spell the word sox. Push the word sox to the
side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the
word sox to the side of your letter board?
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Picture A
Fox In Sox
A FOX IN

X Board

A FOX IN
SOX Board
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15. If so, good This is a picture of A Fox In Sok.
Two letters are missing from the word sox. Spell
the word sox bri your letter board.-- Have you
spelled the word sox on your letter board?

16. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
if you said sox'. Read the' words in the picture.--
Good if you read A Fox In Sox. l'ush the word sox
to the side of your letter board.-- Have you.pUshed
the word sox'to the side of your letter board?

Pic _Lire Pep 17. If so, good. This is a picture of Pep. Pep ran.
Ran We will spell the name Pep. Find the letter P.

Put the P in the middle of your letter board.--
Fin&the letter E. Put the E on your letter boatd
next to the P.-- Find'another letter P. Put the
P on your letter board next to the E.-- Have you
put the letters PEP on your letter board?

Picture Pep 18. If so, good. The letters PEP spell the hame Pep.
Ran . What name did you just spell?-- Good If you said
PEP Board 4-Pep. Point to your letters On your letter board

and say their sounds.-- Good if you said (p), (e
(p), Pep, Pep, Pep. The letters PEP spell the
word Pep. Push the word Pep to the side of your
letter board.-- -Have you pushed the word Pep to
the side of your letter board?

Picture Dan
Hit Pep
DAN HIT PE

15. If.so good. Dan hit Pep. One letter is missing
from the name Pep. Spell the name Pep on your let _er
board.-- Have 'yew spelled the name: Pep on your
Letter board?

DAN HIT PEP 20. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good
Board if you said Pep. Point to your letters on your

letter board and say their sounds.-- Good if you
said (p), (e), (p), Pep, Pep, Pep. The letters PEP
spell the name Pep. Push the name Pep to the side
of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the name
Pep to the side of your letter board?

Picture Pep
Hit A Fox
P HIT
A FOX

If so, good. Pep Hit A Fo. Twoletters are missing
from the word Pep. Spell the name Pep on your
letter-board.-- Have you spelled the name Pep om
your letter board?
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PEP HIT A
FOX Board

Picture Pep
Bit A Pen

Picture Pep
Bit A Pen
BIT Board

Picture Pep
Bit A Pan
PEP BI
A PAN ifoard

PEP BIT A
PAN Board

Picture Pep
Bit A Cot
PEP 8
A COT-BF;ard
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22. If so, good. What name did you just spell?-- ,Good
if you said Pep. Read ,the words in'the picture'.---
Good if you read Pep Hit'kFox. Push the name Pep
te the side of your:letter board.-- Have you pushed

-the name Pep to the side of your letter board?

23. If so, good. Pep Bit A Pen. We will spell the
word bit. Find the letter B. Put the B in the
middle of your letter board.-- Find the letter I.
Put the I on your letter board next to the D.--
Find the letter T. Put thn I on your letter board
next to the I.-- Have you put the lett,!rs IV

on your letter board?

24. if so, good. The letters BIT spell the word bit.
What word did did you just,.spell?-- Good if you
said bit. Point td your letters-on your letter
board and say their sounds.-° Good if you said
(b), (1), (t), bit, bit, bit. The letters DIT
spell the word bit. Push the word bit to the side
of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the word
bit to the side of your letter board?

25. If so, good. Pep Bit A Pan. One letter is missing
from the word bit. Spell the word bit on your
letter board.-- Have you spelled the word bit on
your letter board?

26. If so, good. What word did you just spe111-- Good
if you said bit. Point to your letters on your
letter board and say their sounds.-- Good if you
said (b), (i), (t), bit, bit, bit. The letters
BIT spell the word bit. Read the words in the
picture.-- Good if you read Pep Bit A Pan. Push
the word bit to the side of your letter board.--
Have you pushed the word bit to the side of your
letter board?

27. If so, Mood. PLp Bit A Cot. Two letters are missing
from the word bit. Spell the word bit on your
letter board.-- Have you spelled the word bit on
your letter board?

3
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28. If so, good. What word did you just spell?-- Good if
you said bit. Read the.words in the picture.-- Good
if you read Pep Bit A Cot. Push the word bit to the
side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the word
bit to the side of your letter board?

29. If so, good. Read the words in the picture.-- Good
if you read Sox In A Box.

30. Read the words in the picture.-- Good if you read A
Fox Bit Pep.

LESSV XXVIII

1. In the picture you see two.C's, a capital C and a
small c. The small,c has-a line under it. You have
a smalT c in the mida-le of your letter board. Put the
small c In the middle of your letter board.-- Have you
put the small c_ in the middle of your letter board?

2. If so, good. What letter is on your letter board?--
Good If you said C.

In the picture you see two A's, a capital A and a small
a. The small a has a line under it. You have a -sMall
Yon the side ;f your letter board. Put the small a
on your letter board next to the c.-- Have you putthe
small a_ on your letter board nextto the cl

Board ca If so, good. What letters are on your letter board?--
Good if you said c a.

Board N n 5. In the picture you see two N's, a capital N and a small
n. The small n has a line under it. You have a small
n on the side Z17f your letter board. Put the small n

Board can

on your letter board next to the a. Have you put the
small n on your letter board next to the a?

6 . I f 50, good. The small letters c a n spell the word.
can. Point to your letters on your letter board and
say their names.-- Good if you said c a n. The letters
c a n s p e l l the word can. Push the letters c a n
to the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed
the letters c a n to the side of your letter board?
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Board R r 7. If so, good. in the picture you see two R's, a
capital R and a samll r. The small r. has a line

under it. You have a small r_ on the side of your
letter board. Put the small r in the middle of
your letter board.-- Have you put the small r_ in

the middle of your letter board?

Board r 8. If so, good. What letter is on your letter board?
-- Good if you said r. Find the small letter a.
Put the a :on your letter board next to the r:--
Find the small letter n. Put the n. on the letter
board next to the a. Have you put the letters
a n on your letter board?

-

Board ran 9. If so, good. The small letters r_ a n spell the word

ran. Point to your letters on youTietter board
and say theft names.-- Good if you said T a n. The
letters r a.n spell the word ran. Push tEaTRters
r a n to 074side of your letter board.-- Have

you pushed the letters r a n to the side of your
letter board?

Board RAN
ran

10. If so, good. Read the words in the picture.-- Good

if you read RAN and ran. Ore ran is spelled with
capital letters and one ran is spelled with small
letters. Which ran is spelled with small letters.--
Good if you said the ran with the line under it.

Board CAN 11. Read the words in the picture.-- Good if you read

can CAN and can: One can is spelled with capital letters
and one can is spelled with small letters. Which
can is spelled with small letters?-- Good if you
said the can with the line under

Board ca

Board P

12. In the picture you see the small letters c and a.
Find the small c. Put the c_ in the middle of your
letter board.-- Find the small a. Put the a on your
letter board next to the c. Have you put the
letters c a on your letter board as you see in the
picture?-- If so, good.

13. In the picture you,see two P's, a capital P and a
small p: Tha small p has a 1.ine under it. You
have a small p on the side of your letter board.
Put the small p on your letter board next to the
a.-- Have you put the small p on your le ter board
next to the a?
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14. If so, good. fldhat.letter did you just put on your
letter board?-- Geed if you said R. The letters
c a aspen the 'word cap.. Point to your letters on
your hatter board and say their names.-- Good if
you saidc p. The letters c a 2. spell the word cap.
Push the-14.iters c a_ a to 67e side of your letter
board.-- Have you pu$11ed the letters c a p to the side
of your letter board?

19. If so, good. Inthe picture: you see mo M's, a capital
A and a small m. The small m has a line under it.
You have a small non the slife of your letter board.
Put the small m in the middle of your letter board.--
Have you put tFla small m in the middle of your letter
board?

16. If so, good. What letter did-you just put on your
letter board?-- Good if you said m. Find the small
a. Put the a on your letter board next to the m.--
Tind,the smaI) letter EL. Put the Eon your letiar
board next to the a.-- Have you put the letters
a aon your letter-board?

17. If so, good. The letters m a E spell the word map.
What word did you jusx speT1T--. Good if you said
map. Point to yourietters on your letter board and
say their names.--Good if you said map. Push the let e
m_ a a to the side of your letter board.-- Have you
puThed the letters m a 11 to the side of your letter
board?

Board CAP cap IS. If so, good. Read the Words in the picture.-- Good
if you read CAP and cap One cap is spelled with
capital letters and.one cap is spelled with small
letters. Which cap is spelled with small letters?--
Good if you said the cap with the line under it.

Board MAP map 19. Read the words in the picture.-7 Good if you read
MAP and !roe. One map is spelled with capital letters
and one map is spelled with small letters. Which map
is spelled with small letters?-- Good if you said
the map with the line under it.
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Board ma 20. In the picture you see the small letters m a. Find
the small letter m. Put the min the middle of your
letter board.-- Find the smalLletter a. Put the a
on your letter board next to the M. Have you put the
letters m a' on your- letter boardt- if so, good.

Board T t 21. In the picture you see two T's, a capital T and a
smalVt. The small t has a line under it. You have -
a small t on your letter board. Put the small t:

bn your letter board next-to the'a.-- Have you put
the smoll t on your letter board next to the a.

Board mat 22.' If so good; What' word did you just spel17-- Good
if you-said mat. .Point to your letters on your

. letter board and say their names.-- Good if you
said me t. Push the letters m a:t, to the side of your
.letter board.-- He-le you pushed the letters m a t
to the side of your letter board?

Board pat

Board pat

Board H h

Board h

Board hat

23. lf so, good. This is the word pat. The letters
D a t spell the word pat. Spell the word pat on

;

Your letter board.-- 'Have yOu spelled the word pat
on your letter board?

24. lUso, good. :What word did you Ju _ spell?-- Good
if you said pat. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their names.-- Good if you said p_a_
Push the letters p a t to the side of your letter
board.-- Have you pushed the letters p a t to the
Side of your letter board?

25. If so, good. In the picture you see two H's, a capital
H and a small h. The small h. has a line under it.
You have a small h on the side of your letter board,.
Put the h in the middle of your letter board.-- Have
you put the.h: in the middle of-your letter board?

26. If so, good. What letter is on your tetter board?-- Good
if you said h. Find the letter e. Put the a on your
letter board next to the h.-- Find the letter t. Put
the t on your letter board next to the a.-- Have you
put the letters a t on your letter board?

27. If so, good. The letters h'a t spell the word hat.
What word did you just speiff-- Good if you said hat.
Point to your letters on your letter board and say their
names.-- Good if you said h a t. Push the letters
h a t to the side of your letter,board.-- Have you
pushed the letters h a t to the side of your letter board?

365
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Board MAT 28. If so, good. Read the words in the picture.-- Good

mat if you read MAT and mat. One mat is spelled with
capital letters and one mat is spelled with small
letters. Which mat is spelled with small letters?--
Good if you said the mat with the line under it.

Board FAT 29. Read the words in the picture.-- Good if you read

Ett -.PAT ahd pat. One pat is spelled with capital letters
and one pat is spelled with small letters. Which

pat Is spelled with small letters7-- Good if you

said the pat w th the line under It.

Board HAT 30. Read the words in the pictu e -- Good if you read

hat HAT and hat. One .11. is spelled with capital letters

and one hat is spelled with small letters. Which

hat is spelled with small letters?-- Good if you

said the hat with the line under ft.

Board b_

Board I

Board hV

Board hit

LESSON XXIX

In the picture you,see the small jetter h. Find the

small h on the side of your letter board. Put the

small h in the middle of your letter board.-- Have

you pur,the small h in the middle of your letter

board? If so, gooir.

In the picture you see two i's, a capital I and a

small i. The small V has a line under it. You have

a. small i on the side of your letter board. Put the

small i on your letter board next to the h.-- Have

you put the small I on your letter board next to the
h?

If so, good. What letter .did you just put on the

letter board?-- Good if you said j. Find the letter
Put the t on your letter boardnext to the i.--

Have you put the letter t on your letter board next
to the 17

4. If so, good. The small letters h t spell the word

hit. Point to your letters on your letter board and
say their names. Good if you said h i t. The letters

h i t spell the word h i t . Push the letters h i t

to the side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed

the letters h i t to the side of your letter board?
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If so, good. jn the picture you see the smalj
letters h and J. Put the h in the middle of your
letter IZerd.-- Find the small letter I. Put the
i_ on your letter board next to the h.-- Have you

,put the small letters h on'your later board?
If so, good.

6. In the picture you see two D's, a capital 0 and a
small d. The small d has a line under it. You
have a small d on your letter board. Put the small
d on your levier board next to the i.-- Have you
put the small d on your letter boara- next to the i7

7 If so, good. What letter did you just put on the
letter board7-- Good if you said d. The letters
h 1 d spell the word hid. Point to your letters on
your letter board and say their names. Good if you
said h i d . The letters h i d spell the word hid.
Push the letters h i d to the side of your letter
board.-- HaVe you pushed the letters h i d to the
side of your letter board?

In the picture you see two B's, a capital B and a
small b. The small b has a line under it. You have
a smalrb_on the side of your letter board. Put the
small b in the middle of your letter board.-- Have

you put the small b in the middle of your letter ba
board?

If so, good. What le- er is on your letter b-ard7--
Good if you said-b.

10. In the picture you sea two E's, a capital E and a
small e. The small e has a line under it. You
have a small e_ on the side of your letter board..
Put the small e_ on your letter board next to the b.
-- Have you put the small letter e on your letter
board next to the 57

11. If so, good. What letter did you just put on your
letter board7-- Good if you said e. Find the small
letter d. Put the d on your letter board next to the
e.-- Have you put The small letter d on your letter
Eoard next to the 0
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12. If so,.good. The.small letters b_ d spell the
word beth s,What word did youjust spi)1?-- Good
if you.said bed. Point td your letters on your
letter board and say thetr-names.-- Good if you
said b e-d. The letters-1i e &Spell the word bed.
Push The Tetters b e d to71Te side of your letter
board.-- Have you F u T h e d the letters b e d to

the side of. your letter boardl.

If so, good. .In.the picture you see the small letters
c a b. The letters c a b.spell Ithe word cab. Spell
The ,;6rd cab on ydur7litier board.-- Have you spelled
the word cab on your letter board?

Board cab 14 If so, good. -The lettersa b spell the word cab.
What word did you just spell'?" Good if you said
cab. Point to your lettervon your letter board
and say their names. Good d f you said c a b. The
letters .c.a b sPell the word cab-. Push the letters
c a b to the side of your letter board.-- Have you
pushed the letters c.a b_to the side of your letter
board?

Board HIT 15. If so, good. Read the-words:in the picture.-- Good
hit if you read HIT and hit One hit is spelled with

capital letters and one hit is spelled with small
letters.- Which hit isspelled with small letters?

Good if you said the hit w th the line under it.

Board HID
hid

16. Read the words in this picture.ru- Good if you read
HID and hid. One hid is spelled with capital letters
and one hid is spelled with small letters. Which
hid is spelled with small letters?-- Good if you
said the hid with the line under it.

Board BED 17. Read the words in this picture.-- Good if you read
bed BED and bed. One bed is spelled with capital letters

and one bed is spelled with saoll 1etter5. Which
bed is spelled with small letters?-- Good if you
said the-bed with the line undei. it.

Board CAB 18. Read the words in this picture'.-- Good if yoy read
cab CAB: and cab. One cab is spelled with capital letters

and one cab is spelled with small letters. Which
bed is spelled with small letters.-- Good if you
said the cab with the line under it.
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In the picture you see two. F's, a capital F and a
small f. The amall f has a.line under it. You
have a small fon the side.,bf Your letter board.
.Put the small f in the middle of your letter board.

Have you put the small f in the middle of your
letter board?

If so, good. What letter did you just put on your
letter board?-- Good if you said the f. Find the
small letter e. Put the e on your letTer board
next to the,C.---Find the small letter d. Put the
d on your leiter board next to the Have you
put the small letters e and d on your letter board?

I f so, good. The letters f e d spell the word fed.
What word did'you just speT1?-- Good if you said
fed. Point to your letters on your letter board
and say their names.-- Good if you said f e d. The
letters f e d spell the word fed. Push tTe-letters
f e d to the side of your letter board.-- Have you
pushed the letters f e d to the side of your letter
board?

If so, good. In the picture you see the small letters
h and e. Put the h. in the middle of your letter
board.-.- Find the letter e Put the e on your
letter board next to the 11.--Have you put the letters
h 'and e on your letter board? if so, good._ .

In the picture you see two N's, a capital N and a
small n. You have a small n_ on the side of your
letter-board. Put the small n. on your letter board
next to the e.--Have you put the n_ on your letter
board next to the 0--

if so, good. What letter did you ju t put on your
letter board?-- Good if you said n. The small letters
h e n. spell the word hen. What woTd did you just
spell?-- Good if you said hen.. Point to your
letters on your letter board and say their names.--
Good i f you said [ye. a . The letters h e n spell the
word hen. Push,tiTe letters h e n to The side of
your letter board.-- Have you pushed the letters
h e n to the side of your letter board?
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Board fin 25. If so, good. In the picture you see the small letters
f i n . The small letters f i n spell the word fin.
Spell the word fin on your letter board.-- Have
you spelled the word fln cm your letter board?

Board fin 26. If so, good. The letters f I n spell the word fin.
What word did you just speDY-7. Good if you said
fin. Point.to your letters on your letter board and
say their names.-- Good if you said f i n. The
letterp f i n spell the word fin. PuTh tE"e letters
f n to-1171-eside of your letter board.-- Have you
pushed the letters f i n to the side of your letter
board?

Board TED fed 27. If so, good. Read the words in thi's picture.-- 'Good
if you read. YID and fed. One fed is spelled with
capital letters and one fed is spelled with small
letters,. Which fed is spelled with small letters?
-- Good If you said the fed with the line under it.

Board HEN 28. Read the words in this picture.-- Good if you read
hen HEN and hen. One hen is spelled with capitol letters

and one hen is spelled with small letters. Which
hen is spelled with small letters?-- Good if you,
said the hen with the line under it.

Board FIN
fin

Board

Board r

29. Read the words in this picture Good if you read
FIN and fin. One fin is spelled with capital letters
and one fin is spelled with small letters. Which fin
is spelled with small letters?-- Good if you said
fin with the line under it.

LESSON XXX

In the picture you see.two R's,.a capital R and,. a .

small r. ,The small r. has a line under it. You haVe
a small r on the side of your letter board. Put the
small r in the middle of your letter board.-- Have
you puT the small r in the middle of your letter
boardt

Aclf so, goo k.: Whet letter did you just put on your
letter board7-- ',WOE' if you Said r. Find the small
letter a. 'Put the a_ on pour letter board next to the
r. Finir the small fetter t. Put the t on your letter
Foard next to the a.-- Have you put tE6 letters a t
on your letter boal:ii?
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Board rat

Board ram

Board ram

Board ran

Board ran_
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f so, good. The small letters r a_ t_ spell the word rat.
What word did you just spell?-- Good if you said rat.
Point to your letters on your letter board and say their
names.-- Good if you said r a t. The small letters r a
t spell the word rat. Push the letters r a t to the_
side ,of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the letters
r a t to the side of your letter board?

If so, good. In the picture you see the small letters r
a m. The letters r a m spell the word ram. Spell the
word ram on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the
word ram on your letter board?

If so, good. The letters _r a m spell the word ram. What
word did you Just spell?-- Good if you said ram. Point
to your letters on your letter board and say their names.
-- Good if you said r a m. The letters r a m spell the
word ram. Push the letters r a m to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you pushed the letters r a m to
the side of your letter board?

If so, nood. In the picture you see the small letters
r a n. The letters r a n spell the word ran. Spell the_

word ran on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the
word ran on your letter board?

I F so, good. The letters r_ a n spell the word ran. What
word did .ou just spe117-- Good if you said ran. Point
to your rrs on your letter board and say their names.
-- Good L.' you said r a n. The letters r a_ n,spell thL
word ran. Push the letters r a n to the side of your
letter board.-- Have you pushed the letters r a n to
the side of your letter board?

_

Board RAT 3. If so, good. Read the words in the picture.-- Good if
rat you real RAT and rat. One rat is spelled with capital

letters and one rat is spelled with small letters. Which
rat is spelled with small letters?-- Good if you said
rat with te.. line under it.

Board RAM
ram

Read the words in this picture.-- Good if you read RAM
and ram. One ram is spelled with capital letters and one
ram is spelled with small letters. Which ram is spelled
with small letters?-- Good if you .said the ram with the
line :wider it.
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Read the words in this picture.-- Good if you read
RAN and ran. One ran is spelled with capital letters
and one ran is spelled with small letters. Which
ran is spelled with small 1 tters?-- Good if you said
ran with the line under it.

In the picture you see the small letter b. Find the
small letter b. Put the b in the middle of your
letter board.-- Have you put the small letter b
in the middle of your letter board? if so, good.

In the picture you see'two O's, a capital 0 and a
small o. The small 0 has a line under it. You have
a sm211 o on the side of your letter board. Put the
small o on your letter board next to the b. Have
you put the small o on your letter board next to
the b?

If so, good. What letter did you just put on your
letter board?-- Good if you said o.

In the picture you see twv a capital X and a
small x. The small x has a line under it. You have
a small x on the side of your letter board. Put the
small x on your :letter board next to the 0.--Have you
put the small x on your letter board next to the 07

If so, goof-J. 'dhat letter did you just put on your
letter board?-- Good if you said x. The small
letters b 0 x spell the word box. What word did
you just spe117-- Good if you said box. Point to
your letters on your letter board and say their
names.-- Good i f you said box. The letters b 0 x
spell the word box. Push the lett sboxto the side
of your letter board.-- Have you hed the letters
b o x to the side of your letter board?

16. If so, good. In the picture you see the small letters
f o x. The letters f o x spell the word fox. Spell
the word fox on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the word fox on your letter board?

1 7 . I f so, good. The letters f o x spell the wnrd fox.
What w..,rd did you just Good if you said
fox. Point to your letters on your letter board and
say their names.-- Good if you said f o x. The

letters f o x spell the word fox. Pull tI71-e letters
f o x to t171eside of your letter board.-- Have you
pu-sh-d the letters f o x to the side of your letter
board?

3 7 2
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Board S 13. If so, good. In the picture you see two S's, a capital
S and a small-s. The small s has a line under it.
You have a small s on your letter board. Put the
small s in the middle of your letter board.-- Have

, you put the small s in the middle of your letter
board?

Board s J. If so, good. What itter did you just put on your
letter board?-- Good if you said s. Find the small
letter o. Put the 0 on your letter board next to
the s.-- Find the small letter x. Put the letter x_
on your letter board next to the 0,-- Have you put
the letters 0 x on your letter board?

Board sox

Board six

Board six

Board BOX
box

20. I f so, good. The small letters s o x spell the word
sox. Wh,t word did you just spell?-- Good if yOu
said sox. Point to your letters on your letter
board and say their names.-- Good if you said sox.
s o x. The letters s o x spell the word sox. Push
The letters s o x to the side of your letter board.--
Have you pusil-eaThe letters s o x to the side of
your letter board?

21. If so, good. In the picture you see the small letters
s i x. Spell the word six on your letter board.--
Have you spelled the word six on your letter board?

22. If so, good. The letters s i x spell the word six.
What word did you just speT)T-- Good if you said
six. Point to your letters on your letter board
and say their names.-- Good if you said s i x. The
letters s i x spell the word six. Push tl7le letters
s i x to al-eside of your letter board.-- Have you
pus' cd the letters s i x to the side of your letter
board?

23. If so, good. Read the words in the picture.-- Good
if you said FOX and fox? One fox is spelled with
capital letters and one fox is spelled with small
letters.--Which fox is spelled with small letters?--
Good if you said fox with the line under it.

Board FOX 24. Read the words in this picture.-- Good if you said
fox FOX and fox. One fox is spelled with capital letters

and one fox is spelled with small letters. Which fox
is spelled with small letters?-- Good if you said
the fox with the line under it.

373
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Board SIX 25. Read the v.ords in this picture.- Good if you said SIX
six and six. One six is spelled with capital letters and

one six is spelled With small letters. Which six is
spelled with small letters?-- Good if you said the six
with the line under it.

Brard SOX 26. Read the words in this picture.-- Good if you said SOX
504 and s o x. One sox is spelled with capital letters and

:-
one sox is spelled with small letters. Uhich sox is
spelled with small letters?-- Good if you said the sox
with the line Under it.

Boardaeio 27. In the picture you see the small letters a, e, i, and o.

Find the letters a, e, i, and o on your letter board.--
Put the small letters a, e, i, and o on your letter
board.-- Have you put the small letters a, e, i, and o
on your letter board? If so, good. Push the letters a,
e i, and o to the side of your letter board.-- Have

y- ou pushed the letters a, e, i, and 0 to the side of
your letter board?

B ardmncp 23. In the picture you see the small letters m, n, c, and p._
Put the small letters m, n, c, and p on your letter board.

Have you put the small letters m, n, c, and p on your
letter board? If so, good. Point to the letters on Your
letter board and say their names.-- Good if you said
m, n, c, and p. Push the letters m, n, c, and p to the
side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed tE-e letters
m, n, c and p to the side of your letter board?

Boadthdr 29. If so good. In the picture you see the small letters t,_
h, d, and r. Find the letters t, h, d, and r on the
--
side of your letter board. Put the small leTters t, h,
d, and r on your letter board.-- Have you put the letters
t, h, d, and r on your letter board? If so, good. Point
TO ihe letters on your letter board and say their names.
-- Good if you said t, h, d, and r. Push the letters
t h d and r to the side of your letter board.-- Have
yo- u pushed the letters t, h, d, and r to the side of your_
letter board?

Board f X s If so, good. In the picture you see the small lette,
f, U, x, and s. Find the letters f, b, x, and s on thc
sid-e-oT your Tetter board. Put the smalT letters f, b,
x, and s on your letter board.-- Have you put the small
lettersf, b, x, and s on your letter board? If so,

_

good. Point to the letters on your letter board and
say their names.-- rood if you said f, b, x, and s.
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Picture Tim
Tim Board

Board Tim

Picture Tam
Board Tam

Board Tam

Picture Ed
Board Ed

B_ard Ed

Picture Ted
Board Ted

115

LESSON XXXI

This is Tim. Tim is the name of a boy. Names
of people begin with a capital letter. The name
Tim begins with a capital T. Spell the name Tim on
your letter board.-- Have you spelled the name Tim
on your letter board?

If so, good. What letter is the capital letter?--
Good if you said T. Point to your letters on your
letter board and sav their names.-- Good if you
said capital T i m. Push the name Tim to the side
of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the name
Tim to the side of your letter board?

If so, good. This is Tam. Tam is the name of a
cat. Names of animals begin with a capital letter.
The name Tam begins with a capital T. Spell the
name Tam on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the name Tam on your letter board?

If so, good. What letter is the capital letter?--
Good if you said T. Point to your letters on your
letter board and say their names.-- Good if you
said capital T a m. Push the name Tam to the side of
your letter board.-- Have you pushed the name Tam
to the side of your letter board?

5. If so, good. This is Ed. Ed is the name of a man.
Names of people begin with a capital letter. The
name Ed begins with a capital E. Spell the name
Ed on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the
name Ed on your letter board?

If so, )ood. What letter is the capital letter?--
Good if you said E. Point to your letters on your
letter board and say thuir names.-- Good if you
said capital E d. Push the name Ed to the side of
your letter boaT'd.-- Have you pushed the name Ed
to the side ol your letter board?

7. If so good This is Ted. Ted is the name of a
man. Names of people begin with a capital letter.
The name Ted begins with a capital T. Spell the
name Ted on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the name Ted on your letter board?

375



Slide

Board Ted

Picture Dot
Board Dot

Board Dot

If so, good. Uhat letter is the capital?-- Good

if you said T. point to your letters on your letter
board and say their names.-- Good if you said
capital T e d. Push the name Ted to the side of
your letter board.-- Have you pushed the name Ted
to the side of your letter beard?

If so, good. This is Dot. Dot is the name of a
girl. Names of people begin with a capital letter.
The name Dot begins with a capital D. Spell the name
Dot on your letter board.-- Have you spelled the
name Dot on your letter board7

10. If so, good. What letter is the capital letter?--
Good if you'said D. Point to your letters on your
letter board and say their names.-- Good if you
said capital D o t. Push the name Dot to the si,,e
of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the name
Dot to the side of your letter board?

Picture Don 1 if so, good. This is Don. Don is the name of a
Board Don boy. Names of people begin wilh a capital letter.

The name Don begins with a capital D. Spell the
name Don on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the name Don on your-letter board?

Board Oon 12. If so, good. What letter is the capital etter?--
Good if you said B. Point to your letters on your
letter board and say their names.-- Good if you
said capital D o n., Push the name Don to the side
of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the name
Don to the side of your letter board?

Picture Bob
Board Bob

Board B-b

If so, good. This is Bob. Bob is the name of a
man. Names of people begin with a capital letter.
The name Bob begins with a capital B. Spell the
name Bob on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the name Bob on your letter board?

I. If 50, good. What letter is the capital letter7--
Good if you said B. Point to your letters on your
letter board nnd say their names.-- Good if you
said capital B o b. Push the name Bob to the side
of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the namc
Bob to the side of your letter board?



Slide

Picture Ben
Board Ben

Board Ben

Picture Pep
L;oard Pep

Board Pep

Picture Dot
can hop
Board Dot
can hop

Picture .

hot rat
Board a
hot rat

Picture A
dot on a hen
Board a dot
on a hen

Picture A
fat hen
Board a
fat hen

1`-

121

If so good. This is Ben. Ben is the name of a
man. Aames of people begin with a capital letter.
The name Ben begins with a capital B. Spell the
name Ben on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the name Ben on your 1ett2r board?

13. If so, good. What letter is the capital letter?--
Good if you said B. Point to your letters on your
letter board and say their names.-- Good if you
said capital B e n. Push the name Ben to the side
of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the name
Ben to the side of your letter board?

17. If so, good. This Is Pep. Pep is the name of a
dog. james of animals begin with a capital letter.
The name Pep begins with a capital P. Spell the
name Pep on your letter board.-- Have you spelled
the name Pep on your letter board7

18 If so, good. What letter is the capital letter?
Good if you said P. Point to your letters on

your letter board and say their names.-- Good if
you said capital P e p. Push the name Pep to the
side of your letter board.-- Have you pushed the
name Pep to the side of your letter board?

If so, good. Read the words in the picture.-- Good
if you read Dot can hop.

20. Road the words in this picture.-- Good if you read
a hot rat.

21. Read t.,e words in this -icture.-- Good if you read
a dot on a hen.

22. Read the words in this picture.-- Good if you
read a fat hen.
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Slide

Picture A 23. Read the words in this picture. -- Good if you
bad cot read a b d cot.
Board a
bad cot

Picture An
ax

Board an ax

Picture Ben
can hit Bob
Board Ben can
hit Bob

Picture Men
met
Board men
met

24. Read the words in this picture.-- Good if you
read an ax.

25. Read the words in this picture. Good if you read
Ben ean hit Bob.

26. lead the words in this picture.-- Good if you read
men met.

Picture A pen 27. Read the wor s in this icture.-- Good if you read
Board a pen a pen.

Picture A fin 23. Read the words in thIs picture.-- Good if you read
Board a fin a fin.

Pictu _ Six

men
Board six
men

Picture Pep
ran

Board Pep
ran

2]. Read the words in this picture.-- Good If you read
six men.

30. Read the words in this picture.-7 Good if you read
Peo ran.
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IT #

ft

IEGIN: 2 2/71

1

SOCIAL BEHAVICIR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO. 1 1.

Continued ------3

DATE END: 5/4/71

No

eedback Feedback

5 5

261.2 255.2
4.1 2 .4

No
Feedback Feedback

5

224.2 198.2
1

IA MN 10111111 101.1111111111TS WMSTEMIlli

FB 7.4

NF

.

:

.

5 5 5 5

99.6 4.6 81 16.0 i43.8

80.6 10.3 67.5 17.8 86.9

r ormance on Tas FOS: Feedback on Sel FOO: Feedback on 0 her; FOR: Feedback on
nudatiknAt- NFR- Nn Fppdbark: R.Reward: Ratio Reward



`0TODENT ft

IROUP #
a

IRTE BEGIN: 2 2/71

2

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO. .12.11,L____

DATE 5/4/71

20 2 24 i:: 28 MI

0.

X

+C.C. Reward = IC

5

294.3
14.9

No C.C. Rewards

5
199.8
45.9

SESS ON ft 19 20 21 223 25

5 5

0 7.5

F
.

0

O.

O.

5
28.5
14.9

*POT: Performance on Task; F

Reward; C.C. Competitive Con incient; FB; Feedback; NFB: No Feedback; R.Rewa d: Ratio RewardFeedback n Sel FOO: ac on 1 OR bac



rUDENT

flOUP #

ATE BEG I N :

3

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO. la(2)
AN=IimiN.Z _

DATE END: 6/2/71

SESS *111111111

+C.C. Reward m le

5

_

No C.C. Reward

5

+C.C. Reward m I

5

262.2 277.8 204.9

P. s 7i.8 30.9 i1t7.4

0.

T .

POT: Per ormance on Task; FOS: Feedback on Self, FOO: Feedback on 0 her; FOR: Feedback on

Reward; C.C.: Competitive,Contingent; FB: Feedback; NFB: No Feedback; R.Reward: Ratio Reward



UDENT
irmiftmm.17

OUP # 1

1E BEG I N

4

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM MO .2k(J)

Con t nued--

DATE END:

'
MI Wai iii Millinnin

P.

0.

T.

N

S

No C.C. Rewards
5

214.0
62.5

1

Feedbac

5

205
33.2

No
Feedback

5

113.8
18. 9

Feedbac

5

200.8
_31.3

No

Feedback

5

80.0
34.1

Feedback

5

188.2
28.3

SESSION Wil
N

NFB FB

S .

N 5 5 5

-R- 6.8 5.2 30.0

7. 2.6 12 I --__

tPOT; Per ormance on Task; FOS: Feedback on Se] F 0: Feedback on 0 her; FOR: F- ac _n

keward; C.C.: Competitive Contingent; FB: Feedback; NFB: No Feedba k; R.Reward: Ratio Reward



TIOENT

P.OUP

F GIN: -71 _

5

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA AN1.L!'SI:5

room qn 2a I

DATE END:

n A Mall

P.

0.

T.

N

-7

S

J

+ C.C. Reward u Id

5

326.4
8.2

No C.C. Reward

5

260.1

40.9

SESSION _ 24 I 126_
5 5

F. 7 8.8 36.7

. O.

S.

38,1



OVOENT #
0

;ROUE' #

OE BEGIN: 5/5/71

SOCIAL BERAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO. 2a(1)

DATE END: 6/2 7

Ammonium
-I-C.0 Reward 1 No

_.
, mum

+C

MIMI ME
C.C. Rwar Reward 4

N 5 5 5
7 330 . 6 269.4 217.3

P.
.S 10.4 17.9 160.9

O.

T.

1Fiiw 29 UMW
5

9.3
3.5

0 112111115111MINNO
5

55.5
22.4

32 130111111110011Miltall

25.1

4'0 1 MBSESS ON
-,

.

1

5
49.1

=POT: Performance on Task; FOS: Feedback o FOO: Feedback on Other; FOR: Feedba on
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G1OUP #

0

DATE BEGIN: 2/12/71

7

SOCIAL BEHAV DAT'', ANALYSIS

FORM ND. ib(1)

DATE

won

_.

T.

vs.

P.

0.

T.

itailimmiriiimitiiiiummiiiiiiiiimmizoneemmer
Feedback

No

r

N

Feedback

11= .

= 25

#CC. Conitions=IC
No C.C. Conditions

r = .77
N = 30

ESS

P.

'0.

T.

vs.
F.

0.

S.

N inli111111311111111&1111111_ . __._ . ____

r mi -.30
N w

.17

ESSN# -Elleillinlin IMM XIM rg= =
-0

P.

F.

0.

0.



-ISTUDENT t I

GROUP I 1

.DATE BEGIN: 2/12/71

8

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA A'ALYSIS

FORM NO. _lb(71

QATE END: 6 2 71

.1._ I, WilLIMITIMIN11111111
Feedback

No Feedback

r = .72
N = 25

1111111iMill losommisalsammum
A- .C. Co. 1 ions

No c.C. Condit
r = .33
N 30

-

ons
F.

O.

S.

vs

F.

O.

O.

N _ MEM !WM SEISM NM
F.

r -.04 r .03

S. N= 2; N

IMMMEMMIIMM _ MIMMEMIMMUMMINEMEMmamiNNEMEffimmommENSOmmmmoommummimmmeimir
vs.

F.

O.

R.

9

-

F.

O.

O.

r = .12
.

r = .02

vs

F.

R.I u
I

n FAR! Feedback on
Alwmemmeemmwmu,



scTUDENT #

GROUP #

2

2

.DATE BEG I N: 2/12/71

Feedback
No Feedback

SOC IAL REHAV irm. DATA AtIALv7,17

FM 20(1 )

DATF END: 2

O.

T.

vs
F.

O.

R.

POT: er format:ce on Tas FOS : Feedback on Se I FO eedIac on er;



RIMENT #

MMUP e
*

1.0E END: 2/12/71

10

SOCIAL BEHAV OR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO.. 2b(2)

DATE END: 6/2/71

SES
,--

S.

vs=
F.

0.

0,

Feedback
No Feedback

r .08

N = 25

CunditionsIC
No C.C. Conditions

r = .73
N = 30

I

FB Condit
r = .15
N = 25



Ii

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANAL

FORM NI).
StUDENT #

GROUP # 2

DVATE BEGIN: Law__

3a,

Continued

DATE END: /71

11111111111111111111111111111411111111114111111
C.C. Reward

N

l'72,.

_
X

+ -.

N

IIITINMENI101111
i

lc

77

Rewr-ir,!

N

. ' eWar =

.Rewara -

T 60 256.4 O 225 EC' 260.8
FB 40 298.5 40 294.0 40 274.3

P.
NFS 20 171.2 20 171.4 20 233.7_

O.

T. 4o No No
Feedback Feedback Feedbac- Feedback Feedback Feedback Feedbac- Feedback Feedback

fl_
20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

T 326.4 171.2 271.5 225.7 171.4 282.3 278.6 233.7 270
29.4 83.5_ 94.3 1_68.7 193.8 55-9 58.9 1 7.4 114.4

SESSION IMIU1131111111M11 1111111111 1011 NEU NM KU .

60 39.2 0 39.2 60 48.7
FB 40 50.8 40 53-1 4o 63.4

F. _ 20 II. 20
0 . FB FS NFB : F IF B

S.
N 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
Y 66.5 16.1 35-1 39-3 11.5 66.9 70.2 19. 5 56.5
s 4.2 24.2 33. 41.2 16. 42.4 4. 2 .

111111111111AI . U1WIfl iE 14 II1 16 1F 1

6o 9.2 60 3.1 Go 8.1
F8 40 3.6 Lio 3.5 40 4.9

F. NFB .4 4
O. FB NFB F

, =R.
N 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

T 2.5 8.5 4.7 4.1 2.4 2.9 9.1 14.4 4.7

S 5.4 12.0 15.3 7.7 5.4 4.7 10.5 21. 5.9

tri---r r/;--;ncp inn a- rw r rlhar rn tad Fon.--r .rt.,- ,,,, Tr i..lhr nn ,..,



411.1DENT #

AMP # 2

ATE BEGIN: 6123171

12

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NC. 33(1)

DATE END- 8/3/71

MEI fa BM ___ IRWI NM ITIMIBMILI
Reward = Hat

N I
60 202.4

F- 40 238.4
F. NFB 20 1306
0.

T.
No

Feedb Feedback Feedback

_ 20 20 20
278.8 130.6 197.9
16. 12-. 120.7

ESSI0N

F.

!O.
S.

FB

NFB

2021 22 NIAMEMEIMINIT

3e

---=, --_-

20
34.9
32.9



SAIDENT #
1

GROUP # 2

D4TE GIN: 8/4/7

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANA )

FORM NO. 3a!

DATr END: 8/17/ 1

_N MUMEM 01.11111110111.
R Reward = 1c

P = 1, _

1- Reward =
N X N X

T 30 253 6 30 268.2 30 286.1
FB 20 284.2 20 248.1 20 302.3

P. IFB 10 192.6 10 308.4 10 263.9

No
Feedback Feedback Feedbac Feedback Feedb A Feedback Feedback Feedback e dback

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
7 301.4 192.6 266.9 293.1 308.4 203 353.9 253.9 290.6
s 75.7 142.1 1337 94.2 43.7 124.8 5 .0 57.6 6 .

ZESSION filiIIIIIEB111111 29 11111EVIII

1 30 74.3 30 56.6 30 46.7
FB 20 39.5 20 81.9 20 rJ0.9

.

10 4 8 10 6.2 10 18
.

FB NF6 FB FB NFB F FB NFB FB
N 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
7 82.1 43.8 96.9 75-5 6.2 88.2 62.3 18.5 99.4

. . 31.01 42.1 24.4 8.5 65. 23.2 15.9 30.

SESS ON 111111 29 5911011111111M ......

T 30 33.46 30 29.1 30 15.6
F. FB 20 38.35 20 35.5 20 22.9
0. NFB 10 2.7 10 ilJ) I a_
0. Pb- t.4FB rB FB NFB FB FB NFB F

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
7 29.4 23.7 47.3 30.3 4.3 40.7 28.1 1.0 17.7

our
1 0 21. I 36,7 19.8 9.1 28.7 13 .9 2.8 18.1

Esstem WM lif4111110111
h

T 30 8.5 30 5.5 30 5.3

F. FB 23 4.8 20 5.5 20 6.8

0.

R .

NE-
1 --,

15.: 1 9.4
_

If., 2.4

'

N 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

7 2 5 15.5 7.1 6.8 5.4 4.3 9.9 2.4 3.7
S 3 9_ 18.2 10.9 9.3 9.7 6.1 8.2 3 8 5.7

OT! Performance on Tack! FOS: FeAdhack on Splfl FOO: Fppdha k on nthor FnR! FAndhark on



StUDENT
a

GROUP #

1

2

CATE BEGIN: 6/23/71

14

SnCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO. 3b(1)

Contin9ed----

DATF END. _13/ /71

SESS N -I- 1111111MIMMILlika
+C.C. Reward=10C

r -.55
N = 40
FE Only

+C.C. Reward=10t
R.Reward=1

r = .21
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FB - Only

o

T.
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0.

No CC. Reward

r = .18
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*SES ON U M.
r . .32
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11111121
r = .04
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MIMI MI 18 UM
P.
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T.

vs.
F.

O.

r = .00

FB Only
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P.
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IIO.
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R 6 8 1 0 11 12 100111UNIMUIIMPIIIIIIIIIIII
r . .08
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Fe Only

P
P.

O.
P T.

vs.

F.

O.

r = .09
N 40

Fe - Only

r . .07
N = 40
FB - On y

393
Parfnmanca nn Tack: FOS: Feedback on Se FOO: Feedback on Other; : Feedback on
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GROUP # 2

DATE BEGIN: 6/23/71

15

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO. 31:)(1)

DATE END: 8/3/71
-
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RewardT0d
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-

0
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F.
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+ C.C. Reward = 10d
r = .07
N = 40

POT. Per ormance on T s . ee a- on e e _ac
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SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO. 3b(2)

Continued----

DATE ENDLY 7-
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+C. : Reward=10C

R Reward=lc
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FB .- Only
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o C.C. Reward
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F.
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F.
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R.
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1111.11111111111111111111
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a Performance on Ta FOS: Feedback on Self FOO; Feedback 66 tither: FOR-:- Feedback on



STUDENT #

GAOUP # 2

DATE BEGIN: 6/23/71

1,

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM

ATE END: 8/3/71

-SSION 20

40

FB On] v

ormance on Task; F : Feedback on Sel ' FOO: Feedback on Other; FOR: Feedback on
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A
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6/23/71

-

1 8

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO. c(1)

Cbntinued-------)

DATE END: 8/3/71

-a IL-1 MN ELM Ufi 11 1F 111511 11101 KM itill_1111a1 MU a _

No C.C. Reward

.3204

.3456

.1410

+C.C. Reward=10c

.6656

.2213

.6800

..-+C.C. Rewar OC

R Reward1

.0741

.3508
.3569

I _

SESSION , ' OM= 5 9 1 0 11 12 WMMini NM
.,=

'Pl-1 R 23 .107Z- .6615 .09Z7
FC*2

1.
R,.1 3 . 2894

.

.6600 .3033
Flt3 e.12 .2'68 .0714 . 3056

-

......A.--.

,._ 6 8 10 13 15
_

::FS1
F0=2
,FR-3

.;:f

..

V
g2-

R
1

.2
R

R
2

. )2

.1764

.2978
.2978

+c. . Reward100
.3916 .4466
.1918 .3949
.3508 .4121

3 97
..._

--..,......

03-!:,:Performance on Task; FOS: Feedback on Self; FOO: Feedback on Other; FOR: Feedback on
Competitive Contingent; -FB-r-FeedbackqNFB:----No Feedback; k.Reward: Ratio Reward

A



'tOCIAL BCPAVIOk DATA.ANALY'Sie

Reward=10

.1854

.6462

6357

, 22 iiiii illii Mil _ MI

k 2
: -R3

RI 2- , 0692
iii : 1 .0894
R. 2

Session #

ormance on Task; FOS: Feedback on Sel FOO: Feedback on Other; FOR: Feedback on
edt. C.C.:,Competitive Contingent; FB: Feedback; NFB: No Feedback; R.Reward: Ratio Reward



DENT

# 2

ATE BEGIN: /237

20

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO. 4a(1)

Continued--

DATE END: 8/3/71

ON II IIJIII1311 12 MI IUMMIIMIllnillMir

T
FB

NFB

No C.C. Reward

N

60
40

7
159.2
172.5
12

+C.C. Reward100

N T
60 138.8

40 158.6

C C Reward10
R Reward=10

N

60
40

C

258.4
288.2

Feedbac

20
149.5
73.2

No

Feedback

20
120.5
89.1

Feedback

20

195.5

80.1

Feedback

20

153.3

1152

No

Feedback

20

99.3
89.4

Feedback

20

163.9
108.3 b

J

feedback

20

274.1

38.5

No

Feedback

20

198.7
117.7

Feedback

20

302.3
12.3

SESS ON Ilugg 71 9 10 inilalEOPIUMIffilwawa ak2
I 60 13.8 60 18.7 60 76.5
FB 40 19.6 40 26.8 40 111.6

F. NFB 20 2. 20 2 6 2
0. 1 : FB B 1 -- FB FB NFB FB
S. N 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

7 19.9 2.3 19.2 18.9 2.7 34.6 123.5 6.2 99.7
17.4 3= 12. 1 . :.4

SESS

0.

N

T
FB

NFB

60
40
2

ail 1-0 KIM MI
17. 6

15.2

22

.

60 26.5
40 33.3

q

60
40
20

.
24.5
34.3

N

7
20
22.5
20.

NFB
20
22.5
4.

FB

20

7.8
1 .2

FB

20

52.1

NFB
20
11.9

1 .

FB
20
15.5
10.1

FB

20
25.2
16.6

NFB
20
4.8
8.

FB
20
43.4
2E4

_
_51.1

15.4
30.3

FB

20
12.5
2

NFB
20

3.0
.8

ance on Ta k; FOS Feedback on Sel FOO: Feedback on Other; FOR. Feedback on
etItive-ton ngent,--FB: Feedback.! NFB: No Feedback- R.Reward: Ratio Rewar



STUDENT

GROUP #

OXTE BEGIN: 6 29 7

d=10C

202.8
203.7
201.2

21

AL BEINVIIM DATA 4NALys15

FORM NO. 4a 1

0 TE FMO: /71

ESSION i 23

FB
NFB

0 87.2
40 130.3

7
S

INNITMLIIIMITINIIIIIMMIll
0

62.6
54.4

20

.95
2.1

20

197.9
120.7

WFIEUIIIM
60 2.1

FB 40 2.7
F. NFB
Q.

R. N 20 20 20
1.2 .85 4.1

2.2 1.9 9.2 400
, Performance on Task FOS : Feedback on Self FOO: Feedback on Other! FOR: Feedback on

_tom 1ngent; FB: Feedback;,_NFB: No Feedback; Reward: Rato Reward



DATE BEGIN; 814/71

22

SOC1A- BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO.

DATE END. L7121_,

_ ENIIIIIIIELIMIIIIIIMIIIIII MOM IIMULLIII

R Reward1c
-

N X

R Rewar&lC
-C.C. Reward..10t

N I
R Rewardw,lt

_
N X

1 30 330.2 30 267.1 30 292.7

FB 20 328.1 20 267.8 20 310-3

P. NFB 10 334.5 10 247.9 10 .1

0.

T. No No No

Feedbac Feedback eedback Feedback Feedback Feedback Feedback Feedback Feedback

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

307.7 334.5 348.5 311.2 247.9 242.3 341.4 257.5 279.2

6.9 9.8 38.4 26.1 45.3 92.8 47.7 57.1 100.8

111.1113.1.1601111111Ell

T 30 83.5 30 44.9 30 69.5
FB 20 98.8 20 64.3 20 94.9

F. NFB 1 1,

. FB
S. N 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

7 6 1 . 8 70.9 1 5.8 75 1 6.3 53.5 111.1 18.7 78.7
s 28.8 27.7 41* .6 44.7 11.0 37.4 60.8 .2 44

28 1 30EIm MOM
30 23.9 30 39.6 30 16.9

FB 20 34.3 20 55.4 20 24.2

F. NFB 10 .2 0 2

0. ,

0. N 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

-I 44.6 3.2 23.9 59.9 8.2 50.8 25.4 2.5 23

28.3 5.5 21.1 29.1 14.1 333 14.6 3 4 19.9

MinaiiMili aTi _

T 30 2.8 30 6.2 30 1.3

Fa 20 1.7 20 3.7 20 1.4

F. NFB 10 0 0 1Q 11
0. FB NFB FB FB N B FB ;

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

22 50 1 2 18 11.3 5.6 1.6 1.1 1.2

-

le on Task; FOS: Feedback on Self; FOO: Feedback on Other; FOR: Feedback on

ompetftive.Cont gent ; FS; Feedback;NFB; No Feedback; R.Reward: Ratio Rewar



kTUDiNT

IROUP #

E BEGIN: 6/23/71

23

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO. 4b(1)

MIN MI 11511 WIN MEI 111131

Continued-------)

DATE END: 8/3/71

No C.C. Reword +C.C. Rewardr--10c +C.C. Reward=104
R. Rewar&lC

r = .21
N = 40
FB - Only

SESSION Min 15

_-

-A,s.
F.
0.

N = 40
FB Onl

---

N 40
FB-Onl

r = .

N 40
FB - Onl

r

N 40
FR - Onl

Ter ormonce pn Task; FOS: Feedback on Sel FOO: Feedback on her; FOR: Feedback on
r * CC.. Iorretit,ve Contingent* FR* Feedback; NFB: No Feedback; R.Reward: Ratio Reward



ENT #

h2UP

BEGIN: 6/2 7

24

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO. 4E1(1)

+C. C. Reward=10C

r

N 40
FB Only

r = .02
N = 40
FB - On

Task; FOS: Feedback on e FOO: Feedback on Other; FOR: Feedback on
Itiva-ContInoent:;__FR: Feedback4-NFB: No Feedback; R.Reward: Ratio Reward



TUDENT

25

tOC!AL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSI'...-

_ 413(2) -_
FORM NO.

6R00

: AMTE BEGIN. 6/23/71

Continued-------)

_ 8/3/Y1
DATE END

E ailME KM WM MI AM Ma MUM ilk% OM WM UM

F.

O.

S.

vs-

F.

O.

O.

NI C C Re ard

r = -.34
N = 40
FB - Only

+C.C. Reward1O

r = -.26
N t= 4o

FB - Only

+C.C. Reward=1_
R. Reward=1

r = -.38
N = 40
FB - Only
-,------,.

SSION II 6 8 gjio 11 12 JUlIILIWII I

F.

. O.

S.

vs.
F.

O.

R.
4.

r = -.12
N = 40

r =
N - 4o

1

-. 2
N = 40
FB - On

SESS N

F.

O.

7-13.

vS.
F.

R.

.

r = .07
N = 40

..r = .09
N = 40

r.= .11
N = 40
FB

-___. _ _ _

0

T:J'erformance on Task; FOS: Feedback on Self; FOO: Feedback on Other; FOR: Feedback on
CD. urn! tan FApdhack: R.Reward: Ratio Reward



2

!

'AMTE BEGIN: 6/23/71
=IC

+C.C. Reward=10c
r 0 43
N 40
FB - Only

26

SOCIAL BEMAVIOR DATA ANALY3IS

FORM NO. 412(2)

DATE END: 8/3/71ffN=1.11p

POT: Performance on Task; FOS: Feedback on Se, FOO: Feedback on Other; FOR: Fe_ back on
ea:1-.11 ::4:47XICanatitiVeD3ntinaPntFR.--FP0elt.ArkliFfitMel Fpadhark!.R_Rowarelt Raf;r1 RAurAcri



ITUDENT #

27

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYS1

FORM NO.

-,- GROUP # 2
_

:DATE BEGIN: 6/23/71

Continued

DATE END: 8/3/71

# 1 _MIMI . MI_ 10 ii 12 IIRNIRLII
+C.C. Rewar&10

.7533

.6852

.5000

+C.C. Rewardiw10C
R. Reward14
.1367
.3819

.4003

OT,..

FSIN2

F03

23

R1.13
R.12

C.C. Reward

.5613

.4386

.5214

-ESSION II 2 U4 6 8 wai on suransimin umMI UMW

F in

1 =

. _

=515

.302

.6826

.6804
.0412
.0223ii

BINMMINMII

ON_ I moilimitimmi 6 NMI 1 LI 111111111 liflUIFEIIIRIMI
---49 3

.4926
.1410
.1737

F,0,2

FR..3
R
R

= 9 7
.5137
. 81

T.,:-Performance on Task; FOS: Feedback on Se_ FOO: Feedback on Oth FOR: Feedback on
ZP-CCOmPetitive Contineent: FBt Fgedhak! UFR1 Pin Firkodh=r_k! R Rpir&1 t RAtin Ranamell



STUDENT

44oup #

SIM

OATE BEGIN: 6/23/71

28

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO. 4c(1)

DATE END: _8/3/71

_ESSION IM1111.11.11
RT*I

F02
9 1 2 3

R _

r_e

. 53=

-.4870
.2 4

20 21 22 MIMI
70.2

W-3

.

R,.)3
e.12
.4---i-_-

9'

.4364

.21,58
-- , , --- -------."_ _--_---, _

_---- _

407'
n,Taakt7 FOS: Feedback on Self;- FOO: Feedback on Other; FOR: Feedback on

aaffri- - ka.e- R_RPuiard: Ratio Reward



AAOUP II
T 0

ATE BEGIN- 6/22/71

29

SOCiAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO. 5a(1)_

Continued

DATE EHD, 9/4/71

SE S ON 2 MEM. MINIM WillilkinlifFilEMBSIMI 16 I1 19

No CC. RewardNo C.C. Re d +C.C. Keward10

T 60 240 60 346.5 60 295.4
FB 40 246.8 40 348.5 40 297.3
NFB 20 226.4 20 342.7 20 21.

T. No No No
Feedbac Feedback Feedback Feedback eedback Feedback Feedback Feedback Feedback

20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
235.4 226.4 258.2 334.7 342.7 362.2 304.5 291.7

f
290.1

1 49.9 39.0 57. 32.2 44.4 53.6 49.1 f 67.2

Jill 2 10111111MMTIONNINIUMI1MMI 111111M1111111117111111n1Wil
.0 2 .2 0 5.7 .0 15.

FO 28.4 40 8.6 40 21.8
NFB 20 6.8

NFB FB FB NFB FB FB NFB FB

s. 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
20.3 6.8 36.5 10.9 0 6.2 13.8 2.3 29.8
16.9 11.3 23.0 12.9 0 8.2 19.1 5.8 17.6

SESGION Ift 3 IEUILINTRI IIP11 10 11 12 NI 14 ION 16 17111RM
.. 7. 0 .7 0 20.5

FB 40 19.5 40 9.9 40 28.2
F. NFB 20 13.4 20 .2 20

0. EM1111111111Mitiiii FB

20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
12.4 13.4 26.5 13.8 .25 5.9 19.4 5.3 36.9
8.5 27.3 36.9 18.1 .71 7.4 18.5 6.8 27.5

20 20

9-9 10.3

11.5 19.3

q rTr"m,.e ormance on Task; FOS: Feedback on Self; FOO; Feedback on Other; FOR: Feedback on
C.- _Tngent;JB: Feedback; NFB: No Feedback; R.Reward: Ratio Reward4198



TUDENT #

ROUP#
.--
hTE BEGIN: 6/22/71

30

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO. 5a.(1)

DATE END: 8/4/71
ammowswirmwmmamw

S SSI N 20 21 22 lal 26 28 0

+ .C. 'ewar.m. +C.C. Reward=10t
Feedback No Feedback

N X N T
T 60 397.1 60 304
FB 40 403.9 40 922.8

NFB 20 383.4 20 272.6

20 20 20 20 20 20
386.3 383.4 421.6 362.2 272.6 283.3
30.1 95 4 11.8 78.7 8 . 88.

20 20
7.9 10.9
4.6 4.9

SESSLO 22WJ nil 26 171EZIETI1

. .0 7.6
FB 40 2.7 40 9-3
NFB 20 1.0 20 4.

--, - FB
20 20 20 20 20

3.9
5.1

1.0

1.9

1.5

2.1
5.5 4.2
13.2 6.1

13.1

13-9
409

__ r ... n h ..a on

e itive Contingent; B: Feedback; NFB: No eedback; R.Reward: Ratio Reward



loo # 3

PATE BEG N: 6 22/71

No C.C. Rewards

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO. 5b(1)

DATE ENO: 4/71

r 5

N 40
FB - 0 V

O.

T.

vs.

F.

2

N = 40
FB

anNIMIM311=1
. 5

N = 40 N = 40

FB - FB Only

-7"-JM,

T.
vs.

F.

O.

r =
N 40
FB - Only

= -.SO
N = 40

_- On

QT-: Pe o mance on Task; FOS: Feedback on Self; FOO: Feedback on Othe FOR edback on

w '&rdcC CompetirimeContingent44..B.:%FegAttOck;,NFII.:- No feedback, R Reward: Ratio Reward



VODENT # 4

GROUP # 3
*

DATE BEGIN: 6/22/71

32

SOCIAL BEHAVI R DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO. 5b(2)

DA'7 ENO: 4/71

No C.C. Reward

r = .06
N 40

FB - Only

r .85

N = 40
FB Only

ormance on Task FOS: Feedback on Self, FOO: Feedback on Other; FOR: Feedback on

crIAAtitivo enntinaent: FB: Feedback* NFB: No Feedback; R.Reward: Ratio Reward



STUDENT

GROUP If

DATE BEG N: _6/22171

33

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

FORM NO. 5c(1)

DATE END: _8 4/71

ILl111. 1101I

No C.C. Reward

.1643

.1208

.1280

WI 6 11E11 81I10 H IMF MIBIIIIIIirill

No C.C. Reward

.6633

.7109

.7684

-T-1

=_
0=3

1-
.23
13

:2'
=12

3--

+C.C. R: erd=1

.8162

.8737

.8681

SESSION #

:

RN Uti
. 032
.7946

A

.6858

.6561
5=2
R=3

.73
R13

. 20

.2903

.42
__ .-----z_nr_

,

_

.6542

.5070

.8511
._00

.7029

.6

ask; FOS: Feedback on Self; FOO: Feedback on Other; FOR: Feedback on
alve Contin entFB: Feedback NFB: No Feedback. R.Reward Ratio Reward



ig0uP #
v

IATE BEGIN: 6/22/71

34

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANALYSIS

6a(1)FORM NO:

Continued--

DATE END: 8/4 1

AmmoI*io iiIRLII milimal
No C C. .c: d

N 7
+C. C Reward=10C

N X

No C C Rewrd

N i
T 60 326.9 60 376.5 60 362.2
FB 40 318.6 40 375.0 40 363.4
NFB 20 343.8 20 379.4 20 360.0

P.

O.

T.
No No No

Feedback F edback Feedba k Feedback Feedback Feedback Feedback Feedback Feedback

-R---
-x-

20
311.3

20
343.8

20
325 .8

20
372 .4

20
379.4

20
377.6

20
372.2

20
360.0

20
354.5

I s
32-9 17-9 10.2 12.9 7-9 15-9 16.2 11.2 33_8

6 10 Ea SEINIIIIIIMI
3-7 60 3.9 60 4.5

FB 40 5.5 40 5.9 40 6.6
MF0 20 .2 1

F. MLUMMiiiaigniiiijillIMUMilitialiMillaiMill B

0- N 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
S. I 3.1 .25 7.8 7.6 0 4.2 5.7 4 7.5

s 2.9 .71 3.5 3.9 a 2.4 2.9 1.3 8.1

SESSION N 2 6 intli I iiVIITIT1 14 EITJ
1.3 0 5.9 60 5.1

FB 40 1.9 40 5.8 40 7-5
F. NFB 20 .1 2 /

0. IMMO MILIAILOWT FB : FB
O. N 2 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

7 2.3 .05 1.6 7.2 .15 4.4 6.4 .35 8_5
s 3.6 .22 2.2 3.2 .48 2.7 2.7 .98 12.0

SESSION_#

20 20

0 1.1

0 1.3

formance on Task; FOS: Feedback on Self; FOO: Feedback on Other. FO : Fee ac on_

:Compe itive Contingent; FB:, eedback; NFB: No.Feedback; R.Reward: Ratio Reward



SfUDENT
,m

GROUP #

DATE BEGIN:

5

3

6/22/71

35

SOCIAL BEHAVI'IR DATA 1,Iti.,Ye.:

FORM NO. 6a(1)
_

OATE E -4/7;

ON Mu1UI r1I1*I 1.111

T

+C.C. Reward- OC
Feedback

N 7
60 399

+C.C. Roward0.
No f:eedback

N 7
60 318.1

FB 40 403.8 40 340
P. Nf_B_ Zo_ 391.5 20

..,,

O.

T. No No

FeecibackJ Feedback Feedba Feedback Feedback Feedback

20 20 20 20 20 20

404.4 391.5 403.2 393.2 272.5 285.7

7.2 14.4 13.7 10.9 78.3 65.L _

s10a 20 21 22 2326 28 30,E
I 0

FB 40 6.1 40

F. NFB_ 20 -0 20 -35

NFB FB FB

S. N 20 20 20 20 20 20

7 7.0 7.0 5-1 0 -35 0

s 2.7 3.3 2.3 0 .18 0

SESS N 23 IIMI 29

5 0 .27

FB 40 7-7 40 -3

F. NFB 20 10.1 20 .2

O. : FB F NFB FB

O. 20
8.4 10.1 6.9 .

2.9 4.1 2.9 .4 .9

T'Performance on Task. FOS: Feedback on Self; FOO: Feedback on Other. FOR: Feedback on

-Competitiv Conttngenq FB: Feedback; NFB: No Feedback; .Rewa d: Ratio Reward

,



STUDENT # 5

GROUP k
*

OATE BEGIN: 6/22/71

36

SOCIAL OE4AV 1 (W. DATA ANALY'flS

FORM NO.

SE Si ON

+C .C.

MINMITIMMINVIIIIM
No

P

O.

T .

vs.

P.

-

N- CC. Reward

r .17

N --m 40
FB - Only

Reward=iOç

r -m .43

N 40
FR - Only

C.C. Reward

r - .23
N = 40
FR - Only

,-----.

10 IngUilin
__ ___ _

16

r = .05
N m 40

0.

vs.

F.

0.

S.
- _-1k-

r = . r -m -.

N = 40 N --m 40

F - n1 FB - Onl

J!ss
P.

O.

T.

vs.

F.

0.

0.

ON Enna MUM NM
N

F

40
Only

r -m

N m
FB

-.10
40
- Onl,

r - -.27
N = 40

-

r

N 40
FS Only

ance on Task; FOS Feedback on Self; FOO: Feedback on Other; FOR: Feedback on
:%,COmpetitive _Contingent1 FS: Feedba k: NIB: No Feedback; R.Reward: Ratio Reward



YOUNT # 5

3ROUP #

)ATE BEGIN: 6/22/71

37

socIAL BEHAVIOR DATA ANA.!YSIS

FORM NO. 6b(2)

DATE END: 4/71

Li4iitWIfft.iIIIUNI Mig1HIMMINAMENIMIRMMINCIIIIII lb --J--

F.

o.

S.

vs.
F.

O.

O.

No C.C. Reward

r = .30
N = 40
FB - Only

+C.C. Rewardi

r = .85
N = 40
FB - Only

No CC. Reward

r = .57
N = 40
FB - Only

SES oal 2 3 4 MN

PS.

V5.

F.

O.

R.

r = -.15
N = 40

r

N

= -.19
= 40

r - .05
N ----- 40

lESS N KM 10 11 12 amourimmums
oF.

O.

O.

ys.
F.

O.

R.

r .0

N = 4o
FB - Onl

r

N

-.06
,-- 40

.06

N = 40

_,_.:-_

Perfor

'C;O

nee On Task; FOS: Feedback on Se FOO: Feedback on Other FOR: Feedback on

Compe itive-Xont_Ingent;,F :Feedback; NFB: No Feedback; R.Reward; Ratio Reward



VUDENT # 5

00 4 3

)ATE BE N: 6/22/71

38

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DATA A'JALYSIS

=

D TE :ND' 8/4

Ti 1 ErMigillimillum ufframilli
0 C.C. Reward +C.C. Rewar =I:

.
No C.C. Reward

PTI .5003 .3468 =FS.2 .3671 .8679
F0-3 .5622 .8591 ,6435

back or Self; F : Fe dback or, her; FOR: Feedback cx1
LtfxFedback; NFS: No Fe back; R,Reward: RAtio Reward



SOCIAL _EHAV1 A1;ALY'L

FOR1.1

ATODENT

IROUP

DATE BEGIN! 7/27____
DATE E 8/11/71

INIMMIMIllgiliin110031N IIRI1_ 10_ 11U _12_-
+c.c. Rewerd=10C warJ10 4

R Reward=it;'

60 173.1 30 195.3

P. 40 139 , L4 20 153.6

0.
20 240.7 10 237.0

T.

No
eed k Feedback FeedEac FeedbackFeecback

20 20 20 20 20

152.2 249.7 126.5 153.6 23.7

50.2 73.5 94.1 95L 39.9

4 68 10 -MEM
60 41.9 30

FS
86.1

F.
47.1 20

NFB
40 9
20 20 20 20 I

84.8 31.7 9.3 56.6 1 5.6

42.4 30.6 12.6 36.2 35.0

, 11111 IL111 1011 12

T 0 32.2 30 22.2

FB 40 36.9 20 23.7

.6 1
2 .6

0.

20 20 20 20 10

X 66.3 22.6 7 6 23.7 20.6

44.3 28 3 11 33.5 13.1

14.0

21.4
6,6_

T: Pe
arci;

ormance on Task; FOS: Feedback on Set' FOO: Feedback on Other; FOR: Feedback on
c,CAl_cOmpetitive Contingent; nit Yeedeegk; NIFW:_No Nadi:sock; R. Reward: Ratio Reward



UDENT I

OUP #

40

SOc iiL BEHAVIOR D;;TA

Fr,Qv NO

TE BEGIN: 7/26/71

L

DATE END: /71

ESS ION all iiii

+CC- RewardlOC
N 7

C.C. Rew.ard10e
N R Redrd-ld

T 60 168.1 30 59.4

F8 40 126J0 20 3.9

. NFB 20 252.3 10 24.8

).

r. No

F edback Feedback Feedback Feedback Feedbac

20 20 20 20 10

172.1 252.3 79.9 93. 24.8

77.7 1 92.3 82.5 79. 41.8

E5S10N

F.

FB
NFB

al 2 3 5 Ma=
40 28.1

20 24.7

4

0 29.

20 12.9

10 46.3

UM 11111111111111

0.

S. 4 20 20 20 20 10

x 55.4 24.7 .85 12.9 46.3

61.5 17.0 1.7 9.7 77.8

nce on Task; FOS Feedback on Se FOO: Feedback on Other; FOR: Feedback on
7,:e0mOetitiveContIngewFO: Feadb =k; NFS: No Feedback; R.Reward: Ratio Reward



SUMMARY RESULT FORMS

FOR SOC I AL BEHAV I OR ANALYS I S

FORMS 1 -19

420



FOPII

(1

OBJECT i

(2)

ESSION

29-43

CONDITION CHAN S

(e) FEEDBACK

(b) NO FEEDBACK

(a) FEEDBACK

(A) NO COMPETIT-

IVE CONTIN-

GENT REWARD

(B) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD

(A) NO COMPETIT-

IVE CONTIN-

GENT REWARD

SULT
RESULTS

P,O,T, (Performance on Task) W$5 nota function o e!ect:

2, F.O.S (Feedback on Self) was a positive
function of feedbac

3 F.O.O. (Feedback on Other) W85 a positive functi n of feedba

4, F.0 R. (Feedback
on Reward) was not a function of feedback,

P.O.T. wa'a
positive function of Oe __ompetitive contingent

reward.

F,O.S. was a positive foction of the competitive contingent
reward.

F.0.0. was a positive function
of the competitive

contingent
reward.

F.O.R was 0 Pt/skive function of the
competitive contingent

reward,

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD

(B ) NO COMPETIT-

IVE CONTIN-

GENT RENARD

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

I)

421

-7 (I) FEEDBACK

(b) NO FEEDBACK

(a) FEEDBACK

9, P.O.T. was e negative function of the competitive c ntingent
reward.

10 F.O.S. was a positive function of the competitive contingent
eward.

il. F.0.0. was a positive function of the competitive contingent
reward.

12,
was a pisltive function of

the competitve contingent
reward.

13,

14.

15.

16.

PIOPTI was 4 posItive funtion of feedback.
F.CIS. was a pesitive function of feedback.
F.O.O. was a positive function of feedback.
F 0 R. was not a function of feedback.



ECT I SESSION

2 14-28

CONDITION CHANGES

(A) NO COMPETITIV

CONTINGENT

REWARD

(9) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD = IC

SLILT I RESULTS

A NO COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD

17.

19.

20.

P.O.T. was

reward.

F.O.S. was

reward.

F.O.IL was

reward.

F.O.R. was

reward.

a positive function of the coMpetitive contngent

a negative Function of the competitive contingent

a negative funCon of the competitive contingent

a positive function of the competitive contingent

29-43 (A ) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD = IC

(9) NO COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD

COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD = 1C

21.

22.

23.

24.

1 8=25 (A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 104

(B) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD m 104

RATIO REWARD

100 pts= 14

(A ) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT'

REWARD ag 104

25.

26.

27.

28.

P.O.T. was not a function of the competive contingent

reward.

F.O.S. was a positive function of the competitive contingent

reward.

F.O.O. was a positive function of the competitive contingent

reward.

F.O.R. was a no itive function of the competitive contingent

reward.

P.O.T. was a positive function of the ratio reward.

F.0.5. was a positive function of the ratio reward,

F.0.0. was not a fun ion of the ratio reward.

F.O.R. was not a function of the ratio reward.
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()

ESSION I CONDITION CHANGE

8-13

14-19

20-25

It

A) COMPETITIVE

CONTIKENT

RENARD 14

(a) Feedback

(b) No Feedbac

(a) Feedback

RESULT #

(B) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD s 10c

RATIO REWARD

100 pts m 1

(a) Feedback

(b) No Feedbac

(a) Feedback

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARDS 10c

(a) Feedback

(b).No Feedbac

(a) Feedback

(A) RATIO REWARD

100 pts * 14

4.13

NESULTS-:,

P.O.T was a positive function of feedback;

30. 5.04. was a positive
function 01 feedback.

34.

35,

36

F.0.0. was a positiVe
functiq of feedback.

Ft,.O.R, was not a function
of feedback.

F.O.T. was a positive

F.O.S. was a positive
function of feedback.

FAO. was a
positive function of feedback.

F.O.R. was a negative
function of feedback.

7. P.O.T. was a posit e function
feedback.

8 F.O.S. was a positive function
of feedback.

39.

40.

41.

42.
(B) RATIO REWARD

100 pts a 14 43

NEGATIVE 44.
COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD* I0c

(A RATIO REWARD

100 pts s It

F.0.0. was a positive
function of feedback.

F.O.R. was a positive
function of feedback.

P .T. was not a function of the negative
competitive

contingent reward,

F,O.S. was not a function
of the negative

competitive
contingent reward,

F.0.0. was not a function of the negative
competitive

contingent reward.

F.O.R. was not a function
of the negative

competitive
contingent reward.

4 26



SURJECT #

1

ESSION

26-28

NDITION CHANCES RESULT i

A RATIO REWARD

100 pts

(a) Feedback

(b) N9 Feedbact

(a) Feedback

RESULTS

45. P.O.T. was 4 positive function of feedback.

46. F.O.S. wa a positive function of feedback.

47. F,0.0. was a positive function of feedback.

48. F.O.R. was a negative functtve of feedback,

29-31 (8) RATIO REWARD 49

100 pts m

NEGATIVE

COMPETITIVE 51. F.0.0. was a positive funtion of feedback,

CONTINGENT

REWARD 10C 52 F.OIRI was not a function of feedback.

(a) Feedback

(b) No Feedback

(a) Feedback

32-34 (A) RATIO REWARD 53. P.0.1. was not a function of feedback.

100 pts = 4

(a) Feedback 54, F.O.S. was a positive function of feedback.

(b) No Feedback

(a) Feedback 55. F.O.O. was a positive function of feedback.

P.O.T. was negative function of feedback.

50. F.O.S. was a posItive.function of feedback.

8-2 (A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD m 10t

(B ) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD a 14

.RATTO.REWARD

100 pts lc

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD m 100

56. F.O,R, was a positive function of feedback.

57. P.O.T. was a positive function of the ratio reward.

58. F.O.S. was not a function of the ratio reward.

59. F.0.0. was not a function of the ratio reward.

60. F.O.R. was not a function of the ratio reward.
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A

FORM # SUBJECT # SE MI
CONDITION CHANCE

401

'

48 )

429

8-13

2025

A COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD a 10t

(a) Feedback

(b) No Feedba

(a) Feedback

(B) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARDS 10t

RATIO REWARD,

100 pts * it

(a) Feedback

(b) No Feedba

(a) Feedback

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD g 10t

(a) Feedback

(b) No Feedba

(a) Feedback

26434 (A) RATIO REWARD

100 pts g It

(e) RATIO REWARD

100 pts It

NEGATIVE

COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD g 10t

(A) RATIO REWARD

100 pts g It

SUIT

61.

62

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

RESULTS

P. J. was 4 positive
function of feedback.

M.S. was a positive function
of feedback.

F.0.0. WO a positive function
of feedback.

R. was not a function of
feedbagx.

P.O.T was a pos1ti-i function
of feedback.

69.

70.

71.

7

F.O.S. was a positive function of feedback.

F.0,0. was a positive function
of feedback.

F.O.R. was not a function of feedback.

P. .T. was not a function
feedback.

F .S. was a positive function of feedback.

F.0.0. was a positive function of feedback.

F.O.R, was a positive function of feedback.

73. P.O.T, was a negative function

contingent reward,

74. F.O.S. was a negative function

contingent reward.

75. F 0.0. was a positive function

contingent reward,

76. F.O.R. was a positive function

contingent reward.

of the negative
competitive

of the negative
competitive

of the negative
competitive

of th- negative
competitive'
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k

UOJECT I SESSION i CONDITION CRANKS

9-31

32-34

(A) RATIO REWARD

160 pts It

(a) Feedback

(b) No Feedback

(a) Feedback

(8 RATIO.IEWARD

100 pts * It

NEGATIVE

COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 10t

(a) Feedback

(b) No Feedbac'

(a) Feedback

(4) RATIO REWARD

100 nts It

(a) Feedback

(b) No Feedbac

(I) Feedback

RESULT/

77,

78.

79,

80.

83.

84.

85.

86.

87,

8.

4 1-18 (A) NO COMPETITIVE 89.

CONTINGENT

REWARD 90.

(8) COMPETITIVE
91.

CONTINGENT

REWARD g 10c 92.

(A) NO AIMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD

RESULTS

P.O.T. was not a function of feedback.

F.O.S. was not a function of feedback,

F.O.O. Was a positive function of feedback.

F.O.R. was a negative
function of feedback

-

P.O.T. was not a function of feedback.

P,O,S, was a positive
function of feedback.

F.O.O. was a positive function of feedback.

F.O.R, Was a negative
function of feedback.

P.O.T. WaS a positive function of feedback.

r.o.s. was a positive
function of feedba

F.0.0. was a positive function of.feedback.

F.O.R. was not a function of feedback.

P.O.T. was a positive
function of the competitive

contingent reward.

F.O.S. Was a negative
function of the competitive

contingent reward.

F.0.0. was a negative
functIon of the competitive

contingent reward.

F.O.R. was a negative
function of the competitive

contingent reward.

A-1
4.0WWWW. # H
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UBJECT

WI)

433

SESSION I

1-6

7-12

19-211

4911DITION WARM RESULT

(A) NO COMPETITIVE 93.

CONTINGENT

REWARD

(a) Feedback

(b) No Feedbaci 72'

(a) Feedback
96

(D) COMPETITIVE 97.

CONTINGENT

REWARD m IOC 98.

(a) Feedback aci

(b) No FeedbacI

(a) Feedback
100.

(A) NO COMPETITIVE 101.

CONTINGENT

REWARD 102.

(a) Feedback

(b) No Feedbaci

(a) Feedback

104.

COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 10C

4

FEEDBACK ON

ALL COUNTERS

(a) reedback

on Reward

Counter

(b) No Feedbad

on Reward

Counter

( Feedback

On Reward

Counter

RESULTS

P.O.T. waS a positve function of feedback,

F.0,S, was a positive function of feedback.

F.O.O. was,not a function of feedback.

F.O.R,,was not a function of feedback.

P.O.T, was not a function of feedback.

F.0.5, was a positive function of feedback.

F.0,0, was a posIt1 e function of feedba k

FAIR. was a poltive function of feedback.

105.

106,

107.

108,

P 0.T. was not A function of
feedback.

F 0.S. was a nositive function of feedback.

F.0.0 was a positive function
of feedba k.

F.O,R. was a positive function of feedback,

P,O.T. was not a function of feedback
on reward counter.

.0.S, was a positive
function -f ft dback on reward countei

F.0.0,,was a negative function of feedback on reward countel

F.O.R. was not ajunction of feedback on reward covnter.



,NIMPT~w±w." /410 gi*Ormift.001

# SAACT I SESSICU
MOLT i

541

:a., .24?..134.

6o(1)

I

COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD a IOC

NO FEEDBACK ON

'AU COUNTERS,

(a) Feedback

on Reward

Counter

(b) No Feedback

on Reward

Counter

(a) Feedback

on Reward

Counter

1-18 (A) NO COMPETITIVE

CONTINCENT

REWARD

(8 ) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD* loe

(A) NO COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD

(A) NO COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD

(a) Feedback

(b) No Feedba

(a) Feedback

PAT was not a function of feedback on the regard counter

F.O.S. wss a positive function of feedback on.the reward

counter.

F,0.01 was a negative
function of feedback on the reward

COW ter.
F.O.R. was a positive

function of feedback on the reward

counter.

P.O.T. was a positive
function of the competitive contirgen

reward,'

F,O.S. was not 4 function of the covetitive continent

reward.

F.O.U. was not a
function of the competitive contingent

reward.

F.O,R. was a positive function
of the competitive

contlrçan

reward.

P.O.T. a negative function of

FAS. was a positive function of feedback,

F 0 0 was a positive fundon of feedback.

F.O.R. was not Ounction of feedback,
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#.0.0sesa,aAmmimm.s.

CONDITION COM MOLT I i

!IFONIWaiggi

I) COMPETITIVE M.
CONTINGENT

MAO a 100 In,
,(a) FEEDIACK

(b) NO FEEDBACit 123.

(a) FEENAck
124,

(A ) COMPETITIVE 12S.

CONTINGENT

REWARD 126.

(a) Feedback

(b) No Fesdbacl

(a) Feedback

15-24 COMPETITIVE 129.

CONTINGENT

REWARD s 10c 130.

FEEDBACK ON 131.

ALL COUNTERS

(a) Feedback
132.

on Reward

Counter

(b) No Feedbael

Dn Reward

Counter

(a) Feedback

on Reward

Counter

137

11$1,1TS

was not 4 function of feedbeok,

MA, MI positive funtlion 0 feedback.

F.0.0. Was a positive foction of feedback.

F.O.R. wase positive function of feedback.

P. .T. was net a function of feedbaok,

:FAA, as a positive function of feedback.

F.0.0. was a positive function of feedback.

F.O.B. was a posithe fUnetion of feedback.

P.O.T. was,a positive function of f edb ck on the reward
canter.;

F.O.S, was not a function offeedback on the reward.

counter.

F.O.O. was a negative function of feedback on the reward
countei.

F.O.R. Via not a function of feedback on the reward counter
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CONDITION CHANGES RESULT i

ba(I)

439

COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 2 IN

NO FEEDBACK ON

ALL COUNTERS

(a) Feedback on

Reward Counter

(b) No Feedback

on Reward

Counter

(a) Feedback on

Reward Counter

135.

136.

P.O.T. wasia positive function of feedback on the

reward counter.

F.O.S. was no. a functicm of feedback on the reward

counter. .

F.0.0 was not a function of feedback on the reward

counter.

F.O.R. was nut'a function of feedback on the reward

counter.
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FORM i SUBJECT I SESSION #

3b(1)
1 8-25

3c(1)

441

CONDITION CKANGES RESULT f

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONT1NgENT

REWARD

(S) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD . 10

RATIO REWARD

100 pts . 1

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINgENT 143.

REWARD 10t

137,

138,

139.

140,

141,

142.,

RESU TS

The correlation between Sl's P.O.T. and S3's P,O.T. was

a positive kInction of the ratio reward,

The correlation between P.O.T. and F.O.S. was not a functi

of the rAtto reward.

The com1ation between P.0.1. and F.0.0. was not a functio
of the ratio reward.

The urrelation between P.O.T. and F.O.R. was not a functio
vf the ratio reward,

ThE correlation between F.O.S. and F,0.0, was not a functio
of the ratio reward.

The correlation between F.O.S. ana F.O.R. was negative

function of the ratio reward.

The correlation between F.0.0. and F.O.R. was a negative
function of the ratio reward.

144, The multiple correlation between .0.1. aed F.0.5.- F.0.0 .

was not a function of the ratio reward.
145. The multiple correlation

between F.Q.S. ar.d P.0T. F.0.0.
was not a function of the ratio :eward.

146. The multiple correlation
between F.O.O. and P.O.T. F.O.S,

was a negative function of the ratio reward.
147, The rultipie correlation

between P.O.T. and F.O.S. F.O.R,
v.d., not a function of the ratio reward.

148. The multiple
correlation between F.O.S. and P.O.T. F.O.R

was not a fenction of the ratio reward.
149. The multiple correlation between F.O.R. and P.O.T. - F.O.S

Was not a function of the ratio reward.
150. The multiple

correlation between P.O.T. and F.0.0. F.O.R.
was not a function of the ratio reward.

151. The multiLle correlation between F.0.0. and P.O,T. F.O.R,
was not a function of the ratio reward,

152. The multiple
correlation between F.O.R. and P.O.!. F.C.C.

was a positive function of the ratio reward.
153. The multiple correlation between F.O.S. and F.0.0. F.O.R.

was not a function of
the ratio reward.

154. The multiple correlation between F.0.0. and FAS. F.O.R.
was not a function of

the ratio reward.

155. The multiple correlation between F,O.R. and F.O.S.
O.O.F.

was a positive function of
the ratio reward.
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1

R$ I SUIljECT i SESSION i CONDITION CHANGES RESULT /

-25 (A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD . IN

443

(B) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD a IOC

RATIO REVAPD

100 pts

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD IO

RESULTS

The correlation between
53's P.O.T. and sl's P.O.T. was

a positive functioo of the ratio reward.

'The correlation between
P.O.T. and F.O.S. was a ne93t4e

function of the ratio reward.

The correlation between
P.O.T. and F.O.O. was not a fur%

of the ratio reward.

The correlation between
P.O.T. and F.O.R. was not a fu)ctio

of the ratio reward.

The correlation between
F.O.S. and F.0.0. was a negative

function of the ratio reward.

The correlation between
F.0.5. and F.O.R. was mot a foct

' of the ratio reward.

162. The correlation between
F.0.0.and F.O.R. was not a fuqQion

of the ratio reward,

163. The multrote correlation
between P.O.T. and F.0._. rio,o.

was a negative function of the ratio reward.

164. The multiple correlation between F.O.S. and

was a negative function of the ratio reward,

165. The multiole correlation between F.0.0. and P.O.T,

was a negative function of the ratio reward.

166. The multiple correlation
between P.C,T. and F.c,s. FAR,

was a negative func(ion of the ratio reward,

167. The multiple correlation between F.O.S. and P.0.T..

was a negative function of the ratio reward.

168,' The multiple correlation
between F.O.R. and P,O.T. P.0.5.

was not a function of the ratio reward,

169: The multiple correlation
between P.O.T. and F.0.0.

was a negative function of the ratio reward.

170. The multiple correaltion
between F.O.ri, and P,O.T.

was a negative function of the ratio reward.

171. ':The multiple correlatlon between
F.O.R. and PAT. ,o.o,

was not a function of the ratio reward,

172 The multiPle correlation
between F,0,5, and F,OA.

was not a function of the ratio reward.

173. The multiple correlation
between F.0,0, and F.O,S. 0 R

was not a function of the ratio L4ard.

174. The multiple correlation between F.O.R and F.0:3.

was not a function of the ratio reward,
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SUBJtCT i SE SI i CWOITION CHANGE

(A)NO,COMPETITI E 175,

'cONTINGENT

" REWARDS
176.

(OYCOMPETITIVE 177..7

CONtINGENT

REWARD r. 1 178. -

44

A) NO COMPETITIVE 179.

CONTMENT

REWAgDS
180.

'

.

RESILIS

The correlation between SilAs P.O.T.
and S5's' P.04. was

a positivaction of the competitive contingent. reward
The correlation between P.O./. and F.O.S. was a negative
foution of the

comOetitive contingent reward,
Therrelation between,P.O:T. and F.0.0. waS a negative

function of thp,compilitive contingent reward,
The correlation

between.P.O.T, and F.O.A. was not a funtt
of the competitive

contingent reward.:

The correlation betweeA F.O.S. and F.0.0, was a 01sitive
function of the competitive

contingent.reward,
The correlation

between F.O.S, and F.O.,R, wo ntlt
function of the

competitive contingent reward,
The correlation between F.O.0, and F.O.R, was W a

furiction of the
competitive contingent rewartl.

The multiple
correlation between P.O.T.' and F.0.5. F.0.0

was a Positive function of the
competitive contirgent

reward.

The multiple
correlation between F.O.S. and p,o,f. - F.0.0

was a positive function of the comPetitive
contingent

rued.

The multiple
correlation between F.010. and P.O.T, - F.0.0.

was a positive function of the corpetitive
contingent

reward.

The mtiltiple
correlation between F.0,T3 and

was a positive function
of the competitive

Ontingent
reward.

The multiple
correlation between F.O.S. and P.0,1. F.C.R.

was a positive function
of the competitive

contingent
reward.

The mmltiple
oarrelation between F.O.R. and P.0.1 , F.C,S.

was pot a function of the competitive
contingentjeward.

The multiple
correlation between P.O.T..

and F.0.0, FIO.R.
wa5 not a function of the competitive

contingent reward.
The mu,lAiple

correlation between F.0.0..and P.O.T.
wa a'positive

function of the competitive continlent
reward,

The multiple
correlation between F,O,R. and P,O,T, , F.0.0.

was not a function of the competitive
contingent teward.



ORM i SUBJECT # SESSION #

5c(1)
4

HP

6b(I)

6o(1)

447

CONDITION CHANGE RESULT

(A) 10 CIPPETITIvE 191.

CONTIUDIT

REWARDS

(5) COMPETITIVE

CONTINCENT

REVARO * it

(A) NO COMPETITIVE

CONTMENT

REWARDS

12,

193.

RESULTS

The multiple correlation between F.O.S. and F.0.0. - r.o.R.

was not a function of the competitive contin-ent

feward.

The multiple correlation between F.0.0. and F.O.S. F.O.R,

was a positive function of the competitive contingent

reward.

The multiple correlation between F.O.R. and F.O.S. - F.0.0.

was not a function of the competitive contingent

reward.

195.

197.

11R

119.

200.

20I,

202

21.

204.

205.

206.

T corre tiOn tween s P.O.T. was

a positive function of the competitive continoent reward.

The correlation between P.O.T. and F.O.S. wes a negative

function of the competitive contingent reward.

The correlation between P.O.T. and F.0.0. was a positive

function of the competitive contingent reward.

The correlation between P.O.T. and F.O.R. was not a function

of the competitive continlent reward.

The correlation between r.O.S. and F.0.0. was a positive

function of the competitive contingent reward.

The correlation between F.O.S. and F.O.R. was not a function

of the competitive contingent reward.

The correlation between F.0.0. and F.O.R. was not a function

of the corietltive contln ent reward.

The mu tip e correlat on etween P.O. . an F.O.S. F 0

was not a function of the competitive contingent reward.

The multiple correlation between F.0.5. and P.O.T. 1.0.0.

was a positive function of the competitive contingent

reward.

The multiple correlation between 1.0.0. and P.O.I. F.O.S.

was a positive function of the competitive contingent

reward.

The multiple correlation between P.0,1. and F.0.5. - F.O.R.

was not a function of the competitive contingent reward.

The multiple correlation between F.O.S. and P.O.T. F.O.R.

was a positive function of the competitive contingent

reward.

The multiple correlation between F.O.R. and P.O.T. F.O.S.

was not a function of the competitive contingent reward.
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449

(A) 0 COmPETITIVE

CONTIN4ENT

REWARDS

(8 ) COMPETITIVE

CONTIMNT

RE4ARD 4

(A) NO COMMITIVE

CONTIMGENT

REWARDS

210.

211.

212.

The multiple
correlation between P. ,T, and F.0.0. .

F.O.R. was a negative function of the competitive
contingent reward.

The multiple
correlation between F.0.0. and P.O.T.

F.O.A. Was a negative function of the competitive
ontln9ent ward.

The multiple
correlation between F.O.R, and P.O.T. -

F.0.0, was not a function of
the competitive

contingentredard.

The multiple
correlation between F.O.S, and F.0.0. -

F.O.A. was a positive
function of the competitive

contingent redard.

The multiple
correlation between F.0,0. and F.0,S

F.O.B. was a posithrivnction
of the competitive

contingent reward.

The multiple
correlation between F.O.A. and F.O.S. -

F.0.0. was a positive function of the competitive
contingent reward.



FORS SUBJECT i SESSION I CONDITION CHANGES EAT REPLTS

A) COMPETITIVE.

SONTIOENT

REWARD

(B) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD a 10t

RATIO REWARD

100 ots it

A COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 2:1N

(A ) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD * 10t

213. P.O.T. was a positive function

of the ratio rewvd.

214.
F.O.S. was not a functilon of the

ratio reWard.

215. F.0.0. was not
aiunotion of the

ratio reward. ;.

216. F.O.R. was not a function of the

ratio reward.

(0) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD * IOc

RATIO REWARD

100 pts. * lc

221.

222,

223.

224.

6 (A) COMPETITIVE 22 .

CONTINGENT

REWARD 10t 226.

451
A

227.

228.

P 0,T. was apositivefunction

of feedback. 1

F .S. was not a function of

feedback. L

F.O.04 was ntt a funYion of

feedback.

F.O.R. was anegative function

: of 111151.1-

P. .T. was a positive
function of

feedback.

F.O.S. was a positive function

of feedback.

F.O.O. was a positive function

of feedbatk.

FO.R. was aipositive function

f feedba k.

P.0.1. was not a function

of feedback.

F.O.S. was a positive function

of feedback.

F.0.0. was a positive function

of feedback.

F.O.R. was a negative function

of feedback.
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FORM / SUBJLcT #

I0a

453

SESSION S DITION CHANCE

10-15

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD * 10t

(B) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD * 10t

+
RATIO REWARD

m

COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD * 10t
,

A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD n 10t

(B) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD * 10C

RATIO REWARD

100 pts.

MUM

229. P.O.T. was a positive function

of the ratio reward.

230,
F.O.S. was a positive function

of the ratio reward.

231.
F.0.0. was a positive function

of the ratio reward.

232. F.O.R. was a negative function

of the ratio reward.

234.

235.

236. .

23

138.

,239,

240.

P.O.T. was a positive function

of feedback.

F.O.S. was not a function

of feedback.

F.O.O. was not a function

of feedback.

F.O.R. Was not a function

P.M. was not a function

of feedback,

F.O.S. was a positive function

of feedback.

F.0.0. was a positive function

of feedback.

F.O.R. _was a negative function

of feedback.
1 A OMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD * 10t
242.

243..

2114.

P.O.Ti W85 not I unct on

,of feedback.

F.D.S. was a p051tive function

of feedback.

F.0.0. was a positive function

of feedback.

F.O.R, was not a function

of feedback.

454



OBJECT SESSION i CONDITION CHANCES RESULT
RESULTS

11a 6 16-33 (A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 10t

(E) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 0 It

RATIO REWARD

100 pts.

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 10t

245,

246.

247,

248.

16-21 (A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 10t

249.

250.

251.

252.

ik-mr.0..r.4wkwart.tip

F T. was a positive function

of the ratio reward and reduced

competitive contingent reward.

F,O.S. waS a positive function

of Ofe ratio reward and reduced

competitive contingent reword.

F.0,0. was a positive function

of the ratiil (award and reduced

competitive cOntingent reward.

F.O.R. wasa netiatiye..funotion

of the ratio rewkand reduced

competitive contli*t.reward.

P,O.T: 45 not a funtion

. of feedback;

F.O.S. was a positive function

of feedback.

F.0,0; was a positiye function

of feedback,

F,O,R. was a negative function

f.f

22-27 (8) COMPETITIVE 253.

CONTINGENT

REWARD * 10t 254.

RATIO REWARD 255.

,
100 pts, * lt

256.

P.O.T. was not a function

of feedback.

F.0,S. was a positive function

of feedback.

F.0.0, was a positive function

of feedback.

F.O.R. was not a function of

fe dback.

P T. was not a function of

feedback.

F. .S. was a positive function

of feedback.

F.O.O. was a positive function

of feedback.

F.O,R. was not a function

of feedback.

2 (A ) COMPETITIVE
257.

CONTINGENT

REWARD = IN 258.

259.,

260.



, OMB

(A) COIETITIvE

CoNIMENT

REAR!) m

(8) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD * IC

RATIO REWARD

100 pts d

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD u 10C

.T, was a positive
function

of the ratio
rewardyd reduced

competitive
contilgentseward.

F.O.S.
was-a positive function

of the ratio rew00, and reduced

compeOtive contingent !award,

F.O.O. was not .a function

of the ratio:reward
and reduced

competitive 'contingent reWard.

F,O.R. Wava negative function

of the
ratio:reward'and reduced

cOmpetitivopontingent reward.

Ai COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD m IOC

1) 0.T. was notia functi n

of feedback:

F.O.S. was a pcisitiv 'function

of feedback,'

F.0.0. was a positive function

of feedback.

F,OiRe.ezs an.ot a function. of

PIM. was not a function

of feedback.

F 0.S. was
a positive funition

of feedback.

F.0.0. was a positive function ,

of feedback,

F .R. was not a function

oUeedback
213. P.O.T. was not a function

of feedback.

274. F,O.S. was a positive function

of feedback.

F.0,0, was a positive function

of feedback.

276. F.O.R. was not a function of

feedback.

_

(8) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD . lc

RATIO REWARD

100 pts It

COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENI

REWARD lu

275..

45a



là 0040 SESSION f

35-52

35-40

41-46

CONDITION CHANGE

A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD i00

RATIO REWARD

100 pts, a 4

8) NEGATIVE

COMPETITIVE'

CONTINGENT

REWARD 0, IOC

RATIO REWARD

100 pts. g It

(A ) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 100

RATIO REWARD

100 pts. 1

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 0 IOC

RATIO REWARD

100 pts, g 4

(8 ) NEGATIVE

COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD n 10c

RATIO REWARD

100 pts. 2 It

RESULT,
RESULTS

277,
P,O,T. w_s &negative function

of the Motive competitive

contingent reward.

278. F.O.S. was not a function

of the negative competitive

contingent ret,A,

279. F 0.was not a ;;;;

of the negative competitive

,

continpnt
reward, .

280, F.O.R. was a positive function

of the negative competitive

contingent reward.

P.O,T. wis not a function

of feedback.

F.O.S. was a positive function

of feedback.

283 F.0.0. was a positive function

of feedback.

284. FAR. was not a function

f feedback,

5. P.O.T. was a positive function

of feedback.

286. F.0.5. was a positive function

of feedback.

287. F.0,0, was not a function

of feedback,

288.. F.O.R. was a positive function

of feedback.



.7;

MOLTS

3 47-92 (A) COMPETITIVE 28
PICO. was not i function

CONTINCENT'
of feedback.

REWARD 1Q 29 F.O.S. was a positive function
, +

of feedback,
RATIO REWARD Li. F.0.0. was A pOsitive function
100 pts, * it

of feedback.

Z92. FAR. was not a function of

feedback.

4 62



;"'

463

35-52

35-40

41-46

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD * 10t

RATIO REWARD

100 pts. 1

O NEGATIVE

COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD *

RATIO REWARD

100 pts.

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD IO

RATIO REWARD

100 pts. * I

RESETS

93. P.O.T. wes a negative functIon

of the negative competitive

contingent reward.

F.O.S. was not a function

of the negative competitive

contingent reward.

F,0.0, was not a function

of the negative competitive

contingent reword.

F.O.R. was 8 positive function

of the negative competitive

contingent reward.

294,

295.

296,

(A) COMPETITIVE 297.

CONTINGENT

REWARD 0 1(4 298.

RATIO REWARD
299.

100 pts, It

300.

(8) NEGATIVE

COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD A 114

RATIO REWARD

100 pts, * It

301,

302.

303,

304.

P.O.T. was not a function

of feedback.

F.0,5, was a sitIva function

of feedback.

F.O.O. was a posItive function

of feedback.

F.O.R. was not a function

of feedback.

P.O.T. was not a unction

of feedback.

U.5, was a positive function

of feedback.

F.0.0. was a positive functioe

of feedback.

F.O.R. was a negative functl n

of feedback.

464



ACT i SESSION

1 47-52

MITION CMII

(A) COMPETITIVE

MINIM
REWARD * 10e

RATIO REWARD

100 pts. 1

PBC #
. RESULTS

305. P.O.T. was a positive function

of feedback,

306. F.O.S. whs positive function

of feedback,

307, F.0.0. WAS positive function

of feedback.

308. F.O,R. was not a function

of feedback,

465

466



FORM i SUOJECT I SESSION I CONDITN CRANES RESULT i RESULTS

4 7

60-65 (A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 2 i

+

RATIO REWARD

100 pts, b I

(B ) COMPETITIVE

CONTINCENT

REWARD g 10

4

RATIO REWARD

100 pts.

(4) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD r 4

+

RATIO REWARD

-.2.-2S1 ' 1,c-_

7 COMPfTITIVE

. CONTINOT

I REWARD . I

I

4

RATIO REWARD

100 pts, a 4

(B) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD g 11:

+

RATIO REWARD

100 ots. g 1(

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD g 14

+

RATIO RE4A0

100 pis. q

309, P.O.T. was a positive function

of the increased competitive

contingent reward:

310. F.0,S. was a positive function

of the increased competitive

contingent reward,

311. F.0.0. was a positive function

of the incrasA competitiv

contingent reward.

F.O,R. was not a function

of the increased competitiw2

contingent re4rd.

312,

313.

15,

316.

PAT. aas A neptive functHn

of the increa,;ed competidve

contingent rewad.

F.O.S. was a negative function

of the increased competitive

contingent reward.

F.O.O. was a positive function

of the increased c0mpetitive

contingent reward.

F.D.R. L'as not a function

orthe increased competitive

contingent reward.

468



IFO1M f MKT # SESSION # CONDITION CHANGESRESULT
RESULTS

8

469

A) RATIO REWARD 317.

100 ots. . 1

(B) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD

RATIO REWARD

100 rIts. . 1

.t1) RATIO REWARD

I00 ots, = 1
32),

(A) RPTIO REWARD 321.

-

Lb,) NMPETIT1 E

CONTINGENT

REWARD I;

RATIO REWARD

100 pts.

(A) RATIO REWARD

100 pts. 1

322,

324,

327.

328,

329.

3 O.

331.

332.

P.O.T, was not a function

of the competitive
contingent

reward.

.0.5. was not a function

of the competitive contingent

reward.

F.0.0, was not a function

of the competitive
-.ontingent

reward.

F.O,R. was not a function

of the competitive contingent

re,lard:

,O.T. n psitive funciinr

o tftdbck.

,i,as a positive function

feedhack.

W8$ a osi.Jv functicl

of eedback,

c,O;R: nm 3 furoion

of feedbck.

PAL Was lot a function

of feOback,

was a rsi ive functifi.

of feedback.

F:0:0. was a positive function

of feedback.

F.O.R. was not a function

of feedback!

P.O.T. was a positive iuncton

of feedback;

F.0,5. Was a positive function

of feedback,

F,0,0, was a positive function

of feedback:

F.O,R. was not a lonction

of feedback,

470



COUOITOP4 OWES RESULT I

(A) RATIO REWARD

100 )ts, I

(B) COMi'ETITIVE

aNfINGENT

REalARD = IC

k4710 REWARD

p:.

RATIO RNARD

I00

47i

RATI

100 ots, ft lc

I 7=12 : t6 COMPETITIVE

I

li

a 1c

CONTINGENT

RNARD

4.

!
RATIO REWARD

i

100 pts, 0 I

(A) RATIO REWARD

100 pts. 4
45,

346.

347,

348.

RESULTS

P,O.T, was a positive function

of the competitive contingent

reward:

F.0,S, was not a function

of the colntitivc contingent

reward.

F.0,0, e.ias not a function

of the cmpetitive contir4;ent

reward.

P,O,R, 4as r.ct a function

of the corl)etItive coMngent

reward.

P,O,T. :,5sit7vr-

of feedback:,

F,O,S, was a oosit14, function

of feedback.

F.O.O. was a ()oil ive f'4nction

of feedback.

F,O.R, was no a function

of feedback

NJ. was a 1171771777ktr67

of feedback,

U.S. Was a pcsitive function

of feedbAck,

F.U.O. was a positive function

of feedback,

F.O.R. was not a function

of feedback.

P.0,1, was not aVir-c7o71

of feedback.

F.O.S. was a positive function

of feedback,

F.0,0. WM a positive function

of feedback,

F.O,R, was not a function

of feedback.

472



473

(A) EQUAL TASK

ACHIEVEMENT

CONTINGENCIES

1NTERDEPENDEN

TASK # 1

100 pts,

INTERDEPENDENT

TASK # 2

100 ots. It

INTERDEPENDENT

TASK # 3

100 pts. % It

(6) OFFERENTIAL

TASK ACHIEVE-

MENT CONTIN-

GENCIES

INTEPO,ENDENT

h

10fl pt , 1g

INTERDEPENDENT

TASK fi 2

LOO pts, t

INTERDEPENDENT

TASK # 3

800 ots.

(A ) EQUAL TASK

ACHIEVEMENT

CONTINGENCIES

INTERDEPENDENT

TASK # 1

100 pts. 1

INTERDEPENDENT

TASK fi 2

100 pts, a It

INTERDEPENDENT

TASK fi 3

100 pts. a 4

351,

RESULTS

Task achievement rate for

interdependent task fil was a

oositive function of reward mignitude

duriq thE differential
task achia,iement

contingency.

Task achievement rate for

interdependent task #2 was a posi,Ive

function of rEArd magnitude during the

differential task achievement contingency.

Task achievement rate for

interdependent task #3 was a

positive functioi . of reward mwitudp

during the differ-ntial
task ghievemert

continnen.

474



FORM UBJECT I SESStON 1 C DITION CHANGES

i

RESULT /

19 617,9j0 -18 (A) DIFFERENTIAL

TASK ACHIEVE.

MENT CONTIN-

GENCIES

INTERDEPENDENT

TASK 1

800 pts. = 1c

INTERDEPENDEN7

TASK 2

400 prs. = 1(

INTEDEPENHNT

TASK r 3

!00 pt5 P :e

!VAL TASK

ACHIEVEMENT

CONTINGENCIES

INTERDEPENDENTI

TASK II I I

100 pts, 1

INTERDEPENDENT

TASK # 2

100 pts, 14

INTERDEPENDENT

TASK i 3

100 pts. m 14

(A) DIFFERENTIAL

TASK ACHIEVE-

MENT CONTIN-

GENCY

INTERDEPENDENT

TASK

800 pts, m

INTERDEPENDENT

TASK # 2

100 pts. m

IRITNPENT

400 pts. m 14

352.

353.

RESULTS

Task achievement rate for

interdependent task # I was a

Positive
function of the rewar

Ilagnitude during the dilferentia1

task achievement contingencies:

Task achievement
rate for

interdependent task n was a

ootivo function of the reward

Tlnitje durinQ the differential

tast, ch;erent contingvcies:

rol 'rtrdoend,V,

fa5k 42 '40 a Nsitive fuatior of

T'eNard Aor;;Ae
iiHr1,4 the

differt,rtal tflsk achiovei:lent

contingeres.

4 76



FORM i SUBJECT i SESSION i CONDITION CHANGES RESULT i

6 3-2i (A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD * 10e

(B) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD x 1U 357:

RATIO REWARD

100 pts. u 1

(A

9c

477

5

COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD = 1r)

360.

36

RESULTS

The correlation between S6's P.O.T.

and 57's P.O.T. was a negative

function of the ratio reward.

The correlation 'aetween P.O.T. and

F.O.S. was a negative function

of the ratio rew .

The correlatin betw.n P.O.T and

F.0.0. was lot a function of

the ratio reward.

The correlation between P.D.T. and

FA'', was not a function of t4

rar,io reward.

.f7c-cci-TeTa=ieTT:77
ud F.0 0. Was a negative

function of the ratio reward.

Tne ccreiatci between F.O.S.

rr CAR. got a function

of the ratio reward.

The correlation between F.0,0.

and F.O.R. was not a function
ot the ratio reward.

The multiple correlation eLween

P.O.T. and F.O.S.-F.0.0. was

a negative function of the

ratio reward.

The multiple correlation between

F.D.S. and P.O.T.-F,0,0. was

a negative function of the

ratio reward,

The multiple correlation between

E.O. and P.O.T.-F.O.S. was

a negative function of the

ratio reward.

9

478



FORM I SUBJECT i SESSION i CONDITION CHANGES

9c

4 7

6 3-2I ) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

Reward r IN

(B) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 0 10

RATIO REWARD

IOU pts

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINWJ

REWRI) :0c

SULT

65.

366.

RESULTS

The multiple correlation between

P.O.T. and F.O.S.- F.O.B. was

a negative
function of the ratio rew,-,rd.

The multiple correlation between

F.0.5, and P.01.-F.0,R. was

a negative
function of the

ratio reward.

367. The multiple correlation between

F.C.R. and P.O.T-F.O.S. was

a negative function of the

ratio reward,

Ti multipe CCT

P.O,T. and 1.3.6.-FAR, as

!'unction of the

rdttc re.qa%i:

3b3 ine multiple ccr!.elatlw ben

F.0.0. and

a negative fircLi6n TF

ratio ra

Toe multiple correlation batween

r.O.R. and P.O.T
,P ,s

a negativt furcior, af the

ratio reward.

371. The multiple correIation between

F.O,S. and F:0.0.-F.O.R. was

a negz-ive function of the

ratio reward.

372. The multiple correlation between

FAO: and F.O.S.-F.O.R. was

not a function of the

ratio reward.

373.
The multiple correlation between

F.O.R, and F.O.S.-F.O.O. was

a negative function of the

ratio reward,

laas

4 8 0



RESULT i

74.

37

376.

377.

378

375.

380.

3-21

10b (2)

48 1

A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 14

(0) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD

RATIO REWARD

100 pts 4

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD - 104

RESULTS

The correlation between S7's

P,O.T. and $6's P.M, was a

negative function of the ratio

reward.

The correlatori oetween F.O.T.

and F.O.S. was not a function

of the ratio reward.

The correlation between P.O.T.

and F.0.0, was not a function

of the ratio reward,

The correlation between P.O.T.

and F.O.R. was a positive func-

tion of the ratio reward.

The correlation between F.O.S,

and F.0.01 was not 4 function

of the ratio reward.

The correlation between F.O.

and F.O.R. was not a function

of the ratio reward.

The correlation between F40.0.

and F.O,R. was a negative fUnc-

tion of the ratio reward.

The multiple correlation between

P.O.T. and F.04S.-F.0.0. was

not a function of the ratio

reward.

The multiple correlation between

F,O.S. and P.0.1.4.0.0. was

not a function of the ratio

reward,

The multiple correlation between

F.0.0. and P.O,T-F.O.S. was

not a function of the ratio

reward.



10c 7

481

3-21 (A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD* lO

(B) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD

RATIC REWARD 386.

100 pts lc

(A ) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT
381.

REWARD iO

389,

390.

391 .

392.

IESULTS

The multiple correlation between

P.O.T. and F.O.S.LF,O.R, was

not a function of the

ratio reward,

The moltiple
correlation between

F.O.S. and F.O.T.-F.O.R. ia

not a function of the

ratio reward,

The multiple cor dation between

F 0,R, and P.O.T-F.O.S1 was

not a function of the

ratio reward.

The multiple
correlation bebleen

P 0,T. and F.0.12.-F.O.R. was

a negative
function of the

ratio reward.

The multiple correlation between

F.0.0. and P.O.T-F.O.R. was

a negative
function of the

ratio reward.

The multiple
correlation between

F. and P.O.T4.04 was

not a function of the

ratio reward.

The multiple correlation between

F.O.S. and F.0104,0.R. was

not a function of the

ratio reward.

The multiple corelation between

F.00, and F. F.O.R. was

not a function of the

ratio reward.

The multiple
correlation be ween

F.O.R. and F.O.S-F.0,0, was

not a function of the

ratio reward.

4 I



CONDITION CHANGE

RESULTS

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD * lOt

(B) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD * It

394.

lib(2)

11c

48o

RATIO REWARD

100 pts It

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD* lOt

3

,The correlation
between 56's

P.O.T. and Si's P.O.T. WaS a

positive function
of,thereduced

C.C. reward and the ratio
reward.

The correlation
between P.O.T.

hand F,O.S, was rot a function of

the reduced C.C. reward and

the ratio reward.

The correlation between P.O.T.

and F.0.0, was not a function of

the reduced C.C. reward and the

ratio reward.

The correlation between P.O.T.

and F.O.R. was not a function of
the reduced C.C. reward and the ratio reward.

The correlation betw en F.O.S.

and F 0.0, was not a function

of the reduced
C.C. reward and

the ratio reward.

The correlation between F.O.S.

and f.O.R was a negative function

of the reduced C.C. reward and the

ratio reward.

The norrelation
between F.0.0. and

F.O.R. was not a function of the

reduced C.C. reward and the

ratio reward.

The multiple
correlation between

P.O.T, and F.045.-F.0.0. was

not a function of the reduced

C.C. reward and the ratio reward.
The multiple

correlation between

F.O.S. and P.0.T.F.0.0. was

not a function of
the reduced

C.C, reward and the ratio reward.

The multiple
correlation tetwetn

F.O.O. and P.O.T.-F.O.S. as not
a function of the reduced

C.L.

reward and the ratio rewe d.



FOAM

11c

487

RESAT

A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD* lOC

403.

(B) COMPETITIVE
404.

CONTINGENT

REWARD e 1c

RATIO REWARD 405.

100 pts IC

A COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD g IOC

The multiple correlation between

F.O.T. and F,O.S.-F.O.R. was

not a function of the reduced C.C.

reward and the ratio reward.

The multiple correlation between

F,O.S. and
F.O.T-F.O.R was not

a functionof the reduced C.C,

reward and the ratio reward.

The multiple correlation between

F.O.R, and
P.O.T-F.O.S. as not

a function of the reduced C.C.

reward and the ratio reward.

406.
The multiple correlation between

P.O.T. and
F.0.0.4.0.R. was not

a function of the reduced C.C.

reward ana the ratio reward.

407.
The multiple correlation between

F.0.0. and P.O.T.-F.O.R. was not

a function of the reduced C.C.

reward and the ratio reward.

408.
The multiple

correlation betwe n

F.O.R. and P.O.T-F.O.O, was no

a function of the reduced C.C.

reward and the ratio reward.

409 The multiple correlation between

F.O.S. and
F.0.0.4.0.R. was a

negative function of the reduced

C.C. reward and the ratio reward.

410.
The multiple correlation between

F.0.0. and
F.O.S.-F.O.R. was not

a function of the reduced C.C.

reward and the ratio reward.

411. The multiple correlation between

F O.R. and F.O.S.4.0.0. was not

a function of the reduced C.C.

reward and the ratio reward.

4 8



SESSION

I 9

16-33

CONDITION COICES

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 10c

(8) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD

RATIO REWARD

100 pts

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD a 10

RESULT

412.

413.

414.

41

'416.

417.

418.

419.

420.

421.

RESULTS

The correlation between S7 s

P.O.T. and S6's P.O.T, was a

positive function of the reduced

C.C. reward and the ratio reward,

The correlation between P.O.T.

and F.O.S. was a negative function

of the reduced C.C. reward

and the ratio reward.

The correlation between P.O.T.

and F.U.O. was a negative function

of the reduced C.C. reward

and the ratio reward.

The correlation between P.O.T,

and F.O.R. was not a function

of the reduced C.C. reward

and the ratio reward.

The correlation between F.O.S.

and F.0.0. was a negative function

of the reduced C.C. reward and

the ratio reward,

The correlation between F.O.S.

and F.O.R. was a negative function

of the reduced C.C. reward and

the ratio reward.

The correlation between F.O.O.

and F.O.R. waS not a function

of the reduced C.C. reward and

the ratio reward.

The multiple correlation between

P.O.T. and F.O.S.-F.O.O. was a

negative function of the raduc d

C.C. reward and the ratio reward.

The multiple
correlation between

F,O.S. and P.0.1.4.0.0. was not

a faction of the reduced C.C.

reword and the ratio reward.

The multiple correlation betwe n

F.0.0. and P.O.r.-F.O.S. was not

a function of tie reduced C.C.

reward and the fatio reward.

490



FORM i

12e 7

491

JLT i
RESULTS

16-33 (A) COMPETITIVE 422.
The multiple correlation between

CONTINGENT
P.O.T. and F.O.S-F.O.R. was a

REWARD lOe
negative function of the reduced

.C. reward and the ratio reward.

(B) COMPETITIVE
The multiple correlation between

42

CONTINGENT
F.0.5. and PAT.-F.0.R. was a

REWARD e le
negative function of the reduced

C.C. reward and the ratio rewarcl,

RATIO REWARD 424.
The multiple ocrrelation between

100 pts le
F.O.R. and P.0,T.-F.0.5 was not

a function of the reduced C.C.

(A ) COMPETITIVE
reward and the ratio reward.

CONTINGENT 425,
The multiple correlatien between

REWARD e 10e
P.O.T. and F.0.0.4.O.R. vii5 a

negative function of the reduced

C.C. reward and the ratio reward.

,e26. The multiple correlation between

F.0.0. and P.O.T-F,O.R, was a

negative function of the reduced

C.C. reward and the ratio reward.

427.
The multiple correlation between

F.O.R. and P.0,T-F10.0. Was not

a function of the reduced C.C.

reward and the ratio reward.

428. The multiple correlation between

F.O.S. and F.0.0-F.0.R. was not

a function of the reduced C.C.

reward and the ratio reward.

The multiple correlation between

429.
F.0.0. and F.0.5-F1O.R. was not

a function of the reduced C C

reward and the ratio reward

43o.
The multiple correlation between

F.O.R. and F.0.5-F.0.0 was a

positive function of the reduced

C.C. reward and the ratio reward.

492



COMMON CHAIM

5-52 A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD a 10t

RATIO REWARD

100 pts lc

I3c

NEGATIVE

COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 10C

RATIO REWARD

100 pts lc

(A ) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARP a
44

RATIO REWARD

100 pts It

433

434.

435.

436.

437.

almissr

RESULTS

The correlation betteen 53's

P.O.T. and Srs P.O.T. was a

positive function of the nigative

competitive contingent reward.

The correlation beNien P.O.T.

and F.O.S. Was a posittive funtion

of the negative competitive

contingent reward.

The correlatiOn be6Jeen P.O.T.

and F.0.0. was a neiative function

of the negative competitive

contingent reward..

The correlation betAan P.O.T.

and F.O.R. was not a fonction

of the negative competitive

contingent reward.

The correlation between F.O.S.

and F.0.0. was a negative function

of the negative competitive

contingent reward.

The correlation between F.O.S.

and F.O.R. was a negative function

of the negative competitive

contingent reward.

The correlation between F.0.0.

and F.O.R. was a positive function

of the negative competitive

contingent reward.

The multiple correlation

P.O.T. and F.D.S.-F.0.0,

positive function of the

competitive contingent re

The multiOle correlation

F 0,S. and P.0.1.4.0.0.

function of thenegative

contingent mard.

between

was a

negative

ward.

between

Nit i positive

competitive

4 94



SUBJECT i $E$SIONI C IT*, CHANCES SULT I
MATS

3
AI COMPETITIW

CONTINGENT

REWARD a 14

RATIO REWARD

100 pts m It

(8 ) NEGATIVE

COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD * 10t

RATIO REWARD

100 pts it

A COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD * 10t

9-

440.
The multiple

correlation between

F.0.0. and
P.O:T1-F.0.$ was

not a function of the negative

competitive
contingent reward.

441. The multiple correlation between

P.O.T. and
F.O.S-F.O.R. was a

positive function
of the negative

competitive
contingent reward.

442.
The multiple

correlation between

F.O.S. and
P.O.T-F.O.R1 was a

positive
function of the negative

competitive
contingent reword.

443. The multiple
correlation between

F.O.R. and
P.O.T,-F.O.S. was not

a function of the negative

competitive
contingent reward.

444. The multiple correlation between

F.O.T. and F.0.0,-F.O.R. was

not a function of the negative

competitive contingent reward,

445. The multiple correlation between

F.0.0. and
P.O.T.-F.O.R. was

not a function of the negative,

competitive contingent reward.

446.
The multiple

correlation between

F.O.R. and P.0.T.4.0.0% was

not a function of the negative

competitive
contingent reward.

447. The multiple correlation between'

F.O.S. and F.0.0.4.0.R. vas

not a function of the negative

competitive
contingent reward.

448, The multiple correlation between

F.0.0. and F.O.S.-F.O.R. was

not a function of the negative

competitive contingent
reward,

449. The multiple
correlation between

F.O.R. and
U.S.4.0.0. was

not a function of the negative

competitive
contingent reward.

496



rr,

tom # SUBJECT I SESSION I

(Z)

.21E

35-52

CONDITION CHANGU RESULT #

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTICENT

REWARD IOC

RATIO REWARD

100 ut'., t 1C

ffi) NEGATIVE

COMPEIITIvE

UNTINANT

REWARD ,

4

RATIO REWARD

100 pt-

I '.0MPETITIVi

(ONTINIANT

REwAR

It.6,11t, 141400

pti

RESULTS

450, The correlation
between SI's

P:O.T. and S3's P,O,T, was a

poitive function of the negative

competitive contilent reward,
451,

The t-)mlation hetween

and LD,S, wa-3 e.ot a functiq
of thc Ngative

compelitiw.

contingent ewatl,
452.

rhe cocreIatiG,'i uven P.O,T,
4:04 I li ,oas d

te
cumpetiii4e

cufltingent teward.
453,

!he ce,7re!,it4 P

dod i.O.R. II

454.

451:

458.

of he r ompetitly

,0,16n1e'd teald

The correltior: between F.0

nt,t a function

uf the qvgative
comoet!tive

contingfN teArd,

The cor101tior,
txeen ;.0 5.

arid 1,0R Ja,, nut a function ,;f

the negative competitive

contingent reward.

The cocrelation
between F.0.0.

iM f..R. wch not d function

of the negative
competitive

contingent teward.

a

The multi'ple
cr,r4latm I.,etlween

P,o,r, and f-.0.0.0.0, wa$ not

d functyin e)f the negative

Lumpetitive contingent reward,

The multiple
correlation between

i.10,S and P.U.1.4,0,0. was OM
Flinrf;irm tho nonAtivr,



SUBJECT i SESSION i CONDITION CHANGES RESULT i

14

35-52 (A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 101

RATIO REWARD

100 pts g le

4 9

(8) NEGATIVE

COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 104

RATIO REWARD

100 pts 4 14

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD

RATIO REWARD

100 pts = 1 c

459,

461,

462,

463.

464,

465.

466.

467.

468.

RESULT

The multiple correlation between

F.0.0. and P.O.T.-F.O.S1 was not a

function of the negative competitive

contingent reward.

The multiple correlation between

P.O.T. and F.0.5.-F.O.R. was

not a function of the negative

competitive contingent reward.

The multiple correlation between

F.O.S. and P.O.T.-F.O.R. was

not a function of the negative

competitive contingent reward.

The multiple correlation between

F.O.R. and P.O.T.-F.O.S. was

not a function of the negative

competitive contingent reward.

The multiple correlation between

P.O.T. and F.0.0.-F.O.R. was

not a function of the negative

competitive contingent reward.

The multiple correlation between

F,0.0. and P.O.T.-F.O.R. was

not a function of the negative

competitive contingent reward.

The multiple correlation between

F.O.R. and P.O.T-F.O.O. was

not a function of the negative

competitive contingent reward.

The multiple correlation between

F.O.S. and was

not a function of the negative

competitive contingent reward.

The multiple correlation beyeen

F.0 0 and F.O.S.-F.O.R. was

not i function of the negative

competitive contingentleward,

The multiple correlation between

F.O.R. and F.03,4.0.0. was

not a function of the negative

competitive contingent reward,
500



CONDITION CHANCES

A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD * 14

RATIO REWARD

100 pts 4

COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 104

RATIO REWARD

100 pts * 14

(A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD * it

RATIO REWARD

100 pcs * 14

RESULT i

I46.

470.

471,

472,

473.

474L

475.

476.

477.

478.

WML.Wai.0,wi*Iisia,

RESULTS

The correlation between s

P.O.T. and SI's P.O.T, was

a positive function of the

Increased C.C. reward.

The correlation howten P.O.T.

and F.O.S. was not kfunction

of the increased C.C. reward.

The correlation between P&L

and M.O. was not a function

of the increased C.C, reward

The correlation between P.O.T.

and F.O.R. was a positive

function of the increased

C,C reward,

The correlation beiweeart.--

and F.0.0. was a negative

function of the increased

C.C. reward.

The correlation between F.0 .

and F.O.R. was a positive

function of the increased

C.C. reward.

The correlation between F.O.O.

and F.O.R. was not a function

f the increased C.C. reward.

The multiple correlation between

P 0.T. end F.O.S-F.O.O. was

a negative function of the

increased C.C. reward.

The multiple
correlation between

F.O.S. and P.0.14.0.0. was

not a function of the

increased C,C. reward.

The multiple correlation between

F.0.0. and P.0.1.4.0.5. was

a negative function of the

increasedf.t. reward:

izogx



CONDITION CHANGES RESULT i

rgfeili*Rjas.gmeigaw

RESULTS

60-65 (A) COMPETITIVE
The multiple correlation between

CONTINGENT
479, P.O.T. and F.0.5.4.D,R. was

REWARD x
not a function of the Increved

C.C. reward.

RAM REWARD 480. The mdltipie correlation between

100 pts :c
F.O.S. and P.O.T-F.O.R. was

nut a function of the increasei

(6) *COMPETITIVE
C.C. reward.

CONTINGENT 481, The multiple correlation between

REWARD IOC
F.O.R. and P.O.T.-F.O.S. wa$

a positive
function oF the

RATIO REWARD
increased C.C. ,reward.

100 pts lc 482.
The multiple correlation beNeen

P.O.T, and F,0.0,-F.D.R. wab

h) .LOMPETITIvf
a wgative function of the

CGON6ENT
increased C,C. reward:

REWARD 1: I83. The multiple correlation beNeen

F.0.0. and P,O.T.-F.O.R, was

RATIO REWARD
a negative function of the

100 pt5,
increased C.C. rewvd

484,
The multiple correlation 'oetween

F,O.R. and P.M.-F.0.Q wa,

not a fuoiliol oi ITL7 ijcrJ
reward.

4 85 The multiple LorreIatiO n betAeen

F.0,5. and F.0,0,-1.O.R.
was

a positive function of the

increased C.C. reward.

mu multiple wrrelation
n

F.0.0, and F.D.S.-F.O.R.

not a function of the increased

C.C. reward.

487' The multiple correlation beo..,een

F.O.R. and F.0.5,-F.O.O. wa5

a positive
funtltion of t'4.:

increased C.C. reaarJ,



FORM # SUBJECT # SESSION #
CONDITION CHANGES

RESULT #

16b (1)
6C6 5 A) COMPETITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD . lc

4.

RATIO REWARD

100 pts 1C

(B) COMPfTITIVE

CONTINGENT

REWARD 4 10c

RATIO REWARD

100 pts g IC

I6c

(A) COMPET1TNE

CONTINGENT

REWARD t 1

R4110 RiARD

1)0 pts 2 k

RESULTS

he correlation
between SI's

P.O.T. and 53's P.0.1. was

a positive function
of the

increased (.C. reward.
489.

The correlation
between P.O.T.

and .CI.S. was a negative

function of the increased

reward.

430.
The correlation

between P.O.T,
and 1.0.0. WV a positive

func,lion of tilt; increased

C,C. reware,

491,
The correlation

between P.O.T.
and F.0.. oas not a function

of the increased C.C. reward.

432,

493

434

The correlation
between r'.0.$.

and F.3.0, was a positive

function a the increased

C.C. reoard,

The correlation
between F.0.5.

and F.D.R. wii not a function

of the
increased C.C. reward,

The corelation
Uetween 1.0.0,

and F.O.R. Was not a function

of the
increased C.C. reward,

495, 1The multiple correlation between
P.M, and

F.0.5.-F.0.0. was

a negative function of the

increased C.C. reward.
496

The liultiple
correlation between

U.S. and
P.0.T-F,0.0. was

not wfunction of the increased
C.C. reward.

497. The multiple
correlation between

1 F.0.0. and M.T-F.0.5, was
not a function of the Increased

C.C. reward.



I ..

'FORK i SUBJECT # SESSION I CONDITION CNANGESIRESOLT #

!

I6c

!

60-5 IN compETITIvE

CONTINGENT

RNA 1(

+

RATIO REWPA

100

I(d) COMPETITIVE

I CONTIMN!

I REWARD

I
4

1 t

1 RilhilC RE

t
.

1

) r1Wq111T1F

RA71O RNARD

100 , I(

438,

499.

=lq

)0:4,

505.

506

RESULTS

The muiple correlation N:Iw en

1

dnd F.(4.03. aiS

a regat:ve f.,1ction of th,

increbed ti,C. re4rd.

The mul(iQle corre1at1on betwep

and P,M=FO,P, was

no: 3 fur(ion of the incre&ied

I LC, rcAr,t

The clultiple correlat1c1 betwen

1',:i:;. and P,),T-U.S, wT,

nct 3 function uf ircrea,se

.r. reward,

The multi* co7-relation betwt,

and ',0,(7-F.0J as

I a nqatve func[on of the

i :dcrcasod Li. r.A.ar

IThe Ink:vie ,xTreilH.,'. nerv,,!e7

F,0,.j. aqd P.01.-r,0.9

a nvgai-,Ive
fuotior c4. !no

;ncraq;d :',.C, rehord,

N r.',,J1!i,d1,2 cvre!jitiA Let

r,O,R, 4fld r',O,T.4.0.0: was

not ,,,

funciftln ol' the increased

fj reward:

rhe i,:iihip4 correlation be!rJit,T1

I FSJ,S: and F,!,,,04,0,P, WAS

p)sve function of the

Iock14$ed C,I rei,:ard.

I The mAltiple correlatIon betow

F.0.0. and F,O.S-F,O,R. was

ncrE d 100:00 Of the increioeo

C,L ruard,

The multiple correlation between

F.O.R. and F.0,5.4.0.0, wa

not a function of the increased

C.C. reward



;

!

IFORM # I SaJECT # ISESSIO0
CONDITION

CHAN5ES!RESuLT #

RESULTS
17t 0)

17c

509

I-1 jA RATIO REWARO

100 ptl

2qETITIVF

,

IN correlation bcar, 7

F.O.T. 7:i7,..! TLJ', PT,

c..c7,f.Jt:tc,'
r:ontIngenz re,,ari.

T'ne :,..irrvition,
betoeen P.C,',.

, not a furct!(m

ilot
f'.)e.v.i7,-,42e-f.itiv

cof,t,nsec,

!re,ard,
,.
t !7T-, cv,?!atio

netwt:n P.;,).1

n,-,,t iJ f..,:,,t
,. -,, ,,.,,., :1 , 1 ,, , , ,,,., ,k !,,i,;:,,,
ard.

.Tnt ,.-.,,',,,:riaii

;1Lt 8

jno

re,,a1r,.j,

ihe ,:rJrreiatioi,',
titv&e,, '.

. .
_

1

P,d j,:i.. ,,A=. ,A fJo5itve

functioh of
the competitive

1 ,corltir,grit rewarA.

1 1he correlation
letoeen

ii and ;AYR,
ViA not a functin

,I of the
coNpetitive contingent

re,.4ar0,

1.

1

The multile
cortelation between

and c,f0,0.
Inot 0 functlim J the

competitive
,,ontingent reward,

1:15, 1 Th atiple
c01r913tion be,-Aetr

F.O.S. and PT-F.0,0. ws
a negativu function 0 the

wmpetitive potingent reward,
54, , The multiple

vvelation between
I F.0.0, and M.1,.F.0S. was

a negative function of the

competitive contingent med.

. _

510



;FORM # SUBjECT # SESSION i CONDITION CHANGEiRESUL1 #

ahem.=

lc RAT!C REWAR

100 t,is = lc

CONT;NGENT

P,Air)

ut,

V.4,:ipT,

;77

i

4:maws/ma',

RESULTS

The muitiple correlarloh between

P.O.T,

mut a h.IntOr cj r0- COM2'?f,HV

o7.y.t;nger.t

ihe nul:ipie correlatio:i

PCJ. CR NJ:3

fer.tiur, of th( competiti

contH;ent r(ward.

PLIII v.rrelaLa

a negative futp:t,Jr,

c,oltingent

T[e rj'rre!i';nn

.r j. ij r

'urcion

cotilgert

Tro
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